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Preface to the New Edition
WOLFGANG SACHS

E

very time the Olympic ﬂame is lit in front of the host country’s president,
the pulse of a nation quickens. But the Games have rarely been staged
with more ambition to self-aggrandisement than in Beijing
, when China
celebrated its arrival as a world power. Moreover, this message that in the
summer of
was broadcast to the world through the language of the
Olympics will in
be reiterated in the language of a world exhibition in
Shanghai, in which China will present itself to the global public as a platform
for the scientiﬁc achievements of the twenty-ﬁrst century.
The Olympics and the World Expo are symbols of the secular shift that
occurred around the turn of the millennium: the ascent of China – and
other countries of the Southern hemisphere – to the exclusive club of global
powers. It is scarcely possible to overestimate the signiﬁcance of this shift for
world history, and in particular for the people of the South. After centuries
of humiliation, they ﬁnally see a Southern country on a par with the powers
of the world. Countries once treated as colonial underdogs now measure up
to their masters, and people of colour take over from the white man. Yet
what amounts to a triumph of justice threatens to turn into a defeat for the
planet. The desire for equity is largely ﬁxed on development-as-growth, and
it is development-as-growth which strains human relations and fundamentally threatens the biosphere. Indeed, China’s success brings the dilemma
of the twenty-ﬁrst century into focus: politics is compelled to push either
equity without ecology, or ecology without equity. It is hard to see how this
dilemma can be resolved unless the belief in ‘development’ is dismantled.
A C HANGING ECONOM IC GEOG R APHY

vi

While discussing the end of the development era in October
, we the
authors of this book were unaware that at that very moment ‘development’
had been given a new lease of life. For as the group of friends who eventually
became contributors to The Development Dictionary gathered for what we called
a living-room consultation in State College Pennsylvania, to review key
concepts of the development discourse, on the other side of the Atlantic the
events that brought down the Berlin Wall in November
were coming
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to a head. Like most of our contemporaries, we were stunned by the event
but blissfully ignorant of the way in which the fall of the Wall would turn
out to be a historical watershed. In hindsight it has become obvious that the
events of
ﬁnally opened the ﬂoodgates for transnational market forces
to reach the remotest corners of the globe. As the era of globalization came
into being, hopes of increased wealth were unleashed everywhere, providing
fresh oxygen for the ﬂagging development creed.
On the one hand, the age of globalization has brought economic development to fruition. The Cold War divisions faded away, corporations relocated
freely across borders, and politicians as well as populations in many countries
set their hopes on the model of a Western-style consumer economy. In a
rapid – even meteoric – advance, a number of newly industrializing countries
acquired a larger share of economic activity. They notched up growth rates
far higher than those of the old industrial countries, playing their cards
as energy suppliers (United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, Russia), as export
platforms (South Korea, Thailand, China) or as sizeable markets (Brazil,
China, India). In any event, quite a few Southern countries broke away from
the group of money-poor economies and transformed into a new generation
of industrial countries, narrowing the distance that separated them from the
rich economies. For them, it is as if President Truman’s promise at the birth
of the development period in
– that poor nations would catch up with
the rich – had ﬁnally come true.
But, on the other hand, the age of globalization has now superseded
the age of development. This is mainly because nation-states can no longer
contain economic and cultural forces. Goods, money, information, images
and people now ﬂow across frontiers and give rise to a transnational space in
which interactions occur freely, as if national spaces did not exist. Development thinking used to concentrate on nation-states’ transition from agrarian to industrial societies. The state was conventionally considered to be
the main actor, and the national society the main target, of development
planning. For this reason, development thinking increasingly lost its way,
as both the actor and the target of development withered away under the
inﬂuence of transnationalization. With the state moving out of focus, the
development concept looks strangely out of place in the era of globalization.
Development, in short, became denationalized; indeed, globalization can be
aptly understood as development without nation-states.
As a result of this shift, development came to mean the formation of
a global middle class alongside the spread of the transnational economic
complex, rather than a national middle class alongside the integration of
a national economy. Seen from this perspective, it comes as no surprise
that the age of globalization has produced a transnational class of winners.
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Though they exist in different densities at different points around the globe,
this class is to be found in every country. In the large cities of the South,
glittering ofﬁce towers, shopping malls ﬁlled with luxury brands, gated communities with villas and manicured gardens, not to speak of the stream of
limousines on highways or the never-ending string of brand advertisements,
signal the presence of high purchasing power. Roughly speaking, half of the
transnational consumer class resides in the South, and half in the North. It
comprises social groups which, despite their different skin colour, are less
and less country-speciﬁc and tend to resemble one another more and more
in their behaviour and lifestyles. They shop in similar malls, buy the same
hi-tech equipment, see the same ﬁlms and television series, roam the globe
as tourists and dispose of the key instrument of assimilation: money. They
are part of a transnational economic complex which is now developing its
markets on a global scale. Nokia supplies it everywhere with mobile telephones, Toyota with cars, Sony with televisions, Siemens with refrigerators,
Burger King with fast-food joints, and Time-Warner with DVDs. Westernstyle development, to be sure, continued spreading during the globalization
period, but boosted the expansion of the transnational economic complex
rather than the formation of thriving national societies.
DE S I RE FOR EQU IT Y

viii

It would be misleading to recognize only the desire for wealth in the scramble of countries and classes for income. Though it goes without saying that
the time-honoured vices of greed and arrogance are omnipresent drivers in
this scramble, it is also true that from the point of view of the South there is
more to it. Behind the craving for skyscrapers and shopping malls, gigawatts
and growth rates, there is also the desire for recognition and equity at work.
A quick glance at China may illustrate the point. The ascendancy of China
to the ranks of a world power is balm on the wounds inﬂicted during her
two centuries of colonial humiliation. And the success of the middle class is
a source of pride and self-respect that puts the Chinese elite on a par with
social elites elsewhere on the globe. The Chinese example brings to the fore
what has been part and parcel of development all along: the desire for justice
is intimately linked to the pursuit of development.
Looking at The Development Dictionary today, it is striking that we had
not really appreciated the extent to which the development idea has been
charged with hopes for redress and self-afﬁrmation. It certainly was an
invention of the West, as we showed at length, but not just an imposition on
the rest. On the contrary, as the desire for recognition and equity is framed
in terms of the civilizational model of the powerful nations, the South has
emerged as the staunchest defender of development. Countries in general do
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not aspire to become more ‘Indian’, more ‘Brazilian’ or for that matter more
‘Islamic’; instead, assertions to the contrary notwithstanding, they long to
achieve industrial modernity. To be sure, the element of imposition has not
been lacking since Commodore Perry appeared off the coast of Japan in
,
forcing it at gunpoint to give access to goods from the USA. Self-defence
against the hegemonic powers has been an important motive of the drive for
development until today. Nevertheless, what might once have been an imposition has more often than not turned into a basis for identity. In this way,
however, as indeed the book points out, the right to cultural self-identity
has been compromised by accepting the development world-view. Despite
decolonization in the political sense – which has led to independent states
– and despite decolonization in the economic sense – which has made some
countries into economic powers – a decolonization of the imagination has not
occurred. Quite the reverse: across the world hopes for the future are ﬁxed
on the rich man’s patterns of production and consumption. The longing for
greater justice on the part of the South is one reason for the persistence of
the development creed – even if, in this century, neither the planet nor the
people of the world can any longer afford its predominance.
However, it is crucial to distinguish two levels of equity. The ﬁrst is
the idea of relative justice, which looks at the distribution of various assets
– such as income, school years or Internet connections – across groups
of people or nations. It is comparative in nature, focuses on the relative
positions of asset-holders, and points towards some form of equality. The
second is the idea of absolute justice, which looks at the availability of
fundamental capabilities and freedoms without which an unblemished life
would be impossible. It is non-comparative in nature, focuses on basic living
conditions, and points to the norm of human dignity. Generally speaking,
conﬂicts about inequality are animated by the ﬁrst idea, while conﬂicts
about human rights are animated by the second.
As it turns out, the demand for relative justice may easily collide with
the right to absolute justice. To put it in political terms: the competitive
struggle of the global middle classes for a greater share of income and power
is often carried out at the expense of the fundamental rights of the poor
and powerless. As governments and businesses, urban citizens and rural
elites mobilize to forge ahead with development, more often than not the
land, the living spaces and the cultural traditions of indigenous peoples,
small farmers or the urban poor are put under pressure. Freeways cut
through neighbourhoods, high-rise buildings displace traditional housing,
dams drive tribal groups from their homelands, trawlers marginalize local
ﬁsherfolk, supermarkets undercut small shopkeepers. Economic growth is of
a cannibalistic nature; it feeds on both nature and communities, and shifts
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unpaid costs back onto them as well. The shiny side of development is often
accompanied by a dark side of displacement and dispossession; this is the
reason why economic growth has time and again produced impoverishment
next to enrichment. The globally oriented middle classes, although they
push for development in the name of greater equality, largely disregard the
plight of the poor. No wonder that, in just about all newly industrializing
countries, social polarization has been on the rise along with growth rates
over the past thirty years.
To invoke the right to development for the sake of greater equity is
therefore an untrustworthy undertaking. This is particularly the case when
governmental and non-governmental representatives call for accelerated
growth in the name of helping the poor. Most of the time, they take the
poor hostage when garnering relative advantages from the richer countries,
without much of an intention of guaranteeing the fundamental rights of
economically disadvantaged communities. At the core of this cover-up – as
this book argues – lies the semantic confusion brought about by the concept
of development. After all, development can mean just about everything, from
putting up skyscrapers to putting in latrines, from drilling for oil to drilling
for water, from setting up software industries to setting up tree nurseries.
It is a concept of monumental emptiness, carrying a vaguely positive connotation. For this reason, it can be easily ﬁlled with conﬂicting perspectives.
On the one hand, there are those who implicitly identify development with
economic growth, calling for more relative equity in GDP. Their use of the
word ‘development’ reinforces the hegemony of the economic world-view.
On the other hand, there are those who identify development with more
rights and resources for the poor and powerless. Their use of the word calls
for de-emphasizing growth in favour of greater autonomy of communities.
For them, development speech is self-defeating; it distorts their concern and
makes them vulnerable to hijack by false friends. Putting both perspectives
into one conceptual shell is a sure recipe for confusion, if not a political
cover-up.
A PAR E NTH E S I S I N WOR LD H I STO RY

x

It is the legacy of the twentieth century that the desires of nations for
a better tomorrow are predominantly directed towards development-asgrowth. However, the multifaceted crisis of the biosphere turns this legacy
into a tragic liability. As the book points out in a variety of ways, the
development viewpoint implies both a chronopolitics and a geopolitics. In
terms of a chronopolitics, all peoples on the globe appear to move along
one single road, following the pacemakers who are supposed to represent
the forefront of social evolution. And in terms of a geopolitics, under the
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development gaze the confusing diversity of nations across the globe turns
into a clear ranking order with the GDP-rich countries at the top of the pack.
This way of constructing the world order has revealed itself to be not only
obsolete, but also mortally dangerous. Assigning the Euro-Atlantic model
of civilization to a vanguard position either along the course of history or
across the social ranking order has by now lost any legitimacy: it is proven
to be incompatible with the planet.
In retrospect it becomes clear that some of the very conditions that
have been responsible for the rise of the Euro-Atlantic civilization are also
responsible for its fall. Why was Europe able to leap ahead of the rest of the
world in the early nineteenth century? An important part of the answer (as
US historian Kenneth Pomeranz has shown) is to be found by looking at the
resource base. At the end of the eighteenth century, both of the two major
civilizations of the world – Europe and China – were constrained in their
economic development by the scarcity of land available to grow food, supply
fuel and provide raw materials. But it was only Europe – ﬁrst of all England
– that succeeded in overcoming this limit by tapping into new resources.
It began massively to import agricultural goods such as sugar, tobacco,
cereals and timber from America, and, above all, set out systematically to
utilize coal for industrial processes. As foreign land replaced domestic land
and carbon substituted for wood, the English industrial economy was able
to take off. Put more generally, access to biotic resources from colonies and
fossil resources from the crust of the earth was essential to the rise of the
Euro-Atlantic civilization. There would have been no industrial society
without the mobilization of resources from both the expanse of geographical
space and the depth of geological time.
As the planet’s biodiversity disappears, fossil-fuel resources dwindle and
the global climate destabilizes, the conditions that brought about Europe’s
success are no longer available. Resources will be neither as easily nor as
cheaply accessible. In particular, dwindling oil supplies and threatened
climate chaos suggest that future historians will consider the past two
hundred years of Euro-Atlantic development a parenthesis in world history.
Indeed, it is difﬁcult to see how the automobile society, high-rise housing,
chemical agriculture, or a meat-based food system could be rolled out across
the globe. The resources required would be too vast, too expensive and too
damaging for local ecosystems and the biosphere.
Since the Euro-Atlantic model of wealth emerged under exceptional conditions, it cannot be generalized to the world at large. In other words, the
model requires social exclusion by its very structure; it is unﬁt to underpin
equity on a global scale. Therefore, development-as-growth cannot continue
to be a guiding concept of international politics unless global apartheid is
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taken for granted. If there is to be some kind of prosperity for all world
citizens, the Euro-Atlantic model of production and consumption needs to
be superseded, making room for modes of well-being that leave only a light
footprint on the earth. Production and consumption patterns will not be ﬁt
for justice, unless they are resource-light and compatible with ecosystems.
For that reason, there will be no equity without ecology in the twenty-ﬁrst
century.
R E S I LI E N C E I N D IV E R S IT Y
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It is against this background that The Development Dictionary is of unbroken
relevance. Breaking with ‘development’ as a habit of thought is part and
parcel of an overdue decolonization of minds. We, the authors of the book,
started with the premise that Western hegemony leaves its imprint not only
on politics and economics, but on minds as well. Just as domestic furniture
carries the imprint of its age, mental furniture is also marked by the date of
its formation. In this respect, the development discourse is an outcome of
the post-war era of fossil-fuel-based triumphalism, undergirded by colonial
perceptions and the legacy of Western rationalism. Cleansing the mind from
development certainties, however, requires a conscious effort; therefore, the
authors of this book have ventured to expose those key concepts that make
up much of the mental furniture of ‘development’. As it emerges, just to name
some examples in the book, ‘poverty’ incorporates a materialistic prejudice,
‘equality’ is transmogriﬁed into sameness, ‘standard of living’ reduces the
diversity of happiness, ‘needs’ make the dependency trap snap, ‘production’
brings forth disvalue next to value, and ‘population’ is nothing but a statistical artefact. Exposing the epoch-speciﬁc nature of key concepts liberates the
mind and prompts it to ﬁnd a language that is equal to tomorrow’s challenges.
The Development Dictionary is meant to help in this endeavour.
In particular, it will not be possible to reconceptualize equity without
recovering the diversity of prosperity. Linking the desire for equity to economic growth has been the conceptual cornerstone of the development age.
Delinking the desire for equity from economic growth and relinking it to
community- and culture-based notions of well-being will be the cornerstone
of the post-development age. Indeed, today, to a much greater extent than
when this book was written, initiatives are launched all over the world that,
in a smaller or larger way, aim at transcending the conventional development
idea. There is an upsurge of initiatives in the industrial world in both the
northern and the southern hemisphere that edge away from the fossil-fuel
economy and aim for a solar economy, which goes under the name of ‘green
economy’ in Europe and the USA, and of ‘ecological civilization’ in China.
Moreover, there is quite a bit of creativity at the margins of the mainstream,
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be it the search for a ‘sufﬁciency economy’ in Thailand, the call for ‘earth
democracy’ in India, the rediscovery of the cosmovisión Andina in Peru, or the
groping for ‘degrowth’ in France and Italy. And, last but not least, there are
myriad communities – professional, local, digital – afﬁrming in their speciﬁc
contexts that resilience, beauty and meaning can be found outside of the
logic of growth and expansion.
Looking at the multitude of post-development initiatives, two themes
emerge. First, a transition from economies based on fossil-fuel resources
to economies based on biodiversity is paramount. In contrast to the everexpanding nature of ‘development’, the recognition of limits is at the root
of numerous attempts to re-embed the economy in the biosphere. Examples
abound in architecture, agriculture, energy production, forestry and even
industry. What is more, opting for solar energies and materials is consonant
with a certain amount of deglobalization. For decades, a lack of local ﬁt
and adaptation in those areas had to be compensated for by the import
of fossil energies from far away, but without them a new appreciation of
the land, habitat and seasons becomes essential. While the massive use of
fossil-fuel-based resources allowed one to disregard the character of speciﬁc
places, bioeconomic systems – be it in cultivation or in construction – ﬁnd
their strength in connecting with local ecosystems and energy ﬂows. For
this reason, decentralization and diversity will be guiding principles for
solar economies.
Second, post-development initiatives attempt to push back the predominance of the economic world-view. They oppose the secular trend to functionalize work, education and the land in order to boost economic efﬁciency,
insisting on the right to act according to values of culture, democracy and
justice. In the global South, for instance, initiatives emphasize community
rights to natural resources, self-governance and indigenous ways of knowing
and acting. In the global North, post-development action instead centres on
eco-fair businesses in manufacture, trade and banking, the rediscovery of the
commons in nature and society, open-source collaboration, self-sufﬁciency
in consumption and proﬁt-making, and renewed attention to non-material
values. At any rate, what appears to be the common denominator of those
initiatives is the search for less material notions of prosperity that make
room for the dimensions of self-reliance, community, art or spirituality.
Their underlying conviction is that human well-being has many sources
beyond money; drawing on them not only provides a base for different styles
of prosperity, but makes people and communities more resilient against
resource crises and economic shock.
In such a perspective, however, the conventional politics of justice is
turned upside down. In the development age the rich world was able to
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sidestep the hard issues of justice, because economic growth was seen as the
main tool to bring greater equity to the world. Growth was a substitute for
justice, and inequality was no problem as long as the have-nots were able
to improve their position along the way. Indeed, for decades development
experts deﬁned equity primarily as a problem of the poor. They highlighted
the lack of income, lack of technologies, and lack of market access of the
poor, advocating all kinds of remedies for raising their living standard. In
short, they worked at raising the ﬂoor, rather than lowering the ceiling. With
the emergence of bio-physical constraints to economic growth, however, this
approach has deﬁnitely turned out to be one-sided; it is not just the poor but
also the rich, and their economy as well, that have to be called into question.
At any rate, the quest for fairness in a ﬁnite world means in the ﬁrst place
changing the rich, not the poor. Poverty alleviation, in other words, cannot
be separated from wealth alleviation.
It was in October
that Mohandas Gandhi already sensed the impasse
of development. In one of his columns for Young India, the mouthpiece of the
Indian independence movement, he wrote:
God forbid that India should ever take to industrialisation after the manner
of the West. The economic imperialism of a single tiny island kingdom
(England) is today keeping the world in chains. If an entire nation of
million took to similar economic exploitation, it would strip the world bare
like locusts.

Nearly eighty years later this statement has lost none of its relevance.
On the contrary, its signiﬁcance has exploded since today there are, just
between India and China, no longer
million but ,
million setting
out to imitate Britain. What would Gandhi say if he met Hu Jintao at the
inauguration of the
World Expo?
Berlin,
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T

he last forty years can be called the age of development. This epoch is
coming to an end. The time is ripe to write its obituary.
Like a towering lighthouse guiding sailors towards the coast, ‘development’ stood as the idea which oriented emerging nations in their journey
through post-war history. No matter whether democracies or dictatorships,
the countries of the South proclaimed development as their primary aspiration, after they had been freed from colonial subordination. Four decades
later, governments and citizens alike still have their eyes ﬁxed on this light
ﬂashing just as far away as ever: every effort and every sacriﬁce is justiﬁed
in reaching the goal, but the light keeps on receding into the dark.
The lighthouse of development was erected right after the Second World
War. Following the breakdown of the European colonial powers, the United
States found an opportunity to give worldwide dimensions to the mission
their founding fathers had bequeathed to them: to be the ‘beacon on the
hill’. They launched the idea of development with a call to every nation to
follow in their footsteps. Since then, the relations between North and South
have been cast in this mould: ‘development’ provided the fundamental frame
of reference for that mixture of generosity, bribery and oppression which has
characterized the policies toward the South. For almost half a century, good
neighbourliness on the planet was conceived in the light of ‘development’.
Today, the lighthouse shows cracks and is starting to crumble. The idea
of development stands like a ruin in the intellectual landscape. Delusion
and disappointment, failures and crimes, have been the steady companions
of development and they tell a common story: it did not work. Moreover,
the historical conditions which catapulted the idea into prominence have
vanished: development has become outdated. But, above all, the hopes and
desires which made the idea ﬂy are now exhausted: development has grown
obsolete.
Nevertheless, the ruin stands there and still dominates the scenery
like a landmark. Though doubts are mounting and uneasiness is widely
felt, development talk still pervades not only ofﬁcial declarations but even
the language of grassroots movements. It is time to dismantle this mental
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structure. The authors of this book consciously bid farewell to the defunct
idea in order to clear our minds for fresh discoveries.
Over the years, piles of technical reports have been accumulated which
show that development does not work; stacks of political studies have proven
that development is unjust. The authors of this book deal neither with
development as technical performance nor with development as class conﬂict,
but with development as a particular cast of mind. For development is much
more than just a socio-economic endeavour; it is a perception which models
reality, a myth which comforts societies, and a fantasy which unleashes
passions. Perceptions, myths and fantasies, however, rise and fall independent of empirical results and rational conclusions; they appear and vanish,
not because they are proven right or wrong, but rather because they are
pregnant with promise or become irrelevant. This book offers a critical
inventory of development credos, their history and implications, in order to
expose in the harsh glare of sunlight their perceptual bias, their historical
inadequacy, and their imaginative sterility. It calls for apostasy from the
faith in development in order to liberate the imagination for bold responses
to the challenges humanity is facing before the turn of the millennium.
We propose to call the age of development that particular historical
period which began on
January
, when Harry S. Truman for the
ﬁrst time declared, in his inauguration speech, the Southern hemisphere as
‘underdeveloped areas’. The label stuck and subsequently provided the cognitive base for both arrogant interventionism from the North and pathetic
self-pity in the South. However, what is born at a certain point in time can
die again at a later point; the age of development is on the decline because
its four founding premises have been outdated by history.
First of all, it was a matter of course for Truman that the United States
– along with other industrialized nations – was at the top of the social
evolutionary scale. Today, this premise of superiority has been fully and
ﬁnally shattered by the ecological predicament. Granted the US may still feel
it is running ahead of the other countries, but it is clear now that the race is
leading towards an abyss. For more than a century, technology carried the
promise of redeeming the human condition from sweat, toil and tears. Today,
especially in the rich countries, it is everybody’s best kept secret that this
hope is nothing other than a ﬂight of fancy.
After all, with the fruits of industrialism still scarcely distributed, we
now consume in one year what it took the earth a million years to store
up. Furthermore, much of the glorious productivity is fed by the gigantic
throughput of fossil energy; on the one side, the earth is being excavated
and permanently scarred, while on the other a continuous rain of harmful
substances drizzles down – or ﬁlters up into the atmosphere. If all countries
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‘successfully’ followed the industrial example, ﬁve or six planets would
be needed to serve as mines and waste dumps. It is thus obvious that the
‘advanced’ societies are no model; rather they are most likely to be seen in
the end as an aberration in the course of history. The arrow of progress is
broken and the future has lost its brightness: it holds in store more threats
than promises. How can one believe in development, if the sense of orientation has withered away?
Secondly, Truman launched the idea of development in order to provide
a comforting vision of a world order where the US would naturally rank
ﬁrst. The rising inﬂuence of the Soviet Union – the ﬁrst country which had
industrialized outside of capitalism – forced him to come up with a vision
that would engage the loyalty of the decolonizing countries in order to
sustain his struggle against communism. For over forty years, development
has been a weapon in the competition between political systems. Now that
the East–West confrontation has come to a halt, Truman’s project of global
development is bound to lose ideological steam and to remain without political fuel. And as the world becomes polycentric, the scrapyard of history now
awaits the dumping of the category ‘Third World’, a category invented by
the French in the early
s in order to designate the embattled territory
between the two superpowers.
Nevertheless, new, albeit belated, calls for development may multiply,
as the East–West division gets absorbed into the rich–poor division. In
this light, however, the entire project fundamentally changes its character:
prevention replaces progress as the objective of development; the redistribution of risk rather than the redistribution of wealth now dominates the
international agenda. Development specialists shrug their shoulders about
the long-promised industrial paradise, but rush to ward off the ﬂood of immigrants, to contain regional wars, to undercut illicit trade, and to contain
environmental disasters. They are still busy identifying deﬁcits and ﬁlling
gaps, but Truman’s promise of development has been turned upside down.
Thirdly, development has changed the face of the earth, but not in the
way it had intended. Truman’s project now appears as a blunder of planetary
proportions. In
, the Northern countries were twenty times richer than
the Southern, in
forty-six times richer. Is it an exaggeration to say that
the illusion of ‘catching up’ rivals on a world scale Montezuma’s deadly illusion of receiving Cortez with open arms? Of course, most Southern countries
stepped on the gas, but the North outpaced them by far. The reason is
simple: in this kind of race, the rich countries will always move faster than
the rest, for they are geared towards a continuous degradation of what they
have to put forth: the most advanced technology. They are world champions
in competitive obsolescence.
xvii
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Social polarization prevails within countries as well; the stories about
falling real income, misery and desperation are all too familiar. The campaign to turn traditional man into modern man has failed. The old ways
have been smashed, the new ways are not viable. People are caught in the
deadlock of development: the peasant who is dependent on buying seeds,
yet ﬁnds no cash to do so; the mother who beneﬁts neither from the care of
her fellow women in the community nor from the assistance of a hospital;
the clerk who had made it in the city, but is now laid off as a result of costcutting measures. They are all like refugees who have been rejected and
have no place to go. Shunned by the ‘advanced’ sector and cut off from the
old ways, they are expatriates in their own country; they are forced to get
by in the no-man’s-land between tradition and modernity.
Fourthly, suspicion grows that development was a misconceived enterprise from the beginning. Indeed, it is not the failure of development which
has to he feared, but its success. What would a completely developed world
look like? We don’t know, but most certainly it would he both boring and
fraught with danger. For development cannot be separated from the idea
that all peoples of the planet are moving along one single track towards
some state of maturity, exempliﬁed by the nations ‘running in front’. In this
view, Tuaregs, Zapotecos or Rajasthanis are not seen as living diverse and
non-comparable ways of human existence, but as somehow lacking in terms
of what has been achieved by the advanced countries. Consequently, catching
up was declared to be their historical task. From the start, development’s
hidden agenda was nothing else than the Westernization of the world.
The result has been a tremendous loss of diversity. The worldwide
simpliﬁcation of architecture, clothing and daily objects assaults the eye;
the accompanying eclipse of variegated languages, customs and gestures is
already less visible; and the standardization of desires and dreams occurs
deep down in the subconscious of societies. Market, state and science
have been the great universalizing powers; admen, experts and educators
have relentlessly expanded their reign. Of course, as in Montezuma’s time,
conquerors have often been warmly welcomed, only to unveil their victory.
The mental space in which people dream and act is largely occupied
today by Western imagery. The vast furrows of cultural monoculture left
behind are, as in all monocultures, both barren and dangerous. They have
eliminated the innumerable varieties of being human and have turned
the world into a place deprived of adventure and surprise; the ‘Other’
has vanished with development. Moreover, the spreading monoculture
has eroded viable alternatives to the industrial, growth-oriented society
and dangerously crippled humankind’s capacity to meet an increasingly
xviii different future with creative responses. The last forty years have consider-
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ably impoverished the potential for cultural evolution. It is only a slight
exaggeration to say that whatever potential for cultural evolution remains
is there in spite of development.
Four decades after Truman’s invention of underdevelopment, the historical conditions which had given rise to the developmental perspective
have largely disappeared. By now development has become an amoebalike concept, shapeless but ineradicable. Its contours are so blurred that
it denotes nothing – while it spreads everywhere because it connotes the
best of intentions. The term is hailed by the IMF and the Vatican alike, by
revolutionaries carrying their guns as well as ﬁeld experts carrying their
Samsonites. Though development has no content, it does possess one function: it allows any intervention to be sanctiﬁed in the name of a higher goal.
Therefore even enemies feel united under the same banner. The term creates
a common ground, a ground on which right and left, elites and grassroots,
ﬁght their battles.
It is our intention, as the authors of this book, to clear out of the way this
self-defeating development discourse. On the one hand, we hope to disable
the development professional by tearing apart the conceptual foundations of
his routines; on the other hand, we would like to challenge those involved in
grassroots initiatives to clarify their perspectives by discarding the crippling
development talk towards which they are now leaning. Our essays on the
central concepts in the development discourse intend to expose some of the
unconscious structures that set boundaries on the thinking of our epoch.
We believe that any imaginative effort to conceive a post-developmental era
will have to overcome these constraints.
The development discourse is made up of a web of key concepts. It is
impossible to talk about development without referring to concepts such as
poverty, production, the notion of the state, or equality. These concepts ﬁrst
rose to prominence during modern Western history and only then have they
been projected on the rest of the world. Each of them crystallizes a set of
tacit assumptions which reinforce the Occidental world-view. Development
has so pervasively spread these assumptions that people everywhere have
been caught up in a Western perception of reality. Knowledge, however,
wields power by directing people’s attention; it carves out and highlights
a certain reality, casting into oblivion other ways of relating to the world
around us. At a time when development has evidently failed as a socioeconomic endeavour, it has become of paramount importance to liberate
ourselves from its dominion over our minds. This book is an invitation
to review the developmental model of reality and to recognize that we all
wear not merely tinted, but tainted, glasses if we take part in the prevailing
development discourse.

xix
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To facilitate this intellectual review, each chapter will dip into the archaeology of the key concept under examination and call attention to its
ethnocentric and even violent nature. The chapters identify the shifting role
each concept has played in the debate on development over the last forty
years. They demonstrate how each concept ﬁlters perception, highlighting
certain aspects of reality while excluding others, and they show how this
bias is rooted in particular civilizational attitudes adopted during the course
of European history. Finally, each chapter attempts to open a window onto
other, and different, ways of looking at the world and to get a glimpse of
the riches and blessings which survive in non-Western cultures in spite of
development. Each chapter will be of worth if, after reading it, experts and
citizens alike have to blush, stutter or burst out laughing when they dare
to mouth the old word.
This book, it must be said, is the fruit of friendship. Above all, it is our gift
to one another. Over the years, all of us authors, in various contexts and
associations, have been involved in a continuous conversation, spending days
or weeks together chatting, cooking, travelling, studying and celebrating.
We shared our uncertainties and championed our convictions; we lived
through confusion and hit upon sudden insights; we challenged our idiosyncrasies and enjoyed inspiration. Slowly and sometimes inadvertently, a
common frame of reference emerged and informed, in turn, our individual
work. Deprofessionalized intellectuals, in our experience, derive life from
friendship and common commitment; otherwise, how could non-academic
research be sustained? In our case, this would not have been possible without
the personal and intellectual magnetism of Ivan Illich, in particular, who
brought a number of us together and animated our thinking throughout the
years. In the fall of
, sitting on the porch of Barbara Duden’s wooden
house at State College in Pennsylvania, we drew up the plan for this book
after an intense week of debate interrupted by cutting onions and uncorking
bottles.
I would like to thank Christoph Baker and Don Reneau for their help
with translations. I gratefully acknowledge the institutional support of
the Science, Technology and Society Programme at the Pennsylvania State
University, where we convened several consultations, and of the Institute
for Cultural Studies in Essen, Germany, where I carried out the editorial
work.
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Development
GUSTAVO ESTEVA

T

o say ‘yes’, to approve, to accept, the Brazilians say ‘no’ – pois nao. But
no one gets confused. By culturally rooting their speech, by playing
with the words to make them speak in their contexts, the Brazilians enrich
their conversation.
In saying ‘development’, however, most people are now saying the
opposite of what they want to convey. Everyone gets confused. By using
uncritically such a loaded word, and one doomed to extinction, they are
transforming its agony into a chronic condition. From the unburied corpse of
development, every kind of pest has started to spread. The time has come to
unveil the secret of development and see it in all its conceptual starkness.
TH E INVE NTION OF U N DE R DE VE LOPM E NT

At the end of World War II, the United States was a formidable and incessant
productive machine, unprecedented in history. It was undisputedly at the
centre of the world. It was the master. All the institutions created in those
years recognized that fact: even the United Nations Charter echoed the
United States Constitution.
But the Americans wanted something more. They needed to make entirely
explicit their new position in the world. And they wanted to consolidate that
hegemony and make it permanent. For these purposes, they conceived a
political campaign on a global scale that clearly bore their seal. They even
conceived an appropriate emblem to identify the campaign. And they carefully chose the opportunity to launch both –
January
. That very
day, the day on which President Truman took ofﬁce, a new era was opened
for the world – the era of development.
We must embark [President Truman said] on a bold new program for
making the beneﬁts of our scientiﬁc advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas.
The old imperialism – exploitation for foreign proﬁt – has no place in our
plans. What we envisage is a program of development based on the concepts
of democratic fair dealing.1
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By using for the ﬁrst time in such context the word ‘underdeveloped’,
Truman changed the meaning of development and created the emblem, a
euphemism, used ever since to allude either discreetly or inadvertently to
the era of American hegemony.
Never before had a word been universally accepted on the very day of
its political coinage. A new perception of one’s own self, and of the other,
was suddenly created. Two hundred years of social construction of the
historical–political meaning of the term ‘development’ were successfully
usurped and transmogriﬁed. A political and philosophical proposition of
Marx, packaged American-style as a struggle against communism and at the
service of the hegemonic design of the United States, succeeded in permeating both the popular and the intellectual mind for the rest of the century.
Underdevelopment began, then, on
January
. On that day,
billion people became underdeveloped. In a real sense, from that time on,
they ceased being what they were, in all their diversity, and were transmogriﬁed into an inverted mirror of others’ reality: a mirror that belittles
them and sends them off to the end of the queue, a mirror that deﬁnes their
identity, which is really that of a heterogeneous and diverse majority, simply
in the terms of a homogenizing and narrow minority.
Truman was not the ﬁrst to use the word. Wilfred Benson, a former
member of the Secretariat of the International Labour Organization, was
probably the person who invented it when he referred to the ‘underdeveloped areas’ while writing on the economic basis for peace in
.2
But the expression found no further echo, either with the public or with
the experts. Two years later. Rosenstein-Rodan continued to speak of
‘economically backward areas’. Arthur Lewis, also in
, referred to
the gap between the rich and the poor nations. Throughout the decade,
the expression appeared occasionally in technical books or United Nations
documents. But it only acquired relevance when Truman presented it as
the emblem of his own policy. In this context, it took on an unsuspected
colonizing virulence.
Since then, development has connoted at least one thing: to escape from
the undigniﬁed condition called underdevelopment. When Nyerere proposed
that development be the political mobilization of a people for attaining
their own objectives, conscious as he was that it was madness to pursue the
goals that others had set; when Rodolfo Stavenhagen proposes today ethnodevelopment or development with self-conﬁdence, conscious that we need
to ‘look within’ and ‘search for one’s own culture’ instead of using borrowed
and foreign views; when Jimoh Omo-Fadaka suggests a development from
the bottom up, conscious that all strategies based on a top-down design have
failed to reach their explicitly stated objectives; when Orlando Fals Borda
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and Anisur Rahman insist on participatory development, conscious of the
exclusions made in the name of development; when Jun Nishikawa proposes
an ‘other’ development for Japan, conscious that the current era is ending;
when they and so many others qualify development and use the word with
caveats and restrictions as if they were walking in a mineﬁeld, they do
not seem to see the counterproductivity of their efforts. The mineﬁeld has
already exploded.
In order for someone to conceive the possibility of escaping from a particular condition, it is necessary ﬁrst to feel that one has fallen into that
condition. For those who make up two-thirds of the world’s population
today, to think of development – of any kind of development – requires ﬁrst
the perception of themselves as underdeveloped, with the whole burden of
connotations that this carries.
Today, for two-thirds of the peoples of the world, underdevelopment is a
threat that has already been carried out; a life experience of subordination
and of being led astray, of discrimination and subjugation. Given that precondition, the simple fact of associating with development one’s own intention
tends to annul the intention, to contradict it, to enslave it. It impedes thinking of one’s own objectives, as Nyerere wanted; it undermines conﬁdence
in oneself and one’s own culture, as Stavenhagen demands; it clamours for
management from the top down, against which Jimoh rebelled; it converts
participation into a manipulative trick to involve people in struggles for
getting what the powerful want to impose on them, which was precisely
what Fals Borda and Rahman wanted to avoid.
A M ETAPHOR AN D ITS CONTORTE D HI STORY

Development occupies the centre of an incredibly powerful semantic constellation. There is nothing in modern mentality comparable to it as a force
guiding thought and behaviour. At the same time, very few words are as
feeble, as fragile and as incapable of giving substance and meaning to thought
and behaviour as this one.
In common parlance, development describes a process through which
the potentialities of an object or organism are released, until it reaches
its natural, complete, full-ﬂedged form. Hence the metaphoric use of the
term to explain the natural growth of plants and animals. Through this
metaphor, it became possible to show the goal of development and, much
later, its programme. The development or evolution of living beings, in
biology, referred to the process through which organisms achieved their
genetic potential: the natural form of the being pre-seen by the biologist.
Development was frustrated whenever the plant or the animal failed to fulﬁl
its genetic programme, or substituted for it another. In such cases of failure,
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its growth was not development but rather an anomaly: pathological, and
even anti-natural, behaviour. The study of these ‘monsters’ became critical
for the formulation of the ﬁrst biological theories.
It was between
(Wolff) and
(Darwin) that development evolved
from a conception of transformation that moves towards the appropriate form
of being to a conception of transformation that moves towards an ever more
perfect form. During this period, evolution and development began to be used
as interchangeable terms by scientists.
The transfer of the biological metaphor to the social sphere occurred in
the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Justus Moser, the conservative
founder of social history, from
used the word Entwicklung to allude to
the gradual process of social change. When he talked about the transformation of some political situations, he described them almost as natural
processes. In
, Herder started to publish his interpretation of universal
history, in which he presented global correlations by comparing the ages of
life with social history. But he went beyond this comparison, applying to his
elaborations the organological notion of development coined in the scientiﬁc
discussions of his time. He frequently used the image of the germ to describe
the development of organizational forms. By the end of the century, based on
the biological scale of Bonnet, he tried to combine the theory of nature with
the philosophy of history in an attempt to create a systematic and consistent
unity. Historical development was the continuation of natural development,
according to him; and both were just variants of the homogeneous development of the cosmos, created by God.
Towards
, Entwicklung began to appear as a reﬂexive verb. Selfdevelopment became fashionable. God, then, started to disappear in the
popular conception of the universe. And a few decades later, all possibilities
were opened to the human subject, author of his own development, emancipated from the divine design. Development became the central category
of Marx’s work: revealed as a historical process that unfolds with the same
necessary character of natural laws. Both the Hegelian concept of history
and the Darwinist concept of evolution were interwoven in development,
reinforced with the scientiﬁc aura of Marx.
When the metaphor returned to the vernacular, it acquired a violent
colonizing power, soon employed by the politicians. It converted history
into a programme: a necessary and inevitable destiny. The industrial mode
of production, which was no more than one, among many, forms of social
life, became the deﬁnition of the terminal stage of a unilinear way of social
evolution. This stage came to be seen as the natural culmination of the
potentials already existing in neolithic man, as his logical evolution. Thus
history was reformulated in Western terms.
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The metaphor of development gave global hegemony to a purely Western
genealogy of history, robbing peoples of different cultures of the opportunity
to deﬁne the forms of their social life. The vernacular sequence (development
is possible after envelopment) was inverted with the transfer. Scientiﬁc laws
took the place of God in the enveloping function, deﬁning the programme.
Marx rescued a feasible initiative, based on the knowledge of those laws.
Truman took over this perception, but transferred the role of prime mover
– the primum movens condition – from the communists and the proletariat
to the experts and to capital (thus, ironically, following the precedents set
by Lenin and Stalin).
The debris of metaphors used throughout the eighteenth century began
to become part of ordinary language in the nineteenth century, with the
word ‘development’, accumulating in it a whole variety of connotations. This
overload of meanings ended up dissolving its precise signiﬁcance.
The Encyclopedia of All Systems of Teaching and Education was published in
Germany in
. Its entry on ‘development’ indicated that ‘this concept
is applied to almost all that man has and knows.’ The word, said Eucken in
, ‘has become almost useless for science, except in certain areas’.
Between
and
there were published, in English, books whose
titles alluded to the development of the Athenian constitution, the English
novel, the transportation system in the United States, marriage, parenting
and so on. Some authors preferred ‘evolution’ in the title of their books
studying the thermometer or the idea of God. Others preferred ‘growth’
in the title, but even they used development in the text as the principal
operative term.3
By the beginning of the twentieth century, a new use of the term became
widespread. ‘Urban development’ has stood, since then, for a speciﬁc manner
of reformulation of urban surroundings, based on the bulldozer and the
massive, homogeneous industrial production of urban spaces and specialized
installations. But this speciﬁc use, an anticipation of Trumanism, did not
succeed in establishing the generalized image that is now associated with
the word.
In the third decade of the century, the association between development
and colonialism, established a century ago, acquired a different meaning.
When the British government transformed its Law of Development of the
Colonies into the Law of Development and Welfare of the Colonies in
,
this reﬂected the profound economic and political mutation produced in
less than a decade. To give the philosophy of the colonial protectorate a
positive meaning, the British argued for the need to guarantee the natives
minimum levels of nutrition, health and education.4 A ‘dual mandate’ started
to be sketched: the conqueror should be capable of economically developing
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the conquered region and at the same time accepting the responsibility of
caring for the well-being of the natives. After the identiﬁcation of the level
of civilization with the level of production, the dual mandate collapsed into
one: development.5
Throughout the century, the meanings associated with urban development and colonial development concurred with many others to transform the
word ‘development’, step by step, into one with contours that are about as
precise as those of an amoeba. It is now a mere algorithm whose signiﬁcance
depends on the context in which it is employed. It may allude to a housing
project, to the logical sequence of a thought, to the awakening of a child’s
mind, to a chess game or to the budding of a teenager’s breasts. But even
though it lacks, on its own, any precise denotation, it is ﬁrmly seated in
popular and intellectual perception. And it always appears as an evocation
of a net of signiﬁcances in which the person who uses it is irremediably
trapped.
Development cannot delink itself from the words with which it was
formed – growth, evolution, maturation. Just the same, those who now
use the word cannot free themselves from a web of meanings that impart
a speciﬁc blindness to their language, thought and action. No matter the
context in which it is used, or the precise connotation that the person using
it wants to give it, the expression becomes qualiﬁed and coloured by meanings perhaps unwanted. The word always implies a favourable change, a step
from the simple to the complex, from the inferior to the superior, from worse
to better. The word indicates that one is doing well because one is advancing
in the sense of a necessary, ineluctable, universal law and towards a desirable
goal. The word retains to this day the meaning given to it a century ago by
the creator of ecology, Haeckel: ‘Development is, from this moment on, the
magic word with which we will solve all the mysteries that surround us or,
at least, that which will guide us towards their solution.’
But for two-thirds of the people on earth, this positive meaning of the
word ‘development’ – profoundly rooted after two centuries of its social
construction – is a reminder of what they are not. It is a reminder of an undesirable, undigniﬁed condition. To escape from it, they need to be enslaved
to others’ experiences and dreams.
COLONIZING ANTI - COLONIALI S M

In the grandiose design of Truman’s speech, there was no room for technical
or theoretical precision. The emblem deﬁnes a programme conscious of
Mao’s arrival, looking for evolution as an antidote for revolution (in the
Herder tradition) while simultaneously adopting the revolutionary impetus
with which Marx endowed the word. The Truman design sometimes uses
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development in the transitive sense of the British colonial administrators,
in order to establish clearly the hierarchy of initiatives that it promotes. But
it can also pass without difﬁculty to the intransitive use of the term, in the
ﬁnest Hegelian tradition.
As it was taken for granted that underdevelopment itself was out there,
that it was something real, ‘explanations’ of the phenomenon began to appear.
An intense search for its material and historical causes immediately started.
Some, like Hirschman, gave no importance to the gestation period. Others,
on the contrary, made this aspect the central element of their elaborations
and described in painstaking detail colonial exploitation in all its variations
and the processes of primitive accumulation of capital. Pragmatic attention
also began to be given to the internal or external factors that seemed to be
the current cause of underdevelopment: terms of trade, unequal exchange,
dependency, protectionism, imperfections of the market, corruption, lack of
democracy or entrepreneurship…
In Latin America, the Peace Corps, the Point Four Program, the War
on Poverty, and the Alliance for Progress contributed to root the notion
of underdevelopment in popular perception and to deepen the disability
created by such perception. But none of those campaigns is comparable
to what was achieved, in the same sense, by Latin American dependency
theorists and other leftist intellectuals dedicated to criticizing all and every
one of the development strategies that the North Americans successively
put into fashion.
For them, as for many others, Truman simply had substituted a new word
for what had already been there: backwardness or poverty. According to
them, the ‘backward’ or ‘poor’ countries were in that condition due to past
lootings in the process of colonization and the continued raping by capitalist
exploitation at the national and the international level: underdevelopment
was the creation of development. By adopting in an uncritical manner the
view to which they meant to be opposed, their efﬁcient criticism of the
ambiguity and hypocrisy of the Western promoters of development gave a
virulent character to the colonizing force of the metaphor. (How to ignore,
Marx said once, ‘the indubitable fact that India is bound to the English yoke
precisely by an Indian army supported by India?’).
The very discussion of the origin or current causes of underdevelopment
illustrates to what extent it is admitted to be something real, concrete,
quantiﬁable and identiﬁable: a phenomenon whose origin and modalities can
be the subject of investigation. The word deﬁnes a perception. This becomes,
in turn, an object, a fact. No one seems to doubt that the concept does not
allude to real phenomena. They do not realize that it is a comparative adjective whose base of support is the assumption, very Western but unacceptable
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and undemonstrable, of the oneness, homogeneity and linear evolution of the
world. It displays a falsiﬁcation of reality produced through dismembering
the totality of interconnected processes that make up the world’s reality
and, in its place, it substitutes one of its fragments, isolated from the rest,
as a general point of reference.6
CONC E PTUAL IN FL ATION

Development, which had suffered the most dramatic and grotesque metamorphosis of its history in Truman’s hands, was impoverished even more in
the hands of its ﬁrst promoters, who reduced it to economic growth. For these
men, development consisted simply of growth in the income per person in
economically underdeveloped areas. It was the goal proposed by Lewis in
and insinuated by the United Nations Charter in
.
Lewis’s
dictum ‘First it should be noted that our subject matter is
growth, and not distribution’7 reﬂects the mainstream emphasis on economic
growth which permeated the whole ﬁeld of development thinking. Paul
Baran, by far the most inﬂuential development economist among the leftists,
wrote in
on the political economy of growth and deﬁned growth or
development as the increase in the per capita production of material goods.8
Walter Rostow, who had a very impressive impact on institutional thinking
and the public, presented his ‘non-communist manifesto’ in
as a description of the stages of economic growth, assuming that this single variable
can characterize a whole society.9 Both of them were, of course, dealing with
a lot more than shortsighted economic growth, but their emphasis reﬂected
the spirit of the times … and the crux of the matter.10
Such an orientation was neither an underestimation of the social consequences of rapid economic growth nor neglect of social realities. The ﬁrst
Report on the World Social Situation, published in
, aroused unusual
interest both inside and outside United Nations institutions. The Report
concentrated on the description of ‘existing social conditions’ and only
incidentally dealt with programmes to improve them. But the proponents of such programmes found in it inspiration and support for their
concern with immediate measures for the relief of poverty. Like many
others, they were trying to develop in the ‘underdeveloped’ countries the
basic social services and the ‘caring professions’ found in the advanced
countries. These pragmatic concerns, as well as early theoretical insights
going beyond the dogmatic vision of economic quantiﬁers, were, however,
overshadowed by the general obsession with all-out industrialization and
GNP growth which dominated the
s. Optimism prevailed; according
to statistical indices and ofﬁcial reports, both the social situation and
social programmes of these countries were continually improving. Such
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progress, following conventional wisdom, was but the natural consequence
of rapid GNP growth.
The endemic controversy between the economic quantiﬁers and the social
service specialists was not eliminated by such evolution. The Reports on the
social situation, prepared periodically by the UN, tangentially documented
it. The expression ‘social development’, slowly introduced in the Reports, appeared without deﬁnition, as a vague counterpart to ‘economic development’
and as a substitute for the static notion of the ‘social situation’. The ‘social’
and the ‘economic’ were perceived as distinct realities. The idea of a kind
of ‘balance’ between these ‘aspects’ became ﬁrst a desideratum and later
the object of systematic examination. The Economic and Social Council of
the United Nations (Ecosoc) in
recommended the integration of both
aspects of development. That same year, the Proposals for Action of the First
UN Development Decade (
– ) established that
The problem of the underdeveloped countries is not just growth, but
development.… Development is growth plus change, [it added]. Change, in
turn, is social and cultural as well as economic, and qualitative as well as
quantitative.… The key concept must be improved quality of people’s life.11

The creation of the United Nations Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), in
, was in itself an illustration of the concerns of the
period. Another Ecosoc resolution, in
, recognized the interdependence
of economic and social factors and the need for harmonizing economic and
social planning.
In spite of this gradual change, throughout the First UN Development
Decade development continued to be perceived as a deﬁnable path of economic growth passing through various stages, and ‘integration’ was the
watchword linking the social aspect to the economic aspect. In the
s,
as UNRISD acknowledged later, social development ‘was seen partly as a
precondition for economic growth and partly as a moral justiﬁcation for it
and the sacriﬁces it implied’.12
At the end of the decade, however, many factors contributed to dampen
the optimism about economic growth: the shortcomings of current policies
and processes were more conspicuous than at the beginning of the decade;
the attributes demanding integration had widened; and it became clear that
rapid growth had been accompanied by increasing inequalities. By then,
the economists were more inclined to acknowledge social aspects as ‘social
obstacles’. Standard evidence permeated the ofﬁcial bodies:
The fact that development either leaves behind, or in some ways even
creates, large areas of poverty, stagnation, marginality and actual exclusion
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from social and economic progress is too obvious and too urgent to be
overlooked.13

Conceptually, there was a generalized revolt against the straitjacket of
economic deﬁnitions of development, constraining its goals to more or less
irrelevant quantitative indicators. The question was clearly posed in
by
Robert S. McNamara, president of the World Bank. After recognizing that
a high rate of growth did not bring satisfactory progress in development
during the First Decade, he insisted that the
s should see more than
gross measures of economic growth.14 But the ‘dethronement of GNP’, as this
crusade was then called, did not go very far: no international or academic
consensus around any other deﬁnition was possible.
While the First Decade considered the social and economic aspects of
development separately, the Second Decade involved merging the two. A
new paradigm had to be formulated, that of integration, after recognizing
the necessary interaction of physical resources, technical processes, economic
aspects and social change. The International Development Strategy, proclaimed on October
called for a global strategy, based on joint and
concentrated action in all spheres of economic and social life. The turning
point, however, was not in the Strategy but in an almost simultaneous UN
resolution establishing a project for the identiﬁcation of a uniﬁed approach to
development and planning, ‘which would fully integrate the economic and
social components in the formulation of policies and programmes’. This
would include components designed
(a) to leave no sector of the population outside the scope of change and
development;
(b) to effect structural change which favours national development and to
activate all sectors of the population to participate in the development
process;
(c) to aim at social equity, including the achievement of an equitable
distribution of income and wealth in the nation;
(d) to give high priority to the development of human potentials … the
provision of employment opportunities and meeting the needs of
children.15

The quest thus began for a uniﬁed approach to development analysis
and planning which looked simultaneously for cross-sectoral and spatial, or
regional, integration and for ‘participative development’. As a UN endeavour, it was a very short-lived and frustrating project. Its results were both
controversial and disappointing. Its critique of prevailing ideas and methods
of economic development encountered considerable resistance. And its failure
to produce simple universal remedies doomed it to rapid extinction. But the
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project incubated most of the ideas and slogans, and animated the development debate during the years that followed.
The Second Decade, which started with this concern for a uniﬁed approach, evolved in fact in the opposite direction: dispersion. ‘Major problems’, like environment, population, hunger, women, habitat or employment,
were successively brought to the forefront. Every ‘problem’ followed for a
time an independent career, concentrating both public and institutional
attention. Later, the complex relation of each ‘problem’ with all the others
was demonstrated and the pertinent exercise of uniﬁcation started, with
one of the ‘problems’ at the centre of the process. The key candidates for
uniﬁcation were constantly in dispute, arising from the old controversy over
priorities and the day-to-day disputes among bureaucratic bodies for survival
and allocation of resources.
The quest for a unifying principle continued on different terrain. In
the Declaration of Cocoyoc emphasized that the purpose of development
‘should not be to develop things, but to develop man’. ‘Any process of
growth’, it added, ‘that does not lead to the fulﬁlment [of basic needs] – or,
even worse, disrupts them – is a travesty of the idea of development.’ The
Declaration also emphasized the need for diversity and ‘for pursuing many
different roads to development’, as well as the goal of self-reliance and the
requirement of ‘fundamental economic, social and political changes’.16 Some
of these ideas were expanded in the proposals of the Dag Hammarskjöld
Foundation, which suggested, in
, another development,17 and specially in
the search for human-centred development. Following Johan Galtung, for whom
development has to be ‘the development of a people’, the experts judged that
man should have a greater inﬂuence in the development process and that
this should be, as Unesco insisted, integrated development: ‘a total, multirelational process that includes all aspects of the life of a collectivity, of its
relations with the outside world and of its own consciousness’.18
In
, the Seventh Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly asked for an approach more effective than that of the International
Development Strategy (adopted in
) for achieving social objectives of
development. The Conference on Employment, Income Distribution and
Social Progress, organized by the ILO in June
, offered an answer: the
‘basic needs approach’, ‘aiming at the achievement of a certain speciﬁc
minimum standard of living before the end of the century’.19
One of the documents supporting the approach explicitly recognized
that development would not eliminate hunger and misery, and that, on the
contrary, it would surely worsen the levels of ‘absolute poverty’ of a ﬁfth,
and probably of two-ﬁfths, of the population. The approach proposed the
idea of dealing directly with the task of coping with those needs, instead
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of expecting their satisfaction as a result of the process of development.
For two or three years the proposal became fashionable. The World Bank
found it particularly attractive since it appeared as the natural sequel to
its experiments with ‘target groups’, which it had started in
when its
development strategy was concentrated on the rural poor and small farmers.
The approach was also promoted by many governments and the experts. It
possessed the virtue of offering ‘universal applicability’, while being at the
same time relative enough to be ‘country speciﬁc’. In
, the satisfaction
of the basic needs of each country’s population deﬁned the ﬁrst and central
portion of the Programme of Action of the Tripartite World Conference on
Employment, Income Distribution and Social Progress and the International
Division of Labour.
The experts of Unesco, for their part, promoted the concept of endogenous
development. For some time, this conception won more acceptance than all
the others. It seemed clearly heretical, openly contradicting the conventional
wisdom. Emerging from a rigorous critique of the hypothesis of development
‘in stages’ (Rostow), the thesis of endogenous development rejected the
necessity or possibility – let alone suitability – of mechanically imitating
industrial societies. Instead, it proposed taking due account of the particularities of each nation. Little acknowledged, however, was the fact that this
sensible consideration leads to a dead end in the very theory and practice
of development, that it contains a contradiction in terms. If the impulse is
truly endogenous – that is, if the initiatives really come out of the diverse
cultures and their different systems of values – nothing would lead us to
believe that from these would necessarily arise development, no matter
how it is deﬁned, or even an impulse leading in that direction. If properly
followed, this conception leads to the dissolution of the very notion of
development, after realizing the impossibility of imposing a single cultural
model on the whole world – as a conference of Unesco experts pertinently
recognized in
.
The next decade, the
s, was called ‘the lost decade for development’.
In spite of the ﬁreworks of the four Asian Tigers, pessimism prevailed. The
‘adjustment process’ meant for many countries abandoning or dismantling,
in the name of development, most of the previous achievements. By
,a
post-development age seemed to be in the ofﬁng.20
The
s, by contrast, have given birth to a new development ethos.
This follows two clearly distinguishable lines. In the North, it calls for
redevelopment – that is, to develop again what was maldeveloped or is now
obsolete. In the United States and the Soviet Union, in Spain as in Switzerland, Austria, Poland or Britain, public attention is drawn by the speed
and the conditions under which what was previously developed (socialized
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medicine, nuclear plants, steel production, pre-microchip manufacturing,
polluting factories or poisonous pesticides) may be destroyed, dismantled,
exported or substituted.
In the South, redevelopment also requires dismantling what was left by
the ‘adjustment process’ of the
s, in order to make room for the leftovers
from the North (atomic waste, obsolete or polluting manufacturing plants,
unsellable or prohibited commodities…) and for the maquiladoras, those
fragmented and temporary pseudo-factories that the North will keep in operation during the transitional period. The obsession with competitiveness,
for fear of being left out of the race, compels acceptance of the destruction of
whole sections of what was ‘developed’ over the last thirty years. Sacriﬁced
on the altar of redevelopment, these will instead be inserted in transnational
designs consistent with world market demand.
In the South, however, the emphasis of redevelopment will not be on such
ventures, existing in the form of technological and socio-political enclaves.
Rather, redevelopment implies the economic colonization of the so-called
informal sector. In the name of modernization and under the banner of the
war on poverty – pitting as always the waged against the poor, not a war
against poverty itself – redeveloping the South involves launching the last
and deﬁnitive assault against organized resistance to development and the
economy.
Conceptually and politically, redevelopment is now taking the shape
of sustainable development, for ‘our common future’, as prescribed by the
Brundtland Commission. Or else it is being actively promoted as green and
democratic redevelopment, for those assuming that the struggle against
communism, the leitmotiv of Truman’s speech, is over. But in its mainstream
interpretation, sustainable development has been explicitly conceived as a
strategy for sustaining ‘development’, not for supporting the ﬂourishing and
enduring of an inﬁnitely diverse natural and social life.
The current decade has also given birth to a new bureaucratic exercise to
give development another lease of life. The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) published in
the ﬁrst Human Development Report. 21
This clearly follows in the steps of the economic quantiﬁers, while paying
appropriate consideration to UNRISD’s efforts for measurement and analysis
of socio-economic development and to the tradition of the Reports on the
world social situation.
Following this new Report, ‘human development’ is rendered a process
and a level of achievement. As a process, it is ‘the enlargement of relevant
human choices’. As a level of achievement, it is ‘the internationally compared
extent to which, in given societies, those relevant choices are actually attained’. The authors of the Report found very expedient ways to overcome
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the traditional challenges of quantiﬁcation and international comparisons,
as well as the conceptual puzzles of their endeavour. Human development is
presented by them through an ‘internationally comparative level of deprivation’, which determines how far from the most successful national case are
the other countries. The most ambitious goal of the Report is to produce a
Human Development Index, ‘synthesizing, along a numerical scale, the global
level of Human Development in
countries’. The method: combining life
expectancy deprivation, adult literacy deprivation and real GNP per capita
deprivation. The Report also includes analysis of the social conditions existing
in these countries for the period
– , after gathering the data for a wide
collection of variables and a series of projections, presenting ‘viable social
targets’ to be achieved by the year
.
Adopting the yardstick of GNP per capita in real dollar terms is not
without courage! The authors of the Report thought that expectancy of a long
life, together with full literacy, is not enough to give a human being reasonable room for choice if he is at the same time deprived of access to resources
for the satisfaction of his material needs. But measuring the latter is plagued
with difﬁculties; the Report acknowledged them and opted for a simple solution – a technical reﬁnement of the good old universal yardstick, GNP.
E XPAN DI NG TH E RE IG N OF SCARCIT Y

During the nineteenth century, but in fact starting much earlier in Europe,
the social construction of development was married to a political design:
excising from society and culture an autonomous sphere, the economic
sphere, and installing it at the centre of politics and ethics. That brutal and
violent transformation, ﬁrst completed in Europe, was always associated with
colonial domination in the rest of the world. Economization and colonization were synonymous. What Truman succeeded in doing was freeing the
economic sphere from the negative connotations it had accumulated for two
centuries, delinking development from colonialism. No more of the ‘old
imperialism’, said Truman. In retrospect, it is possible to see that the emphasis on economic growth of the ﬁrst post-Truman developers was neither
a detour nor a mistaken interpretation of the Truman proposal: rather, it
was the expression of its very essence.
As a conceptual construction, economics strives to subordinate to its
rule and to subsume under its logic every other form of social interaction in
every society it invades. As a political design, adopted by some as their own,
economic history is a story of conquest and domination. Far from being the
idyllic evolution pictured by the founding fathers of economics, the emergence
of economic society is a story of violence and destruction, often adopting a
genocidal character. Little wonder resistance appeared everywhere.
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Establishing economic value requires the disvaluing of all other forms of
social existence.22 Disvalue transmogriﬁes skills into lacks, commons into
resources, men and women into commodiﬁed labour, tradition into burden,
wisdom into ignorance, autonomy into dependency. It transmogriﬁes people’s autonomous activities embodying wants, skills, hopes and interactions
with one another, and with the environment, into needs whose satisfaction
requires the mediation of the market.
The helpless individual, whose survival now becomes necessarily dependent on the market, was not the invention of the economists; neither was he
born with Adam and Eve, as they contend. He was a historical creation. He
was created by the economic project redesigning mankind. The transmogriﬁcation of autonomous men and women into disvalued ‘economic man’ was
in fact the precondition for the emergence of economic society, a condition
that must be constantly renewed, reconﬁrmed and deepened for economic
rule to continue. Disvalue is the secret of economic value, and it cannot be
created except with violence and in the face of continuous resistance.
Economics recognizes no limits to its application. This contention is
predicated on the assumption that no society is free from the ‘economic
problem’, as economists call their deﬁnition of social reality. At the same
time, they proudly acknowledge that their discipline, as a science, was an
invention. They love to trace its roots back to antiquity, using Aristotle and
his worries about value as a case in point. But they see those ancient insights
as mere initial intimations heralding the advent of the patron saints of the
science, those who discovered economy in the eighteenth century.
Economists, of course, did not invent the new patterns of behaviour
emerging with economic society through the creation of the modern market.
But the founding fathers of the discipline were able to codify their observations in a form that ﬁtted well with the ambitions of the emerging
interests: they offered a ‘scientiﬁc’ foundation to the political design of
the new dominant class. When that form was ‘received’ as truth by the
public and absorbed into common language, it was able to transform popular
perceptions from within by changing the meaning of previously existing
words and assumptions.
The founding fathers of economics saw in scarcity the keystone for their
theoretical construction. The ﬁnding marked the discipline forever. The
whole construction of economics stands on the premise of scarcity, postulated as a universal condition of social life. Economists were even able to
transform the ﬁnding into a popular prejudice, a self-evident truism for
everyone. ‘Common sense’ is now so immersed in the economic way of
thinking that no facts of life contradicting it seem enough to provoke critical
reﬂection on its character.
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Scarcity connotes shortage, rarity, restriction, want, insufﬁciency, even
frugality. Since all these connotations alluding to conditions appearing everywhere and at all times are now mixed up with the economic denotations of
the word, as a terminus technicus, the popular prejudice about the universality
of economics, with its premise of scarcity, is constantly reinforced.
Little understood is the fact that the ‘law of scarcity’ formulated by
economists and now appearing in every textbook does not allude directly to
the common situations denoted by the word. The sudden shortage of fresh
air during a ﬁre is not scarcity of air in the economic sense. Neither is the
self-imposed frugality of a monk, the insufﬁciency of stamina in a boxer,
the rarity of a ﬂower, or the last reserves of wheat mentioned by Pharaoh in
what is the ﬁrst known historical reference to hunger.
The ‘law of scarcity’ was construed by economists to denote the technical
assumption that man’s wants are great, not to say inﬁnite, whereas his means
are limited though improvable. The assumption implies choices over the allocation of means (resources). This ‘fact’ deﬁnes the ‘economic problem’ par
excellence, whose ‘solution’ is proposed by economists through the market or
the plan. Popular perception, especially in the Northern parts of the world,
even shares this technical meaning of the word ‘scarcity’, assuming it to be
a self-evident truism. But it is precisely the universality of this assumption
that is no longer tenable.
A few years before Truman’s speech, just at the end of the War, Karl
Polanyi published The Great Transformation. 23 Convinced that economic determinism was a nineteenth-century phenomenon, that the market system
violently distorted our views of man and society, and that these distorted
views were proving one of the main obstacles to the solution of the problems
of our civilization,24 Polanyi carefully documented the economic history
of Europe as the history of the creation of the economy as an autonomous
sphere, disjoined from the rest of the society. He showed that the national
market did not appear as the gradual and spontaneous emancipation of
the economic sphere from governmental control, but quite the opposite:
the market was the result of a conscious and often violent intervention by
government. In the years that followed, Polanyi laid down the foundations
for comparative economic history.
After him, many others have followed this road, retracing economic history
as merely one chapter in the history of ideas. Louis Dumont, among others,
has shown that the discovery of the economy through the invention of economics was, in fact, a process of the social construction of ideas and concepts.25
The economic ‘laws’ of the classical economists were but deductive inventions
which transformed the newly observed patterns of social behaviour, adopted
with the emergence of economic society, into universal axioms designed to
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carry on a new political project. The assumption of the previous existence
of economic ‘laws’ or ‘facts’, construed by economists, is untenable when
confronted with what we know now about ancient societies and cultures,
and even with what we can still see in some parts of the world.
Marshall Sahlins and Pierre Clastres, among others, have given detailed
and well-documented accounts of cultures in which non-economic assumptions govern lives and which reject the assumption of scarcity whenever it
appears among them.26 Men and women seen today on the margins of the
economic world, the so-called marginals, ﬁnd support in that tradition as
they continue to challenge economic assumptions both in theory and in
practice. All over the world, descriptions of a whole new set of experiences
of those peoples are trying to ﬁnd a place in the shelves of the libraries, but
they do not ﬁt in well with any of the social classiﬁcations tainted by the
economists’ lenses.
N E W COM MON S

Struggling to limit the economic sphere is not, for the common man at
the margins or the majority of people on earth, a mechanical reaction to
the economic invasion of their lives. They are not Luddites. Rather they
see their resistance as a creative reconstitution of the basic forms of social
interaction, in order to liberate themselves from their economic chains.
They have thus created, in their neighbourhoods, villages and barrios, new
commons which allow them to live on their own terms.
In these new commons, there are forms of social interaction that have
appeared only in the post-war era. Still, the people in these new spaces
are the heirs of a diversiﬁed collection of commons, communities and even
whole cultures destroyed by the industrial, economic form of social interaction. After the extinction of their subsistence regimes, they tried to adopt
various patterns of accommodation to the industrial form. The failure of
both industrial society and the remnants of traditional forms of interaction
to effect this accommodation was the precondition of the social inventions
whose consolidation and ﬂourishing has been further stimulated by the
so-called crisis of development.
For people on the margins, disengaging from the economic logic of the
market or the plan has become the very condition for survival. They are
forced to conﬁne their economic interaction – for some, very frequent and
intense – to realms outside the spaces where they organize their own modes
of living. Those spaces were their last refuge during the development era.
After experiencing what survival means in economic society, they are now
counting the blessings they ﬁnd in such refuges, while working actively to
regenerate them.
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By equating education with diplomas, following the economic deﬁnition of
learning, they lacked teachers and schools. Now, after re-embedding learning
in culture, they have the afﬂuence of constantly enriching their knowledge
with a little help from friends bringing to them experiences and remedies
from outside their tradition.
After equating health with dependence on medical services, they lacked
doctors, health centres, hospitals, drugs. Now, after recognizing health again
as the autonomous ability to cope with the environment, they are regenerating their own healing capability, beneﬁting from the traditional wisdom of
their healers and from the richness of the curative capacity of their environments. This, too, with a little help from their friends, when something
beyond their reach or their traditional realm requires external help.
After equating eating with the technical activities of production and
consumption, linked to the mediation of the market or the state, they
lacked income and suffered scarcity of food. Now, they are regenerating and
enriching their relationships with themselves and with the environment,
nourishing again both their lives and their lands. And they are usually
coping well with the shortages still affecting them – as a consequence of
the time and effort required to remedy the damage done by development
or their temporary inability to escape from the damaging economic interactions they still have to maintain. It is not easy, for example, to step out of
commercial crops or give up the addiction to credit or industrial inputs; but
intercropping helps regenerate both land and culture, in time providing an
improvement in nutrition.
Peasants and grassroots groups in the cities are now sharing with people
forced to leave the economic centre the ten thousand tricks they have learned
to limit the economy, to mock the economic creed, or to refunctionalize and
reformulate modern technology. The ‘crisis’ of the
s removed from the
payroll people already educated in dependency on incomes and the market,
people lacking the social setting enabling them to survive by themselves.
Now the margins are coping with the difﬁcult task of relocating these
people. The process poses great challenges and tensions for everyone, but it
also offers a creative opportunity for regeneration, once they discover how
mutually supportive they can be for one another.
The basic logic of human interactions inside the new commons prevents
scarcity from appearing in them. People do not assume unlimited ends,
since their ends are no more than the other side of their means, their direct
expression. If their means are limited, as they are, their ends cannot be
unlimited. Within the new commons, needs are deﬁned with verbs that
describe activities embodying wants, skills and interactions with others and
with the environment. Needs are not separated into different ‘spheres’ of
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reality: lacks or expectations on one side, and satisﬁers on the other, reunited
through the market or the plan.
One of the most interesting facets of the ongoing regeneration in the new
commons being created by ordinary men and women is precisely the recovery
of their own deﬁnition of needs, dismantled by development in perception
or in practice. By strengthening forms of interaction embedded in the social
fabric and by breaking the economic principle of the exchange of equivalents,
they are recovering their autonomous ways of living. By reinstalling or regenerating forms of trade operating outside the rules of the market or the plan,
they are both enriching their daily lives and limiting the impact and scope of
the commercial operations they still have to maintain, and also reducing the
commodiﬁcation of their time and the fruits of their effort.
The leading actor of the economy, economic man, ﬁnds no feasible answers
for coping with the ‘crisis’ of development, and frequently reacts with desolation, exhaustion, even desperation. He constantly falls for the political game
of demands and promises, or the economic game of carpetbagging the present
for the future, hopes for expectations. In contrast, the leading actor of
the new commons, the common man, dissolves or prevents scarcity in his
imaginative efforts to cope with his predicament. He looks for no more than
free spaces or limited support for his initiatives. He can mix them in political
coalitions increasingly capable of reorienting policies and changing political
styles. Supported by recent experiences, the new awareness emerging from
the margins can awaken others, broadening those coalitions towards the
critical point at which an inversion of the economic dominance begins to be
feasible. The economy of economists is nothing but a set of rules by which
modern societies are governed. Men and societies are not economic, even
after having created institutions and forms of interaction of an economic
nature, even after having instituted the economy. And those economic rules
are derived from the chronic scarcity of modern society. Rather than being
the iron law of every human society, scarcity is a historical accident: it had
a beginning and can have an end. The time has come for its end. Now is the
time of the margins, of the common man.
In spite of the economy, common men on the margins have been able to
keep alive another logic, another set of rules. In contrast with the economy,
this logic is embedded in the social fabric. The time has come to conﬁne the
economy to its proper place: a marginal one. As the margins have done.
TH E CALL

This essay is an invitation to celebrate and a call for political action.
It celebrates the appearance of new commons, creatively opened by
common men and women after the failure of the developers’ strategies
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to transform traditional men and women into economic men. These new
commons are living proof of the ability and ingenuity of common people to
react with sociological imagination, following their own path, within hostile
environments.
This essay is also a plea. It pleads, ﬁrst of all, for political controls to
protect those new commons and to offer common men a more favourable
social context for their activities and innovations. Such political controls can
be implemented only after public awareness of the limits of development has
become ﬁrmly rooted in society. Even those still convinced that development
goals are pertinent ideals for the so-called underdeveloped should honestly
recognize the present structural impossibilities for the universal materialization of such goals. The cynicism of those who, knowing such limits, continue
to proclaim the myth, should be publicly exposed.
This essay requests public witness and invites public debate on the posteconomic events now appearing everywhere, in order to limit the economic
damage and give room for new forms of social life. It challenges the social
imagination to conceive political controls that allow for the ﬂourishing of
post-economic initiatives.
This essay also pleads for research and public discussion of the issues that
give content to citizens’ coalitions for implementing political controls on the
economic sphere, while re-embedding economic activities in the social fabric.
It pleads for a new, digniﬁed, public appraisal of the views now emerging as
rumours among common men, deﬁning limits to the economy while trying
to renew politics at the grassroots level.
The new commons, created by common men, are heralding an era which
ends privilege and licence. This essay celebrates the adventure of common
men.
Development has evaporated. The metaphor opened up a ﬁeld of knowledge and for a while gave scientists something to believe in. After some
decades, it is clear that this ﬁeld of knowledge is a mined, unexplorable land.
Neither in nature nor in society does there exist an evolution that imposes
transformation towards ‘ever more perfect forms’ as a law. Reality is open
to surprise. Modern man has failed in his effort to be god.
To root oneself in the present demands an image of the future. It is not
possible to act here and now, in the present, without having an image of
the next instant, of the other, of a certain temporal horizon. That image of
the future offers guidance, encouragement, orientation, hope. In exchange
for culturally established images, built by concrete men and women in their
local spaces, in exchange for concrete myths, truly real, modern man was
offered an illusory expectation, implicit in the connotation of development
and its semantic network: growth, evolution, maturation, modernization. He
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was also offered an image of the future that is a mere continuation of the
past: that is development, a conservative, if not reactionary, myth.
It is now time to recover a sense of reality. It is time to recover serenity.
Crutches, like those offered by science, are not necessary when it is possible
to walk with one’s own feet, on one’s own path, in order to dream one’s own
dreams. Not the borrowed ones of development.
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Environment
WOLFGANG SACHS
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eil Armstrong’s journey to the moon brought us under the spell of a
new image – not of the moon but of the earth. Looking back from the
Apollo spaceship onto distant earth, Armstrong shot these pictures which
now adorn the cover of almost every report about the future of the planet – a
small and fragile ball, shining blue against the dark of outer space, delicately
covered by clouds, oceans, greenery and soils. Never before had the planet
been visible to the human eye in its full shape; it was space photography
which imparted a new reality to the planet by turning it into an object
lying right there before our eyes. In its beauty and vulnerability, the ﬂoating
globe arouses wonder and awe. For the ﬁrst time it has become possible to
speak of our planet.
But the possessive noun reveals at the same time a deep ambivalence. On
the one hand, ‘our’ can imply participation and highlight man’s dependence
on an encompassing reality. On the other hand, it can imply ownership
and emphasize man’s vocation to master and to run this common property.
Consequently, the image of ‘our’ planet conveys a contradictory message; it
can call either for moderation or for megalomania.
The same ambivalence characterizes the career of the concept ‘environment’. While it was originally advanced to put development politics under
indictment, it is now raised like a banner to announce a new era of development. Indeed, after ‘ignorance’ and ‘poverty’ in previous decades, ‘survival of
the planet’ is likely to become that well-publicized emergency of the
s,
in whose name a new frenzy of development will be unleashed. Signiﬁcantly,
the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development
(Brundtland Report), after having evoked the image of the planet ﬂoating in
space, concludes the opening paragraph by stating: ‘This new reality, from
which there is no escape, must be recognized – and managed.1
S ET TING TH E STAGE FOR TH E BRU N DTL AN D RE PORT

For better or worse, the vicissitudes of the international development debate
follow closely the rise and fall of political sensibilities within the Northern
countries. Unfettered enthusiasm for economic growth in
reﬂected the
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West’s desire to restart the economic machine after a devastating war, the
emphasis on manpower planning echoed American fears after the shock of
Sputnik in
, the discovery of basic needs was stimulated by President
Johnson’s domestic war on poverty in the
s, and so, too, for the concern
about worldwide inequality. What development means depends on how the
rich nations feel. ‘Environment’ is no exception to this rule.
The UN Conference on the Human Environment held in Stockholm in
June
, the occasion on which the ‘environment’ arrived on the international agenda, was ﬁrst proposed by Sweden, which was worried about
acid rain, pollution in the Baltic, and the levels of pesticides and heavy
metals in ﬁsh and birds. What could be called massive accidental internationalization cast its shadow before it: industrial wastes escape national
sovereignty; they don’t show up at customs posts or travel with passports.
Countries discovered that they were not self-contained units, but contingent
on actions taken by others. Thus a new category of problems, the ‘global
issues’, emerged. The Stockholm Conference was the prelude to a series
of large UN meetings throughout the
s (on population, food, human
settlements, water, desertiﬁcation, science and technology, renewable energy)
that set out to alter the post-war perception of an open global space where
many nations can individually strive to maximize economic growth. Instead
a different view began to be promoted: from now on, the concept of an
interrelated world system, which is seen as operating under a number of
common constraints, took hold.
The cognitive furniture for this shift was provided by a particular school
of thought that had gained prominence in interpreting the signiﬁcance of
pollution and man-made disasters. In the US during the
s, environmental issues forced their way into public consciousness: Los Angeles smog
and the slow death of Lake Erie, oil spills and the planned ﬂooding of the
Grand Canyon led to articles on the environment in the New York Times
skyrocketing from about
in
to about ,
to
. Local incidents,
which were increasingly seen as adding up to a larger picture, were put into
a global perspective by scientists who borrowed their conceptual framework
from ecosystems theory in order to interpret the predicament of a world
rushing towards industrialization. Inﬁnite growth, they maintained, is based
on self-delusion, because the world is a closed space, ﬁnite and of limited
carrying capacity. Perceiving global space as a system whose stability rests
on the equilibrium of its components, like population, technology, resources
(including food) and environment, they foresaw – echoing Malthus’s early
challenge to the assumption of inevitable progress – an imminent disruption
of the balance between population growth (exacerbated by technology), on
the one hand, and resources and environment, on the other. Besides Ehrlich’s
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Population Bomb2 or The Ecologist’s ‘Blueprint for Survival’,3 it was especially
the Club of Rome’s Limits to Growth4 which made it seem natural to imagine
the future of the globe as the result of the interaction of quantitative growth
curves operating in ﬁve dimensions.
The global ecosystems approach was not without competitors; but both
the biocentric and the humanist perspectives were foreign to the perceptions
of the international development elite. Attributing absolute value to nature
for its own sake, as environmentalists in the tradition of Thoreau, Emerson
and Muir did, would have barred the way to continuing, albeit in a more
sophisticated and ﬂexible manner, the exploitation of nature. And recognizing the offences against nature as just another sign of the supremacy of
technological expansion over people and their lives, as humanist authors like
Mumford or Schumacher suggest, would go against the grain of development
aspirations and could hardly please the guardians of the growth machine. In
fact, only an interpretation which magniﬁed rather than undermined their
managerial responsibilities could raise their spirits, even in spite of dim
prospects. It was the global ecosystems approach which perfectly suited
their vantage point at the summits of international organizations, for it
proposed the global society as the unit of analysis and put the Third World,
by denouncing population growth, at the centre of attention. Moreover, the
model rendered intelligible what would otherwise have appeared as a messy
situation by removing resource conﬂicts from any particular local or political
context. The language of aggregate data series suggests a clear-cut picture,
abstract ﬁgures lend themselves to playing with scenarios, and a presumed
mechanical causality among the various components creates the illusion that
global strategies can be effective. And even if the ideal of growth crumbled,
there was, for those who felt themselves in charge of running the world, still
some objective to fall comfortably back on: stability.
However, there was still a long way to go until, in
, the Brundtland Report could ﬁnally announce the marriage between the craving for
development and concern for the environment. As the adamant rejection of
all ‘no-growth’ positions, in particular by Third World governments at the
Stockholm Conference demonstrated, the compulsion to drive up the GNP
had turned many into cheerful enemies of nature. It was only in the course
of the
s, under the additional impact of the oil crisis, that it began to
dawn on governments that continued growth depended not only on capital
formation or skilled manpower but also on the long-term availability of
natural resources. Worried ﬁrst of all about the conservation of inputs for
future growth, development planners gradually adopted what had been a
strand of thought as far back as the introduction of forest management in
Germany around
and the American Progressive Movement after
:
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that – in the words of Gifford Pinchot, the steward of Theodore Roosevelt’s
conservation programme – ‘conservation means the greatest good for the
greatest number for the longest time.’ Tomorrow’s growth was seen to be
under the threat of nature’s revenge. Consequently it was time to extend the
attention span of planning and to call for the ‘efﬁcient management of natural
resources’ as part of the development package: ‘We have in the past been
concerned about the impacts of economic growth upon the environment.
We are now forced’, concludes the Brundtland Report, ‘to concern ourselves
with the impacts of ecological stress – degradation of soils, water regimes,
atmosphere, and forests – upon our economic prospects.5
Another roadblock on the way to wedding ‘environment’ to ‘development’
had been an ossiﬁed vision of growth. The decades of smokestack industrialization had left the impression that growth was to be invariably linked
to squandering ever more resources. Under the inﬂuence of the appropriate
technology movement, however, this univocal notion of development began
to crumble and give way to an awareness of the availability of technological choices. It was, after all, in Stockholm that NGOs (non-governmental
organizations) had gathered for the ﬁrst time to stage a counter-conference
which called for alternative paths in development. Later on, initiatives like
the Declaration of Cocoyoc and ‘What Now?’ of the Dag Hammarskjöld
Foundation helped to – perhaps unwittingly – challenge the assumption of
an invariable technological process and to pluralize the roads to growth.
Out of this awareness of technological ﬂexibility grew, towards the end of
the
s, a new perception of the ecological predicament: the ‘limits to
growth’ are no longer seen as an insurmountable barrier blocking the surge
of growth, but as discrete obstacles forcing the ﬂow to take a different route.
Soft-path studies in areas from energy to health care proliferated and charted
new riverbeds for the wrongly headed stream.
Finally, environmentalism was regarded as inimical to the alleviation
of poverty throughout the
s. The claim to be able to abolish poverty,
however, has been – and still is – the single most important pretension of
the development ideology, in particular after its enthronement as the ofﬁcial
number-one priority after Robert McNamara’s World Bank speech at Nairobi
in
. Poverty was long regarded as unrelated to environmental degradation, which was attributed to the impact of industrial man; the world’s poor
entered the equation only as future claimants to an industrial lifestyle. But
with spreading deforestation and desertiﬁcation all over the world, the poor
were quickly identiﬁed as agents of destruction and became the targets of
campaigns to promote ‘environmental consciousness’. Once blaming the
victim had entered the professional consensus, the old recipe could also
be offered for meeting the new disaster: since growth was supposed to
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remove poverty, the environment could only be protected through a new
era of growth. As the Brundtland Report puts it: ‘Poverty reduces people’s
capacity to use resources in a sustainable manner; it intensiﬁes pressure
on the environment.… A necessary but not sufﬁcient condition for the
elimination of absolute poverty is a relatively rapid rise in per capita incomes
in the Third World.’6 The way was thus cleared for the marriage between
‘environment’ and ‘development’: the newcomer could be welcomed to the
old-established family.
‘No development without sustainability; no sustainability without
development’ is the formula which establishes the newly formed bond.
‘Development’ emerges rejuvenated from this liaison, the ailing concept
gaining another lease of life. This is nothing less than the repeat of a proven
ruse: every time in the last thirty years when the destructive effects of
development were recognized, the concept was stretched in such a way as
to include both injury and therapy. For example, when it became obvious,
around
, that the pursuit of development actually intensiﬁed poverty,
the notion of ‘equitable development’ was invented so as to reconcile the
irreconcilable: the creation of poverty with the abolition of poverty. In the
same vein, the Brundtland Report incorporated concern for the environment
into the concept of development by erecting ‘sustainable development’ as the
conceptual roof for both violating and healing the environment.
Certainly, the new era requires development experts to widen their attention span and to monitor water and soils, air and energy utilization.
But development remains what it always comes down to, an array of interventions for boosting the GNP: ‘given expected population growth, a ﬁve- to
ten-fold increase in world industrial output can be anticipated by the time
world population stabilizes sometime in the next century.’7 Brundtland thus
ends up suggesting further growth, but not any longer, as in the old days
of development, in order to achieve the happiness of the greatest number,
but to contain the environmental disaster for the generations to come. The
threat to the planet’s survival looms large. Has there ever been a better
pretence for intrusion? New areas of intervention open up, nature becomes
a domain of politics, and a new breed of technocrats feels the vocation to
steer growth along the edge of the abyss.
A SUCC E S S FU L AM BIVALE NC E

Ecology is both computer modelling and political action, scientiﬁc discipline
as well as all-embracing world-view. The concept joins two different worlds.
On the one side, protest movements all over the globe wage their battles
for the conservation of nature, appealing to evidence allegedly offered by
that scientiﬁc discipline which studies the relationships between organisms
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and their environment. On the other side, academic ecologists have seen
with bewilderment how their hypotheses have both become a reservoir for
political slogans and been elevated to principles for some post-industrial
philosophy. The liaison between protest and science can hardly be called a
happy one. While the researchers have resented being called on to testify
against the rationality of science and its beneﬁts for humankind, activists
have, ironically enough, adopted theorems like the ‘balance of nature’ or the
‘priority of the whole over its parts’ at a moment when they had already
been abandoned by the discipline.
However, without recourse to science the ecology movement would probably have remained a bunch of nature freaks and never acquired the power
of a historical force. One secret of its success lies precisely in its hybrid
character. As a movement highly suspicious of science and technical rationality, it plays anew the countermelody which has accompanied the history
of modernity ever since romanticism. But as a science-based movement, it
is capable of questioning the foundations of modernity and contesting its
logic in the very name of science. In fact, the ecology movement seems to
be the ﬁrst anti-modernist movement attempting to justify its claims with
the enemy’s own means. It resorts not only to the arts (like the romantics),
to organicism (like the conservatives), to the glory of nature (like preservationists) or to a transcendental creed (like fundamentalists), although all
these themes are present, but it bases its challenge on ecosystems theory,
which integrates physics, chemistry and biology. This unique achievement,
however, cuts both ways: the science of ecology gives rise to a scientiﬁc
anti-modernism which has succeeded largely in disrupting the dominant
discourse, yet the science of ecology opens the way for the technocratic
recuperation of the protest. It is this ambivalence of ecology which, on the
epistemological level, is responsible for the success as well as the failure of
the movement.
While its roots go back to eighteenth-century natural history, ecology
was successful in becoming a full-ﬂedged discipline – with university chairs,
scholarly journals and professional associations – only during the ﬁrst two
decades of this century. It inherited from its precursors in the nineteenth
century a predilection for looking at the world of plants (and later animals)
in terms of geographically distributed ensembles. The tundra in Canada
is evidently different from the rainforest in Amazonia. Consequently, preecology organized its perception of nature, following the core themes of
romanticism, around the axiom that place constitutes community. From an
emphasis on the impact of climatic and physical circumstances on communities, the attention shifted, around the turn of the century, to the processes
within these communities. The competitive/cooperative relations between
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organisms in a given environment and, under the inﬂuence of Darwinism,
their adaptive change through time (‘succession’) emerged as the new discipline’s ﬁeld of study. Impressed by the mutual dependency of species in biotic
communities, the ecologists began to wonder just how real these units were.
Is a given ensemble only the sum of individual organisms or does it express
a higher identity? Up to the Second World War, the latter conception was
clearly dominant: plant/animal societies were seen as super-organisms that
evolve actively, adapting to the environment. In opting for organicism – the
postulate that the whole is superior to its parts and an entity in its own right
– the ecologists were able ﬁrmly to constitute the object of their science.
This anti-reductionist attitude was doomed after the war when, across
disciplines, mechanistic conceptions of science again prevailed. Ecology
was ripe for a restructuration along the lines of positivist methodology;
like any other science, it was supposed to produce causal hypotheses which
are empirically testable and prognostically relevant. The search for general
laws, however, implies concentrating attention on a minimum of elements
which are common to the overwhelming variety of settings. The appreciation of a particular place with a particular community loses importance.
Moreover, these elements and their relationships have to be measurable;
the quantitative analysis of mass, volume, temperature and the like replaced
the qualitative interpretation of an ensemble’s unity and order. Following
physics, at that time the lead science, ecologists identiﬁed energy as the
common denominator that links animals and plants with the non-living
environment. Generally, the calorie became the unit of measurement, for it
permitted description of both the organic and the inorganic worlds as two
aspects of the same reality – the ﬂow of energy.
Biology in this way was reduced to energetics. But the holistic tradition
of ecology did not wither away. It reappeared in a new language: ‘system’
replaced the concept of ‘living community’, and ‘homoeostasis’ the idea of
evolution towards a ‘climax’. The concept of system integrates an originally
anti-modern notion, the ‘whole’ or the ‘organism’, into scientiﬁc discourse.
It allows one to insist on the priority of the whole without vitalist overtones,
while it acknowledges an autonomous role for the parts without, however,
relinquishing the idea of a supra-individual reality. This is accomplished by
interpreting the meaning of wholeness as ‘homoeostasis’ and the relations
between the parts and the whole, in the tradition of mechanical engineering,
as ‘self-regulatory feedback mechanism’ steadily maintaining that homeostasis. It was the concept of ecosystem that thus combined the organicist
heritage with scientiﬁc reductionism. And it is this concept of ecosystem
that gave to the ecology movement a quasi-spiritual dimension and scientiﬁc
credibility at the same time.
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Since the
s, ecology has left the biology departments of universities
and migrated into every man’s consciousness. The scientiﬁc term has turned
into a world-view. And as world-view, it carries the promise of reuniting
what has been fragmented, of healing what has been torn apart, in short
of caring for the whole. The numerous wounds inﬂicted by modern, goalspeciﬁc institutions have provoked a renewed desire for wholeness, and that
desire has found a suitable language in the science of ecology. The conceptual
switch that connected the biology circuit with that of society at large was
the notion of ecosystem. In retrospect, this comes as no surprise, since
the concept is well equipped to serve this function: in scope, as well as in
scale, it has an enormous power of inclusion. It unites not only plants and
animals – as already the notion of ‘living community’ did – but also includes
within its purview the nonliving world, on the one hand, and the world of
humans, on the other. Thus, any ontological difference between what once
had been called the mineral kingdom, the plant and animal kingdoms, and
the kingdom of man vanishes: the concept’s scope is universal. Likewise,
‘ecosystems’ come in many sizes, big and small, nesting like matryoshka
dolls, each within the next, from the microscopic to the planetary level.
The concept is free-ranging in scale. Omnipresent, as ecosystems appear
to be, they are consequently hailed as the keys to understanding order in
the world. More so, as they appear to be all-essential for the continuance
of the webs of life, they call for nothing less than care and reverence. A
remarkable career, indeed – a technical term that had been blown into the
realms of the metaphysical. For many environmentalists now, ecology seems
to reveal the moral order of being by uncovering simultaneously the verum,
bonum and pulchrum of reality: it suggests not only the truth, but also a moral
imperative and even aesthetic perfection.
On the other hand, however, ecosystems theory, based on cybernetics
as the science of engineering feedback mechanisms, represents anything
but a break with the ominous Western tradition of increasing control over
nature. How can a theory of regulation be separated from an interest in
manipulation? After all, systems theory aims at control of the second order;
it strives for controlling (self-)control. As is obvious, the metaphor underlying systems thinking is the self-governing machine – that is, a machine
capable of adjusting its performance to changing conditions according to
pre-set rules. Whatever the object being observed, be it a factory, a family
or a lake, attention focuses on the regulating mechanisms by which the
system in question responds to changes in its environment. Once identiﬁed,
the way is open to condition these mechanisms so as to alter the responsiveness of the system. Today, however, the responsiveness of nature has been
strained to the uttermost under the pressures of modern man. Looking
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at nature in terms of self-regulating systems, therefore, implies either the
intention to gauge nature’s overload capacity or the aim of adjusting her
feedback mechanisms through human intervention. Both strategies amount
to completing Bacon’s vision of dominating nature, albeit with the added
pretension of manipulating her revenge. In this way, ecosystem technology
turns ﬁnally against ecology as world-view. A movement which bade farewell
to modernity ends up welcoming her, in new guise, through the backdoor.
SU RVIVAL AS A N E W R AI SON D’ ÉTAT

In history, many reasons have been put forward to justify state power
and its claim on citizens. Classical objectives like law and order or welfare
through redistribution have been invoked time and again, and, more recently, development has become the goal in the name of which many Third
World governments sacriﬁce the vital interests of half of their populations.
Today, ‘survival of the planet’ is well on its way to becoming the wholesale
justiﬁcation for a new wave of state interventions in people’s lives all over
the world.
The World Bank, for instance, sees a gleam of hope for itself again,
after its reputation has been badly shaken by devastating criticism from
environmentalists: ‘I anticipate’, declared its senior vice-president David
Hopper in
, ‘that over the course of the next year, the Bank will be
addressing the full range of environmental needs of its partner nations, needs
that will run from the technical to the institutional, from the micro-details
of project design to the macro-requirements of formulating, implementing
and enforcing environmental policies.8 The voices of protest, after ﬁnally
penetrating the air-conditioned ofﬁces in Washington, have called forth a
rather self-defeating answer: the very demands to halt World Bank activities
have provoked – their expansion!
While environmentalists have put the spotlight on the numerous vulnerabilities of nature, governments as a result discover a new conﬂict-ridden
area in need of political governance and regulation. This time, it is not
peace between persons that is is at stake, but the orderly relations between
man and nature. To mediate in this conﬂict, the state assumes the task
of gathering evidence on the state of nature and the effects of man, of
enacting norms and laws to direct behaviour, and of enforcing compliance
with the new rules. On the one hand, the continuance of nature’s capacity
to render services, such as clean air and water or a reliable climate, has to
be closely watched. On the other hand, society’s innumerable actions have
to be kept under sufﬁcient control in order to direct the exploitation of
nature into tolerable channels. To carry out these formidable objectives,
the state has to install the necessary institutions, like monitoring systems,
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regulatory mechanisms and executive agencies. A new class of professionals
is required to perform these tasks, while ecoscience is supposed to provide
the epistemology of intervention. In short, the experts who used to look after
economic growth now claim to be presiding over survival itself.
However, as is well known, many rural communities in the Third World
do not need to wait until specialists from hastily founded research institutes
on sustainable agriculture swarm out to deliver their recipes against, say,
soil erosion. Provision for the coming generations has been part of their
tribal and peasant practices since time immemorial. What is more, the new
centrally designed schemes for the ‘management of environmental resources’
threaten to collide with their locally based knowledge about conservation.
For example, the Indian Chipko movement has made the courage and
wisdom of those women who protected the trees with their bodies against
the chainsaws of the loggers a symbol of local resistance acclaimed far
beyond the conﬁnes of India. Yet their success has had its price: forest
managers moved in and claimed responsibility for the trees. All of a sudden
the conﬂict took on a different colour: the hard-nosed woodcutters had given
way to soft-spoken experts. They brought along surveys, showed diagrams,
pointed out growth curves, and argued over optimal felling rates. Planting
schemes along with wood-processing industries were proposed, and attempts
made to lure the villagers into becoming small timber producers. Those
who had defended the trees to protect their means of subsistence and to
bear witness to the interconnectedness of life saw themselves unexpectedly
bombarded with research ﬁndings and the abstract categories of resource
economics. And throughout this new assault on them, the ‘national interest’
in ‘balanced resource development’ was invoked. It mattered little in the
face of these alien priorities what signiﬁcance the forest had for the villagers who lived there, or what species of tree would be most suitable for the
people’s sustenance. An ecology that aimed at the management of scarce
natural resources clashed with an ecology that wished to preserve the local
commons. In this way, national resource planning can lead to, albeit with
novel means, a continuation of the war against subsistence.
Though the resource experts arrived in the name of protecting nature,
their image of nature profoundly contradicts the image of nature held by
the villagers. Nature, when she becomes the object of politics and planning,
turns into ‘environment’. It is misleading to use the two concepts interchangeably for it impedes the recognition of ‘environment’ as a particular
construction of ‘nature’ speciﬁc to our epoch. Contrary to its connotations
we are currently being socialized into accepting, there has rarely been a
concept that represented nature in a form more abstract, passive and void
of qualities than ‘environment’. Squirrels on the ground are as much a part
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of the environment as water in aquifers, gases in the atmosphere, marshes
along the coast or even high-rise buildings in inner cities. Sticking the label
‘environment’ on the natural world makes all concrete qualities fade away;
even more, it makes nature appear passive and lifeless, merely waiting to
be acted upon. This is obviously a far cry from, for instance, the Indian
villager’s conception of Prakriti, the active and productive power which
permeates every stone or tree, fruit or animal, and sustains them along with
the human world. Prakriti grants the blessings of nature as a gift; she has
consequently to be honoured and wooed.9
Cultures that see nature as a living being tend to carefully circumscribe
the range of human intervention, because a hostile response is to be expected
when a critical threshold has been passed. ‘Environment’ has nothing in
common with this view; through the modernist eyes of such a concept, the
limits imposed by nature appear merely as physical constraints on human
survival. To call traditional economies ‘ecological’ is often to neglect that
basic difference in approach.
TOWAR DS A G LOBAL ECOC R ACY ?

In the late
s, concern about depleting resources and worldwide pollution reached the commanding heights of international politics. Multilateral
agencies now distribute biomass converters and design forestry programmes.
Economic summits quarrel about carbon dioxide emissions. And scientists
launch satellites into orbit in order to check on the planet’s health. But
the discourse which is rising to prominence has taken on a fundamentally
biased orientation: it calls for extended management, but disregards intelligent self-limitation. As the dangers mount, new products, procedures and
programmes are invented to stave off the threatening effects of industrialism
and keep the system aﬂoat. Capital, bureaucracy and science – the venerable
trinity of Western modernization – declare themselves indispensable in the
new crisis and promise to prevent the worst through better engineering,
integrated planning and more sophisticated models. However, fuel-efﬁcient
machines, environmental risk assessment analyses, the close monitoring
of natural processes and the like, well-intended as they may be, have two
assumptions in common: ﬁrst, that society will always be driven to test
nature to her limits, and second, that the exploitation of nature should
be neither maximized nor minimized, but ought to be optimized. As the
report of the World Resources Institute states programmatically on its
ﬁrst page: ‘The human race relies on the environment and therefore must
manage it wisely.’ Clearly, the word ‘therefore’ is the crux of the matter; it
is relevant only if the competitive dynamic of the industrial system is taken
for granted. Otherwise, the environment would not be in danger and could
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be left without management. Calls for securing the survival of the planet
are often, upon closer inspection, nothing else than calls for the survival of
the industrial system.
Capital-, bureaucracy- and science-intensive solutions to environmental
decline, in addition, are not without social costs. The Promethean task of
keeping the global industrial machine running at ever increasing speed,
and safeguarding at the same time the biosphere of the planet, will require
a quantum leap in surveillance and regulation. How else should the myriad
decisions, from the individual to the national and the global level, be brought
into line? It is of secondary importance whether the streamlining of industrialism will be achieved, if at all, through market incentives, strict legislation,
remedial programmes, sophisticated spying or outright prohibitions. What
matters is that all these strategies call for more centralism, in particular
for a stronger state. Since ecocrats rarely call in question the industrial
model of living in order to reduce the burden on nature, they are left with
the necessity of synchronizing the innumerable activities of society with
all the skill, foresight and tools of advancing technology they can muster
– a prospect which could have inspired Orwell to another novel. The real
historical challenge, therefore, must be addressed in something other than
ecocratic terms: how is it possible to build ecological societies with less
government and less professional dominance?
The ecocratic discourse which is about to unfold in the
s starts from
the conceptual marriage of ‘environment’ and ‘development’, ﬁnds its cognitive base in eco-systems theory, and aims at new levels of administrative
monitoring and control. Unwilling to reconsider the logic of competitive
productivism which is at the root of the planet’s ecological plight, it reduces
ecology to a set of managerial strategies aiming at resource efﬁciency and
risk management. It treats as a technical problem what in fact amounts to no
less than a civilizational impasse – namely, that the level of productive performance already achieved turns out to be not viable in the North, let alone
for the rest of the globe. With the rise of ecocracy, however, the fundamental
debate that is needed on issues of public morality – like how society should
live, or what, how much and in what way it should produce and consume
– falls into oblivion. Instead, Western aspirations are implicitly taken for
granted, and not only in the West but worldwide, and societies which choose
not to put all their energy into production and deliberately accept a lower
throughput of commodities become unthinkable. What falls by the wayside
are efforts to elucidate the much broader range of futures open to societies
which limit their levels of material output in order to cherish whatever ideals
emerge from their cultural heritages. The ecocratic perception remains blind
to diversity outside the economic society of the West.
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Equality
C. DOUGLAS LUMMIS

U

nlike some of the words examined in this book, ‘equality’ is no neologism. Nor is it a word that can be declared wholly toxic and expelled
from our political vocabulary. But in the modern era, and particularly in the
context of the development discourse, it has taken on certain toxic meanings.
This, in fact, is its speciﬁc danger: the vagueness of the word places its
present toxic meanings under the protection of the dignity of its older uses.
The purpose of this essay is to disentangle this confusion.
FAI R N E S S AN D SAM E N E S S

In the various notions of equality, it is possible to distinguish two families
of meaning. In the ﬁrst, equality indicates a kind of justice or fair treatment.
In the second, equality indicates sameness or homogeneity. In some contexts
the two meanings may overlap or converge, but they are different. To treat
people justly may require treating them differently; on the other hand, to
treat them as if they were the same is not necessarily to treat them justly.
Moreover, the two meanings are different in kind. Equality as justice is
a value statement concerning how people ought to be treated; it refers to
relations between persons. Equality as sameness, however, is an allegation
of fact; it postulates common characteristics in people. A value statement
may be derived from it. However, if equality as sameness is asserted as a
value, it may turn out to allege not a fact that is, but a fact that ought to
be, created. When this notion becomes attached to power, the consequences
can be frightening.
The manner in which these concepts divide and intertwine can be illuminated by looking at their classical origins. Already the most primitive
notion of justice, vengeance, aims at a kind of equality (‘getting even’ as we
say today). The ancient expression ‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’
is written as an equation, as is the gentler ‘do unto others as you would have
others do unto you’. Equality is present in any notion that people ought to
come under the same set of rules, or that a judge ought to give the same
consideration to the claims of both parties in a dispute.
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The insight that there is an inner connnection between the political
notion of justice and the physical or mathematical notion of equality is
very ancient. The Roman goddess Iustitia was traditionally depicted carrying scales, as were the Greek goddesses Themis and Dike. Aristotle saw
the two as so inseparable that he even argued that the word dikast (one
who judges) must be linguistically connected to the word dichast (one who
bisects) (Nicomachean Ethics,
a).
Consequently, the Greek isos, which was the dominant concept by which
to judge conditions in the polis, comes to mean both physical/mathematical
equality and fairness. It enabled the comparison of persons, notwithstanding
their otherwise incommensurable differences, by isolating and weighing
one aspect – for example, their rights, status or merit. Likewise, the Latin
aequalitas and aequus, from which the English word ‘equality’ derives, could
mean either equality in amount, or political equality or fairness.
In contrast to isos, however, the other Greek word, homoios, emphasizes
likeness in kind and not proportion in relationship. Rather than ‘equality’, it
is better translated as ‘like, resembling’. In political discourse it is not used
as a substitute for isos, but rather to suggest harmony or likemindedness.
But not always. Aristotle also uses it in his deﬁnition of envy – the pain
men feel ‘at the sight of good fortune … of those like (homoios) themselves’
(Rhetoric,
b).1
In Greek political discourse, this distinction was kept clear. When Pericles
made his famous boast in the Funeral Oration that Athens’ laws offer equal
justice to all, it was for the purpose of making the point that this did not
prevent the citizens from cultivating their differences. (Thucydides, The
Peloponnesian War, Bk II, XXXVII). Isos was a characteristic of justice, not of
people. For Aristotle, the application of equal justice to unequal people was
a complex business. In the case of distributive justice, isos meant distribution
of equal shares to equals, and unequal shares to unequals. Distribution had
to be equal to merit, but the problem was deciding which sort of merit
mattered: ‘democrats make the criterion free birth; those of oligarchical
sympathies wealth, or in other cases birth; upholders of aristocracy virtue’
(Nicomachean Ethics,
a). In the case of corrective justice, isos became the
capacity of the judge to ignore the differences between the parties: ‘For it
makes no difference whether a good man has defrauded a bad man, or a bad
a good one … the law looks only at the nature of the damage, treating the
parties as equal (Nicomachean Ethics,
a). Equality here becomes a kind
of scientiﬁc method, a hypothetical holding of other things to be equal
in order to isolate and identify the factor under investigation. Perhaps a
useful metaphor for how isos, the abstract principle of equality, ﬁts into the
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irregular material world is the isobar, the line on weather maps which joins
points of equal barometric pressure, which is never straight.
None of this means, however, that the Greeks saw no injustice in a wide
gap between rich and poor. If we take as the ﬁrst step towards the establishment of Greek democracy Solon’s reforms in the constitution of Athens, it
is worth remembering that the ﬁrst of these reforms was when he ‘made
the people free both at that time and for the future by prohibiting loans
secured on the person … and enacted cancellations of debts both private
and public’ (Aristotle, The Athenian Constitution, VI ). In Western history,
therefore, debt relief is as old as politics. The Athenians did not call this
equality, however, but the shaking off of burdens. At the same time, perfect
economic equality was not beyond their political imagination. Aristotle
recorded (and opposed) a proposal by Phaleas of Chalcedon for an ideal polis
based on equality of property (Politics,
a, b).
FROM ALE X AN DE R TO LINCOLN

In none of these notions is there an idea of equality as a universal principle
joining all people in the world. According to one view, the ﬁrst step in this
direction can be precisely identiﬁed:
The day – one of the critical moments of history – when, at a banquet at
Opis, Alexander prayed for a union of hearts (homonoia) and a joint commonwealth of Macedonians and Persians.2

One may doubt whether the idea appeared so suddenly, but it is signiﬁcant
that tradition has it coming ﬁrst from the lips of the Conqueror: it ﬁts
well with his project of tearing people away from their local loyalties and
homogenizing them into a vast empire. It was in the context of the world
which Alexander built that the Stoics developed ‘the idea of universality,
a worldwide humanity in which all are endowed with a common human
nature’.3 Later the Romans adopted this Stoic philosophy as appropriate for
their rule over the multitude of peoples in their empire.
The other decisive moment in the formulation of the idea of universal equality was when the early Christians made their fateful decision to
carry their new religion to the Gentiles. Peter’s ‘I perceive that God is no
respecter of persons’ (Acts : ) was uttered at the moment he realized
that Cornelius, a Roman centurion, had become a true Christian. This
idea, which has since had momentous consequences for Europe and for the
world, is fraught with ambiguity. On the one hand, especially when spoken
by Peter, it suggests respect for all humans simply by virtue of their being
human, as when he says to the kneeling Cornelius ‘Stand up: I myself am a
man’ (Acts : ), and in his ‘God hath shewed me that I should not call
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any man common or unclean’ (Acts : ). At the same time it can suggest
the opposite, that people, beneath their superﬁcial diversity, are equal ﬁrst
of all in their wretchedness, and can become worthy of respect only by
becoming the same – that is, by becoming Christians. In Paul, this negative
sense dominates:
What then, are we better than they? No, in no wise: for we have before
proved to Jews and Gentiles that they are all under sin. (Romans : )
Now we know, that what things soever the law saith, it saith to them who
are under the law; that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may
become guilty before God. (Romans : )

One wonders whether Peter, instead of asking the centurion to stand, ought
to have fallen down himself.
During the European Middle Ages the expression ‘an equal’ was commonly used to mean one of the same social class, in terms of the feudal
class system. It was through this usage that the English word ‘peer’, which
originally meant an equal, came to mean a member of the British aristocracy.
The notion of universal equality existed as a theological idea. The claim that
Christian morality was universal meant that all people were equal before
it: high and low would he judged equally on the Day of Judgement. The
principle of equality under the law remained a powerful tradition, if not
in the sense that all were treated equally by the law, at least in the sense
that all, rulers and ruled alike, were equally under the law, and ought to
be equally required to obey it. Equality as opposition to class society was
an undying tradition among the common people, appearing sometimes as
a practical force in rebellions such as the English Peasants’ Rebellion of
(which gave us the famous slogan ‘When Adam delved and Eve span/
Who was then the gentleman?’). Social equality may have been believed
to be an ideal inappropriate to this world of sinners, but it was not an idea
unfathomable to the medieval mind.
The idea of equality reappears as a major historical force in the context
of the English revolution of the seventeenth century. In pamphlet after
pamphlet, Levellers and Diggers argued for equality on the basis that ‘God
is no respecter of persons’. (The phrasing, incidentally, is that of the King
James translation, which had only just become available in
.) But there
was a wide difference of opinion as to how to apply this ambiguous assertion
to the world. It was variously used to argue for equality under the law, equal
right to vote (for men, or for men of property), abolition of the monarchy
and peerage, equal right to preach the gospel (equality of conscience) and
equal right to land. Beneath this, deeper struggles were going on. Did
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equality mean that all are clean, or all unclean? Did it mean all are equal in
dignity, or in abject powerlessness under the Almighty? Did it mean that
people should be respected in their differences, or are the same, or can be
made the same?
Two of the most notable deﬁnitions of equality appearing in this period
illustrate how differently the notion can be interpreted. The ﬁrst is that of
the Leveller Colonel Rainsborough. In the debate held in the revolutionary
New Model Army at Putney in
, Rainsborough argued for government
by consent, saying: ‘I think that the poorest he in England hath a life to live
as the greatest he.’4 The greatness of this deﬁnition lies, ﬁrst of all, in the fact
that it grounds equality neither in religion nor in an abstract principle, but
in the human condition. People are not equal because they are so regarded by
God, nor are they equal only in contrast to the vast gap that separates them
from God. And they are not equal because natural law so decrees. Rather,
they are equal in that they confront the same existential task: they must
live a life. Moreover this notion liberates equality from its mathematical
overtones: the fact of having a life to live does not lend itself easily to exact
calculation. It sets aside the question of merit or ability. Whatever one’s
station or powers, one must stand up. And it contains no idea that people
are or ought to be homogeneous. It is important to keep in mind, however,
that the Levellers were defeated in the English Revolution.
The second deﬁnition from this time is that of Thomas Hobbes, the philosopher. In De Cive (
), and later in Leviathan (
), Hobbes argued that
people are equal – that is, alike – in their utter inability to ﬁve their lives
except in so far as they submit themselves totally to the All-Powerful Sovereign. People differ slightly in wit and strength, but not enough to matter:
For if we look on men full-grown, and consider how brittle the frame of our
human body is, which perishing, all its strength, vigour and wisdom itself
perishes with it, and how easy a matter it is, even for the weakest man to
kill the strongest, there is no reason why any man, trusting to his own
strength, should conceive himself made by nature above others. They are
equals who can do equal things one against the other; but they who can
do the greatest things, namely kill, can do equal things. All men therefore
among themselves are by nature equal.5

For Hobbes, equality is ﬁrst of all a characteristic not of justice, but of
people. People are the same in that they can never by their own strength
decisively get the better of each other; they are equal in their ‘brittleness’.
This puts them, as Aristotle discerned, in a constant state of envy, and
therefore fear, of one another. If all equally stand up, the result is war of each
against all. To secure the minimum conditions for the living of life, therefore,
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all must equally fall down. The social contract, in which each man (‘man’
is the right word here; women were not held to be able to sign the social
contract) abrogates his natural right, establishes in a much ﬁrmer fashion
than Alexander ever could a concord of uprooted individuals, now equal in
the sense that their differences are nothing compared to the vast gap that
separates them from the Almighty Sovereign:
As in the presence of the master, the servants are equal, and without any
honour at all; so are the subjects in the presence of the sovereign. And
though they shine some more, some less, when they are out of his sight; yet
in his presence, they shine no more than the stars in the presence of the
sun.6

The notion of equality as justice has ramiﬁed into many forms since then.
It has been used to attack the pretensions of class (as the poet Burns: ‘Gie
fools their silks, and knaves their wine/ A man’s a man for a’ that.’). It has
been used to attack repression. It has been used to evoke human respect;
in this century it has been the slogan with which to attack racial, ethnic
and sexual discrimination. The idea that inequality of wealth is unjust is
behind the centuries of workers’ struggles (in the Putney Debates of
the landowners stated clearly that they would not give the vote to the
landless because they feared they would use their political power to equalize
property; that fear has continued through the whole history of capitalism
ever since). And the notions of equal rights and equality under the law
remain at the centre of our conceptions of law and citizenship.
On the other hand, the homogenizing notion of equality has also been a
powerful force. Hobbes’s image of people as alike as grains of sand, or atoms,
who can create value only as constituent parts of the great machine of the
state, has operated actually to make people that way. And as the European
idea of civil society gradually evolved from that of a polity to that of an
economy, the picture of its standardized constituent part evolved from that
of the citizen to that of the economic man. People came to be seen as equal
(alike) in their natural propensity to truck, barter and exchange.
Tocqueville believed that there was an inevitable historical trend towards
homogenizing equality, and that the vanguard in this respect was the United
States. He also believed that this trend was a threat to freedom, and his
classic study Democracy in America was aimed at understanding that threat
and searching for ways of countering it. In that work he used the word
‘democracy’ as a virtual synonym for ‘equality’, by which he meant ‘equality of condition’ or ‘uniformity’. He saw US society as made up of isolated
and homogeneous individuals cut off from the past and unable to make
permanent ties either with the land or with each other. We can understand
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what he meant by democracy (equality) from his description of what he
believed to be its limiting case:
In the Western settlements we may behold democracy arrived at its utmost
limits. In these states, founded offhand and as it were by chance, the
inhabitants are but of yesterday. Scarcely known to one another, the nearest
neighbors are ignorant of each other’s history.… The new states of the West
are inhabited, but society has no existence among them.7

He did not know that this condition would soon be duplicated in the industrial city. He invented the term ‘individualism’ to describe the peculiar
(and, he believed, mistaken) belief of Americans that they could each live
without depending on others, and he noted how this very illusion, paradoxically, contributed to the unprecedented homogeneity of American custom
and opinion.
Tocqueville made clear that the atomization of society into uniform
individuals did not mean a tendency towards economic equality:
I know of no country, indeed, where the love of money has taken a stronger
hold on the affections of men and where a profounder contempt is expressed
for the theory of the permanent equality of property.8

On the contrary, the process of uprooting people from the soil, from the
past, and from each other – a process one could also think of as the historical disembedding of economic man – released competitive energies which
Tocqueville found awesome. The American people, he said,
Like all great peoples, has but one thought, and presses forward to the
acquisition of riches, the single end of its labours, with a perseverance and a
scorn of life which one would call heroic, if that word were properly used of
anything but the strivings of virtue.9

It was in the context of this nineteenth-century America that equality was
once again redeﬁned, this time as ‘equality of opportunity’. For equality of
opportunity only makes sense in a society organized as a competitive game,
in which there are winners and losers. What is equal is not the people, but
the rules of the game. In this sense it is a kind of economization of equality
under the law. The difference is that the object of the game is precisely
to produce inequality. The idea is that the division of society is fair if it
takes place under fair rules. Equality of opportunity can thus be seen as a
device for legitimizing economic inequality. And indeed it was only after
the property owners in the industrial countries felt conﬁdent that equality
of opportunity had replaced levelling as the dominant deﬁnition of equality
that they began granting the right to vote to the propertyless classes.
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Equality of opportunity does have some homogenizing effects. To accept
equality of opportunity is to accept the game, and to accept the game
is to accept the identity of player. In this way, equality of opportunity
incorporates some elements from the traditional meanings of equality and
eliminates others, producing a remarkable paradox, a system which generates
homogeneity and economic inequality, and pronounces the consequence
just.
TH E POLITICS OF CATC HING UP

We may now turn to the question of the form equality has taken in the
context of the post-war ideology of world economic development. This may
be divided into two parts: the equality that economic development promises
and the equality it actually produces. What it promises is equal justice
(which it deﬁnes as economic equality) and what it produces is homogeneity
(while maintaining and intensifying economic inequality). How does this
happen?
The essence of economic development equality is contained in the phrase
‘catching up’ or ‘narrowing the gap’. For example, in the Declaration on
the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, adopted by the
United Nations on May
, it was announced that the NIEO
shall correct inequalities and redress existing injustices, making it possible
to eliminate the widening gap between the developed and the developing
countries and ensure steadily accelerating economic development.10

The idea that a difference in wealth between countries could be described
as inequality, in the sense of injustice, would have been unintelligible a
few hundred years ago. The accusation of injustice cannot traditionally be
made against inequalities between systems, but only within a system. The
fact that the idea is intelligible today is evidence of the degree to which we
accept that the world has been organized into a single economic system.
Just as universal equality, which made no sense in the age of the Greek polis,
subsequently made sense in the world conquered by Rome, so today it makes
sense in a world conquered by a global capitalist economy.
A second novel idea is that economic equality can be achieved, or at
least inequality reduced, by ‘steadily accelerating economic development’.
When the capitalist system was conﬁned mainly to the US and Europe, it
was always understood that its free operation produced inequality, and that
reduction of inequality could be achieved only by political activity such as
organizing unions, ﬁghting for labour governments and welfare policies.
The idea that now the world economy has become capitalist it can generate
equality through its own ‘development’ is remarkable.
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Of course, the NIEO was itself a political action. It hoped to use the
new political power of Third World countries to force changes in the world
economic system and set it in a different direction. But if the direction is
to be changed by politics, it remains the case that equality is supposed to
be achieved by economics; the purpose of the political changes is to release
the ‘developing countries to concentrate all (sic) their resources for the cause
of development’.11
A third novelty is the idea that development can lead to international
economic equality in levels of afﬂuence, ‘ultimate prosperity’, as Harry
Truman put it in his
speech announcing the Point Four Program. Thus
the NIEO Declaration offers the hope that ‘the prevailing disparities in the
world may be banished and prosperity secured for all’.12 Put so baldly, the
idea is startling, but at the same time it has become quite familiar to us. In
polite development discourse there is never talk of levelling down, only of
levelling up. That’s what ‘catching up’ means.
Like equality of opportunity, the idea of world development equality
presupposes that everyone in the world is or ought to be playing the same
game. For the peoples of the world to play the development game, they must
ﬁrst be made over into players. In the early, optimistic days of development
theory, the modernization theorists were frank about how deep into culture
and personality this homogenization had to penetrate:
Part of the process of modernization involves the learning of new skills and
the acceptance of new ideas about the nature of the world and of human
relations. Another part of the process entails the acceptance of new values
and the changing of preferences. A still deeper dimension of the process
calls for a fundamental change in motivations and in the direction in which
it is felt that human energies can properly be directed.13

To ‘mobilize’ (i.e. to conscript) peoples and cultures into the world economic
system would require the same disembedding of economic man, the same
uprooting, as occurred in the migrations to the US or in the land enclosure
movement in England. Only this time, the scale is awesome. The whole
teeming multiplicity of the world’s cultures, developed (in the older sense
of the word) through the labour and imagination of all of human history,
is now to be placed under a single standard of value, and all which do not
ﬁt that standard are to be discarded with the most damning judgement the
utilitarian can make useless:
The political public, unattached to any standards of judgement other than
those provided by ethnicity, locality, party or passion … will be useless to
the political culture of a modern society.14
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Following their own local standards of judgement, the peoples of the world
had had in times past their own notions of prosperity (often involving moderation as one of the means for achieving it) and of economic justice (often
with mechanisms of redistribution for reducing inequality). Now all this is
disvalued by the Western modernizer as so much waste (‘useless’ in Edward
Shils’s words); all the treasure trove of diverse human cultures redeﬁned as
the wretched and pitiable condition of ‘underdevelopment’.
Development promises economic equality for the distant future; what it
does now, after more than forty years, is produce devastating inequality.
TH E E MPT Y CALL FOR G LOBAL EQUALIT Y

Some might judge the sacriﬁce worth making, if only the promise is kept.
Therefore it is worth mentioning some of the reasons why it never can be.
First, consider the statistics. According to the World Bank’s
World
Development Report, the per capita GNP for what they call industrial market
economies (i.e. the twenty richest capitalist countries) was $ ,
in
,
with an annual average growth rate (
– ) of . per cent. A simple
calculation gives a yearly increase in per capita income of $ . . The
per capita GNP for the poorest thirty-three countries in the same year was
$ , with a growth rate of . per cent. The same calculation gives an
annual increase in per capita income of only $ . . Little wonder that the
gap between North and South is getting wider year by year. Of course if
the poor countries maintain a growth rate higher than the rich countries
for a very long time, theoretically they can eventually catch up. But how
long would that take? Supposing the growth rates in the World Development
Report remained unchanged, we can calculate that the poor countries would
achieve the
income level of the rich countries in
years’ time. They
would catch up with the rich countries in half a millennium,
years to be
precise. The world average per capita income at that time would be $ ,
billion! Even if we assume the impossible, a sustained growth rate for all the
poor countries of per cent, they would still only catch up in
years’
time, at an average per capita income of just under $ ,
per year. In
fact, the growth rate for these countries, excluding India and China, is only
. per cent. Clearly they will catch up never.
These ﬁgures should help us avoid being unnecessarily surprised when
we hear that, after all the efforts that have gone into ‘development’, the gap
between the rich and poor countries continues to widen at an accelerating
pace. Part of the reason, if economists such as Andre Gunder Frank, Samir
Amin and Immanuel Wallerstein are correct, is that the world is not a collection of separate national economies, as depicted in the World Bank Report,
but a single economic system that operates to transfer wealth from the poor
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to the rich countries. A big part of the ‘economic development’ – that is, the
wealth – of the rich countries is wealth imported from the poor countries.
The world economic system generates inequality and it runs on inequality. Just
as the internal combustion engine is propelled by the difference in pressure
above and below the piston, the world economy is propelled by the difference
between rich and poor.
If any doubt remains about catching up, we can refer to the authority
of the former president of the World Bank, Robert McNamara, who in his
celebrated speech to the Bank’s Board of Governors in
said that for the
rich to oppose development is ‘shortsighted, of course, for in the long term
they, as well as the poor, can beneﬁt’.15 We can be sure that any development
that makes the poor a little better off will make the rich a lot better off.
Some supporters of development argue that this is only true of a certain
kind of development, and that there is another kind – alternative development, authentic development, pro-people development, or the like – that can
bring equality and prosperity to all the world. If this means that a different
political and economic world structure could bring an end to oppression and
starvation and establish international peace and justice, then this certainly
describes a hope that must never be abandoned. But if it means that there is
some process of economic development that could establish economic equality between countries at a level of what is understood today as prosperity,
that is altogether another matter.
It has been estimated, for example, that for the present world population
to live at the per capita energy consumption level of the city of Los Angeles
would require ﬁve planets. The precise ﬁgure may be dubious, but the
general point remains indisputable. Leaving aside that even the fabulously
high energy consumption level of LA has not produced economic equality, or
eliminated poverty, in that city, the earth can barely sustain the minority in
the rich countries living at those consumption levels today. The myth that
it is possible is, of course, functional. It distracts people’s attention from the
real inequality generated by the world economy; it also legitimizes the vast
development industry and keeps many good-hearted people in it. But the
fact remains that in this or any other economic system, the consumption
levels of today’s rich, if extended to all, would consume the world.
Finally, it is simply not in the nature of ‘rich’ that everyone can share it.
What, after all, is ‘rich’? The Oxford English Dictionary tells us that before
it became an economic word, ‘rich’ had a political meaning. It comes from
the Latin rex, ‘king’, and its oldest English deﬁnition, now obsolete, was
‘powerful, mighty, exalted, noble, great’. Another obsolete form of the word
is riche, which meant ‘a kingdom, realm, royal domain’. Originally to be
rich meant to have power of the sort a king has – that is, power over other
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people. It meant the kind of power you can only have when other people do
not: where there are no subjects, there is no king. Only later was the word
specialized to mean the particular kind of power you have over people by
having more money than they do. Being rich, in essence, does not mean
controlling wealth, but controlling people through wealth. The value of
money is, after all, not some magical property, but lies in what we call its
purchasing power.16 The point was made incisively a century ago by John
Ruskin:
I observe that men of business rarely know the meaning of the word ‘rich’.
At least, if they know, they do not in their reasonings allow for the fact,
that it is a relative word, implying its opposite ‘poor’ as positively as the
word ‘north’ implies the word ‘south’. Men nearly always speak and write
as if riches were absolute, and it were possible, by following certain scientiﬁc precepts, for everybody to be rich. Whereas riches are a power like that
of electricity, acting only through the inequalities or negations of itself. The
force of the guinea in your pocket depends wholly on the default of a guinea
in your neighbour’s pocket. If he did not want it, it would be of no use to
you; the degree of the power it possesses depends accurately upon the need
or desire he has for it – and the art of making yourself rich is therefore
equally and necessarily the art of keeping your neighbour poor.17

The division into rich and poor, then, is not simply a consequence of a
particular economic structure; it is an axiom inherent in the phenomenon
of rich. It is fraud to hold up the image of the world’s rich as a condition
available to all. Yet this is what the economic development mythology of
‘catching up’ does. It pretends to offer to all a form of afﬂuence that presupposes the relative poverty of some. It idealizes the lives of people who do less
than their share of the world’s productive work (because others do more),
who consume more than their share of the world’s goods (because others
consume less), and whose lives are made pleasant by an army of servants
(directly or indirectly employed) and workers. If the economy is arranged as
a pyramid, it is understandable that everyone might want to stand on top.
But there is no way that it can be arranged.
This a priori inequality is also inherent in contemporary consumption. As
we were taught a century ago by Thorstein Veblen, much of the consumption
which we associate with afﬂuence is ‘conspicuous consumption’, the speciﬁc
pleasure of which is that there are others who cannot afford it. Nor is conspicuous consumption limited to the rich: establishing a mental association
between a product and upper-class lifestyles is how non-essential goods are
sold to the poor, as every advertising agency knows. Nor is conspicuous
consumption unknown in poor countries: the implantation of the desire for
it is a big part of what modernizationists have touted as ‘the revolution of
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rising expectations’. By implanting in people the desire for elite status, and
by convincing them that bits and pieces of that status are infused in various
consumer goods, the salesmen hope to keep the development squirrel mill
turning for ever. Veblen’s words take on an added signiﬁcance in an age when
we know that endless growth can only mean ecocatastrophe:
If … the incentive to accumulation were the want of subsistence or of
physical comfort, then the aggregate economic wants of a community
might conceivably be satisﬁed at some point … ; but since the struggle is
substantially a race for reputability on the basis of an invidious comparison,
no approach to a deﬁnitive attainment is possible.18

It is by a relentless logic, then, that the former socialist societies aspiring to
achieve US standards of living break apart into new class structures in the
process. The US (i.e. US well-to-do) standard of living has class built into
it. It is, as US slang accurately tells us, ‘classy’.
Development equality – catching up with the rich through economic activity – is thus a notion that goes against both common sense and economic
science; it is a physical impossibility (assuming the earth is the only planet
we have) and a logical contradiction. At the same time it operates, in fact, to
establish new forms of inequality. Placing the world under a single standard
of measurement, it destroys the possibility of what might be called ‘the
effective equality of incommeasurables’. For if it could be recognized that
different cultures really have their own standards of value, which cannot be
subsumed into one another or rank-ordered on some supra-cultural scale, it
would make sense to give each equal respect and equal voice. The contrary
notion, and the one that prevails today, that all the world’s cultures can be
measured against a single ‘standard of living’ measure (which implies the
standardization of all living) renders all those cultures commeasurable, and
hence unequal. It dispossesses the world’s peoples of their own indigenous
notions of prosperity. And it helps in the practical recruiting and organizing
of more and more people into the global economic system as the world’s
‘poor’ corresponding to its ‘rich’, whose poverty makes the rich people’s
richness, whose economic powerlessness generates their economic power,
whose humiliation generates their pride, and whose dependency generates
their autonomy. Catch-up equality is the myth behind which the organization and rationalization of inequality is the reality.
COM MON WE ALTH

Rich, of course, is not the only form of wealth. There are other forms that
can be shared in common. But these forms of wealth are more political than
economic. The expression ‘commonwealth’ is, after all, a translation into
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English of the Latin res publica, public thing – that is, republic. Common
wealth is not something achieved by economic development but by the
political ordering of a community. This idea is known to most of the world’s
societies, and is not unknown even in the most ﬁercely competitive capitalist
societies. Common wealth may ﬁnd its physical expression in such things as
public roads, bridges, libraries, parks, schools, churches, temples or works
of art that enrich the lives of all. It may take the form of ‘commons’, shared
agricultural land, forests or ﬁsheries. It may take the form of ceremonies,
feast days, festivals, dances and other public entertainments celebrated in
common. On the whole, communities which choose to put their main emphasis on their commonwealth, and its cooperative use, will also be likely
to nurture a taste for private moderation.
Placing all the world under a single yardstick, so that all forms of community life but one are disvalued as underdeveloped, unequal and wretched, has
made us sociologically blind. By eliminating this stupefying category from
our minds, we should be able to look at the world afresh and see not just
two possibilities – development or its absence – but a multiplicity of actual
and possible ways of ordering communities. Rediscovering the values in
these diverse communities does not mean discovering a value in being poor,
but discovering that many of the things that have been called ‘poor’ were
actually different forms of prosperity. ‘Prosper’ (Latin pro spere) originally
meant ‘according to hope’. How and when a people prospers depends on
what it hopes, and prosperity becomes a strictly economic term only when
we abandon or destroy all hopes but the economic one.
If wealth is economic surplus, different communities may make different
choices as to what forms that surplus is to take. Surplus can take the form
of private consumption or of public works. It can take the form of reducing
work time and creating the maximum leisure for art, learning, festivals or
ceremonies. These are not economic inevitabilities but political choices, if
by political we mean the fundamental decision-making in a community as
to how its goods are distributed. If the rule of just distribution is to give
each his or her due, we need to understand that there are in the world communities which have organized themselves so as to give the land its due, the
sea its due, the forest its due, the ﬁsh, birds and animals their due. These
communities which have organized themselves so as to give the land its due,
the extremities of poverty, actually maintained in this way a vast ‘surplus’
and shared a common wealth. A marriage of the ancient idea of commonwealth
with our presently emerging (or re-emerging) understanding of environment
could give birth to a promising new notion of what ‘wealth’ really is.
None of this means that inequality is not a problem in the world today.
It is, but it is problem of isos, not of homoios. It is a problem that calls for
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justice, not for the integration and homogenization of all the world’s peoples
into a single world economic and cultural system. Inequality is not, in short,
an economic problem. Strictly speaking, economics has no vocabulary for
describing inequality as a problem, but only as a fact: ‘justice’ is not a term
in economic science. If inequality is a problem, it is a political problem. Its
solution is not a matter of development, but of the shaking off of burdens.
Finally, the above analysis also enables us to locate the problem of inequality socially. The problem of the problem of inequality lies not in poverty,
but in excess. ‘The problem of the world’s poor’, deﬁned more accurately,
turns out to be ‘the problem of the world’s rich’. This means that the
solution to that problem is not a massive change in the culture of poverty
so as to place it on the path of development, but a massive change in the
culture of superﬂuity in order to place it on the path of counterdevelopment.
It does not call for a new value system forcing the world’s majority to feel
shame at their traditionally moderate consumption habits, but for a new
value system forcing the world’s rich to see the shame and vulgarity of
their overconsumption habits, and the double vulgarity of standing on other
people’s shoulders to achieve those consumption habits. Again we may turn
for wisdom to Aristotle, who said:
The greatest crimes are committed not for the sake of necessities, but for
the sake of superﬂuities. Men do not become tyrants in order to avoid
exposure to the cold. (Politics,
a)
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FU RTH E R RE ADING

Probably the ﬁrst afﬁrmation of political equality in the West is that found in Pericles’
Funeral Oration in Thucydides (The Peloponnesian War, Crawley, tr., with intro. by John
H. Finley, Jr, New York: Modern Library,
). It is often forgotten that the statement
appears in the context of the tale of how equality-in-hubris brought disaster to the
Athenians. Plato (The Republic, New York: Basis Books,
; I recommend the Allan
Bloom translation, though not necessarily his interpretive essay) builds his ideal polis on
the presupposition of radical inequality, and satirizes democracy which extends equality
even to animals. Serious philosophical discourse on equality begins with Aristotle (Politics,
London and Cambridge: Loeb Classical Library,
, Book II; Nicomachean Ethics, London
and Cambridge: Loeb Classical Library,
, Book V).
Christopher Hill (in many works, notably The World Turned Upside Down, Harmondsworth: Penguin,
) presents a vivid picture of the struggle for liberty and equality in
the English Revolution, from a position generally sympathetic to the Diggers. It’s hard to
believe he wasn’t there. A good and easily available collection of documents from the time,
including key portions of the Putney Debates, has been edited by David Wootton (Divine
Right and Democracy, Harmondsworth: Penguin.
). Driven to a state of radical fear
by these matters, Thomas Hobbes (Leviathan, ed. Michael Oakeshott, New York: Collier,
) developed the classic model showing how equality-as-sameness leads inexorably to
absolute inequality in power. The great theorist of the Glorious Revolution of
(in
which the chief revolutionary act was to install a legitimate monarchy) was John Locke
(Two Treatises of Government, ed. with intro. by Peter Laslett, London: Cambridge University Press,
), who in a masterstroke of liberal legerdemain placed revolutionary
equality into a box and pulled out the English bourgeoisie.
One of the most impassioned assaults on inequality ever made is Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
‘A Discourse on the Origin of Inequality’, in The Social Contract and Discourses (trans. with
intro. by G.D.H. Cole, New York and London: Everyman,
). It is equalled in power, if
not erudition, by the famous speech by the organizer of la conspiration des equaux, Graccus
Babeuf (The Defence of Graccus Babeuf Before the High Court of Vendome, New York: Schocken,
). In what is as much an attack on Rousseau’s misogyny as on the failure of the French
Revolution to include women in its ideal of equality, Mary Wollstonecraft, in A Vindication
of the Rights of Woman (ed. Carol H. Poston, New York and London: Norton,
), laid
the ﬁrst groundwork for the idea of equal rights for women. Written in the same period,
Robert Burns’s great anti-class poem ‘A Man’s a Man for A’ That’ is still worth reading
or singing on any public occasion.
John Ruskin’s brilliant analysis of ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ (Unto This Last, Lincoln: University
of Nebraska Press,
) ﬁzzles out with its weak conclusion that the rich should treat the
poor better. On the other hand, his disciple William Morris (News from Nowhere, in William
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Morris, ed. G.D.H. Cole, London: Nonesuch Press,
) produced what is perhaps the
only utopia to succeed in depicting equality and diversity together.
The historian Henry Adams gave us a novel, Democracy (
) (New York: New
American Library,
), that reveals the ﬁerce desire for inequality at the heart of US
democracy. Alexis de Tocqueville’s portrayal of the intellectual, cultural and spiritual costs
of equality-as-sameness in US society (Democracy in America, vols, New York: Schocken,
) remains unsurpassed. The classic work on conspicuous consumption, written in a
conspicuous rhetorical style, is that of Thorstein Veblen (The Theory of the Leisure Class,
New York: Mentor,
). Two ﬁne essays providing a map through contemporary discussions of equality have been written by John H. Schaar: ‘Some Ways of Thinking About
Equality’, and ‘Equality of Opportunity and Beyond’ (both in Schaar, Legitimacy and the
Modern State, New Brunswick and London: Transaction,
).
A key document on the notion that development should produce international economic equality is the Declaration of the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order (UN General Assembly Declaration
[S-VI]). On the impossibility of this under
the present world economic system, see Andre Gunder Frank, Latin America: Underdevelopment or Revolution (New York: Monthly Review Press,
), Samir Amin, Imperialism
and Unequal Development (New York: Monthly Review Press,
), Immanuel Wallerstein
(ed.), World Inequality (Montreal: Black Rose Books,
).
Much has been written on the disﬁgurement of the human spirit wrought by, and
necessary to sustain, human inequality. I shall limit myself to recommending only the
following two books: Dorothy Dinnerstein, The Mermaid and the Minotaur (New York:
Harper,
), and Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth (ed. Constance Farrington,
New York: Grove,
).

Helping
MARIANNE GRONEMEYER

T

he times in which helping still helped, certainly in the form of ‘development assistance’, as we shall see, are irrevocably past. The very notion
of help has become enfeebled and robbed of public conﬁdence in its saving
power. These days help can usually only be accepted if accompanied with
threats; and whoever is threatened with it had better be on their guard.
Already more than a hundred years ago, after he had withdrawn into the
woods to live for a while outside the turmoil of the world, Henry David
Thoreau wrote:
If I knew for a certainty that a man was coming to my house with the
conscious design of doing me good, I should run for my life … for fear that I
should get some of his good done to me.1

Help as a threat, as the precursor of danger? What a paradox!
The yoking together of help and threat is contrary to common sense,
however, only because, despite manifold historical instances to the contrary,
the welcome ring of the idea of helping has survived in the consciousness of
ordinary people. Help thus appears to them as innocent as ever, although it
has long since changed its colours and become an instrument of the perfect
– that is, elegant – exercise of power. The deﬁning characteristic of elegant
power is that it is unrecognizable, concealed, supremely inconspicuous.
Power is truly elegant when, captivated by the delusion of freedom, those
subject to it stubbornly deny its existence. ‘Help’, as will be shown, is
very similar. It is a means of keeping the bit in the mouths of subordinates
without letting them feel the power that is guiding them. In short, elegant
power does not force, it does not resort either to the cudgel or to chains;
it helps. Imperceptibly the state monopoly on violence transforms itself,
along the path of increasing inconspicuousness, into a state monopoly on
solicitude, whereby it becomes not less powerful, but more comprehensively
powerful.
Now, if help has become hypocritical, distorted to the point of unrecognizability, what should be its actual meaning? What advantageous euphony
in the word has been inherited?
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The positive image of help that is ﬁrmly seated in people’s heads originates in old stories – the good Samaritan binding up the wounds of the man
who fell victim to robbers; or the legend of St Martin sharing his coat with
a beggar. Naturally, or perhaps strangely, such stories – despite the modern
disﬁguration of the very idea of help – still appear today, stories in which,
often at great cost, the life of some unknown person in danger is saved.
Common to all of these stories is their characterization of help as unconditional – given without regard to the person in need, the situation, the
probability of success, or even the possibility of injury to the person offering
aid. Misericordia, the ‘rueful sympathy’ that comes from the heart,2 pity in
the face of the need of another, is what simply prompts the act of helping.
The helper is literally overwhelmed by the sight of need. The help provided
in these circumstances is – like the compassion itself – much more an event
than a deliberate act; it is ‘an experience that occasionally ﬂashes out’.3 It is
the anomalous, momentary instance – spontaneous, unplanned.
Modern help has transgressed all the components of this traditional conception of help. Far from being unconditional, modern assistance is frankly
calculating. It is much more likely to be guided by a careful calculation
of one’s own advantage than by a concerned consideration for the other’s
need.
Nor is help any longer, in fact, help to someone in need; rather it is assistance in overcoming some kind of deﬁcit. The obvious afﬂiction, the cry
for help of a person in need, is rarely any longer the occasion for help. Help
is much more often the indispensable, compulsory consequence of a need for
help that has been diagnosed from without. Whether someone needs help is
no longer decided by the cry, but by some external standard of normality.
The person who cries out for help is thereby robbed of his or her autonomy
as a crier. Even the appropriateness of a cry for help is determined according
to this standard of normality.
That help might be furnished without ﬁrst thinking carefully about the
person in need hardly exists any more in the modern person’s mind, such is
the extent to which help has been transformed into an instrument through
which one can impose upon others the obligation of good conduct. Help as a
means to discipline has a long tradition. Whoever desires help is ‘voluntarily’
made subject to the watchful gaze of the helper. This gaze has nowadays
assumed the place of the compassionate.
And ﬁnally, it is no longer true that help is the unpredictable, anomalous
instance. Instead it has become institutionalized and professionalized. It is
neither an event nor an act; it is a strategy. Help should no longer be left
to chance. The idea of help, now, is charged with the aura of justiﬁcation.
A universal claim to help is derived from the right to equality, as is an
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all-encompassing obligation to help. Nowadays the idea and practice of help
have become boundless in their expansionist drive. Their blessings have
made their way into the most distant corners of the world, and no sector of
social or individual life is any longer proof against the diagnosis of a need
for help.
In the area of development aid, the perversion of the idea of help has
gone to particular extremes. Even the highly expensive installation of what
amounts to the machinery for genocide on foreign terrain – which is ruinous
economically, politically and morally for the recipient countries – is now
called aid: military aid. And recently it has even been possible to subsume the
convenient dumping of contaminated, highly poisonous industrial waste under
the general rubric of economic help. The ‘good’ garbage remains at home in
local authority dumps and recycling centres; the ‘bad’ garbage, on the other
hand, is shipped to the Third World to be incinerated or stored there.
Even what is called rural development or food aid, in reality, holds out
the prospect of an apocalypse of hunger. It prepares the way for the global
domination of a handful of giant corporations wielding their control through
seed grain. For ‘seed grain is the ﬁrst link in the nutrition chain. Whoever
controls seed grain controls food supplies and thereby the world.’4
However obviously fraudulent use of the word ‘help’ to describe development aid may be, the word continues to be taken as the gospel truth, not
least by those upon whom the fraud is committed. The concept of help
appears to have forfeited scarcely any of its moral self-gratiﬁcation. Its suggestive power remains unbroken. Evidently the mere gesture of giving is
sufﬁcient these days for it to be characterized as help – irrespective of the
intention of the giver, the type of gift, or its usefulness to the recipient. The
metamorphosis from a colonialism that ‘takes’ to one that supposedly ‘gives’
has been completed under the protection of this euphonious word, help.
How, then, did help become what it predominantly is today, an instrument for the sophisticated exercise of power? How did help become so
thoroughly modern? What follows recalls a few of the key stages in this
modernization of the idea of help.
M E DIE VAL ALM S - GIVING

It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for a rich man
to enter the kingdom of heaven. This is the unsettling admonition under the
threat of which the medieval system of alms-giving came into being. From
this bleak point of view, to be in need of help applies not to the recipient of
gifts, but to the giver, for it is the salvation of his soul that is at stake. Since
poverty is taken to be pleasing to God, the poor in this respect are already
taken care of. In the poor,
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One saw the image of Christ himself.… The rulers and feudal lords
customarily maintained a large number of beggars in their courts, gave
them money and food and lodging. Great signiﬁcance was [also] lent to the
maintenance of beggars and persons in need in the cloisters. In Cluny, for
example, in some years as many as ,
of the poor were nourished.5

It was not, however, the compassionate gaze upon beggars that stimulated
the readiness to give, but the fearful contemplation of the future of one’s own
soul. The existence of the poor offered a welcome opportunity for taking
care of the salvation of one’s soul, without having to become poor in order
to do so. Subsequently, in the course of secularization, there was a decline
in fear for the soul. And with the rapid growth in the number of beggars,
the latter lost their popularity, a process that was accompanied by a fall in
the readiness of the powerful to give alms.
Beggars from distant provinces appeared in the ﬁelds and streets of the
town of Troyes in
, starving, clothed in rags and covered with ﬂeas
and vermin. The rich citizens of the town soon began to fear ‘sedition’ by
these miserable wretches and in order to make them leave, the rich men and
the governors of the aforesaid town of Troyes were assembled to ﬁnd the
expedient to remedy it. The resolution of this council was that they must
he put outside the town, without being told why, and after the distribution
to each one of his bread and a piece of silver, they would be made to leave
the town by the aforesaid gate which would be closed on the last one and
it would be indicated to them over the town walls that they go to God
and ﬁnd their livelihood elsewhere, and that they should not return to the
aforesaid Troyes before the new grain from the next harvest. This was done.
After the gift, the dismayed poor were driven from the town of Troyes.6

From then on it was downhill all the way for beggars, until they were
eventually declared actual enemies of the state:
In the th century a beggar was taken care of and fed before he was sent
away. At the beginning of the th century, his head was shaved. Later he
was ﬂogged, and toward the end of the century repression resorted to its
ultimate means and made him a convict.7

But before things had gone so far, the intercessory energies of the Church
concentrated on the administration of heavenly wages, not so much the
just distribution of earthly goods. Social assistance was more of a secondary undertaking. No wonder, then, that there was no question of planned,
organized help, for there existed no criteria of need for the giving of alms.
Consequently, there was no distinction, which would later become so indispensable, made between those unable to work and those who were unwilling.
The receipt of alms was neither bound up with humiliating procedures
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nor in any way made the cause of discrimination. The help given was also
not educational in relation to the recipient; rather, whatever educational
purposes of improvement were connected with help applied much more to
the givers.
Help was, however, already established as an economic category in one
sense. It was subject to a well-conceived cost–beneﬁt analysis and owed its
existence to the beneﬁts which it resulted in – for the giver. Moreover it
was still not the poor themselves who had to pay the bill. The maxim do ut
des did not yet apply; rather the idea of ‘God’s reward’. And it was the soul,
not proﬁt, that was at stake.
H E LP OVE R S E AS

In the sixteenth century the impulse to help turned to the conquered territories overseas in reaction to the indescribable atrocities committed by
the conquistadors against the inhabitants of the Caribbean. To be sure, the
natives had ﬁrst to be raised by papal pronouncement to a status appropriate
to salvation; that is, they had to be made capable of being helped.
Pope Paul
(
– ), in his bull Sublimis Deus, took a position opposed
to the claim that the Indians were not human beings. This followed Bartolomé de las Casas, who had already made himself an unﬂinching and
passionate advocate of the Indians in
. The new papal position was that,
in His glory, God had given to man the capacity to reach the pinnacle of
being. ‘All people are capable of receiving the gospel.’ Only the arch-enemy
of the human race – Satan himself – had led people to believe that the
Indians were animals
created to do our bidding, since they were incapable of comprehending the
Catholic faith. We … nevertheless say that the Indians are truly people, and
not only capable of comprehending our faith, but … also urgently desiring
to do so.… Thus do we declare that the Indians are under no circumstances
to be robbed of their freedom and their goods.8

To save the Indians, there had to be constituted a single humanity bound
together through its ﬁlial relation to God. From the acknowledgement of
their status as human, and only from that, stemmed both the Indians’ right
to the Christian message and the duty of the Church to Christianize them.
At the same time the Indians were still in the stage of humanity’s infancy
and had to be brought up by education to the level that now prevailed (in
Europe). Bernhardino von Sahagun, a Franciscan missionary to the Indians,
put it very clearly: the missionary must regard himself as a doctor, and the
alien culture as a kind of disease that has to be cured.9
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Even if the papal decree on the enslavement of the Indians bore no great
results in practical terms, the argument did add a number of elements to
the repertoire of meanings surrounding the idea of help, which then stood
in good stead for later secularization: ( ) the global dimension of the right to
receive, and duty to provide, help – an effort no longer applied only to the
poor on one’s own threshold or the beggars before the cloister door; ( ) the
utopian content – hopes of ultimate redemption were attached to the notion
of help; and ( ) the idea of improvement – only through help is the recipient
raised to the level of true humanity. This implies a view of the cultural and
spiritual superiority of the giver. Help still applies to the salvation of souls,
but now not to the souls of the givers, but the souls of the recipients. But,
at least, exploitation itself had not yet been – as it was in effect to become
eventually – declared to be help.
MAKING TH E POOR FIT FOR WOR K

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, production – strictly speaking, the mass production of
goods on the basis of the division of labour – became the new myth. Inherent
in it lies the promise that there will ﬁnally be enough for all. Simultaneously
with this myth of production arose the myth of the machine. Thus began the
long history of the subordination of people to the machines people themselves
have made. The human being has to become ﬁt for the machine – an idea
which makes necessary a complete change in the fundamental conception of
man. Henceforth he is conceived as Homo laborans, he can realize his nature
as a human being only through work. What is appropriate to his nature,
and is therefore virtuous, is taken from the requirements of mechanical
production. The new catalogue of virtues is dictated by the operating laws
of the machine, as exempliﬁed by that most perfect of machines, the clock
– discipline, accuracy, order, diligence, neatness, stamina and punctuality.
The ﬁrst generation of wage labourers was very far from agreeing to the
veneration of production. In view of their lamentable situation, they were
profoundly sceptical about the promises based on production. They put up a
tenacious resistance to their training in factory discipline and their physical
and psychological subordination to the pounding rhythms of the machine.
They had to he forced into the yoke of labour with draconian penalties and
corporal punishment.
In Lancaster, as in other industrial cities, a steam whistle would blow at ﬁve
in the morning to wrest people from their sleep. If that proved insufﬁcient,
employers would hire ‘knockers up’, men who went from ﬂat to ﬂat ‘rapping
on bedroom windows with long poles’. Some of the knockers up even pulled
strings ‘dangling from a window and attached to the worker’s toe’.10
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Churches and schools undertook the task of implanting in the workers the
seeds of the virtues demanded by the machine:
A wise and skilled Christian should bring his matters into such order that
every ordinary duty should know his place, and all should be … as the
parts of a clock or other engine, which must be all conjunct and each right
placed. [And] the schoolroom is supposed to be a training ground for the
‘habit of industry’, in which the children at the earliest possible age are
‘habituated, not to say naturalized, to labour and fatigue’.11

Beggars, vagabonds and the unemployed were regarded from this perspective
as anti-social elements and shunners of work. Poverty was interpreted as
the refusal to work. Begging, as a result, prompted diligent pursuit by the
police, and prisons and workhouses were built to see that no one escaped his
fated labour. Thus did the perception of need also undergo a transformation.
It no longer called up pity, but provoked mistrust and surveillance. Alms
in these circumstances, it was argued, could only worsen the situation. For
that reason, from now on the strategies that were proposed against poverty
amounted to a mix between discipline and remedial education.
Helping the poor no longer appeared as a gesture of charity, but in the
form of social regimentation. The ﬁrst commandment for helping the poor
was that any help rendered must remain clearly below the level of a factory
wage, even if that meant dropping it to an inhumane minimum. Despite
its severity, helping the poor cloaked itself with the self-righteousness of
philanthropy and believed itself fully justiﬁed in making use of the concept
of help. After all, does it not act on human nature and thereby contribute
to the general welfare? Certainly, with this change, help was fundamentally
secularized. It no longer applied to the salvation of souls, but to the training
of the body and the breaking of the will; in short, to the modelling of an
extremely this-worldly system of work.
Help became completely the subject matter of educational strategies. The
productive person was of a crude make, as if in the raw state, so long as his
obedience to the required virtues of labour had to be maintained by external
compulsion. Of course, identifying help with an apparatus of compulsion
was ruinous to the whole idea of helping, and destructive of social harmony.
Only when the laws of production had been written into the worker, when
they had entered into his very being, could the transformation he counted
as completed. The enhancement of production had to correspond with the
impulse to self-enhancement. Efﬁciency must become a need, and acceleration a cherished value. Only once this was imprinted on human minds did
labour become truly available to employers.
Mass misery existed, to be sure, on a level that now exceeded the Church’s
capacity to care for the poor, and so help had to be gradually transformed
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into a bourgeois system. Helping the poor became a complicated balancing
act between the exaction of strict discipline on the one side and the granting of concessions, to check revolutionary tendencies, on the other. This
interplay of forces could only be severely disrupted by the Church’s care
of the poor, which still bore traces of the old idea of misericordia and the
commandment to love thy neighbour. Help had to become as efﬁcient and
rational as factory labour itself. That required its bureaucratic organization.
Therefore, it became increasingly the obligation of the state. This meant that
the spontaneous readiness to help deteriorates into being only a marginal
phenomenon, just as does the habitual, self-evident practice of giving help.
Instead it is replaced by the newly institutionalized duty of the state, and
increasingly by the codiﬁed right to help by means of which citizens can
assert their claims.
R E AC H I N G FOR WOR LDWI D E S I M U LTAN E IT Y

Modern help has learned its historical lesson. It has absorbed into its conception of help all the deformations accumulated by the end of the Second World
War. It has learned to be calculating. Self-interest is now the decisive factor
in the provision of help which – to rid itself of the ugly ﬂavour of exploitation
– is termed ‘enlightened and constructive’.12 It has inherited universalism from the idea of the Christian mission and accepted the challenge of
encompassing the whole world. It has understood its fantastic qualiﬁcation
as an instrument of training and prescribed to itself the demands for labour
discipline and productive diligence, which, naturally, are to be worldwide as
well. And, ﬁnally, it has thrown off the ballast of compassion and accepted
the necessity of being efﬁcient and supportive of the state.
And yet the modern, up-to-date conception of help is more than the sum
of its historically developed meanings. Its essential impulse nowadays is to
overcome a deﬁcit, the important deﬁcit to be precise. It conducts a struggle
against backwardness. It wants to achieve a worldwide simultaneity. It wants
to make up for the ‘delay of reason’ (in H. Blumenberg’s phrase) all over the
world. Help is now ‘the mobilization of the will to break with the past’.13
Modernized help can only be understood as help rendered to the process
of modernization. Modern help is the self-help of modernity. And what is
modernity’s fundamental impulse? For it, indeed, constitutes the deepest
drive of the world-encompassing idea of help. The cultural historian E.
Friedell ventures to try and mark the date of modernity’s advent precisely:
‘The year of the conception of the modern person is the year
, the year
of the Black Death.’ Modernity therefore, for him, begins with a severe
illness of European humanity.14
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Confronted with mortality on such a mass scale, Petrarch (
–
)
describes death for the ﬁrst time in European intellectual history as a lifedenying principle threatening the dignity of humanity. At the same time
death was discovered to be a natural phenomenon, an immutable force of
nature.15 Death ceases to be seen as a divine penalty and instead is declared
to be a human scandal, one ﬁt to be regarded as an outrage. As a natural
phenomenon it is included in the essentially modern programme of mastering nature. Modernity’s idea of progress is, in part, a rebellion against
humanity’s humiliating state of subjection to death, a declaration of war on
the fundamental insecurity of human existence, which seems to be directed
by chance or capricious fate. Pre-modern consciousness, in contrast, had been
deeply pervaded by the experience ‘that things always turn out differently
than one thinks’.
Modernity has unhinged the old ecology of human power and impotence.
Inspired by an epoch-making mix of optimism and aggression, it has posed
the prospect of the creation of a world in which things turn out as one
expects because one can do whatever one wants.16

Opposition to death has in the meantime – as long as death cannot
be actually overcome – two thrusts: it must make life more secure and it
must make it faster. More secure in order to free it from chance; faster in
order to make optimal use of our biologically limited lifespan. The gigantic
endeavours that result are tellingly characterized by Peter Sloterdijk as a
‘general mobilization’. His choice of a metaphor from the world of preparations for war is deliberate. The modern person places him- or herself under
an uncompromising optimization imperative. No one is allowed to rest until
everything that is has been improved – that is, no one is ever allowed to rest.
For everything that has been improved is good only for a ﬂeeting historical
moment. Afterwards it is once again overdue for being surpassed.
Improvement in the service of security means increasing the degree of
predictability, planning, manageability, understandability and homogeneity.
In the service of acceleration, it means increasing the mobility of people,
materials and social relations. Progress is only conceivable as ‘those motions
… that lead to a higher capacity for motion’.17
The idea of development is enthusiastic about this gigantic project of
standardization. ‘The main cause of fear’, as Descartes wrote, ‘is surprise.’
Being secure means to be secure against surprises. Security demands exclusion of the unforeseeable. This understanding of security involves establishing the same degree of familiarity and knowledge the world over. And
in order to produce a worldwide homogeneity, one has to undertake the
eradication of all that is foreign. ‘The best surprise is no surprise’, according
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to the advertising slogan of an international American hotel chain. The idea
of development promises that one will be able to feel at home everywhere
in the world. The unalterable precondition of homogeneity is worldwide
simultaneity. Everything backward, everything that has not yet been drawn
into the whirlpool of the ‘general mobilization’ of modernity, represents
resistance to it and must therefore be brought into the present in order
to become ﬁt for the future. And what is not matched to the time will be
relegated to a place in the museum or a reserve. This relegation is made
with all the conscientiousness requisite to historical responsibility and the
diligence of the collector.
And for the standard by which the tasks of development are set, it must
be the world’s most advanced organization and the most fast-paced lifestyle;
in short, the model of life in the highly developed industrial nations. Modern
help is help to ﬂee. It offers the possibility – at least it claims to do so – of
slipping off the shackles of one’s native culture and falling into line with the
thoroughly organized bustle of the unitary world culture.
SOS is the old signal of an emergency at sea: Save Our Souls. The seamen
in need summon others to save them and they issue their call by referring to
the fact that their souls are in danger. If one takes the idea of an emergency
call literally and turns it on its head, then the abbreviation SOS is also applicable to modern help. The emergency call of those in danger has become
the call to battle of the helpers. Help turns into the act of saving oneself.
The object being saved is not the soul, but that which is soulless – SOS: Save
Our Standards. Help is extended for the sake of the achievements of one’s
own (Western) civilization. It serves to conﬁrm and secure the standards of
a normality raised to the level of a worldwide validity. It is at the same time
a runway for new high-altitude ﬂights of fancy on which the standards valid
a moment ago are constantly being left behind as the obsolete fashion of the
past. Help signiﬁes, for those who ‘need’ it, the long haul still to be covered
before arrival in the brave new world of modernization. Not salvation from
emergency, but a promise of the future is its leitmotif.
Without people’s scandalized consciousness in the face of death at the
beginning of the modern period, however, and without the resulting ‘general
mobilization’ (the idea of development) and the subsequent elevation of
this project into a moral necessity, the most recent manifestation of help as
worldwide aid for development would not have been plausible.
AI D AN D TH E E LEGANC E OF POWE R

It was only a matter of time before the onward movement of modernization
would spring the bounds of the highly mobilized, productively unshackled
Western industrial countries to discover an intolerable obstruction to its
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further movement in the sluggish stagnation of the backward ‘Third World’
countries. The arguments of both left and right in favour of development
aid presuppose that this movement has to expand without hindrance. They
only differ from one another on how the integration of the retarding rest of
the world into the universal movement can be accomplished on terms that
are economically efﬁcient or morally acceptable. As the Pearson Report
put it: ‘the acceleration of history, which is largely the result … of modern
technology, has changed the whole concept of national interest.… We must
show a common concern for the common problems of all peoples.’ The
acceleration of history, taken as an established fact, makes it necessary to
think of the world’s population as a ‘world community’ and the planet as
a ‘global village’.18 Not the other way around: it is humanity that must be
constituted as a ‘world community’ in order to give free rein to the acceleration of ‘progress’.
In
, President Truman postulated the obligation of the United States
to offer ﬁnancial and economic aid beyond its borders as a contribution
of the Free World to global stability and orderly political development.
Truman’s speech concluded a momentous process of reconceptualization, the
guiding coordinates of which were marked by two development plans: the
Morgenthau Plan, which both Roosevelt and Churchill favoured in
, and
the Marshall Plan, which was put into effect in
. The Morgenthau Plan
foresaw the complete reverse development of a dangerous industrial nation
into an agrarian state. Defeated Germany was to be demilitarized after the
war and comprehensively dismantled industrially. For only a short historical
moment, to be sure, could the desire for punishment – directed against the
nation that had set the world on ﬁre – dominate the political calculus. Punishment is conceivable from the perspective of modernity only as enforced
retardation being detached from the general movement onward and upward.
Within three years of the decision in favour of the Morgenthau Plan, the
idea of help had triumphed over the thought of revenge. A Germany pushed
back into the past and slowed down would have been disadvantageous in the
extreme to the American movement for progress. It is fruitless to speculate
as to what would have become of Germany had the Morgenthau Plan prevailed. In truth, this anti-modern proposal had no realistic chance of being
implemented. The tracks of history had long since been switched to run in
another direction. Integration into the West was the motto for Germany
from then on, and this integration was conceivable only as an industrial
mobilization, and subsequently a military mobilization as well.
Turning to the Marshall Plan (the European Recovery Programme), it
must be regarded as a political master stroke that its designers succeeded
in presenting it to the American population and to the recipient countries
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as a generous offer to help. Its high reputation has hardly worn thin to
this day. In particular, in the western part of Germany, where the Plan
was received as a visible expression of reconciliation with the victors, it
was eagerly misunderstood. In reality, the package of measures was the
prototype of all future development help. In it, help is conceived for the
ﬁrst time as pure self-help, though it nevertheless remained a public gesture
of giving. World politics had never before been so elegant. The boundaries
between giving and taking were blurred to the point of unrecognizability.
There were two beneﬁts stemming from this ‘help’: economic–material
and political–legitimizing. On the one hand, the aid helped the stagnating
American economy which was reorienting itself to peacetime production.
Only a recovered industrial Europe could create sufﬁcient demand for goods
made in the USA. On the other hand, the aid programme conﬁrmed America
in the role of the leading nation of the ‘Free World’.
Truman’s speech thus expressed, although still only with reference to
Western Europe, the threefold nature of the motives for transnational help,
which later, at the beginning of the First Development Decade, would also
guide international development aid to the Third World. Help is offered for
reasons of the helper’s own national security, for the purposes of maintaining
its own prosperity and for the sake of moral obligation, to convey to others
the good that has come to a nation in the course of history. This last
motive is especially liable to cause confusion. There is to be recognized in
it both national modesty and gratefulness for a benevolent historical fate.
By virtue of having so beneﬁted, however, it asserts, self-conﬁdently and
without doubt, that it is superior to precisely this historical conﬁguration.
All three motives are then bundled together in the overarching task of the
‘Free World’ (more accurately, the ‘Free West’) to create a ‘bulwark against
communism’. Henceforth, help is help against communism – until its collapse
forty years later in Eastern Europe in
and the Soviet Union in
.
At the beginning of the First Development Decade in
, the moral
appeal to his own nation’s willingness to help was presented with great
verve by the American President, J.F. Kennedy, in two major addresses
to Congress (
and
).19 Down to the very choice of words, the
two Kennedy speeches are characterized by conﬁdence and a revolutionary
dynamic, determined and prepared to assume the role of the leading nation
of the ‘Free World’ in the post-colonial era, and in the full consciousness of
how weighty is the burden of responsibility:
Looking toward the ultimate day, when all nations can be self-reliant and
when foreign aid will no longer be needed … [with the] eyes of the American people, who are fully aware of their obligations to the sick, the poor,
and the hungry, wherever they may live … as leaders of the Free World.20
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This corresponds to ‘the deep American urge to extend a generous hand to
those working toward a better life for themselves and their children.’
Behind President Kennedy’s moral appeal to the American people to accept
this last great historical exertion, there is concealed the self-consolation (and
self-assurance) which, in one form or another, every epoch pervaded with
a belief in progress has needed – the tendency of the present to conceive of
itself as the penultimate stage of history, to fancy itself in a kind of positive
ﬁnal time in which only the last breakthrough remains before the harvest of
history can be gathered into humanity’s granary. The conﬁdence with which
an epoch fantasizes itself into the universal inheritance and ﬁnal conﬁguration of history is what protects it against the unbearable consciousness of
the ‘lostness of the present in time’ (H. Blumenberg). The diagnosis of the
‘end of history’ – as an American State Department ofﬁcial put it in
after the collapse of the bureaucratic socialist regimes in Eastern Europe – is
offered up against the vexing experience of being always a mere transitional
stage in a higher course of progress, whose beneﬁciaries will be those who
come later. It serves the purpose of self-defence against an exaggerated sense
of generational envy. At the same time, the sense of immediate expectancy
aroused is a powerful historical impulse which has lent the idea of progress
new force and compelled it to further acceleration whenever spirits have
begun to ﬂag.
TH E AM BIGU IT Y OF S E LF - H E LP AN D S HARING

Compared to this euphoria, the non-governmental organizations supplying
help, in particular the religious welfare agencies and grassroots groups, have
maintained a critical scepticism from the very beginning. But let us not
forget that they raise no opposition to the idea of development itself, but
merely reject the insinuation that the global responsibility for development
can be had for the low cost of pursuing the national self-interest of the donor
nations.
The changing discussion of international aid inside the Church is a good
example. Ever since the end of the Second World War it has been essentially characterized by two tendencies: ﬁrst, a widening of the range of
the Church’s responsibility, both geographical as well as substantive and
institutional; and second, a continual displacement of the very idea of help.
Help appears more and more as a conceptually unsuitable means of promoting development. In short, help does not help.
The programmatic statements of international ecumenical conferences of
the
s illustrate the following, very important transitions: away from
the model of inter-Church help (in devastated post-war Europe) to the idea
of service to the comprehensive world community (New Delhi,
); away
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from service to social action; away from personal piety to a concern with the
problem of justice; away from the particular institution to the worldwide
ecumenical plane; away from inside to beyond the walls of the Church; an
opening to the world of societies; a movement beyond mere help to the
transformation of structures and overcoming of the status quo. ‘Only a Christianity that is fully conscious of its social responsibility can be adequate to
a dynamic, changing society’ (Geneva,
). ‘The great and constantly
growing undertaking upon which we have entered does not permit us to
live from hand to mouth … [We] must … test, plan, and develop a kind of
strategy.’21
Doubtless these considerations are based in an ethic other than the merely
strategic. In agreement with the protest movements of these years that
were critical of capitalism, and in opposition to the misuse of foreign aid for
purposes of power politics, help from the international Christian Church
becomes politicized.
After the founding of the German church aid agency Misereor in
,
the talk was originally exclusively of person-to-person relationships and
personal repudiation (‘Those who have been driving a Volkswagen and can
now permit themselves a Mercedes remain with the Volkswagen’ and ‘those
who have money for four weeks of vacation might satisfy themselves with
three’). As a goal, they set their sights on a victory over hunger and leprosy
– not yet on poverty and underdevelopment. In a critical self-limitation,
the Church’s welfare organization was obliged to stick by its instruments of
government to the task of ‘summoning to the works of charity’ and to leave
to the world concern for a just distribution of land, the creation of sufﬁcient
jobs, and the containment of Bolshevism. Even explicitly missionary motives
were repudiated. The point was professedly ‘simply … the conﬁrmation of
Christian compassion. For this reason everyone should receive assistance,
without regard to faith and whatever the prospects for success.’22
The concept of help, however, became increasingly tricky: ‘The ecumenical
deaconry could no longer limit itself to help for victims, but had to ﬁnd a
way to contribute to overcoming the causes of human and social need.’23 A
critical consideration of development help requires one to understand the
nature of need. That means – what enlightenment has always meant since
the days of Copernicus – that one has to learn to distrust fundamentally the
appearance of things. Need ceased being what it had appeared to be in the
founding years of the aid agencies, namely need pure and simple, which could
be subject to help. Need ceased to be something monolithic, cast in a common
mould. Instead it came to be seen as a complex system of countless, mutually
reinforcing obstacles to development. Theorists tirelessly construed ‘vicious
circles of poverty’, in which the chess moves of power politics on the part
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of the rich countries ﬁnd just as much place as the structural weaknesses of
the countries of the Third World – ranging from the terms of trade to the
population explosion and from the illiteracy of the impoverished population to
the inadequacies of the infrastructure. From this perspective, everything that
stands in the way of industrial production is a contributing cause of need.
To the extent that concrete human need disappears under the analytic
gaze and necessarily gives way to an abstract system of powerful negative
factors, the help or aid enterprise itself looks hopelessly backward, inadequate to confront the overwhelming facts at issue, too apolitical, almost
irrational, criminally naive. Help proves itself to be counterproductive for
the development venture, for, by taking need at face value, it afﬁrms the
delusory context that surrounds it.
But it is not only because it is abused for the purposes of power politics
that help has fallen into disrepute. It ought to be much more discredited
because of its quasi-feudal character, because of the power differential that
it is itself responsible for establishing. The ecumenical movement’s discussion of aid right up to the
s revolved around the ‘problem of giving
and receiving’.24 What was meant here was the relation of superiority and
inferiority that help creates; the shame of the receiver and arrogance of the
giver. This tactfulness, however generous-hearted it might at ﬁrst glance
appear, has something astonishing about it. If we stick to the scenario of
the person who innocently suffers need and to whom help is to be given,
it is by no means obvious why help discriminates against that person. Nor
does the act of helping in itself establish a power differential between the
two. The person who is saved, naturally, owes their saviour thanks, but in
no case submission. Help supplied does not always establish a paternalistic
relationship, and it certainly does not occur when it is unconditional assistance given in an emergency.
The embarrassment surrounding foreign aid, which makes it so difﬁcult
to spare the receiver shame, comes from the fact that it is development help.
Only under this rubric is help not help in need, but help in the overcoming
of a deﬁcit. Between these two types of help there exists an unbridgeable
difference. To understand it, one has to have considered the equally profound
distinction between need and neediness.
The person suffering need experiences it as an intolerable deviation from
normality. The sufferer alone decides when the deviation has reached such
a degree that a cry of help is called for. Normal life is both the standard of
the experience of need as well as of the extent of the help required. Help is
supposed to allow the sufferer to reapproach normality. In short, the sufferer
of need, however miserable that person may be, is the master of his or her
need. Help is an act of restoration.
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The needy person, on the other hand, is not the master of his or her
neediness. The latter is much more the result of a comparison with a foreign
normality, which is effectively declared to be obligatory. One becomes needy
on account of a diagnosis – I decide when you are needy. Help allotted to a
needy person is a transformative intervention.
Development help inherited the missionary idea, with its accursed crusade
to win converts and mania for redemption. The message of salvation has been
secularized compared to the missionary era, but that is precisely the reason
why the condition of ‘not yet partaking’ appears in the shaming form of a
deﬁcit. However emphatically cultural particularity and historically evolved
multiplicity may be discussed, the modern missionary idea still declares
that a shortfall of civilization must be remedied, an incorrect historical
development corrected, an excessively slow pace accelerated. Even the selfcriticism of development aid manoeuvres itself into a paradoxical situation.
It regards its opposite numbers in the Third World as comprehensively
needy, backward according to valid standards of normality, and subject to
an essential catching-up process. And at the same time it broods tormentedly
over the arrogance of the rich nations, makes propaganda for the idea of the
fundamental equality of foreign cultures, shows its willingness to engage
in dialogue, and condemns tutelary and dependency relations and cultural
imperialism.
The only help which, examined critically, did not prove disreputable or
counterproductive, and which seemed to point a way out of the dilemma,
was help for self-help. This perspective became the guiding principle for the
development policy of non-state welfare organizations. In offering training
for self-help, help apparently rediscovers its innocence. For this is help
that renders itself superﬂuous within an appropriate time period and the
dependency it establishes is allegedly a transitional stage with a tendency
to dissolve of itself.
Help for self-help, however, still does not reject the idea that the entire
world is in need of development; that, this way or that, it must join the
industrial way of life. Help for self-help still remains development help and
must necessarily, therefore, still transform all self-sufﬁcient, subsistence
forms of existence by introducing them to ‘progress’. As development help,
it must ﬁrst of all destroy what it professes to save – the capacity of a community to shape and maintain its way of life by its own forces. It is a more
elegant form of intervention, undoubtedly, and with considerably greater
moral legitimacy. But the moral impulse within it continues to ﬁnd its ﬁeld
of operation in the ‘development-needy countries’, and to allow the native
and international policy of plunder to continue on in its unenlightened
course. In this light, the sole helpful intervention would be to confront and
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resist the cynical wielders of power and the proﬁteers in one’s own home
country. Help for self-help is only a half-hearted improvement on the idea of
development help because it exclusively mistrusts help, and not development
itself.
In the most recent phase of the Church’s discourse on development policy,
the guiding principle of help for self-help is being replaced by the concepts
of one world and mutual sharing. What this brings into relief is much less
a radical redistribution of wealth than ‘relationships within the totality …
participation and mutuality’. It attacks the superiority complex of Western
civilization created by economic efﬁciency and promotes the vindication of
other cultures. Every culture in the ‘one world’ is simultaneously giving and
receiving. The point is to recognize the equality of all cultures and make
mutual learning possible within a cultural dialogue. Mutuality is supposed
to be drawn out of the ﬁxed roles of giving and taking.
Once again, the idea is based on a peculiarly grandiose notion of culture:
‘Every particular culture realizes a limited number of human possibilities …
[and], on the other hand, stiﬂes others, which, then, are able to be developed
in other cultures.’25 What, then, is more obvious for transcending the limitations in a large-scale cultural project encompassing the entire world than
bringing together into a whole the parts conceived as fragments of human
possibilities? But in a reversal of the systems-theory principle that the whole
is more than the sum of its parts, this approach holds, in regard to cultural
multiplicity, that the contradictory parts are more than the comprehensive
whole, or, in other words, that the whole is the false (Theodor Adorno).
Herbert Achternbusch summarizes it thus:
World (and ‘one world’) is an imperial concept. Where I live has meanwhile
become the world. Earlier Bavaria was here. Now the world reigns. Bavaria,
like the Congo or Canada, has been subjugated to the world, is ruled by
the world.… The more the world rules, the more will the world be annihilated, will we, who inhabit this piece of the earth, be annihilated.…
The imperial law of the world is understanding. Every point in this world
must be understood by every other point. As a consequence, every point in
the world must be equivalent to every other point. Thus is understanding
confused with equality and equality with justice. But how is it that it is
unjust if I cannot make myself understandable to someone else? Is it the
oppressed or the dominated who want to make themselves understood?
Naturally, it is the oppressor and the dominator. It is domination that must
he understandable.26

To be a deacon (in Christian terms) involves being prepared to validate
one’s calling by service to life: it is claimed to be an ‘option for life’. But even
this formulation remains on the well-trodden path. If one really opts for life,
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the discussion must return to the origin of the breakthrough into modernity.
With that the doom of the development idea truly begins because it cannot
supply the foundation for its own renunciation. E.M. Cioran complains that
he ﬁnds himself on an earth
where our mania for salvation makes life unbreathable.… Everyone is
trying to remedy everyone’s life … the sidewalks and hospitals of the world
overﬂow with reformers. The longing to become a source of events affects
each man like a mental disorder or a desired malediction. Society – an
inferno of saviours! What Diogenes was looking for with his lantern was an
indifferent man.27
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are critical evaluations of aid projects. B. Erler, Tödliche Hilfe, Freiburg: Dreisam,
,
recounts the failure of numerous projects, even if they have been set up with local participation. Drawing also on her earlier work, T. Hayter, Exploited Earth: Britain’s Aid and the
Environment, London: Earthscan,
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R. Cassen, Does Aid Work? Report to an International Task Force, Oxford: Oxford University
Press,
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Hancock, Lords of Poverty, London: Macmillan,
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, exposes the criminal practices of agribusiness.
Unfortunately, an intellectual history of the idea of international aid, to my knowledge,
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Storia della miseria e della carità in Europa, Roma: Laterza,
; while C. Sachsse and
F. Tennstedt, Geschichte der Armenfürsorge in Deutschland, Stuttgart: Kohlhammer,
,
outline the change in the institutional framework of assistance, focusing in particular on
aid as education.
In the development context, aid has meant help for the purpose of modernization. It
implied nothing less than drawing all peoples worldwide into a simultaneous reality and
exposing them to the waves of global acceleration. I was stimulated to this way of thinking
about modernity by P. Sloterdijk, Eurotaoismus: Zur Kritik der politischen Kinetik, Frankfurt
am Main: Suhrkamp,
: the wide-ranging reﬂections of H. Blumenberg, Lebenszeit und
Weltzeit, Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp,
; and the essay of J. Rifkin, Time Wars, New
York: Holt.
, on modern civilization’s concept of time. An early attack (
), lucid
but little known, on the global diffusion of the Industrial Revolution and the corruption
of cultures in the face of consumer gadgets was launched by G. Anders, Die Antiquiertheit
des Menschen, vols, Munich: Beck,
.
I owe the insight about how modern experience, since the time of the plague, was
shaped by the negation of death to E. Friedell, Die Kulturgeschichte der Neuzeit (
),
vol. , Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag,
. How efforts at modernization can
be read as attempts to achieve security in a world without afterlife can be inferred from
J. Delumeau, La peur en occident, Paris: Fayard.
. Security implies refusal of the Other
as well. This is analysed in B. Waldenfels, Der Stachel des Fremden, Frankfurt am Main:
Suhrkamp,
.
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GÉRALD BERTHOUD

I

t is widely accepted that with the
s we entered the era of the New
Right or the conservative revolution. In this new era, the market is not
considered merely as a technical device for the allocation of goods and services, but rather as the only possible way to regulate society. This economic
ideology is more than a little reminiscent of the dominant world-view at the
end of the eighteenth century, with its emphasis on the virtues of doux commerce. Undeniably, our time is characterized by a deep belief in the powers
of the market to solve the world’s development problems.
In the West, there is a broad consensus that market capitalism – by
which I mean the generalized use of commodities – is indissolubly linked
with democracy and, as such, the best possible system for the whole of
humanity. In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, the total failure of
central planning as the sole regulatory device is viewed by many as the
ﬁnal victory of liberal capitalism. Market principles are quite explicitly
contrasted with the totalitarian experience, and considered as the only
way to escape insufferable bureaucracy and to guarantee a minimally
decent material life for all.
As for the South, it also is swept up by this general ideological movement.
Most countries have no choice; they are forced to increase their integration
within and dependence on the international market economy in one way
or another. In numerous cases, the impact of the market on the whole of
social life leads to dramatic consequences, clearly illustrated by the policy
of structural adjustment. But, seemingly irresistibly, the market still appears
the only possible path to development despite innumerable difﬁculties and
setbacks. Indeed, it is argued quite matter-of-factly that ‘if one wants to
improve the material condition of people, especially of the poor, one will do
well to opt for capitalism.’1
In the minds of a growing number of decision-makers, it has become
increasingly self-evident that the market should no longer be viewed as an
institution which must be regulated by external social forces, but, on the
contrary, that it should be used to regulate society as a whole. Market thus
becomes the leading principle for guiding individual and collective action.
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With the present tendency to impose market mechanisms and principles
on a global scale, development is held to be possible only for those who are
ready to rid themselves entirely of their traditions, and devote themselves
to making economic proﬁt, at the expense of the whole gamut of social and
moral obligations. Too often a radical choice is imposed between individual
freedom and collective solidarity. Such seems, today, the price to pay if one
wishes to walk the long path of development.
More than in the past four decades, development now means integration
into the national and international capitalist markets, and this integration in
turn becomes the minimal condition for a region or country to be considered
‘developed’. Following this market logic, relations at the private and collective levels must be mutually useful. If one side has nothing tangible to offer,
the other has no reason at all to pursue the unbalanced relationship. For
traditional morality, this position would be regarded as self-interested, even
cynical; in the contemporary spirit of utilitarianism, it appears normal.
A growing number of Third World countries are no longer in a position
to engage in utilitarian exchanges with rich countries. Development through
the market is, then, a selective process: only those areas which promise
economic growth are considered. For the huge majority, struggling to obtain
the strict necessities of life, consumption remains far beyond their means.
Guided by this ideological conformism, the market appears as an implicit assumption in virtually all development theory and policy. A confused amalgam of ideas, it has become a magical term hypnotically repeated
throughout the world, a catchword. Clearly, this ideological conviction is
a necessary condition for the imposition of a market economy but it is not
sufﬁcient. Very often, ideological violence is expressed in the cold logic of
political power. Thus, to quote an American ofﬁcial, ‘we must also counter,
both in the UN and within the framework of the North–South dialogue,
any discussion of global problems which questions the validity of the free
market and of free enterprise in countries of the Third World.’2
This normative representation of social regulation is increasingly
reinforced by technological innovations in key sectors like information,
telecommunications and biogenetics. The clearest result of this process is
market dynamism, giving the impression that commoditization has no limits
whatsoever. ‘Can everything be bought and sold?’ is a moral question which
has been progressively emptied of all meaning. Faith in unlimited expansion
follows from the close connection made between technoscience and the
market. The former, with its conquest of new social spaces unthinkable not
long ago, is seen as irresistible. Under pressure from the ideological success
of technology, there is little chance of any effective general acceptance of
ethical limits to market expansion. We are all subject to the compelling idea
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that everything that can be made must he made, and then sold. Our universe
appears unshakeably structured by the omnipotence of techno-scientiﬁc
truth and the laws of the market.
The middle-class ideal of our time is to establish a fully competitive
society, composed of individuals for whom freedom of choice is the only way
to express independence from their natural and social environment. But one
unavoidable question remains: is not our reductive view – of supposedly
independent individuals as the universal future for mankind – ultimately
self-deceptive; and are we not thereby misleading the entire world as well
as ourselves?
TH E RI S E OF GLOBAL N EOLIBE R ALI S M

Since its beginnings some forty years ago, development policy has necessarily been deﬁned within the omnipresent conﬂict between East and West
for global dominance. Two models of development were imposed by these
historical circumstances: on the one side, market capitalism; on the other
side, socialism, with centralized planning as its key regulatory mechanism.
Here for obvious reasons (the total collapse of so-called socialism) only
capitalism and its free-market ideal need be considered.
For the last three or four decades, economic growth has been regarded
in different ways, from the extremely critical perspectives of the New Left
radicals in the
s to the dogmatic approbation of the
s’ New Right
ideologues. So far, however, the negative views of a minority of thinkers
have not posed a threat to the dominance of the orthodox credo. The idea
of growth is essential to our modern way of viewing human life. Economic
expansion based on constant technical innovation is widely thought of as
the only way to solve the world’s problems. Growth, beyond its immediate
economic meaning, is a core cultural complex of ideas and beliefs which
organizes the whole of modern life. It is simultaneously a universal truth
and the only possible normative means of concerning the good society. As
such, development implies, explicitly or implicitly, that the Western way of
life is the only means to guarantee human happiness.
At the individual level, economic growth ﬁnds its expression in the continual search for material well-being, this quest itself having been elevated
to the status of a fundamental requirement of human nature. In the
s,
a relative consensus among political and economic leaders in the North,
as in the South, took hold to the effect that economic well-being should
he considered an end in itself for the whole of humanity. In other words,
material well-being tends to be seen not as a culture-bound ideal but, on
the contrary, as a universal value. All peoples throughout the world are
thought to have the right to a comfortable standard of living. Within this
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ideological context, the developed Western nation-states have a collective
duty or moral obligation to aid those countries which lie outside the universe
of economic growth.
However, to attain the two combined objectives of global growth and
individual well-being throughout the world implies the removal of various
obstacles and submission to a number of drastic conditions. At root, what
must be created is universal middle-class culture. Development, beyond
the obvious need to produce ever more goods and services, is a process
through which must emerge a new kind of human being and corresponding
institutions. What must be universalized through development is a cultural
complex centred around the notion that human life, if it is to be fully lived,
cannot be constrained by limits of any kind.
To produce such a result in traditional societies, for whom the supposedly primordial principle of boundless expansion in the technological and
economic domains is generally alien, presupposes overcoming symbolic and
moral ‘obstacles’; that is, ridding these societies of various inhibiting ideas
and practices such as myths, ceremonies, rituals, mutual aid, networks
of solidarity, and the like. Three decades ago, these stringent conditions
necessary to development had already been violently set forth:
Economic development of an underdeveloped people by themselves is not
compatible with the maintenance of their traditional customs and mores. A
break with the latter is a prerequisite to economic progress. What is needed
is a revolution in the totality of social, cultural and religious institutions
and habits, and thus in their psychological attitude, their philosophy
and way of life. What is, therefore, required amounts in reality to social
disorganization. Unhappiness and discontentment in the sense of wanting
more than is obtainable at any moment is to be generated. The suffering
and dislocation that may be caused in the process may be objectionable, but
it appears to be the price that has to be paid for economic development; the
condition of economic progress.3

From its beginnings, the goal of development has remained constant.
What has changed is the means to achieving such an extension of market
economics or private-sector capitalism. Roughly speaking, development has
been promoted by two institutions, the state and the market, indissolubly
linked by the project of modernity. From as early as the
s up through
the end of the
s, there was a wide consensus that the state should
exercise the Benthamite function of realizing the greatest happiness for the
greatest number. However, even as a welfare agency the state does not work
against the market. Rather, it is a complementary institutional device which
promotes the extension of the market. Through the state, as the theory
goes, one creates, maintains and regulates markets for economic growth,
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the results of which should be distributed as fairly as possible throughout
society. Growth with redistribution is clearly the model’s ideal of social
justice. Needless to say, such a process has totally failed in the South.
Since the
s, a remarkable shift, ideological but also operational to
a degree, has taken place. The market itself is increasingly viewed as the
only means to promote development. Within this neoliberal framework,
economic growth as such – without any redistribution at all – should allow
us to solve the dramatic problem of poverty throughout the world without
the smallest contribution imposed upon the rich. Efﬁciency is preferred to
social justice as a means to an end, but also, sometimes, as an end in itself, as
is well illustrated by the attempts of the IMF and the World Bank to impose
liberalism on a worldwide scale through the process of structural adjustment.
Their explicit objective is to inculcate solely economic motivations in the
rich as well as in the poor.
The impact of this policy shift on aid is quite obvious. Increasingly, the
very idea of aid is called into question, with the debate over whether aid
promotes or retards development already well under way. Among arguments
for the drastic limitation of aid, it is frequently declared that nothing is free,
that people must learn to become self-supporting. The seductive power of
the market is so powerful today that aid is no longer viewed as a normal
policy. With the failure of the centralized planning model and the rise of the
new market mentality, aid is quite explicitly deﬁned in purely utilitarian
terms. On this premise, a number of countries which are devoid of assets are
at best condemned to the fringes of the development process.
In spite of their obvious differences, what should be noted for our purposes is that both models of development (whether based on the active
intervention of the state in the market or on the dynamics of the market
alone) produce self-interested individuals, reputedly liberated from all moral
or social obligation. A world of opulence, a global society of total freedom
– these are the illusory promises of development conceived as the expansion
throughout the world of technological and economic modernity. Development is presented as the only and indisputable way out of an ‘inhuman’
universe of shortages and constraints. Needless to say, liberty and prosperity
can be expected only through incessant work. Opulence, thus, does not
mean the effective enjoyment of wealth, but rather the never-ending quest
for ‘something more’ and ‘something new’.
Paradoxically, perhaps, the actual obstacles to solving the world’s most
acute problems are less the cultural traditions of a large number of peoples
than our own ingrained belief that the boundless progress which results
from technology and the market can somehow liberate us from nature and
society.

MARKET
MAR KET: A PL AC E AN D A PRINCIPLE

The market may appear today as so commonplace a term that to question its origin, its meaning or its functions is a fundamentally meaningless
enterprise. More than an institution, the market is viewed as a constitutive
component of the human condition. Adam Smith’s famous statement about
‘the propensity in human nature to truck, barter and exchange one thing
for another’ expresses still today the widely accepted notion of the natural
origins of the market principle.
If, however, we persist in our endeavour to understand something about
the institution of the market, its transformation through time and the
development of the associated concept, with its various meanings, we had
better skip over economic science properly speaking. Three terms – supply,
demand and price – are economics’ basic tools for specifying what the
market is doing, but not what it is. This refusal to examine the origins
and nature of markets is clearly expressed by Gary Becker, a well-known
proponent of the universal validity of economic logic, who states that ‘the
economic approach is a comprehensive one that is applicable to all human
behaviour.’ For Becker such an approach is made up, as a matter of course,
of ‘the combined assumptions of maximizing behavior, market equilibrium,
and stable preferences’.4
What about social sciences like sociology, anthropology and history?
Unfortunately, following the generally accepted theoretical division of labour
among disciplines, the market as an object of reﬂection has until recently
been outside the realm of sociology. In anthropology, although several works,
beginning with Malinowski and Mauss, have raised important questions
about the nature of economic phenomena, there is nothing like a comparative
theory of the market. Historians, tending to emphasize description over
theory, most often simply rely on the orthodox notion of the universality
of the market principle, as is well exempliﬁed by the impressive work of
Fernand Braudel. As a rule, in these three related disciplines the homogenizing effects of a generalized economic approach are obvious. Only with a small
number of scholars, and more particularly with the outstanding work of Karl
Polanyi, is the market seen as something more than a mere given.
In rejecting the ahistorical deﬁnition of market posited by economics, we
are confronted with a clear distinction between the market as public place
and the market as principle for regulating social relations. At ﬁrst sight, no
link at all seems conceivable between these two senses of market, except
perhaps a chronology. Are we thus constrained to choose between the notion
of a great divide between place and principle, and the idea of a substantive
continuity from the former to the latter?
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The market as place is a bounded, situated phenomenon, clearly differentiated from ordinary life. Numerous cases, both historical and ethnographic,
could illustrate the extreme cultural and social variety of these formal characteristics. Very often the marketplace lies at a distance from the inhabited
area, and functions as a neutral meeting space. Elsewhere, as for instance
in Ancient Greece with the agora, the market is no longer a marginal area,
but the merchant, as the intermediary of market exchanges, is thought to
practise a debased activity,
What kinds of interactions do we ﬁnd within the conﬁnes of the marketplace? For what purposes and with what motives do individuals act? Ideally,
the individual is totally free to act in his own interests; no explicit limits
are imposed. Such behaviour would be dangerously uncontrollable in everyday social practice. Hence, individuals in the marketplace are no longer
seen as social beings with particular rights and duties. They are liberated
from a deep feeling of belonging to a community. Furthermore, they may
not bring their potential conﬂicts with them. To express this in a positive
way, individuals must be able to initiate utilitarian exchange with anyone
they choose. In this idealized scheme, the marketplace is composed of an
aggregate of strangers willing to exchange with each other for their mutual
advantage.
In fact, the marketplace is a much more complex locus, in which different
kinds of social interactions take place. However, as a general rule, within
any marketplace there is effective competitive behaviour between and among
sellers and buyers, at least in an adumbrated form. In a sense, the main
aspects of the market principle are already present within the marketplace.
In other words, the marketplace contains the market principle in both senses
of the verb ‘contain’: the market principle is found within the marketplace,
but also held by it within speciﬁc limits.
Let us cite very brieﬂy one example. Within Hausa society in Nigeria
and Niger, one of the important traditional institutions is the marketplace
(kasuwa). Within this well-deﬁned area, located outside the village or town,
buying and selling of goods takes place through various monetary devices.
The people gathered in such a place come from various ethnic origins, and
thus most of them are strangers involved in anonymous relations. The price
of transacted objects is settled through the competitive mechanism of supply
and demand. Personal relationships, though not totally absent, are therefore
quite subordinated.
Sellers, professional or not, and buyers, no matter what their social position, must be free to go to the marketplace. And if people are periodically
freed from cultural constraints, the same is true for the objects themselves.
Indeed, as commodities, they are deprived of any symbolic or spiritual
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signiﬁcance. People become pure individuals just as commodities are pure
things. Ideally speaking, anonymity is the rule and the precondition to
becoming a liberated individual.5
This example (and there are many others possible) is meant to illustrate
our main issue: how and why human societies have passed from a limited
expression of the market principle to its generalization. The market in
modern society has been fundamentally transformed from a particular to a
universal phenomenon. To be sure, comparing the market as place and as
abstract principle through time and space, in order to point out simultaneously identities and differences, is far from a simple task. Such a comparison
raises a great number of questions. Here, I will be only able to address a
few of them.
To begin with, is the market in its most encompassing meaning a spontaneous natural order, as Friedrich von Hayek argued? Is the market selfgenerating, even within a hostile institutional context? Or, rather, according
to the antithetical position of Karl Polanyi, is the market principle or the
price-making market – the expression of the autonomy of the economic
sphere – artiﬁcially produced? To accept this position would mean accepting
the absence of any necessary connection between the market as a place and
as a principle. Would it not be better to avoid both of these antagonistic
interpretations, interpretations which, in their extremism, suggest the inﬂuence of the passions, either love or hatred?
Is it acceptable, intellectually and normatively, to conceive of a supposedly natural economic order based on the fundamental determinant of
self-interest? Such a widespread view is the easiest but also the most superﬁcial way to understand the validity and the legitimacy of a sui generis,
self-regulating market.
In the opposite view, the determinative emphasis is shifted from the supposition of rational human nature to institutional relativity. Self-regulating
markets are produced only under speciﬁc historical and cultural circumstances. Such is our modern singularity, according to Polanyi, for whom the
price-making market is ‘unnatural’ and ‘exceptional’. It is not the result of a
long, natural process which transformed isolated and regulated markets.
While from the point of view adopted here Hayek’s unconditionally promarket position is highly debatable, the static Polanyian opposition to it
must also be reconsidered. If the marketplace and the self-regulating market
are operationally or even institutionally opposed, then they would seem to
be two quite different phenomena. But if market-like behaviour develops
within the very strictly deﬁned limits of a marketplace, then neither a
great divide nor an absolute continuity between the particular place and
the generalized principle is conceivable.
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Note that the artiﬁciality posited by Polanyi is still applicable under the
assumption of universal market elements. What is ‘unnatural’ and ‘exceptional’ is the project of an economic order autonomous of society at large.
Once the elements constitutive of the market principle are no longer conﬁned
within the well-deﬁned space and time of the marketplace, a radical change
takes place. For reasons of space, only a few hints as to the nature of such a
change are possible here.
During the sixteenth century in Europe, and more particularly in Holland
and England, there was already active pressure to deregulate the different
markets of mercantile capitalism. However, it is commonly acknowledged
that the end of the eighteenth century, or even the early nineteenth century,
is the moment when the price-making market system transformed both
products and factors of production into commodities.
By way of simpliﬁcation, a linear evolution in three steps can be outlined.
Each of these steps is ordered in historical, but not necessarily linear, succession. The second step, for example, is not a direct and necessary product of
the ﬁrst. It is therefore more appropriate to speak of a sequential model. First,
there are those societies in which the market principle is strictly limited to
the space and time of the marketplace, or is more or less actualized only in
peripheral exchange. Second are those societies in which purely economic activities, without explicit limits, are institutionally possible. However, people
involved in commercial activities belong to one of the lowest categories or
groups of society, or are foreigners, tolerated but deprived of social status.
Ancient Greece, dynastic China and the European Middle Ages are classic
examples of this second stage. Finally, in a third stage of economic modernity,
all attempts to limit the market become unacceptable. The whole of society
is somehow viewed through the integrative force of the market.
TH E M I DDLE - C L AS S FI LTE R

The idea of the market, as a principle of social regulation and as a mode of
socialization, is historically and logically connected with the middle classes.
In middle-class mentality, ‘civilized’ human beings correspond to those
human beings who are convinced that the ‘desire of wealth’ is a natural and
universal motivation. To fully understand this highly valued objective, it
is necessary to form a more complex and systematic representation of what
are believed to be the determinants of human action. J.S. Mill, one of the
most important thinkers of the nineteenth century, has given us one of the
most explicit portraits.
For Mill, the ‘desire for wealth’ is confronted with two ‘antagonizing
principles’ or two ‘perpetual counter-motives’, which are ‘aversion to labour’
and ‘desire of the present enjoyment of costly indulgences’.6 In Mill’s scheme,
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the natural environment with its limited resources is a formidable obstacle to
the practice of indolence and the immediate enjoyment of life. The outside
world thus imposes the virtue of labour and the individual security of private
ownership against these two ‘counter-motives’. Such are the fundamental
requirements to ‘better our condition’, in the words of Adam Smith. Quite
clearly, this means that to be properly human one must transform oneself,
must dominate the destructive part of one’s nature. Only through hard work
can man hope to achieve his true essence.
Within this middle-class world-view, the acquisitive quality of man must
be viewed according to two well-deﬁned categories of traditional thought,
the simpliﬁed dichotomies between rich and poor, and between property
owners and labourers. These distinctions, even if they are a highly abstracted view of the complexity of social situations, are a way to make clear
the conditions for successful market behaviour.
Let us follow the argument of Adam Smith, whose ideas are today widely
shared by various representatives of the neoliberal and new economics
schools of thought. For Smith, the rich are deﬁned by their ‘avarice and
ambition’, whereas the poor are characterized by ‘the hatred of labour and
the love of present ease and enjoyment’.7 According to him, the rich and the
poor are the objects of opposing social evaluations. There is a ‘disposition
to admire, and almost to worship, the rich and the powerful, and to despise
or, at least, to neglect persons of poor and mean condition’.8
Following this argument, the truth about human society is restricted
to the logic of individual interests, fully expressed in free, voluntary and
intentional exchange, institutionally organized and regulated by the market.
Within this social space, viewed from this middle-class perspective, persons
and things are to be somehow ‘desocialized’ or liberated from all imposed
relations. What is transferred is wealth, viewed socially as pure means.
The market, as an inextricable network of utilitarian exchanges, is thus
frequently conceived as a device which liberates persons and things from
what is quite diffusely deﬁned as the imperialism of culture.
What lies behind such a belief is the idea of a whole society based on
fungible qualities. This is particularly obvious with the general principles of
exchangeability, equivalence or liquidity. Commodity exchange presents all
the characteristics of a social abstraction objectiﬁed through the concept of
price. Market relations are thus reduced to numerical values; with the price
mechanism, the market appears to be composed of strangers connected only
at the level of appearances, with all signs of friendship, loyalty or affection
put aside.
There is a long tradition in Western thought which insists that social
relations should not rest on such personal sentiments. For instance, in an
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essay entitled ‘Deux paradoxes de l’amitié et de l’avarice’ written at the end
of the sixteenth century, friendship is viewed as an unreasonable passion,
a ‘great cause of division and discontent’, whereas the search for wealth is
highly praised as a ‘moral virtue’ and a ‘civic responsibility’.9 Four hundred
years later, the same position reappears with Hayek’s Great Society, radically opposed to any form of community. Relationships take place between
abstract men, with neither passion nor sentiment. Therefore, ‘one should
keep what the poor neighbours would surely need, and use it to meet the
anonymous demands of thousands of strangers.’10
The middle-class conception of society is that of an idealized market
system. In reality, of course, market exchange is not a founding principle of
social life, but a practice based on a number of institutional prerequisites.
The market is not simply the realm of purely voluntary transfers by free
individuals – that is, the pure aggregate of maximizing agents. However,
this quite immediate and superﬁcial way of viewing the general process of
commodity exchange remains a highly persuasive ideology.
At ﬁrst sight, we are given the impression that the great superiority of
the market, as compared to interpersonal exchanges like the gift cycle, is
that it, in a sense, externalizes individual social motivations, objectifying
them through money. An internal part of the self is thus crystallized into
a monetary object which constitutes, paradoxically perhaps, a polyvalent
medium for all kinds of interchangeable relationships.
More globally, the price-making market as an encompassing social institution is a mediating collective artefact linking so-called free individuals
through alienable things. Market exchange is, to use an evocative formula,
a mode of communication designed to keep the other at arm’s length. Certainly, gift exchange, contrary to what is too often stated, is also a mediating
device which unites and separates at the same time. But with the market,
the element of mediation is so obvious that individuals may have the impression that they are independent. More and more, the conjunctive forces
of market and technology increase the distance among men, and between
them and nature.
But the relative independence experienced by individuals through abstract
and rationalized relationships does not mean the absence of constraining
effects created by the social whole. Let us consider here only price. Beyond
immediate perceptions, price is, in objectiﬁed form, a main component
of the social totality. It signiﬁcantly and unavoidably marks everybody’s
behaviour. Money, for example, is not simply a commodity: to this purely
economic dimension must be added two others, one political and one social.
The two sides of any coin symbolize, on the one hand, economic value
and, on the other, political power. But such a double determination is not
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sufﬁcient. The phenomenon of money, and more widely the market system,
implies a reference to something internalized within each person. A diffuse
feeling of social membership through common values, a single language and
set of moral obligations, largely shared conﬁdence, habits and even forms of
hierarchy – all of these form the prerequisites of the market.
MARKET: A TR AN S FORMATIVE POWE R

To conceive of the market system as a man-made institution rather than as a
self-creating, self-perpetuating order is a way of recognizing that the market
is controlled by various traditional political, social and moral constraints,
and reinforced by a number of political and cultural innovations. In other
words, the existence and expansion of the market are dependent on institutions and cultural values. At the same time, however, the market tends to
dominate the whole social context, the effects of this dominance varying
according to concrete socio-cultural situations.
In today’s environment, however, the tendency is, to the contrary, to
grant the market transformative power. As such, it is one of the main challenges to the contemporary world. In various parts of the Third World, this
transformation is purely disruptive. The market is viewed as an inevitable
force, and it therefore becomes increasingly difﬁcult to limit its expansion.
The twin forces of constant technical innovation and commodity exchange
are basic preconditions for our modern ideal of manipulation and mastery of
the human, social and natural domains. Both Homo faber and Homo economicus
become universal models. Efﬁciency and wealth are thus sought as ends in
themselves. The subversive process, which is the potential transformation
of everything into products, and then into commodities, is generally viewed
as a necessary requirement for the ‘good life’.
As stated above, it would be a serious error to believe that the long
historical process from the physical marketplace to the ideal market as selfregulating process is a simple, spontaneous development. On the contrary,
a radical change of values was necessary to move us from the limited and
controlled expression of the market principle found in numerous historical
and cultural situations, to the present, with our more or less general acceptance of the boundless extension of the market.
Let us state such a change in an exaggerated opposition. Previously, the
full expression of one’s individuality was generally possible within a welldeﬁned economic sphere which maintained necessary social cohesion against
the market’s destructive potentiality. With modernity, for the ﬁrst time the
whole of humanity, under the continuing pressure of the Western world,
attempts unrestrainedly to organize social life on the basis of voluntary
actions of individuals whose values are – or are supposed to be – dominantly,
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if not exclusively, utilitarian. Increasingly, it is becoming an imperative of
mere existence to judge human action as good or bad not in and of itself, but
by its results. Of course, various utilitarian moral philosophers have been
repeating such a rule of conduct for two or even three centuries.
With this mandatory, individualist quest for material pleasure, not only
have the products of labour taken the universal form of commodities, but
human beings themselves, even outside the labour market, as well as natural
components, are transformed into commodities through biotechnological innovation. Social relations are thus increasingly viewed as relations among private
owners, buying and selling all manner of commodities among themselves.
More broadly, with the market as the exclusive mode of social distribution, the all-powerful technosciences are taken as givens which cannot he
subject to question. They are considered our only path to worldly happiness.
‘It works’ comes the reply to any critical interrogation. With this pragmatist
ethos in the ascendency, any search for the values founding our individual
and collective choices is considered sterile, metaphysical speculation.
Technosciences and the market have become simply self-evident. According to the contemporary utilitarian credo, they accomplish the most desirable
objective of our human condition – that is, to produce and distribute material
prosperity for the greatest possible number. The process of commoditization
which transforms all spheres of social life is at work throughout the world,
with varying effects. We see here the extent to which development, as a
policy and a practice, is a forceful attempt to implant new ways of thinking
and acting which follow the rules of the market. At the level of localized
projects, however, development still appears under the guise of apparent
neutrality provided by its technical and productive characteristics.
Of course, from the situation of self-support at subsistence levels to direct
insertion in the international market, there is a long and uncertain process
of development. In various parts of the world, beginning immediately with
the colonial era, the explicit objective was to impose practices like ‘forced
labour’ or taxes, the necessary preconditions for introducing the ‘natives’
to market relationships such as ‘free labour’ and the voluntary sale of one’s
product for money. ‘The tax … promotes the circulation of currency with
its attendant beneﬁts to trade’, proclaimed the Instructions to Political Ofﬁcers
for the English colonial programme in Africa.11
Development, from colonial times to the present day, is thus fundamentally
the imposition, in one form or another, of a new institutional framework with
its concomitant values as the prerequisites for the dynamism of the market.
For the greater part of the world’s population, development is the destruction
of ethnic identities and solidarity networks in order to promote the legitimacy
of self-interest as a fundamental human motivation. Very often, development
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means the possibility for a small minority to make large proﬁts at the expense
of the majority. With money as a supreme value, life counts less. The social
imperative is quite obviously to get money by any available means.
The more individuals and groups are ‘developed’, the more they struggle
for material advantages. Rural areas, particularly so-called backward ones,
are to a certain, albeit declining, degree protected against this disintegrating
modernity, as well as against the increased criminality it engenders. But, in
difﬁcult economic situations, traders endeavour, very often with success, to
produce generalized scarcities of basic products by temporarily withdrawing
from the market. Such proﬁt-oriented practices endanger the very lives
of many people. Imported displays of luxury goods become indicators of
material success, and for the poor a mandatory but inaccessible model of
the only real way to live.
Schematically, three categories of people result from such forced development. First, a small class of ultra-rich, who can accumulate much wealth
while spending ostentatiously. Second, a varying number of people in an
intermediary position. They represent the middle classes, those who balance
production and consumption. Finally, there are the poor, excluded from the
sharing of wealth, and preoccupied by problems of mere survival.
Development tends to produce shortages for a great number of people as
the condition of excess for a small minority. It is also a kind of expropriation
of multiple social relations in order to bring everybody into market conformity. Too often taken as equivalent to economic growth, development should
more appropriately be viewed as a form of generalized violence. Of course,
for those who view accumulation of wealth as the natural tendency for the
whole of humanity, development is just a push in the right direction of aiding
human nature to fulﬁl itself.
Contrary to this ideology of the ‘natural identity of interests’, development must be conceived as an ‘artiﬁcial identiﬁcation of interests’ resulting
from all kinds of disruptive constraints, to borrow Halévy’s well-known
phrase from his seminal work The Growth of Philosophic Radicalism, published
in the ﬁrst years of the twentieth century.12 Paradoxically, to understand
fully the phenomenon of development requires a radical questioning of
ourselves. The true problem of our time is fundamentally our own Western
or modernist cultural universe, based on the limitless expansion of technosciences and the market.
ON BE ING H U MAN

Conﬁned as we are within a triumphant market ideology, it may appear
incongruous even to raise the question of the limits of the market. More
than ever, the world is confronted today with an alternative – should the
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market be contained by society or, on the contrary, should it be allowed to
regulate the total social whole?
According to orthodox history, right from the days of the early marketplace to the present era of the price-setting principle, there has been or
should have been a progressive evolution from a strictly limited market to a
limitless one. If such a position is taken for granted, then market behaviour
is obviously the universal path to true humanity. But how ought one to
evaluate this market deﬁnition of what it is to be human?
A market deﬁnition of humanity is based on a few speciﬁc assumptions
about motivation and cultural values. Being human is thought to be motivated by a constant search for material well-being, a desire to have more
and more objects at one’s disposal. This materialist assumption was already
well expressed by Adam Smith when he spoke of ‘bettering our condition’.
Such an idea has been, and still is, considered a universal value somehow
transcending all the particulars of culture and society.
The validity of this so-called universal value is based on the widely held
representation of a constitutive contradiction in the human condition. The
inﬁnite wants of man are categorically opposed to the scarce resources of
nature. Human beings are never satisﬁed, whatever their level of material
abundance. In this world-view, humanity, constrained by its very nature
to live in a ﬁnite universe, strives to have ever more effective control over
nature and society. The great capitalist epic is the story of man’s emancipation from this original destitution. According to such a ‘tale’, once upon a
time there were human beings deprived of everything and consumed by
innumerable wants and desires.
For the greatest part of its existence, humanity has been conﬁned within
a limited natural environment. However, with the Industrial Revolution’s
full development in the nineteenth century, the fantastic promise that one
could free the whole of humanity from its primordial condition began to
spread throughout the world. Only market capitalism was deemed capable
of radically transforming traditional societies, and thus successfully leading
humanity from poverty to unlimited wealth. The heroes of this epic are, of
course, the middle classes.
To believe in such a tale, one must accept as an absolute truth the
structural imbalance between wants and available resources. This is obviously a sine qua non for maintaining the ‘desire of wealth’. In other words,
to be human is to strive to escape from constraints, both natural and social,
to become an independent individual. Of course, such an independence is
not absolute; it must be qualiﬁed. Being human means being independent through the use of limitless technological innovation and a boundless
market. Consequently, one is free and may act voluntarily, but only in order
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to increase exchanges. Within these combined technological and market
imperatives, the individual is left to devote himself to his own self-interest
unfettered.
Once more, Adam Smith expresses very clearly what we should consider
as ‘true humanity’ and the ‘good society’ to be. Although he thinks that
‘mutual love’ and ‘affection’ could make society more ‘happy’ and ‘agreeable’,
he is nevertheless convinced that ‘Society may subsist among different men,
as among different merchants, from a sense of its utility … ; and though no
man in it should owe any obligation, or be bound in gratitude to any other,
it may still be upheld by a mercenary exchange of good ofﬁces according to
an agreed valuation.’13
To be human is thus simply to participate in market exchanges. For Adam
Smith, as is well known, this ‘propensity’ is common to all men and is what
differentiates them from animals. This is why the poor, more particularly
beggars, guilty of laziness, are not really human, and as such are despised,
whereas the rich are admired.
The common denominator of this omnipotent market ideology, the yardstick of measurement for both things and persons, is quite obviously price,
both in its direct and metaphorical senses. Human beings not only have a
price; they must be calculating subjects who know exactly on what criteria
their worth is being evaluated.
To be human is thus to be able to exercise one’s individual rights to
accumulate goods within a culturally recognized competitive context. Note
that this market modernity is the result of a symbolic and ethical reversal
– economic logic is projected onto the social whole, to the point where
it encompasses the very totality of which it is a part. In contrast to the
situation in traditional societies, where those who were fully involved in
market exchange had relatively low social status, today, according to Adam
Smith and his numerous followers, we should all behave like ‘merchants’ if
we really want to achieve our objectives as human beings. The market tends
to become the only mode of social communication, even between those who
are intimately connected. Within this universe of generalized conmodities,
it becomes logical that individuals increasingly become strangers to one
another. Even for those who are culturally and socially close, the market
mentality maintains a distance between them as individuals, almost as if
close and distant relationships had become indistinguishable.
Georg Simmel’s famous work, The Philosophy of Money, describes this
transformation particularly well. For Simmel,
Modern man’s relationship to his environment usually develops in such a
way that he becomes more removed from the groups closest to him in order
to come closer to those more remote from him. The growing dissolution of
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family ties; the feeling of unbearable closeness when conﬁned to the most
intimate group, in which loyalty is often just as tragic as liberation; the
increasing emphasis upon individuality which cuts itself off most sharply
from the immediate environment.… The overall picture that this presents
surely signiﬁes a growing distance in genuine inner relationships and a
declining distance in more external ones.14

Once human beings have been deﬁned by the principle of utility, the virtues
of development can no longer be called into question. If it is an imperative
that every individual must accumulate ever more proﬁt, it becomes relatively
easy to deﬁne what is a backward country. Development, though it very
often brings poverty for the majority, is consequently viewed as the only way
to get out of the ‘inhuman’ state of ‘want’. One might ask how we can elevate
limitless well-being to the position of ultimate universal value when in the
West itself grave problems, such as the ecological threat and the constitutive
injustice of our social organization, are endangering the whole world.
Within the dominant market mentality, we can be but partially human at
best. We stand on the verge of renouncing an essential part of our humanity.
To build a society made up ideally of utilitarian exchanges between individuals and groups looking out for their own interests is to produce, in Marcuse’s
words, a ‘one-dimensional man’ in search of wealth as an end in itself.
Within a more humanist, moral and philosophical framework, this
reductive view of human beings could be transcended. Human beings
would be viewed as persons, following Kant’s categorical imperative, and
not simply as pure individuals. Of course, this principle of humanity is
not absent from our Western traditions and from our present values, but
it is largely subordinated to the principle of utility, according to which
true human life is completely conﬁned within the universe of things. With
the principle of humanity, on the contrary, being human would mean,
according to Castoriadis, being an autonomous subject with a capacity
for self-limitation. In an abstract sense, this autonomous subject is quite
distinct from the independent individual subject to the heteronomous
effects of technology and the market.
Our modernity, this radical project to create a new man and a new
society, implies a difﬁcult combination and constant tension between the
two antagonistic principles of utility and humanity. Are we so conﬁdent
that this secularizing project gives us the key to distinguishing, in the
individual, social and cultural domains, what is true and false, good and
evil? Can a society be built and maintained only on the basis of universalist
values such as these? Surely the valuing of human relations in itself, as the
very foundation of any society, is what is missing. Indeed, this is precisely
what is destroyed in the name of development.
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Modernity cannot take into account the social dimension of man. Even
for the individual strongly marked by modernity’s imperatives, to learn to
be human is possible only within a speciﬁc social context. To be human is
to be at one and the same time an (economic) individual, a (psychological)
person and a (social) being. This third dimension may be deﬁned as the
principle of community, emphasizing the inescapably particularistic aspect
of the human condition. Values like solidarity, generosity, brotherhood and
the like are all traditional. They contribute strongly to establishing and
maintaining social cohesion, and to making our lives meaningful. They
are values without which no society is viable, as has been pointed out by
Durkheim and the members of the French sociological school who refer to
the ‘non-contractual element in contract’.
The insistence here is obviously on social relations as such. This brings us
necessarily to the work of Mauss, and his famous essay The Gift. According to
Mauss, the gift is a condensed institution implying three social obligations:
the obligation to give, to receive and to reciprocate. As such, gift exchange
creates a fundamentally inclusive social relationship. Thus, by speaking
of the ‘atmosphere of the gift, where obligation and liberty intermingle’,
Mauss sees this institution as ‘a considerable part of our morality and of
our lives themselves’. Insisting on ‘the egoism of our contemporaries and the
individualism of our laws’, he invites us to ‘return to archaic society and to
elements in it’. This has nothing to do with a utopian vision of mankind’s
future. Such a return would simply counterbalance the dominant principle
of utility and its market manifestations. But more fundamentally, according
to Mauss, ‘the morality of the exchange-through-gift’ is ‘eternal’, as it is
‘the very principle of normal social life’.15 These are the conditions on which
every society should, in some respect, be built.
Even in a society in which the market principle is becoming the generalized guide to social interaction, a whole universe of interpersonal relationships remains a basic mode of social existence. Kinship and friendship
networks are obvious examples of such a principle of community. This
principle should be actualized more generally as a constitutive part of a
wide variety of social links, even when the economic dimension is quite
effective. No sustainable society is possible when nobody owes anything to
anybody else.
It is scarcely necessary to say that the very existence of these conditions
of a viable social system is dangerously threatened by the full modernist
imposition of current economic and political institutions. With the combined
effects of the state and the market, a number of intermediary forms of
socialization are so weakened as no longer to fulﬁl any meaningful function. When social obligations like solidarity, generosity or mutual aid are
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replaced by administrative measures provided by the state, the self-interested
individual is set free to act fully within the market sphere. Political redistribution is then made possible through the mediation of money. In a
way, the state re-creates in different form what has been destroyed in the
process of modernization.
The ideal we presently diffuse throughout the world in the name of
development is manifestly the model of an unbalanced society in which a
limited and limiting norm of the independent individual is equated with
‘the human’. A ‘good society’ is thus made up of individuals related by way
of technology and the market. For us in the West, and increasingly for all
others, this technological and market dependence is becoming the only way
to conceive of freedom. To be free is to devote oneself to consumption; even
people themselves are reduced to consumer goods.
The universalization through development of this mode of being human
is simultaneously the destruction of various forms of sociality which should
be taken, today as prerequisites for a balanced social organization. Any
viable alternative to our current market developmentalism should be based
on a drastic reconsideration of our cultural values. Traditionally, in all
societies, trading and technological activities were both strictly regulated
and subjected to symbolic constraints. With development, all of these religious and spiritual limits are progressively removed. The end result, as is
well demonstrated by contemporary Western societies, is a hypertrophic
economic order, a subordinated political domain, and an indeﬁnable social
sphere of only residual signiﬁcance. Individual freedom, this cardinal value
of our cultural system, thus involves the boundless use of all manner of
resources, and as such it presents a fundamental threat to our ecology, even
our very survival.
To date, the project for the total ‘liberation’ of man has all the appearances of an ineluctable movement, imposed by the two closely connected
forces of technological and market utopianism. Within such a context, how
are we to preserve what is properly human in each of us when our modes of
action and our ways of thinking are subject to these powerful constraints?
How are we to avoid becoming individually and collectively the instruments
and the victims of systems of our own construction, systems which we have
taken as the expression of our own aspirations?
What is at stake in this generalized process of artiﬁcialism and individualism is the loss of our capacity for self-limitation, that distinctive quality of
humanity, alone capable of taking a certain distance from and reﬂecting on
its plight.
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Needs
IVAN ILLICH
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o matter where you travel, the landscape is recognizable. All over the
world it is cluttered with cooling towers and parking lots, agribusiness
and megacities. But now that development is ending – earth was the wrong
planet for this kind of construction – the growth projects are rapidly turning
into ruins, into junk, among which we must learn to live. Twenty years
ago, the consequences of the worship of growth already appeared ‘counterintuitive’. Today, Time magazine publicizes them with apocalyptic cover
stories. And no one knows how to live with these frightening new Horsemen
of the Apocalypse, many more than four of them – a changing climate,
genetic depletion, pollution, the breakdown of various immunities, rising sea
levels and millions of fugitives. Even to address these issues, one is caught in
the impossible dilemma of fostering either panic or cynicism. But even more
difﬁcult than to survive with these environmental changes is the horror of
living with the habits of needing which four decades of development have
established. The needs that the rain dance of development kindled not only
justiﬁed the despoliation and poisoning of the earth; they also acted on a
deeper level. They transmogriﬁed human nature. They reshaped the mind
and senses of Homo sapiens into those of Homo miserabilis. ‘Basic needs’ may
be the most insidious legacy left behind by development.
The transformation occurred over a couple of centuries. During this
time the root certainty was change, sometimes called progress, sometimes
development, sometimes growth. In this secular process, men claimed to
have discovered ‘resources’ in culture and nature – in what had been their
commons – and turned them into economic values. The historian of scarcity
relates the story. Like churned cream which suddenly congeals into butter,
Homo miserabilis recently appeared, almost overnight, from a mutation of
Homo economicus, the protagonist of scarcity. The post-World War II generation witnessed this change of state in human nature from common to needy
man. Half of all individuals born on the earth as Homo are of this new
kind.
Archaeological estimates place the total number of adult individuals belonging to Homo sapiens who have ever lived at no more than billion. They
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lived between the time the Early Stone Age hunting scenes of Lascaux were
painted and the year Picasso shocked the world with the horror of Guernica.
They made up ten thousand generations and lived in thousands of different
lifestyles speaking innumerable distinct tongues. They were snow men and
cattle breeders, Romans and Moguls, sailors and nomads. Each mode of living
framed the one condition of being human in a different way: around the hoe,
the spindle, wood, bronze or iron tools. But in each instance, to be human
meant communal submission to the rule of necessity in this particular place,
at this particular time. Each culture translated this rule of necessity into
a different idiom. And each view of necessity was expressed in a different
way whether it was to bury the dead or to exorcize fears. This enormous
variety of cultures bears witness to the plasticity of desire and longing which
is tasted so differently in each individual and society. Fancy drove Tongans
on their outriggers across thousands of miles of ocean. It drove Toltecs from
Mexico to build temple outposts in Wisconsin, Muslims from Outer Mongolia
to visit the Ka’aba and Scots the Holy Land. But in spite of all the forms of
anguish and awe, terror and ecstasy, the unknown following death, nothing
indicates that the ancestral half of humanity experienced anything like what
we take for granted under the designation of need.
The second and larger part of humanity was born in the epoch that I
can remember, after Guernica,
. Most people who are now adults are
addicted to electric power, synthetic clothing, junk food and travel. They do
live longer; but if we are to believe the osteopalaeontologists who rummage
through cemeteries to study bones, the second half of humanity contains a
large proportion of people who are malnourished and physically impaired.
And most of these billion currently alive accept unquestioningly their
human condition as one of dependence on goods and services, a dependence
which they call need. In just one generation, needy man – Homo miserabilis
– has become the norm.
The historical movement of the West, under the ﬂag of evolution/
progress/growth/development, discovered and then prescribed needs. In this
process, we can observe a transition from man the bungling toiler to man
the needy addict. I divide this essay into two parts. In the ﬁrst I gather
together some observations on the phenomenology of needs, and in the
second I trace the history of Homo miserabilis as it is reﬂected by the term
‘needs’ in the context of the ofﬁcial discourse on development started by
President Harry Truman.
N E ITH E R N EC E S S ITIE S NOR DE S I R E S

It is difﬁcult to speak convincingly about the historicity of needs. The
existence of speciﬁable and measurable human needs has become so natural
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that we are prepared to attribute the need for oxygen to certain bacteria,
while at the same time we reserve a condescending smile for Albert the
Great, who spoke about the desire of a heavy stone to fall downwards until
it reaches the centre of the earth.
The human condition has come to be deﬁned by the needs common to
its members. For the new generation, the needs that are common to men
and women, yellow and white – rather than common dignity or common
redemption in Christ or some other god – are the hallmark and manifestation
of common humanity. With unscrupulous benevolence, needs are imputed to
others. The new morality based on the imputation of basic needs has been
far more successful in winning universal allegiance than its historical predecessor, the imputation of a catholic need for eternal salvation. As a result,
needs have become the worldwide foundation of common social certainties
that relegate inherited cultural and religious assumptions about human
limitation to the realm of so-called personal values that, at best, deserve
tolerant respect. The spread of needs that modern development has wrought
will not be stemmed by the end of the development discourse.
It is easier to junk the inefﬁciently air-conditioned skyscrapers of San
Juan de Puerto Rico than it is to extinguish the yearning for an artiﬁcial
climate. And once this yearning has become a need, the discovery of comfort
on an island exposed to the trade winds will become very difﬁcult. The right
to full employment will long have been exposed as an impossible pursuit,
before women’s need for full-time jobs will have been deconstructed. Twenty
years after the public recognition that medical ministrations are marginal
to a nation’s health, the costs of unhealthy professional medicine continue
to outpace those of a healthy lifestyle. It will be much easier to gain a UN
consensus that the development epoch has come to an end that it is time
to delink the pursuit of peace and justice from the organized satisfaction of
needs, than it will be to ﬁnd acceptance for the idea that needs are a social
habit acquired in the twentieth century and a habit that needs to be kicked
in the next.
For people shaped by the moral climate of the last ﬁfty years, questions
about the notional status of needs sound offensive to the hungry, destructive
of the one common base for morality we have, and, in addition, pointless.
These people need to be reminded that the social reconstruction of Homo
sapiens (the wise or tasteful human) into needy man has transformed the status
of necessity. From being part and parcel of the human condition, necessity
was turned into an enemy or an evil.
The development decades can be understood as the epoch during which,
at immense cost, a worldwide ceremony has been celebrated to ritualize
the end of necessity. Schools, hospitals, airports, correctional and mental
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institutions, and the media can be understood as networks of temples built
to hallow the deconstruction of necessities and the reconstruction of desires
into needs. Well into the industrial age, for most people living in subsistence cultures, life was still predicated on the recognition of limits that just
could not be transgressed. Life was bounded within the realm of immutable
necessities. The soil yielded only known crops; the trip to the market took
three days; the son could infer from the father what his future would be. For
‘need’ meant of necessity ‘as needs must be’. Such needs, meaning necessities,
had to be endured.
Each culture was the social Gestalt assumed by the acceptance of needs at
one place, in one particular generation. Each was the historical expression of
a unique celebration of life within an art of suffering that made it possible to
celebrate necessities. What mediated between desire and suffering differed
from culture to culture. It could be good or bad stars – or just plain luck;
ancestral blessings and curses – or personal karma; witchcraft and evil spirits
– or providence. In a moral economy of subsistence, the existence of desires is
taken as much for granted as the certainty that they could not be stilled.
When needs occur in the modern development discourse, however, they
are neither necessities nor desires. Development is the word for a promise
– for a guarantee proffered to break the rule of necessity, using the new
powers of science, technology and politics. Under the inﬂuence of this
promise, desires also changed their status. The hope to accomplish the
good has been replaced by the expectation that needs will be deﬁned and
satisﬁed. Emphatically, expectations refer to a different ‘not yet’ than hopes.
Hope springs from the necessity that fosters desire. Hope orients towards
the unpredictable, the unexpected, the surprising. Expectations spring from
needs fostered by the promise of development. They orient towards claims,
entitlements and demands. Hope appeals to the arbitrariness of a personal
other, be he human or divine. Expectations build on the functioning of impersonal systems that will deliver nutrition, health care, education, security
and more. Hope faces the unpredictable, expectation the probable.
Hopes mutate into expectations. Desires mutate into claims when necessities fade in the light of development. When this happens, hope and desire
appear as irrational hangovers from a dark age. The human phenomenon has
ceased to be deﬁned by the art of suffering necessity; now it is understood
as the measure of imputed lacks which translate into needs.
This translation, for most of the world’s people, has happened during
the last thirty years. Needs have only very recently become a universal
experience, and only just now have people come to speak of their needs for
shelter, education, love and personal intimacy. Today it has become almost
impossible to deny the existence of needs. Under the tacit assumption of
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development, a heart bypass is no longer seen as a wanton desire or a fancy
demand of the rich. Within the context of an obstinate rebellion against
necessity, the stranger has become the catalyst who amalgamates desire
and transgression into the felt reality of a need. Paradoxically, this reality
acquires its absolute legitimacy only when the needs I experience are attributed to strangers, even when it is obvious that for the majority of them
they just cannot be met. Need, then, stands for the normal condition of Homo
miserabilis. It stands for something that is deﬁnitely beyond the majority’s
reach. To see how this impasse was reached, it is instructive to trace the
stages through which the notion of needs was related to economic and social
development during the last few decades.
‘ N E E DS ’ I N TH E DE VE LOPM E NT DI SCOU R S E

The political pursuit of development brought needs into the Western political discourse. In his Inaugural Address of
, US President Harry Truman
sounded altogether credible when he advocated the need for US intervention
in foreign nations to bring about ‘industrial progress’ in order ‘to raise the
standard of living’ in the ‘underdeveloped areas’ of the world. He did not
mention revolution. His aim was to ‘lighten the burden of the poor’, and
this could be accomplished by producing ‘more food, more clothing, more
materials for housing and more mechanical power’. He and his advisers saw
‘greater production as the key to prosperity and peace’.1 He spoke in terms
of legitimate aspirations, not about needs. Indeed Truman was very far from
imputing to people everywhere a catholic set of deﬁned needs which demand
satisfaction that development must bring.
When Truman spoke, poverty – in terms of a market economy – was still
the common lot of the overwhelming majority in the world. Surprisingly,
a few nations appeared to have overcome this fate, thereby stimulating the
desire in others to do the same. Truman’s common sense led him to believe
that a universal law of progress was applicable, not only to isolated individuals or groups, but also to humanity at large through national economies.
Thus he used the term ‘underdeveloped’ for collective social entities, and
spoke of the need to create ‘an economic base’ capable of meeting ‘the
expectations which the modern world has aroused’ in people all over the
planet.2
Twelve years later, Americans heard that ‘People in huts and in villages
of half the globe struggle to break the bonds of mass misery.… We pledge
to help them to help themselves.… We pledge this, not because we seek
their votes, but because it is the right thing.’3 Thus spoke John F. Kennedy
in his Inaugural Address in
. Where Truman had noticed awakening
expectations, Kennedy perceived people’s secular struggle against an evil
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reality. Besides meeting new expectations, development therefore had to
destroy inherited bonds. His statement symbolized an emerging consensus
in the US that most people are needy, these needs give them rights, these
rights translate into entitlements for care, and therefore impose duties on
the rich and the powerful.
According to Kennedy, these needs are not just economic in nature.
The ‘poor’ nations ‘have recognized the need for an intensive program for
self-help’, a need ‘for social progress which is an indispensable condition
for growth, not a substitute for economic development.… Without social
development the great majority of the people remain in poverty, while the
privileged few reap the beneﬁts of rising abundance.’4
One year after Castro’s assumption of power, Kennedy promised more
than mere economic or technical help; he solemnly pledged political intervention – ‘help in a peaceful revolution of hope’. Further, he went on to
adopt fully the prevailing conventional rhetoric of political economy. He
had to agree with Khrushchev, who told him in Vienna: ‘The continuing
revolutionary process in various countries is the status quo, and anyone
who tries to halt that process not only is altering the status quo but is an
aggressor.’5 So Kennedy stressed ‘the shocking and urgent conditions’ and
the need for an ‘alliance for social progress’. For Truman, it was the modern
world ‘which arouses new aspirations’, and he focused on the need ‘to lighten
the burden of their poverty’. Kennedy believed that half the world ‘lives in
the bonds of misery’ with a sense of injustice ‘which breeds political and
social unrest’. In the perspective of the
s’ White House, poverty ceased
to be fate; it had become an operational concept – the result of unjust social
and economic conditions, the lack of modern education, the prevalence of
inadequate and backward technology. Poverty was now viewed as a plague,
something amenable to therapy, a problem to be solved.
In
, the United Nations began to operationalize poverty. The secretary general referred to ‘those people who live below an acceptable minimum
standard’. He gave credence to two notions: humanity could now be split
into those above and those below a measurable standard; and a new kind
of bureaucracy was called for to establish criteria of what is acceptable
– and what is not. The ﬁrst instrument that was created to establish this
standard was called the GNP. This device, which was ﬁrst publicly used in
the late
s, is a surprising mental eggbeater that compounds all goods
and all services produced by all people and deﬁnes the resulting omelette
as the gross value of a nation. This gross national hotchpotch strains from
reality all and only those characteristics that economists can digest. By the
late
s it was obvious that, under the aegis of development, most people
become poorer as GNP grows.
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In
the president of the World Bank declared that ‘Progress measured
by a single measuring rod, the GNP, has contributed signiﬁcantly to exacerbate the inequalities of income distribution.’ For this reason, McNamara
declared that the central objective of development policies should be ‘the
attack on absolute poverty’ which resulted from economic growth and which
affected ‘ per cent of the nearly two billion individuals living in the
developing nations’. According to him, this side effect of development is ‘so
extreme that it degrades the lives of individuals below minimal norms of
human decency’.6 He established a brains trust within the World Bank which
began to translate these ‘norms of human decency’ into technical measurements of disembedded, speciﬁc needs that could be expressed in monetary
terms. Reference to ‘needs’ became the method by which, henceforth, social
scientists and bureaucrats could distinguish between mere growth and true
development.
As long as poverty had been a synonym for the human condition, it was
understood as a pervasive feature in the social landscape of every culture.
Primarily and above all, it referred to the precarious conditions within which
most people survived most of the time. Poverty was a general concept for a
speciﬁc cultural interpretation of the necessity to live within very narrow
limits, deﬁned differently for each place and time. It was the name for a
unique and ecologically sustainable style of coping with historically given,
rather than technically construed, necessity, the ‘need’ to face the unavoidable, not a lack. Poverty, in Christian Europe at least, was recognized as the
inevitable destiny of the powerless. It denotes the ontological situation of all
those who ‘need to die … but not yet’. Certainly, neither power, nor wealth,
nor poverty were related to the productivity of groups of people.
This necessity to accept fate, kismet, providence, the will of God had
been eroded with the spread of Enlightenment. During the earlier twentieth
century it lost much of its legitimacy as progress became the name for the
technological and political revolt against all ideologies that recognize the
rule of necessity. Already in the epoch of steam, the engineer had become
the symbol of the liberator, a messiah who would lead humanity to conquer
nature. By the early twentieth century, society itself had become the subject
of manipulative engineering. But it was only the social translation of progress
into professionally guided development which made the rebellion against
necessity a programmed infection. Nothing shows this more clearly than
the identiﬁcation of charity with the technical sponsorship of progress, as
reﬂected in the social encyclicals of Pope Paul VI. This pope was deeply
devoted to St Francis of Assisi – the spouse of Lady of Poverty. And yet
he instructed his faithful on the duty to increase productivity and to assist
others in their development.
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Individual nations must raise the level of the quantity and the quality of
production to give the life of all their citizens truly human dignity, and give
assistance to the common development of the human race.7
The complete development of the individual must be joined with that of the
human race and must be accomplished by mutual effort.8

In sentences of this kind, religious leaders of all denominations, shades and
political allegiance have given their blessing to the revolt against the human
condition. Paul VI is remarkable because, in a way, he took the lead on the
left. In this encyclical the pope, however, still speaks in the language of the
s. As with Truman, poverty for him still represented a kind of common
ﬂoor: a condition from which progress starts.
By
poverty in public parlance had acquired a new connotation
– that of an economic threshold. And this changed its nature for modern
humans. Poverty became a measure of a person’s lack in terms of ‘needed’
goods, and even more in ‘needed services’. By deﬁning the poor as those
who lack what money could buy for them to make them ‘fully human’,
poverty, in New York City as well as in Ethiopia, became an abstract universal measure of underconsumption.9 Those who survive in spite of indexed
underconsumption were thereby placed into a new, subhuman category, and
perceived as victims of a double bind. Their de facto subsistence became
almost inexplicable in economic terminology, while their actual subsistence
activities came to be labelled as subhuman, if they were not frankly viewed
as inhuman and indecent.
Politicians incorporated the poverty line into their platforms and economists began to explore the theoretical signiﬁcance of this inelastic threshold.
In economic theory it is improper to speak of (economic) wants below an
income level where demands have become substantially incommensurable.
People who have lost their subsistence outside the cash economy, and who
under these conditions have only occasional and minimal access to cash,
lack the power to behave according to economic rationality; they cannot,
for example, afford to trade food for shelter or for clothing or tools. They
are neither members of the economy nor capable of living, feeling and acting
as they did before they lost the support of a moral economy of subsistence.
The new category of economic cripples, thus deﬁned, may in fact survive,
but they do not fully partake of the characteristics of Homo economicus. They
exist – all over the world – but they are marginal, not just to the national
economy but to modern humanity itself, since the latter, from the time of
Mandeville, has been deﬁned in terms of the ability to make choices under
the assumption of scarcity. Unlike their ancestors, they do have urgent
economic needs, and unlike legitimate participants in the modern economy
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– no matter how poor – any choice between alternative satisfactions, which
is implied in the concept of economic need, is ruled out for them.
No wonder that ‘population characteristics’ began to ﬁgure in the
development calculus. Populations ceased to be the exogenous object for
whom development could be planned. Instead they came to ﬁgure as endogenous variables alongside capital and natural resources. While, at the
beginning of the
s, the problem of developing countries was viewed
essentially as a problem of productive wealth, by the end of that decade it
became widely acknowledged that the crucial factor was not production,
but rather the capacity to produce which is inherent in people.10 People thus
became legitimate ingredients of economic growth. It was, then, no longer
necessary to distinguish between economic and social development, since
development – as distinct from a growth in GNP – automatically had to
include both. Insufﬁciently qualiﬁed or capitalized people were increasingly
mentioned as a burden or brake on development. This third evolutionary
step, which integrates the people factor into the economic growth calculus,
has a history which throws light on the semantics of the word ‘needs’.
In the mids, economists under the inﬂuence of W. Arthur Lewis had
begun to argue that certain components of medical and educational services
should not be understood as personal consumption because they were necessary prerequisites of economic development.11 The great differences in the
results of similar development policies in countries at the same levels of
monetary income could not be explained without paying attention to the
investments made in human beings. The quality and distribution of training,
physical well-being, social discipline and participation came to be called ‘the
residual factor’. Independent of the amount of capital and labour available,
economic development seemed to hinge on these social qualiﬁcations of
people in terms of their relevance for the economy. Economic progress by
the mids was conditioned by the ability to instil in large population
groups the need for ‘manpower qualiﬁcations’. Education, public health,
public information and personnel management were prominently discussed as
so many sectors of ‘manpower planning’. Leaders of popular movements who
promoted ‘conscientization’ from Trivandrum to Brazil, in effect, supported
the same idea – until people change and recognize their needs, they cannot
contribute to the growth of productive forces.
This euphoria did not last. During the
s, two empirical observations qualiﬁed the concept of human capital12 that had been developed in
the
s. On the one hand, the assumption that the value of education or
medical services is directly reﬂected in manpower qualiﬁcations lost much of
its credibility. No proof could be found that investment in schools or clinics
was causally connected with the appearance of more productive people. On
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the other hand, the labour theory of value lost its meaning, even in the weak
sense in which it had entered mainstream economics. It became obvious that,
irrespective of available manpower qualiﬁcations, the modernized sector could
not be made sufﬁciently labour-intensive to provide enough jobs to justify
the economically necessary redistribution of income implied by social service
expenditure. And no conceivable employment-oriented development strategy
could create the paid work which would employ the most disadvantaged third
of the population in any but the most exceptional of the developing nations.
As a result, planners during the
s transposed the development melody
to a fourth key. Under various designations, they undertook the economic
colonization of the informal sector. Let people who have become conscious
of their needs fend for themselves in satisfying them.
New stress was put on incentives for activities that would keep people
busy in the black market, in the barter economy, or self-supporting in the
‘traditional sector’. Above all, shadow work became quantitatively more
important, not just in practice but also in policy. By shadow work I mean
the performance of unpaid activities that, in a market-intensive society,
are necessary to transform purchased commodities into consumable goods.
Finally, self-help activities, which in the
s smacked of second best,
became a favourite growth sector of planners and organizers during the
s. This is the context within which the resuscitation of the discourse
on needs must be interpreted.
U N DE R TH E MAS K OF COM PAS S ION

Development can be visualized as a process by which people are lifted out
of their traditional cultural commons. In this transition, cultural bonds are
dissolved, even though culture can continue to tinge development in superﬁcial ways – one need only observe rural people recently transplanted to the
megacities of the Third World. Development can be imagined as a blast of
wind that blows people off their feet, out of their familiar space, and places
them on an artiﬁcial platform, a new structure of living. In order to survive
on this exposed and raised foundation, people are compelled to achieve new
minimum levels of consumption, for example in formal education, public
health measures, frequency in the use of transportation and rental housing.
The overall process is usually couched in the language of engineering – the
creation of infrastructures, the building and coordination of systems, various
growth stages, social escalators. Even rural development is discussed in this
urban language.
Under the heavy weight of the new structures, the cultural bedrock of
poverty cannot remain intact; it cracks. People are forced to live on a fragile
crust, below which something entirely new and inhuman lurks. In traditional
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poverty, people could rely on ﬁnding a cultural hammock. And there was
always the ground level to depend on, as a squatter or beggar. This side of
the grave, no one could sink below ground. Hell was a real pit, but it was
for those who had not shared with the poor in this life, to be suffered after
death. This no longer holds. Modernized drop-outs are neither beggars
nor bums. They are victimized by the needs attributed to them by some
‘poverty pimp’.13 They have fallen through the poverty line, and each passing
year diminishes their chances of ever rising again above the line to satisfy
the needs they now attribute to themselves.
Welfare is not a cultural hammock. It is an unprecedented mediation
of scarce resources through agents who not only deﬁne what need is, and
certify where it exists, but also closely supervise its remedy – with or
without the needy’s approval. Social insurance is not reliance on community
support in case of disaster. Rather, it is one of the ultimate forms of political
control in a society in which protection against future risks is valued higher
than access to present satisfaction or joy. Needs, discussed as criteria for
development strategies, clearly have nothing to do with either traditional
necessities or desires, as I suggested above. And yet, during the second and
third ‘development decades’, people by the million have learned to experience their poverty in terms of unmet operationalized needs.
Paradoxically, ‘needs’ became a most powerful emblem in spite of the
fact that, for the mainstream economist, ‘need’ is a non-word. Economic
theory does not acknowledge that there are such things as needs. Further,
economics can say much that is useful about wants, preferences and demands.
But ‘need’ is a moral, psychological or physical imperative which brooks no
compromise or adjustment – or (economic) analysis.
Most economists, up to the present day, declare themselves incompetent
to include needs in their analysis, and prefer to leave the needs discussion
to philosophers or politicians. On the other hand, a growing number of
economists, critical of conventional development theory and practice, place
in ‘basic needs’ the foundation for what came to be called ‘the new economic
order’.14 They ﬁnd in needs the term for non-negotiable, mutually incommensurable requirements of human nature. Powerfully, they root economic
theory in the ontological status of being human. They argue that, unless
basic needs are provided for by the economy, economic preferences, choices
and wants just cannot be effectively formulated. Their new world order is
built on the foundations of a humanity whose basic needs have been met,
thanks to a new kind of economy that recognizes their existence.
But before the concept of needs could be incorporated in an economic
argument, it had to be deﬁned and classiﬁed. For this undertaking, Abraham
Maslow’s theory of a needs hierarchy somewhat belatedly became very
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inﬂuential. Indeed, physical safety, affection, esteem and, ultimately, selfrealization needs underlie most current discussion as the key categories.
Unlike wants, which, since Hobbes, are considered as equal to each other
– ‘since they are simply what people want’ – needs are consistently discussed
as ﬁtting into a hierarchy which has an objective and normative status.
They are generally spoken about as realities to be disinterestedly studied
by needs experts. Some of the new economists go so far as to make of this
needs hierarchy the cornerstone of a new ethic. For example, Erich Fromm
believed that ‘the sane society’ is an arrangement that
corresponds to the needs of man, not necessarily to what he feels to be his
needs (because even the most pathological aims can be felt subjectively as
that which the person wants most) but to what his needs are objectively, as
they can be ascertained by the study of man.15

Up to now, the most complete critical study of the needs discourse and
its implications has been made by Marianne Gronemeyer.16 She argues that
needs, in the current sense, are a new way of formulating the assumption of
universal scarcity. Following her argument, it becomes likely that the public
credibility of economic assumptions, which is already wavering, can survive
only if a new economics reconstructs itself on the assumption of deﬁnable
‘basic needs’. Further, Gronemeyer shows that needs, deﬁned in terms of
ostensibly scientiﬁc criteria, permit a redeﬁnition of human nature according
to the convenience and interests of the professionals who administer and
serve these needs. An economy based on wants – whether it be for therapy,
education or transportation – now inevitably leads to socially intolerable
levels of polarization. By contrast, an economy based on needs – including
their identiﬁcation by experts and well-managed satisfaction – can provide
unprecedented legitimacy for the use of this science in the service of the
social control of ‘needy’ man.
Needs, as a term and as an idea, occupy a place within current mental
topology that did not exist in the constellation of meanings of previous
epochs. During the Second Development Decade, the notion of needs began
to shine like a supernova in the semantic sky. As Gronemeyer has argued,
insistence on basic needs has now deﬁned the human phenomenon itself as
divisible – the needs discourse implies that you can become either more or
less human. It is as normative and double-edged a tool as some powerful
drug. By deﬁning our common humanity by common needs, we reduce the
individual to a mere proﬁle of his needs.
FROM N E E DS TO R EQU I R E M E NTS

Just as the Enlightenment’s idea of progress prepared the ground for what
was almost certain to happen anyway, the management of social change
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in the name of development has prepared the political environment for
the redeﬁnition of the human condition in terms of cybernetics – as an
open system that optimizes the maintenance of the provisional immunity of
individuals reduced to subsystems. And just as needs became an important
emblem which allowed managers to provide a philanthropic rationale for
the destruction of cultures, so, now, needs are being replaced by the new
emblem of ‘basic requirements’ under which the new goal, ‘survival of the
earth’, can be justiﬁed.
In the
s, experts presented themselves as servants who helped the
poor become conscious of their true needs, as a Big Brother to assist them
in the formulation of their claims. This dream of bleeding hearts and blueeyed do-gooders can today be easily dismissed as the nonsense of an age
already past. ‘Needs’, in a vastly more interdependent, complex, polluted and
crowded world, can no longer be identiﬁed and quantiﬁed, except through
intense teamwork and scrutiny by systems specialists. And in this new world,
the needs discourse becomes the pre-eminent device for reducing people to
individual units with input requirements.
When this occurs, Homo economicus is rapidly recognized as an obsolete
myth – the planet can no longer afford this wasteful luxury – and replaced
by Homo systematicus. The needs of this latter invention metamorphose from
economic wants into system requirements, these being determined by an
exclusivist professional hegemony brooking no deviation whatsoever. The
fact that many people today already recognize their systemic requirements
principally argues the power of professional prestige and pedagogy, and
the ﬁnal loss of personal autonomy. The process began originally with the
loss of the commons and now appears complete as people are turned into
abstract elements of a mathematical stasis. The latest conceptualization of
these abstract elements has been reached recently through the reinterpretation of the common man, who is now seen as a fragile and only provisionally functioning immune system always on the brink of breakdown. The
literature of this development accurately mirrors the esoteric character of
its conceptualization. The condition of post-modern man and his universe
has become, according to this view, so complex that only the most highly
specialized experts can function as the priesthood capable of understanding
and deﬁning ‘needs’ today.
Thus, the human phenomenon is no longer deﬁned by what we are, what
we face, what we can take, what we dream; nor even by the modern myth
that we can produce ourselves out of scarcity; but by the measure of what
we lack and, therefore, need. And this measure, determined by systems
theory thinking, implies a radically new conception of nature and law, and
prescribes a politics more concerned with the provision of professionally
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deﬁned requirements (needs) for survival, than with personal claims to
freedom which would foster autonomous coping.
We are on the threshold of a still unnoticed transition from a political consciousness based on progress, growth and development – rooted in
the dreams of the Enlightenment – to a new, yet unnamed consciousness
deﬁned by controls which ensure a ‘sustainable system’ of needs satisfaction.
Development is dead, yes. But the well-meaning experts who propagate
needs are now busily at work reconceptualizing their discovery, and in
the process redeﬁning humanity yet again. The citizen is being redeﬁned
as a cyborg. The former individual, who as a member of a ‘population’ has
become a ‘case’, is now modelled in the image of an immune system that
can provisionally be kept functioning if it is kept in balance by appropriate
management.
Thirty years ago ‘needs’ was one of a dozen concepts out of which a
global world-view was shaped. The term, like ‘population’, ‘development’,
‘poverty’ or ‘planning’, belongs to one category of words which I consider
to be surreptitious neologisms – old words whose predominant current
meaning is new while those who use them still have the impression of saying
what has always been said. Within the development discourse, the word and
the concept of ‘need’ became increasingly attractive. It became the most
appropriate term to designate the moral relations between strangers in a
dreamt-of world made up of welfare states. Such a world has lost credibility
in the matrix of a new world now conceived as a system. When the term
‘needs’ is now used within this new context, it ‘functions’ as a euphemism
for the management of citizens who have been reconceptualized as subsystems within a population.
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Strangers, London: Chatto,
, has brilliantly pointed out how need is a term to designate
moral relations between people who are strangers.
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One World
WOLFGANG SACHS

A

t present, roughly ,
languages are spoken around the globe. Just
under per cent of them are native to Asia and Africa, the Paciﬁc and
the American continents, while a mere per cent ﬁnd their homes in Europe.
In Nigeria, for instance, more than
languages have been counted; in India
, ; and even Central America, tiny as it is geographically, boasts
.1 A
great number of these languages cling to remote places. They hide out in isolated mountain valleys, far-off islands and inaccessible deserts. Others govern
entire continents and connect different peoples into a larger universe. Taken
together, a multitude of linguistic worlds, large and small, cover the globe like
a patchwork quilt. Yet many indicators suggest that, within a generation or
two, not many more than
of these languages will survive.
Languages are dying out every bit as quickly as species. While, in the
latter case, plants and animals disappear from the history of nature never to
be seen again, with the demise of languages, entire cultures are vanishing
from the history of civilization, never to be lived again. For each tongue
contains its own way of perceiving man and nature, experiencing joy and
sorrow, and ﬁnding meaning in the ﬂow of events. To pray or to love, to
dream or to reason, evokes different things when done in Farsi, German
or Zapotec. Just as certain plants and animals are responsible for the maintenance of large ecosystems, so languages often carry subtle cultures through
time. Once species disappear, ecosystems break down; once languages die
out, cultures falter.
Along with languages, entire conceptions of what it means to be human
have evaporated during the development decades since
. And yet the
death of languages is only the most dramatic signal of the worldwide evaporation of cultures. Transistor radios and Dallas, agricultural advisers and
nurses, the regime of the clock and the laws of the market have triggered
an unprecedented transformation. It is, after all, scarcely an accident that
Europe, the home of literacy as well as the nation-state, has only per cent
of all languages left. Whichever way one looks at it, the homogenization of
the world is in full swing. A global monoculture spreads like an oil slick
over the entire planet.
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Forty years of ‘development’, fashioned on the model of ‘one world’, have
gone by. The upshot of it all, if appearances do not deceive, is a looming
vision of horror – modern man all alone for ever in the world. Ideas such as
‘world society’, ‘uniﬁed world market’, or even ‘global responsibility’ have in
the past stimulated noble minds, and are again bandied about today, albeit
with a tone of much more moral pathos than even a few years ago. But their
innocence in an age of cultural evaporation is now tarnished.
ON E MAN KIN D

There is a brass plate at the Fairmont Hotel on Union Square, San Francisco,
to remind the passing visitor that it was here, on May
, that a global
hope was initialled. In Room
, delegates from forty-six countries agreed
on the text of the United Nations Charter. Hitler’s Germany was ﬁnally
defeated and time was running out for Japan. The Charter promulgated
those principles which were designed to usher in a new era of peace. No wars
any more and no national egoisms. What counted was international understanding and the unity of mankind! After devastating conﬂicts, the Charter
held out the prospect of universal peace, echoing the pledge of the League of
Nations in
, but pointing far beyond a mere security system.
The Charter, in fact, conceptualized peace not just as the non-violent
regulation of conﬂicts, but as the result of a global leap forward. Violence
breaks out when progress is blocked. That was the conclusion the victorious
powers drew from the past experience of economic depression and ensuing
totalitarianism. Consequently, in the Preamble to the Charter, the United
Nations solemnly announced the determination ‘to promote social progress
and better standards of life in larger freedom … and to employ international
machinery for the promotion of the economic and social advancement of
all peoples’.2 The delegates in Room
were not timid in their vision. In
their eyes, Austrians and Australians, Zulus as well as Zapotecos, shared
in the same aspiration for ‘social progress and better standards of life in
larger freedom’. The histories of the world were seen as converging into one
history, having one direction, and the UN was seen as a motor propelling
less advanced countries to move ahead. The project to banish violence and
war from the face of the earth was clearly linked to the vision of mankind
marching forward and upward along the road of progress. Mankind, progress
and peace have been the conceptual cornerstones for erecting the sprawling
ediﬁce of UN organizations. The idea that both mankind and peace realize
themselves through progress/development is the expectation built into their
structure. The UN’s mission hinges on faith in progress.
The United Nations Charter appeals to ideas which had taken shape
during the European Enlightenment. At the time of Voltaire, the all-
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embracing, unifying power of Christianity had faded and given way to
‘humanity’ as the dominant collective concept. Ever since the apostle Paul
had shattered the validity of worldly distinctions in the face of God’s gift of
salvation, it had become thinkable to conceive of all humans as standing on
the same plane. The Enlightenment secularized this heritage and turned it
into a humanist creed. Neither class nor sex, neither religion nor race count
before human nature, as they didn’t count before God. Thus the universality
of the Sonship of God was recast as the universality of human dignity. From
then on, ‘humanity’ became the common denominator uniting all peoples,
causing differences in skin colour, beliefs and social customs to decline in
signiﬁcance.
But ‘mankind’, for the Enlightenment, was not just an empirical concept
meaning the inhabitants of the globe; it had a time arrow built in. ‘Mankind’,
in effect, was something yet to come, a task to be realized as man moves
along the path of progress, successively shedding the ties of authority and
superstition until autonomy and reason would reign. In the perspective of
the Enlightenment, neither social roots nor religious commitments mattered
much. The utopian intention aimed at a world of individuals who follow
only the voice of reason. In that sense, the utopia of mankind was populated
by men disembedded from their stories of the past, disconnected from the
context of their places, and detached from the bonds of their communities,
and united instead under the rule of science, market and the state. Hume
as well as Kant saw humanity as something to be attained by spreading
the universal values of civilization and drawing ever more people into the
course of progress. Mankind was to be the result of becoming modern. The
Enlightenment’s idea of unity cannot be separated from the assumption that
history moves towards the rule of universal reason. It was one of those ideas,
typical of that period, which were pregnant with an inﬁnite future.
However, the rise of humanity by no means obliterated the image of the
Other in European thought. Just as Christians had their heathens, philosophers of the Enlightenment had their savages. Both ﬁgures embodied
the negation of what the respective societies held as their self-images. Heathens were those outside the Kingdom of God, while savages lived outside
the kingdom of civilization. But there was one crucial difference. Whereas
for Christendom heathens populated geographically remote areas, for the
Enlightenment savages inhabitated an infant stage of history. Europe of
the Enlightenment no longer felt separated from the Other spatially, but
chronologically. As a matter of fact, the existence of strange peoples like the
Iroquois, Asante or Bengali at the borders of (European) civilization contradicted the very idea of one mankind. But the contradiction was resolved by
interpreting the multiplicity of cultures in space as a succession of stages in
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time. So the ‘savage’ was deﬁned as one who would grow up and enter the
stage of civilization. The ‘savage’, though he lived now, was assigned the
status of a child in the biography of mankind, a child which was not yet fully
mature, and was in need of guidance by a strong father.
In the Preamble to the UN Declaration, the quest for peace was closely
linked to the hope for advancement of peoples around the globe. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century the traditional notion that peace would be
the fruit of justice had lost ground. It gave way to the expectation that peace
would be the result of mankind reunited under the achievements of civilization. Reason and freedom would overcome prejudice and narrow-mindedness,
and the age of harmony would dawn. Peace, progress and humanity were for
the Enlightenment nothing less than the different faces of an eschatological
future to come. The belief that mankind could be improved upon has driven
political action from Voltaire right through to our own time.
The philosophy underlying the UN Declaration makes little sense
without the view of history as the royal road to progress upon which all
peoples converge. The conception of achieving ‘one world’ by stimulating
progress everywhere betrays the evolutionary bias. It inevitably calls for
absorbing the differences in the world into an ahistorical and delocalized
universalism of European origin. The unity of the world is realized through
its Westernization. By the mid-twentieth century the term ‘underdeveloped’
had taken the place of ‘savages’. Economic performance had replaced reason
as the measure of man. However, the arrangement of concepts remains the
same – the world society has to be achieved through the improvement of
the backward. And indissolubly linking the hope for peace to this worldshaking endeavour leads to a tragic dilemma – the pursuit of peace implies
the annihilation of diversity, while seeking diversity implies the outburst
of violence. The dilemma is unlikely to be resolved without delinking peace
from progress and progress from peace.
ON E MAR KET

Today it seems almost strange, but the founding fathers of the United Nations,
as well as the architects of international development policy, were inspired
by the vision that the globalization of market relationships would be the
guarantee of peace in the world. Prosperity, so the argument went, derives
from exchange, exchange creates mutual interests, and mutual interests inhibit
aggression. Instead of violence, the spirit of commerce was to reign on all sides.
Instead of ﬁrepower, productive strength would be decisive in the competition
between nations. The unity of the world, it was thought, could only be based
on a far-reaching and closely interconnected network of economic relations.
And where goods were in circulation, weapons would fall silent.
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With a naivety hardly distinguishable from deception, the prophets of
development polished up a utopia envisioned as long ago as the eighteenth
century, as if time had stopped and neither capitalism nor imperialism had
ever appeared on the scene. After Montesquieu, the Enlightenment had
discovered commerce as a means of reﬁning crude manners. In this view,
trade would spread rational calculation and cold self-interest, precisely those
attitudes which make the passion for war or the whims of tyrants appear
self-destructive. Trade creates dependence and dependence tames. This
is the logic which runs from Montesquieu through the UN down to the
present-day integration of Eastern Europe and the USSR since the collapse
of bureaucratic socialism there following the upheavals of
. And indeed,
as the European Community and the Pax Americana after World War II
suggest, economic dominions have largely replaced military dominions.
The conquest of foreign territories by bellicose states has given way to the
conquest of foreign markets by proﬁt-seeking industries. Global order, after
World War II, was conceived in terms of a uniﬁed world market.
One of the most highly praised virtues of the world market is increased
interdependence. The network of interests created is supposed to knit the
nations together, for better or worse. From that perspective, the Pearson
Report exhorted the industrialized nations in
:
There is also the appeal of enlightened and constructive self-interest.… The
fullest possible utilization of all the world’s resources, human and physical,
which can be brought about only by international co-operation, helps not
only those countries now economically weak, but also those strong and
wealthy.3

Ten years later, this trust in the unifying power of mutual interest was
reiterated in the Brandt Report:
Whoever wants a bigger slice of an international economic cake cannot
seriously want it to become smaller. Developing countries cannot ignore the
economic health of industrialized countries.4

But the ideology of mutual interests could not hide its major fallacy for
long – the playing out of these interests takes place under unequal terms.
The economists’ doctrine of comparative advantage had it that the general
well-being would increase if each nation specialized in doing things at which
nature and history had made it most proﬁcient – raw sugar from Costa
Rica, for example, in exchange for pharmaceuticals from the Netherlands.
But the ﬂaw in this reasoning is that, in the long run, the country which
sells the more complex products will grow stronger and stronger, because
it will be able to internalize the spin-off effects of sophisticated production.
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Pharmaceuticals stimulate research and a host of technologies, while sugar
cane doesn’t! The alleged mutual interest in free trade ends up cumulatively
strengthening the one and progressively weakening the other. And when the
richer country comes up with high-tech innovations that render the products
of the weaker country obsolete, as with natural sugar being replaced by
bio-engineered substitutes, then mutual interest withers away to the point
where the weaker country becomes superﬂuous.
Apart from its built-in tendencies to discrimination and inequality,
however, the obsession with the market as the medium of uniﬁcation for
the whole world is rapidly pushing all countries into a tight spot. The world
market, once brandished as a weapon against despotism, has itself turned
into a closet dictator under whose dominion both rich and poor countries
tremble. The fear of falling behind in international competition has seized
governments North and South, East and West. Not to lose ground in the
economic arena has become an obsession which dominates politics down
to the local level. This overruling imperative drives developing countries
further into self-exploitation, for the sake of boosting exports, and industrial
countries further into the wasteful and destructive mania of accelerated
production, for the sake of protecting their markets.
What is overrun in this hurly-burly is the space for a policy of selfdetermination. The categorical imperative of world market competition
repeatedly thwarts attempts to organize societies creatively and differently.
Mobilizing for competition means streamlining a country; diversity becomes
an obstacle to be removed. Some countries cannot keep up without sacriﬁcing even more of their land for agricultural exports, others cannot afford to
drop out of the high-tech race. There is scarcely a country left today that
seems able to control its own destiny. In this respect the differences between
countries are only relative: the United States enjoys more scope than India,
but itself feels under intense pressure from Japan. For winners and losers
alike, the constraints of the global market have become a nightmare.
ON E PL AN ET

Since the late
s, another image of ‘one world’ has edged its way into
contemporary consciousness – the globe in its physical ﬁniteness. We share in
‘humanity’, we are connected by the ‘world market’, but we are condemned
to one destiny because we are inhabitants of one planet. This is the message
conveyed by the ﬁrst photograph of the ‘one world’, taken from outer space,
which has irresistibly emerged as the icon of our age. The photo shows the
planet suspended in the vastness of the universe and impresses on everybody
the fact that the earth is one body. Against the darkness of inﬁnity, the
circular earth offers itself as an abode, a bounded place. The sensation of
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being on and inside it strikes the onlooker almost instantly. The unity of
the world is now documented. It can be seen everywhere. It jumps out at
you from book covers, T-shirts and commercials. In the age of television,
photographs are our eyewitnesses. For the ﬁrst time in history, the planet
is revealed in its solitude. From now on, ‘one world’ means physical unity;
it means ‘one earth’. The unity of mankind is no longer an Enlightenment
fancy or a commercial act but a biophysical fact.
However, this physical interconnectedness stands in relief against the
background of proliferating dangers. From creeping desertiﬁcation to impending climatic disaster, alarm signals multiply. The biosphere is under
attack and threatens to cave in. Local acts such as driving a car or clearing
a forest add up, when multiplied, to global imbalances. They turn beneﬁcial
cycles into vicious ones that undermine the reliability of nature. In the face
of incalculable debacles, concerned voices call for a global political coherence
which would match the biophysical interconnections. ‘The Earth is one but
the world is not. We all depend on one biosphere for sustaining our lives.’
After having intoned this leitmotif, the Brundtland Report spells out the
fateful new meaning of unity:
Today the scale of our interventions in nature is increasing and the physical effects of our decisions spill across national frontiers. The growth in
economic interaction between nations ampliﬁes the wider consequences
of national decisions. Economics and ecology bind us in ever-tightening
networks. Today, many regions face risks of irreversible damage to the
human environment that threatens the basis for human progress.5

The Brundtland Report, the leading document on development policy in
the late
s, takes unity for granted, but a unity which is now the result
of a threat.
Things have come a long way since the promulgation of the UN Charter
from the moral hope of a mankind united by reason and progress to the
economic notion of countries weaving themselves together through commercial ties, and, ﬁnally, to the spectre of unity in global self-destruction.
What used to be conceived of as a historical endeavour – to accomplish the
unity of mankind – now reveals itself as a menacing fate. Instead of hopeful
appeals, sombre warnings provide the accompaniment. The slogan ‘one world
or no world’ captures this experience. Seen in this light, humanity resembles
a group of individuals thrown together by chance, each dependent on the
others for his own survival. No one can rock the boat without causing all of
us to be united in our collective destruction. Living on earth, the ancient
formula, appears to have taken on a new meaning. There are no terrestrial
wanderers any more longing for the eternal kingdom, but only passengers
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clinging fearfully to their vessel as it splits apart. Talk about unity has
ceased to hold out promises and instead has taken on a grim connotation. As
already foreshadowed by the Bomb, unity in our age has become something
which may be ﬁnally consummated in catastrophe.
Amidst the wailing sirens of the rescue operations undertaken in the name
of some lifeboat ethics, the pressure on peoples and countries to conform to
an emergency discipline will be high. As soon as worldwide strategies are
launched to prevent the boat from capsizing, things like political autonomy
or cultural diversity will appear as the luxuries of yesteryear. In the face of
the overriding imperative to ‘secure the survival of the planet’, autonomy
easily becomes an anti-social value, and diversity turns into an obstacle to
collective action. Can one imagine a more powerful motive for forcing the
world into line than that of saving the planet? Eco-colonialism constitutes a
new danger for the tapestry of cultures on the globe.
It is perfectly conceivable that, in the face of mounting pressure on land,
water, forests and the atmosphere, global measures will have to be taken to
trim down the intake from nature as well as the output of waste worldwide.
Satellites are already prepared to monitor the consumption of resources on
the planet, computer models are being devised to simulate what happens
when, and a new generation of experts is in the making to survey and
synchronize the manifold gestures of society. It is not the engineer, building
bridges or power grids, who will be the protagonist of this new epoch, as in
the old days of development, but the systems analyst.
NASA, for example, has already got its own ideas about the ‘one earth’:
The goal of Earth system science is to obtain a scientiﬁc understanding of
the entire Earth system on a global scale by describing how its component
parts and their interactions have evolved, how they function and how they
may be expected to continue to evolve on all timescales. The challenge
is … to develop the capability to predict those changes that will occur
in the next decade to century both naturally and in response to human
activity.6

The oneness of the earth is understood according to this paradigm in system
categories, its unity as the interaction of component parts, and the historical
task as keeping the vital processes from destabilizing irretrievably. What
links the peoples of the world together is not the rule of civilization any
more or the interplay of demand and supply, but their shared dependence on
biophysical life-support systems. The metaphor of spaceship earth captures
nicely the gist of this thinking. Consequently, unity is not to be pursued
any longer through the spread of progress or the stimulation of productivity,
but through securing the necessary system requirements.
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But efforts to curb soil erosion, control emissions, regulate water consumption or save biodiversity, although done with the best of intentions, will
put people’s daily activities under a new kind of scrutiny. Neither collecting
ﬁrewood nor opening spray cans are any longer innocent activities, and how
you heat your home and the food you cat become matters of global relevance.
In such a perspective, the world is perceived as a single homogeneous space,
this time not constituted by reason or the ﬂuctuation of prices, but by
geophysiological macro-cycles.
The consequences, however, are not likely to differ from the effects
already observed in the wake of the rise of reason and the market to world
dominance – namely the slow evaporation of customs and cultures. The
current changes in development language from ‘people’ to ‘populations’,
‘needs’ to ‘requirements’, and ‘welfare’ to ‘survival’ are indicative of a
growing negligence towards cultures in favour of mere existence. Whatever
has survived the rise of industrialism is now in danger of being drawn into
the maelstrom of its fall.
But recognizing the pitfalls of global eco-management does not solve
the dilemma, which will stay with us in the decades to come. Both alternatives – to think in categories of one world, as well as not to think in such
categories – are equally self-destructive. On the one hand, it is sacrilege in
our age of cultural evaporation to apprehend the globe as a united, highly
integrated world. On the other hand, a vision of the globe as a multitude of
different and only loosely connected worlds cannot dispense with the idea of
ecumenism in the face of lurking violence and the devastation of nature. Not
surprisingly, calls for global consciousness abound. Given that local events
can affect the conditions of life in remote places, these calls aim at bringing
into congruence the range of our responsibility with the range of our effects.
However, and here lies the dilemma, the urge for global responsibility tends
to drive out the devil with Beelzebub – universalism is being invoked for
salvation from the present predicament, while universalism was precisely
the original sin by which the predicament was provoked.
S PAC E AGAIN ST PL AC E

For centuries, universalism has been at war with diversity. Science, state
and market have dominated this campaign, while an innumerable variety
of communities with their languages, customs and cosmologies, though
they have sometimes struck back and reinvigorated themselves through
resistance, have been the losers. It has been an unequal clash. Not only did
the protagonists often ﬁght with unequal arms when the universalist powers
employed guns and dollars but, more importantly, they were unequal in
their cognitive might.
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Science, state and market are based on a system of knowledge about
man, society and nature that claims validity everywhere and for everybody. As a knowledge which has successfully shed all vestiges of its
particular origin, place and context, it belongs nowhere and can therefore
penetrate everywhere. In a certain sense, mechanistic causality, bureaucratic rationality and the law of supply and demand are rules which are
cleansed of any commitment to a particular society or culture. It is because
they are disembedded from broader contexts of order and meaning that
they are so powerful in remodelling any social reality according to their
limited but speciﬁc logic. As a consequence, they are capable of unsettling
all kinds of different cultures, each one locked in its own imagination.
Since these cultures are connected to particular places with their own
particular peoples, memories and cosmologies, they are vulnerable to a
mental style which is not linked to any place, but rests instead on the
concept of space. One way to grasp the fundamental difference between
universalism and localism is to focus on the dichotomy of space and
place. Universalist aspirations are generally space-centred, while localist
world-views are mainly place-centred. This distinction illuminates both
the rise of universalism in the past and the tension between universalism
and diversity in the present.
In medieval times, when a person talked about the entire ‘world’, he did
not evoke in his listeners the image of the planet with its many inhabitants, but instead the image of an earth overarched by several spheres or
heavens in permanent revolution. The tiny earth was at the centre, yet not
central. Most of the attention was concentrated on the relations between
the chance-governed terrestrial realm and the immutable, eternal realm of
the heavens. The medieval cosmos took shape around a vertical axis which
linked a hierarchy of strata of different qualities. Man’s view was directed
upwards to grasp the vaulting architecture of the cosmos, as if attracted by
the soaring arches and spires of a gothic cathedral. Though this ‘world’ was
immense, it was nevertheless ﬁnite and had a deﬁnite shape – to look up to
the heavens was like looking up to a high vault.
In early modern times, the concept of a stratiﬁed and bounded cosmos was
gradually abolished in favour of a universe inﬁnitely extended in space. The
vertical axis was tilted over and laid out on a horizontal plane; what mattered now was no longer the view upwards, but the view into the distance.
As the vertical dimension faltered, so the idea of qualitative differences
between lower and upper layers of reality also faded away and was replaced
by the conception of a homogeneous reality which could only be ordered
through measurable differences in geometrical fashion. It is the horizontal
plane which now dominates the imagination. The world is not seen any more
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as marked by boundaries and upward-rising, but as limitless and extending in circles of ever greater distance. As a result, not upward–downward
movements, but geographical movements to destinations close and far, hold
people’s attention. ‘World’ now evokes the surface of the globe and not the
height of the cosmos.
In other words, the abolition of the stratiﬁed cosmos has made possible
the rise of ‘space’ to its prominent position in modern consciousness. And
the rise of a space-centred perception has made it possible to conceive of
‘one world’. In this perception, the world is on one level, stretching out as
a two-dimensional plane where each point equals any other point; what
distinguishes them is only their geometrical position. The purest case of a
space-centred perception can obviously be found in cartography. On maps,
the world is ﬂattened out and places are deﬁned by their locations in the
grid of longitudinal and latitudinal lines.
However, nobody is capable of living only in ‘space’; everyone lives also
in ‘place’. This is because being human means, all attempts to the contrary
notwithstanding, to be in a physical body, and the body is necessarily tied
to a place. Human experience, for that reason, evolves in speciﬁc local places.
Some points in space, as a result, are always more important to people
than others, since they have been the scenes of individual and collective
imagination and action. Having a memory, relating to others, participating
in a larger story, calls for involvement, requires presence. This presence,
naturally, is lived out in particular physical settings like piazzas or streets,
mountains or seashores. And these locations are in turn imbued with experience past and present. They become places of density and depth. Therefore
certain places have a special ‘thickness’ for certain people. It is there that
the ancestors walked the earth and the relevant memories are at home. It is
there that one is tied into a web of social bonds and where one recognizes
and is recognized by others. And it is there that people share a particular
vantage point and that language, habits and outlook combine to constitute
a particular style of being in the world. Consequently, thinking in terms of
places means to work on the assumption that a place is not just the intersection of two lines on a map, but a concentration of meaningful human activity
which gives it a distinct quality, a distinct aura.
Ever since the temples of Tenochtitlan were destroyed in Mexico and a
Spanish cathedral built out of their stones, European colonialism has been
busy ravaging place-centred cultures and imposing on them space-centred
values. In ever new waves and on all ﬁve continents, the colonialists have
been terribly inventive in robbing peoples of their gods, their institutions
and their natural treasures. The establishment of universities in New Spain,
the introduction of British law in India, the blackmailing of North American
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Indians into the fur trade – these were all instances in the history of spreading science, state and market throughout the world.
The period of development after the Second World War ﬁts into that
history. Viewed with the space-trained eyes of the West, numerous cultures
appeared as backward, deﬁcient and meaningless. The globe looked like a
vast homogeneous space, waiting to be organized by universally applicable
programmes and technologies. And the developmentalists did not hesitate.
They went about transferring the Western model of society to countries of
a great variety of cultures.
But place-centred perceptions are far from gone. On the contrary, the
more universalism prevails, the more particularism thrives. Indeed, throughout the last centuries, the advance of space-centred perceptions has been
both successful and unsuccessful. On the one side, universalism has gained
the upper hand, but on the other, place-bound aspirations have afﬁrmed
themselves over and over again. Innumerable revolts against colonialism
expressed the will of the particular to survive. Independence movements
launched indigenous claims.
A similar picture has prevailed in recent decades during the development era. Nationalist demands, ethnic strife, tribal tensions abound. And
not to forget: the failure of a universalist development is in large part due
to people’s tenacious adherence to the old ways proper to their respective
places. To be sure, localist conceptions do not remain the same. They are
reformulated, altered and newly invented in a continuous vortex of dialogue
and antagonism. Equally, universalist conceptions, though advancing powerfully, are constantly watered down, curtailed and adapted, to the perennial dismay of Western do-gooders. And repeatedly, from the Orientalist
movement in the early nineteenth century to alternative travellers in our
own days, dissident elites, deeply steeped in a space-intensive world-view,
discover place-bound traditions and turn them into weapons against the
European civilization.
COS MOPOLITAN LOCALI S M

Today, more than ever, universalism is under siege. To be sure, the victorious march of science, state and market has not come to a stop, but the
enthusiasm of the onlookers is ﬂagging. Few still believe that order and
peace will dawn at the end of the march. The centuries-old movement of
carrying the torch of reason and progress to the furthest corners of the earth
is tapering off. To the degree that it continues, it is carried out more from
inertia than from missionary conviction.
Utopias crystallize longings that arise from frustration with the state
of society. The ambition to create larger and larger uniﬁed spaces – from
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nation-states to regional integration and world government – has been fuelled
by frustration with chauvinism and violence. Yet that concern retreats into
the background as the opposite frustration spreads – the disappointment
with a world that has fallen prey to homogenization. All of a sudden, the customary association of differences with violence vanishes; differences are now
something to be cherished and cultivated. Indeed, the fear that modern man
will encounter nobody else but himself on the globe is about to revolutionize
contemporary perceptions. The pursuit of space-centred unity is turning
into the search for place-centred diversity. After all, it is only from places
that variety crops up, because it is in places that people weave the present
into their particular thread of history. Thus, native languages are beginning
to be revaluated, traditional knowledge systems rediscovered, and local
economics revitalized. And, as the popularity of the preﬁx ‘re-’ indicates,
the unconventional is today often launched under the guise of a renaissance.
The disquieting anticipation of a world fully illuminated by the neon light
of modern rationality motivates the search for the darker zones, where the
special, the strange, the surprising live. A world without the Other would
be a world of stagnation. For, in culture as well as in nature, diversity holds
the potential for innovation and opens the way for creative, non-linear
solutions. And with these misgivings growing, the tide changes. The globe
is not any longer imagined as a homogeneous space where contrasts ought
to be levelled out, but as a discontinuous space where differences ﬂourish in
a multiplicity of places.
Moreover, the vision of a world integrated under the rule of reason and
welfare was carried by a view of history which today is rapidly becoming
ripe for the museum. The unity of mankind was a project of the future,
made possible by the expectation that human action would keep the course
of history always on an upward road. Progress was the guarantee of unity.
In the space-centred perception, the differences on the globe would fall into
oblivion because they were outshone by the bright light of progress; it was
in relation to that promise that they didn’t matter any more. But clearly
enough, if our present experience shortly before the end of the twentieth
century can be wrapped up in one formula, it is precisely this: that the
belief in progress has crumbled, the arrow of time is broken. The future
doesn’t hold much promise any more; it has become a repository of fears
rather than of hopes.
At this juncture, therefore, it is wide of the mark to think that the
coherence of the world could be achieved by pushing ahead along a common
path towards some distant promised future. Instead, coexistence has to be
sought in the context of the present. Thinking unity within the horizon of
the present is much more demanding for all the players involved, since the
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attainment of a peaceful world would then be on today’s agenda and could
not be postponed to a far future.
Three ideals emerge for conceiving a politics which could shoulder the
responsibility of acting for a diverse but coherent world – regeneration,
unilateral self-restraint and the dialogue of civilizations. Regeneration takes
into account that the royal road of development has vanished since there is
no longer any ideal of progress to indicate a common direction. Regeneration
calls instead for actualizing the particular image of a good society which
is present in each culture. As for unilateral self-restraint, this can take the
place of the ideal of interdependent growth. It implies instead that each
country puts its own house in order in such a way that no economic or
environmental burden is pushed onto others which would constrain them
in choosing their own path. And, ﬁnally, a dialogue of civilizations is imperative as the search for peaceful and sustainable coexistence puts the
challenge of self-examination before each culture. A simultaneous process
of confrontation and synthesis can lead to coherence, while avoiding the
pitfalls of homogeneity.
Though universalism has exhausted its utopian energies, any new localism
will have a window onto the world at large. The opposite of the dominion
of universal rules is not egoism but a higher capacity for self-observation.
People are seldom residents of only one mental space. They have the ability
to change their point of view and to look with the other’s eye at themselves.
In fact, people often hold multiple loyalties at one and the same time. In
many instances they combine rootedness in a place with afﬁliation to a larger
community. An inhabitant of medieval Cologne knew how to be a member of
the Christian Church; a villager in Rajasthan was aware of Bharat, Mother
India; and Croatian peasants as well as the citizens of Cracow were part of
the Habsburg Empire.
In a similar vein, the one world may be thought of in terms of a metanation instead of in terms of a super-nation. It constitutes the horizon within
which places live out their density and depth. In this perspective, ‘one world’
is not a design for more global planning, but an ever present regulative idea
for local action. Cosmopolitan localism seeks to amplify the richness of a
place while keeping in mind the rights of a multifaceted world. It cherishes
a particular place, yet at the same time knows about the relativity of all
places. It results from a broken globalism as well as a broken localism.
Maybe Tzvetan Todorov wanted to illustrate such an attitude when he used
a phrase of the twelfth-century Hugh of St Victor: ‘The man who ﬁnds his
country sweet is only a raw beginner; the man for whom each country is as
his own is already strong; but only the man for whom the whole world is
like a foreign country is perfect.’7
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Participation
MAJID RAHNEMA

M

odern jargon uses stereotype words like children use Lego toy pieces.
Like Lego pieces, the words ﬁt arbitrarily together and support the
most fanciful constructions. They have no content, but do serve a function.
As these words are separate from any context, they are ideal for manipulative
purposes. ‘Participation’ belongs to this category of words.
For the Oxford English Dictionary, participation is ‘the action or fact of
partaking, having or forming a part of’. In that sense, participation could
be either transitive or intransitive; moral, amoral or immoral; either forced
or free; either manipulative or spontaneous.
Transitive forms of participation are, by deﬁnition, oriented towards a
speciﬁc goal or target. By contrast, in its intransitive forms, the subject
lives the partaking process without any predeﬁned purpose. While one is
listening, loving, creating, or fully living one’s life, one partakes without
necessarily seeking to achieve a particular objective.
Participation acquires a moral aspect, according to the ethically deﬁned
nature of the goals it pursues. It is generally associated with moral or desirable goals and, as such, given a positive connotation. It seldom comes to
mind that the act of partaking may apply to evil or malicious purposes.
From a third perspective, and perhaps with the same positive connotations generally associated with the word, participation tends to be perceived
as a free exercise. This perception conforms neither to the meaning of the
word, nor to the way in which it is translated into practice. For, more often
than not, people are asked or dragged into partaking in operations of no
interest to them, in the very name of participation. Neither the pyramids
nor the many contemporary mass demonstrations in favour of repressive
regimes have represented free acts of participation.
This leads us, ﬁnally, to distinguish between manipulated, or teleguided,
forms of participation, and spontaneous ones. In the former, the participants
do not feel they are being forced into doing something, but are actually led to
take actions which are inspired or directed by centres outside their control.
Considering these various forms of participation, it is almost a tautology to state that all societies, in particular vernacular or traditional ones,
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are participant. This is, however, questioned by many a developer and
modern thinker. Among them, Daniel Lerner, a prominent spokesman of
the development ideology, emphatically states that ‘traditional society is
non-participant’, while ‘modern society is’.1 In order better to understand
the basic changes which have occurred in our perception of the concept
during the present economic age, that statement should be coupled with
the following, belonging to the same current of thought: ‘A nation’s level of
political participation co-varies with its level of economic development.’2
H U MAN SOFT WARE

The words ‘participation’ and ‘participatory’ appeared for the ﬁrst time
in the development jargon during the late
s. The social activists and
ﬁeld-workers who had joined the development bandwagon in the hope that
they could help the oppressed ‘unfold, like a ﬂower from a bud’3 had come up
against a reality which was totally different from their earlier expectations.
This led them to attribute most of the failures of development projects to the
fact that the populations concerned were kept out of all the processes related
to their design, formulation and implementation. In their great majority,
they started to advocate the end of ‘top-down’ strategies of action and the
inclusion of participation and participatory methods of interaction as an
essential dimension of development.
At the other end of the line, the development establishment was obliged,
some years later, to recognize a structural crisis. Donors and recipient
national governments were witnessing the fact that the billions spent on
development projects had failed to produce the expected results, often
even adding new problems to the old. Even McNamara, then president of
the World Bank, had to admit, in
, that ‘growth [was] not equitably
reaching the poor’. In his view, growth had been accompanied by ‘greater
maldistribution of income in many developing countries’.4
Following the recommendations of many of their own experts, a number
of major international aid organizations agreed that development projects
had often ﬂoundered because people were left out. It was found that whenever people were locally involved, and actively participating, in the projects,
much more was achieved with much less, even in sheer ﬁnancial terms.
The consensus thus reached among the planners, NGOs and ﬁeld workers
brought about an important change in the relationships between the different parties to development activities. A word which had been systematically
discarded earlier by economists, planners and politicians suddenly lost its
earlier subversive connotation. ECOSOC itself recommended to member
states ‘to adopt participation as a basic policy measure in national development strategies’. As it stands now, participation is an entirely accepted
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concept which even very repressive regimes in the ‘Third World’, such as
the ones led by Pinochet and Mobutu, have tried to promote as one of their
objectives.
Six reasons, at least, can be identiﬁed for the unprecedented interest governments and development institutions have recently taken in the concept
of participation.
. The concept is no longer perceived as a threat. Governments and institutions
interested in greater productivity at low cost are increasingly in need of
‘participation’ for their own purposes. Their interest is also largely sustained
by the fact that they have learned to control the risks inherent in possible
‘unruly abuses’ of participation.
It is a fact that the bulk of the assistance programmes provided by donor
states to their developing partners is allocated to the strengthening and
modernization of their national needs. These are, ﬁrst, the needs related
to the power of the state – the army, the police and security forces, the
administration, transport and communication services, and the mass media;
second, the infrastructural requirements of modernization and economic
development; and, ﬁnally, at the very bottom of the list, the social and cultural needs of the populations most seriously hit by the ﬁrst two categories
of ‘needs’. Without ever being admitted openly, the scale and content of
foreign assistance agreements reﬂect the degree to which recipient countries
are prepared to ‘participate’ in the global efforts and needs of their developed
partners. One result is that this kind of ‘cooperation’ has already provided
most developing countries, including the poorest, with relatively sophisticated systems of control over their populations. These allow governments
to be present everywhere, and especially whenever powerful means are felt
necessary to bring about ‘democratic and orderly’ participation. In such a
context, participation is easily transformed into manipulative designs totally
opposed to what the people want it for.
On the other hand, development policies tend to create induced and
addictive needs, many of which strongly condition the minds of their ‘target
populations’. Once the latter are made dependent on such needs and other
modern services, their ‘participation’ in public activities and policymaking
decisions is mostly used to secure general support for the same needs and
services. Thus, development or modernizing projects which serve mainly
the interests of the few continue to receive popular support, only because
they perpetuate the illusion that, some day, similar advantages will be
extended to all.
On the whole, processes of economization of people’s lives, coupled with
the gradual disintegration of vernacular spaces, seem to have reached a point
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where governments and development institutions are no longer scared by the
outcome of people’s participation. As more people grow addicted to public
services and consumer goods, they have no difﬁculty in proposing to them,
at the national level, programmes aimed at an acceleration of the processes of
economization. At that level, a good number of people are manipulated into
supporting those in power, hoping that the promised increase in the size of
the national cake will ultimately also increase their share.
. Participation has become a politically attractive slogan. In situations where
governments have learned to control and contain participation, important political advantages are obtained through the ostentatious display of
participatory intentions. Participatory slogans create feelings of complicity
between the public manufacturers of illusions and their consumers. Politicians
give their constituencies the impression that they are really sensitive to all
their problems, often inviting the latter to enlighten them on their needs and
aspirations.
On another plane, peacefully negotiated forms of participation can take
the heat out of many situations where development policies create tension
and resistance on the part of their victims.
. Participation has become economically, an appealing proposition. Most so-called
developing countries are broke or nearly broke, often as a direct result of
various ﬁnancial and economic ‘assistance’ programmes. They are selling
what remains of their soul to anyone who provides them with money to
pay their debts. In a situation where they have to ‘adjust’ their economies,
nothing can accommodate them more than passing on the costs to their poor
– which is done in the name of participation and its corollary, self-help.
The World Bank alone has invested over $ billion in so-called poverty
alleviation programmes since
. Analysing the results, the most informed
Bank analysts have come to the conclusion that ‘The long-term “sustainability” of projects is closed linked to active, informed participation by
the poor.’5 Such projects as the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh and other
credit arrangements for small farmers have demonstrated that, contrary
to the opinion which was held by bankers until the late
s, the poor
have proved to be more reliable clients than many of the rich, particularly
when they are boxed into cleverly organized ‘local participatory set-ups’.
‘In the last ﬁve years’, writes Sheldon Annis, ‘extraordinarily powerful new
tools have come of age, especially policy-based tools. These have evolved in
response to the default anxiety of commercial lenders.’
. Participation is now perceived as an instrument for greater effectiveness as well
as a new source of investment. Participatory processes bring to development
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projects what they need most in order to avoid the pitfalls and failures of the
past, that is: (a) a close knowledge of the ‘ﬁeld reality’ which foreign technicians and government bureaucrats do not have; (b) networks of relations, essential both to the success of ongoing projects and to long-term investments
in rural areas; and (c) the cooperation, on the local scene, of organizations
able to carry out developmental activities. These ‘investible’ organizations
also increase the economy’s capacity to absorb ‘poverty-oriented’ investments. In this context, grassroots organizations are becoming the infrastructure through which investment is made, or they help provide the human
‘software’ that makes other kinds of investments work.6
. Participation is becoming a good fund-raising device. Particularly in the last
ten years, the electorate and the media in donor countries have demonstrated
increasing interest in development-oriented NGOs. According to a DAC
report, already in
no less than $ . billion in NGO support was granted
by European countries, a sum almost three times larger than the total funds
allocated to developing countries through UNDP. This is perhaps due to the
reputation acquired by NGOs that their ‘participatory’ and less bureaucratized approaches have allowed them to meet the needs of people with greater
efﬁciency and at less cost. In order to avoid such views leading to further
cuts in their own ﬁnancial resources, government and intergovernmental
organizations now seek to demonstrate their ability to be, at one and the
same time, professional and participatory. Finally, as the governments of
the recipient countries also sense the new advantages of bending with the
participatory wind, they are all paying lip service to participation in the
hope of continuing to increase their chances on the foreign aid market.
. An expanded concept of participation could help the private sector to he directly
involved in the development business. Private corporations and consulting agencies associated with development and equipment-producing companies have
been lobbying lately for the privatization of development, using authoritative reports that governments and international aid agencies are wasting
taxpayers’ money. It has been argued that their bureaucracies are not only
absorbing a substantial part of programme funds for unjustiﬁed salaries
and other overhead expenses, but are also preventing voluntary and nongovernmental organizations from helping the people. For those advocating
the positive aspects of participation, not only to the populations concerned,
but to private organizations, these being allegedly in a better position to
deliver more competitive services. Not only some donor governments but
also leading United Nations special agencies are already using this expanded
concept of participation, with a view to sharing with the private sector a
greater part of their public responsibilities.
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In its present context, to borrow from Karl Polanyi’s description of the
modern economy, participation has come to be ‘disembedded’ from the sociocultural roots which had always kept it alive. It is now simply perceived as
one of the many ‘resources’ needed to keep the economy alive. To participate
is thus reduced to the act of partaking in the objectives of the economy, and
the societal arrangements related to it. It is in this sense that one should
understand Daniel Lerner and others, when they consider that ‘traditional
societies are not participant’. For the modern construct of participation, a
person should be part of a predeﬁned project, more speciﬁcally an economic
project, in order to qualify as a participant.
To sum up, participation is no longer the taboo it was only two decades
ago. On the contrary, all developers seem to have deﬁnitively adopted the
new child as a reliable asset for their own future development.
POPU L AR PARTICIPATION

Activists strongly favouring participatory development argue that they are
fully aware of the reasons why politicians and development planners try
to co-opt the concept of participation for their own ends. In their view,
the types of interaction they propose are precisely intended to prevent all
such hegemonistic and manipulative designs. They therefore believe the
concept should be further reﬁned – ‘popular participation’ being able to save
development from its present crisis and give it new stamina for enabling the
grassroots populations to regenerate their life spaces.
An UNRISD discussion paper deﬁnes popular participation as ‘the organized efforts to increase control over resources and movements of those hitherto
excluded from such control’.7 For Orlando Fals-Borda, Anisur Rahman and
many other PAR theorists,8 the aim of such a participation is to achieve
power:
a special kind of power – people’s power – which belongs to the oppressed
and exploited classes and groups and their organizations, and the defence of
their just interests to enable them to advance towards shared goals of social
change within a participatory system.9

As a rule, participation is advocated by PAR theorists as the only way
to save development from degenerating into a bureaucratic, top-down
and dependency-creating institution. They do not question the validity
of the institution, per se, which most of them consider could be a powerful instrument in the hands of the oppressed. They do insist, however,
that for development to play its historical role it should be based on
participation. Genuine processes of dialogue and interaction should thus
replace the present subject–object relationships between intervenors and
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the intervened, thereby enabling the oppressed to act as the free subjects
of their own destiny.
The assumptions underlying the popular participatory approach can be
summarized as follows:
(a) Present obstacles to people’s development can and should be overcome
by giving the populations concerned the full opportunity of participating
in all the activities related to their development.
(b) Participation is justiﬁed because it not only expresses the will of the
majority of people, but also is the only way for them to ensure that the
important moral, humanitarian, social, cultural and economic objectives
of a more humane and effective development can be peacefully attained.
(c) ‘Dialogical interaction’, ‘conscientization’, ‘PAR’ and other similar activities can make it possible for all the people to organize themselves in a
manner best suited to meet their desired ends.
When the concept of popular participation was initially advanced by its promoters as a key element in creating an alternative, human-centred development, it was intended to perform at least four functions: a cognitive, a social,
an instrumental and a political one.
In cognitive terms, participation had to regenerate the development discourse and its practices, on the basis of a different mode of understanding of
the realities to be addressed. It expressed the belief that the cognitive bases
of conventional development not only belonged to an irrelevant episteme,
representing an ethnocentric perception of reality speciﬁc to Northern industrialized countries, but were also no longer able to serve the objectives
of a sound development. They had to be replaced by a different knowledge
system, representing people’s own cultural heritage, in particular the locally
produced techne. Popular participation was to carve out a new meaning for,
and a new image of, development, based on different forms of interaction
and a common search for this new ‘popular’ knowledge.
The political function of participation was to provide development with a
new source of legitimation, assigning to it the task of empowering the voiceless and the powerless, and also, eventually, of creating a bridge between
the establishment and its target populations, including even the groups
opposing development.
The instrumental function of the participatory approach was to provide
the ‘re-empowered’ actors of development with new answers to the failure
of conventional strategies, and to propose new alternatives, with a view to
involving the ‘patients’ in their own care.
Finally, in social terms, participation was the slogan which gave the
development discourse a new lease of life. All institutions, groups and
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individuals involved in development activities rallied around the new construct in the hope that the participatory approach would ﬁnally enable
development to meet everyone’s basic needs and to wipe out poverty in all
its manifestations.
TH E PITFALLS OF E MPOWE RM E NT

The new methodologies of interaction inspired by the PAR and conscientization approaches did initially create waves of enthusiasm and hope,
mainly among ﬁeldworkers engaged in grassroots activities. The rush for the
rapid creation of a ‘popular knowledge’, aimed at destroying the pernicious
monopoly of the dominant paradigm, served as a contagious incentive to
promote often inspiring activities in such ﬁelds as literacy and regeneration
of traditional know-how. Particularly in a number of technical areas, it
succeeded in denouncing the often dangerous and inhibitive impacts, on
people’s lives, of imported and irrelevant technologies. Here and there, but
mainly at the local level, it served to keep alive the population’s resentment
against the most visible aspects of political and social discrimination. It also
helped some bright elements to be recognized as local leaders, and gain a
wider perception of their communities’ possibilities of action.
Yet there is not enough evidence to indicate that a new kind of knowledge
did emerge from the process, ‘in such a way that the dominated, underdeveloped societies can articulate their own socio-political position on the
basis of their own values and capacities.’
While participatory thinkers do admit that all knowledge systems carry
a number of values and biases,10 they seem to exclude the possibility that,
as products of a certain knowledge born out of the economic/developmental
age, they could be, themselves, the carriers of very questionable values and
biases. Neither do they pay enough attention to the fact that traditional or
local knowledge systems suffer, too, from similar, sometimes even more,
inhibitive prejudices. The fact that the latter have been distorted and confused by the processes of change in the colonial and development eras does
not change the picture. As such, any attempt to realize a mix of the two
knowledges,11 represented by local and outside persons interacting with each
other, is not only a conceptually reductionist and patchwork type of exercise,
but also may turn out to be a strange mix of very heterogeneous biases.
The exercise tends, ﬁnally, to disregard the following very basic principle
of learning – that no one learns who claims to know already in advance.
Reality is the unknown which has to be ‘discovered’ together, free from all
the presuppositions and inﬂuences of the known.
The notion of empowerment was intended to help participation perform
one main political function: to provide development with a new source of
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legitimation. As already made clear in the ﬁrst part of this essay, the intentions of the pioneers of participation were, indeed, pure and noble. They
were right to consider that the tremendous abuses of power by oppressors
had to be stopped, and the victims be provided with new possibilities of
defending themselves. Yet, in practice, the empowerment discourse raised
a number of important questions, both at the theoretical and the practical
level. As some of these issues suggest that the discourse can eventually
produce opposite results, the matter deserves to be more deeply explored.
When A considers it essential for B to be empowered, A assumes not only
that B has no power – or does not have the right kind of power – but also
that A has the secret formula of a power to which B has to be initiated. In
the current participatory ideology, this formula is, in fact, nothing but a
revised version of state power, or what could be called fear-power.
The crux of the matter is that the populations actually subjected to this
fear-power are not at all powerless. Theirs is a different power which is not
always perceived as such, and cannot be actualized in the same manner, yet
it is very real in many ways.12 It is constituted by the thousands of centres
and informal networks of resistance which ordinary people put up, often
quietly, against the prevailing power apparatuses. Among others, it manifests
itself in the reality of ‘tax payers cheating the state, young people evading
conscription, farmers accepting subsidies or equipment from development
projects and diverting them to their own ends, technicians or repairmen
working without permits or licences, government paid teachers using the
classroom to denounce government abuses of power.’13
As a result, there is little evidence to indicate that the participatory
approach, as it evolved, did, as a rule, succeed in bringing about new forms
of people’s power. Instead, there are indications that the way many an
activist interpreted their mission contributed to disvaluing the traditional
and vernacular forms of power. More often than not, they helped replace
them with a most questionable notion of power, highly inﬂuenced by that of
the leftist traditions in Europe. This vision of power did, in practice, prove
useful to the development establishment. For it helps it to persuade its target
populations that not only are economic and state authorities the real power,
but that they are also within everyone’s reach, provided everyone is ready
to participate fully in the development design.
PROFE S S IONALIZING G R AS S ROOTS ACTIVITIE S

To involve the ‘patients’ in their own care was the instrumental task which
the participatory concept has been assigned by development. ‘Change agents’
and NGOs were identiﬁed as suitably qualiﬁed instruments for this function.
The notion of ‘change agent’ was introduced, mainly, as a substitute for
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the professional expert hired by a development project. The intention was,
through this non-professional grassroots-oriented intermediary, to do away
with subject–object relationships and to replace the alien authority of the
outsider with a ‘co-actor’ whose role was to intervene, primarily, as a catalyst
in an endogenous process of self-regeneration.
In reality, however, the change agent often ended up exceeding his role
as a catalyst beyond all recognition. Acting, in most cases, as a promoter
or professional of participation, rather than a sensitive party to a process
of mutual learning, he became sometimes a militant ideologue, sometimes
a self-appointed authority on people’s needs and strategies to meet them,
and often a ‘barefoot developer’ lacking the professional competence of the
expert. Few were actors genuinely seeking to learn from the people how
they deﬁned and perceived change, and how they thought to bring it about.
The change, of which they considered themselves the agents, was only the
projection of a predeﬁned ideal of change, often highly affected by their own
perception of the world and their own ideological inclinations.
There were indeed cases where some external agents, using their personal
gifts, acted as sensitive and compassionate catalysts. Yet, studies made on
the subject
point to the potential drawbacks of such an interaction with external
activists, due to the seemingly inherent tendency of the latter to manoeuvre
and manipulate the movements and to impose on them their own ideological
frameworks and deﬁnitions of the aims of the struggle.14

As for NGOs, they were given a special status, on the ground that, being
non-governmental organizations, they could avoid many of the pitfalls of
development projects implemented by bureaucratized government agencies.
Yet, here too, most of these organizations became only better agents for the
delivery of similar projects. As such, the main donors did not take much time
to conclude that they could become their best allies in all projects needing
a participatory source for marketing purposes.
On the whole, neither the promises of change agents, nor those of NGOs,
succeeded in genuinely involving the ‘patients’ in their own care. With
a few exceptions due to the personal qualities of the mediators, the new
instrumentalities of participation served to promote a kind of ‘fast food’ or
do-it-yourself development, made out of the same old ingredients. On the
other hand, the very patients who were encouraged to go back to their selfcare traditions became dependent on the new breed of barefoot specialists,
either parachuted in from abroad as volunteers or trained on the spot. In
short, more reﬁned and deceitful means of action and persuasion came to be
added to the paraphernalia of development institutions. The growing role
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of NGOs in development activities, and the great ﬁnancial means at their
disposal, give them, now, unprecedented possibilities for further professionalizing grassroots activities.
Thus, as one goes on digging into the archaeological site of the many
development constructs that are falling apart, trying to see more clearly in
the rubble that once impressed so many because of their solid appearance,
a number of questions come to mind. Did the new participatory approaches
actually lead to any substantial change in the nature of development, or did
they serve only as band-aid operations to give a new lease of life to an ageing
institution? Did (or can) such methods as dialogical interaction, conscientization and participatory action research really succeed in halting the processes
of domination, manipulation and colonization of the mind? Can they really
help bring about new forms of knowledge, power, action and know-how,
needed to create a different type of society? Or is the new participatory
myth acting more like a Trojan horse which may end up by substituting a
subtle kind of teleguided and masterly organized participation for the old
types of intransitive or culturally deﬁned participation, proper to vernacular
societies? Looking at the facts, rather than at the good intentions behind
them, it seems difﬁcult to answer these questions in the afﬁrmative.
CON SCIE NTIZING FROM WITHOUT ?

Praxis, or action and reﬂection, was advanced by the participatory movement as a means precisely to give those wider dimensions to participation.
As such, Freirean methods of dialogical action and conscientization are
perceived by the movement as a crucial instrument of interaction, aimed at
liberating not only the oppressed, but eventually also the intervenor from
his own conditioning as a ‘bourgeois’ thinker. These methods are intended to
create new forms of knowledge, power and understanding of reality, proper
to the ﬁghting of oppressive trends.
Yet reports coming from the ﬁeld, some of which have already been
highlighted here, point out that conscientization exercises have not always
led, in practice, to the types of dialogical interaction persistently advocated
by Paulo Freire. A closer look at his theory of ‘historical conditioning and
levels of consciousness’15 may perhaps give us some idea of the reasons for
this inadequacy.
Elaborating on this question, Freire states that, in dependent societies
and during transitional phases, the oppressed do not yet have a ‘critical consciousness’, but rather a ‘semi-transitive’, or ‘naive transitive’, or ‘popular’
consciousness. This ‘historical–cultural reality’ leads them to ‘internalize
the values of the dominant groups’, to have a distorted perception of their
own condition. Hence the necessity for ‘progressive’ groups of non-alienated
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intellectuals to transcend their class interests and to engage in conscientization exercises.
The ‘existential duality of the oppressed’, as a phenomenon of economic
modernity, was indeed an important Freirean contribution to the understanding of the colonized mind. And it was right to identify the syndrome as
one of the main reasons for the ‘false perception’ of reality. Yet, in his rather
long chapter devoted to this issue, no mention is made of the possibility
that many an outsider working with the oppressed, namely the activists
in charge of other people’s conscientization, might eventually themselves
suffer from the same syndrome. The omission particularly weakens the
importance of the concept. It may explain, namely, the many cases where
highly ideologized ‘agents of change’ or ‘vanguards’, have tried to use conscientization or participatory methods, simply as new and more subtle forms
of manipulation.
The theoretical classiﬁcation of these change agents as participant actors
in the dialogue further facilitiates such abuses whenever the outsiders tend
to act, not only as bearers of higher forms of consciousness, but also of the
ideologies they have internalized. In this context, some participatory activists have been seen to outdo the paternalistic arrogance of the conventional
expert/evangelizer. When the common sense of grassroots people prompts
them eventually to disagree with a solution offered them by vanguard
leaders, their lack of cooperation or outright resistance is attributed to their
primary consciousness, if not to counter-revolutionary inﬂuences.
PARTICIPATION : BOON , MY TH , OR DANGE R ?

The fact that entire populations are robbed of their possibilities of relating
and acting together, in their own best interest, is indeed a most serious issue.
This represents a state of violence which cannot leave anyone indifferent, and
it, no doubt, calls for action. Whenever people confront such situations, they
do act, collectively or individually, within the limits of their possibilities.
‘There are no motion-less people,’ says Gustavo Esteva quite rightly.16 Only
the actomaniac, the missionary, the obsessional intervenor and the mentally
programmed do-gooder think they alone care about the situation, while the
victims do not. And because of the arrogance and lack of sensitivity implied
in this attitude, their mediation turns out usually to be manipulative and
counterproductive.
Participation, which is also a form of intervention, is too serious and
ambivalent a matter to be taken lightly, or reduced to an amoeba word
lacking in any precise meaning, or a slogan, or fetish or, for that matter,
only an instrument or a methodology. Reduced to such trivialities, not
only does it cease to be a boon, but it runs the risk of acting as a deceptive
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myth or a dangerous tool for manipulation. To understand the many dimensions of participation, one needs to enquire seriously into all its roots and
ramiﬁcations, these going deep into the heart of human relationships and
the socio-cultural realities conditioning them.
As has already been noted, ‘relating’ is intrinsic to the very act of being
and living. To live is to relate, or to participate in the wider living world of
which one is only a part. To relate to that world, and to the human beings
composing it, is an act of great consequence which cannot and need not
be mediated. As such, one’s inability fully to assume this vital necessity
should only be understood. Only this understanding, by the subject and the
others interacting with him, can enable one to overcome that predicament.
No democratic or participatory panacea can give an ailing society of dead
or conditioned persons what they individually do not have. Contemporary
history is particularly rich in cases where induced participation in projects
of an ideological, national or ethnic nature had repeatedly led to frightfully
self-destructive tragedies. After all, slogans of participation have accompanied the events which led to the physical or mental destruction of millions
of innocent people in Germany, the USSR, Cambodia, India, Iran, Iraq and
elsewhere.
All these difﬁculties point to a basic dilemma facing the participatory
phenomenon. How to reconcile two facts: that no form of social interaction
or participation can ever be meaningful and liberating, unless the participating individuals act as free and unbiased human beings; and that all societies
hitherto have developed commonly accepted creeds (religions, ideologies,
traditions, etc.), which, in turn, condition and help produce inwardly unfree
and biased persons? The dilemma is particularly difﬁcult to resolve at a time
when the old ways of socio-cultural conditioning have taken on new and
frightening forms. The economization of life with all its implications (cultural, political and social) is subjecting its participants, all over the world,
to often invisible and structural processes of addictive manipulation. As a
result, people are led to believe that their very biases, their conditioning
and their inner lack of freedom are the expressions not only of their freedom,
but also of an even greater freedom still to be achieved.
BE YON D PARTIC IPATION

In real life, the dilemma is addressed differently, according to the great
diversity of situations and cultures. In recent years, a number of grassroots
movements have demonstrated particular creativity, both in bringing up new
forms of leadership and ‘animation’, and in combining the inner and outer
requirements of participation.
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In relation to the ﬁrst achievement, the presence within such movements
of sometimes very sensitive ‘animators’, able to listen to their own people,
to the world at large, and to the roots of their common culture, has enabled
them to cultivate the possibilities of action and self-discovery dormant in the
‘common man’. To take only the Indian scene, the Gandhian, the Chipko,
the Lokayan and Swadhyaya movements are good examples of the way such
inspiring animators have interacted with their fellow countrymen. Drawing
on the most enduring and inspiring aspects of people’s traditions, some of
them have been able to use these as living instruments of socio-cultural
regeneration. New ways of working, acting and hoping together have been
found, which have also given new meanings and expressions to modernity,
in its real sense of belonging to the present. The fact that specially trained
change agents do not play a major role in these movements has not generally
prevented them from being highly animated by their own members, most of
them acting as their own agents of change.
In the second area of achievement, a new feature, common to most of
these genuine grassroots movements, seems to be the substitution of various
modern methodologies, project designs, organizational schemas and fundraising constraints, by more traditional and vernacular ways of interaction
and leadership. As a rule, the necessity for a spiritual dimension, and for
the revival of the sacred in one’s everyday relationships with the world,
seems to be rediscovered as a basic factor for the regeneration of people’s
space. Wherever this spiritual dimension17 has been present, it has, indeed,
produced a staggering contagion of intelligence and creativity, much more
conducive to people’s collective ‘efﬁciency’ than any other conventional
form of mass mobilization. In the above-mentioned grassroots movements,
this dimension has served as a most powerful instrument in reviving the old
ideals of a livelihood based on love, conviviality and simplicity, and also in
helping people to resist the disruptive effects of economization.
In that sense, to participate means to live and to relate differently. It
implies, above all, the recovery of one’s inner freedom – that is, to learn
to listen and to share, free from any fear or predeﬁned conclusion, belief or
judgement. As inner freedom is not necessarily dependent on outer freedom,
its recovery is an essentially personal matter, and can be done even in a
jail, or under the most repressive conditions. Yet it enables one not only to
acquire a tremendous life power for the ﬂowering of one’s own life, but also
to contribute, in a meaningful way, to everyone else’s struggle for a better
life. As such, inner freedom gives life to outer freedom, and makes it both
possible and meaningful. On the other hand, while outer freedom is often
a great blessing, and a necessity to protect people from violence and abuse,
it remains hollow and subject to decay, in the absence of inner freedom. It
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can never, per se, help alienated persons to ﬂower in goodness, or live in
wisdom and beauty. Anyhow, participation soon turns into a parody, and an
invitation to manipulative designs, when it represents only a ritual among
alienated persons acting as programmed robots.
To live differently implies, secondly, that change be perceived as a process
which starts from within, and deﬁnes as one pursues one’s creative journey
into the unknown. It does not mean to conform to a preordained pattern
or ideal designed by others, or even one designed by one’s own illusions
and conditioned ideals. For change to happen and to make sense, it should
represent the open-ended quest and interaction of free and questioning
persons for the understanding of reality.
In a situation where these crucial dimensions of change are disregarded,
or artiﬁcially severed from it, organized forms of participation or mobilization either serve illusory purposes, or lead to superﬁcial and fragmented
achievements of no lasting impact on people’s lives. Even when these seem to
be beneﬁcial to a particular group or region, their effects remain inevitably
limited, in time and space, sometimes even producing opposite effects in
many unforeseen and unexpected areas.
On another plane, planned macro-changes (which are generally the raison
d’être of development projects) are more the indirect result of millions of
individual micro-changes than of voluntarist programmes and strategies
from above. In fact, they often represent a co-option of the unplanned
micro-changes produced by others and elsewhere. When these reach a critical
mass, and appear as a threat to the dominant knowledge/power centres at
the top, they are co-opted and used by their professionals as an input for
planned changes, aimed at turning the potential threat posed to the top into
a possible asset for it. Hence, major projects of change from above generally
represent an attempt, by those very forces under threat, to contain and
redirect change, with a view to adapting it to their own interests, whenever
possible with the victims’ participation. This is how the real authors of most
revolutions are, sooner or later, robbed of the changes they have provoked,
and ultimately victimized by the professional ideologues and agitators acting
on their behalf. This is how the pioneering participatory mendicants of the
early development years were also robbed of their participatory ideal, as
the latter was transmogriﬁed into the present-day manipulative construct
of participatory development.
Should that mean that anything any free human being does for change,
even in its genuine and holistic sense, will inevitably be countered and/or
co-opted by vested interests? Or should such realities invite those who
seriously want to remain free, to live and to relate as such, to continue
partaking in the world, free from fears of all kinds, including the fear of
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co-option? If the participatory ideal could, in simple terms, be redeﬁned
by such qualities as attention, sensitivity, goodness or compassion, and
supported by such regenerative acts as learning, relating and listening, are
not these qualities and gifts precisely impossible to co-opt? Are they not,
also, the same which always help ﬂower, in others, their potentialities of
inner transformation? To stay with this question could perhaps serve as a
good companion to the activist looking for an answer to his or her life and
to better ways of participating in other people’s lives.
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Planning
ARTURO ESCOBAR

P

lanning techniques and practices have been central to development since
its inception. As the application of scientiﬁc and technical knowledge
to the public domain, planning lent legitimacy to, and fuelled hopes about,
the development enterprise. Generally speaking, the concept of planning
embodies the belief that social change can be engineered and directed,
produced at will. Thus the idea that poor countries could move more or less
smoothly along the path of progress through planning has always been held
as an indubitable truth, an axiomatic belief in need of no demonstration, by
development experts of most persuasions.
Perhaps no other concept has been so insidious, no other idea gone so unchallenged. This blind acceptance of planning is all the more striking given
the pervasive effects it has had historically, not only in the Third World
but also in the West, where it has been linked to fundamental processes of
domination and social control. For planning has been inextricably linked to
the rise of Western modernity since the end of the eighteenth century. The
planning conceptions and routines introduced in the Third World during the
post-World War II period are the result of accumulated scholarly, economic
and political action; they are not neutral frameworks through which ‘reality’
innocently shows itself. They thus bear the marks of the history and culture
that produced them. When deployed in the Third World, planning not only
carried with it this historical baggage, but also contributed greatly to the
production of the socio-economic and cultural conﬁguration that we describe
today as underdevelopment.
NORMALIZING PEOPLE IN NINETEENTH - CENTU RY EUROPE

How did planning arise in the European experience? Very brieﬂy, three
major factors were essential to this process, beginning in the nineteenth
century: the development of town planning as a way of dealing with the
problems of the growing industrial cities; the rise of social planning, and increased intervention by professionals and the state in society, in the name of
promoting people’s welfare; and the invention of the modern economy, which
crystallized with the institutionalization of the market and the formulation
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of classical political economy. These three factors, which today appear to us
as normal, as natural parts of our world, have a relatively recent and even
precarious history.
In the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century, capitalism and the Industrial
Revolution brought drastic changes in the make-up of cities, especially in
Northwestern Europe. Ever more people ﬂooded into old quarters, factories
proliferated, and industrial fumes hovered over streets covered with sewage.
Overcrowded and disordered, the ‘diseased city’, as the metaphor went,
called for a new type of planning which would provide solutions to the
rampant urban chaos. Indeed, it was those city ofﬁcials and reformers chieﬂy
concerned with health regulations, public works and sanitary interventions
who ﬁrst laid down the foundations of comprehensive urban planning. The
city began to be conceived of as an object, analysed scientiﬁcally, and transformed according to the two major requirements of trafﬁc and hygiene.
‘Respiration’ and ‘circulation’ were supposed to be restored to the city
organism, overpowered by sudden pressure. Cities (including the colonial
chequerboards outside Europe) were designed or modiﬁed to ensure proper
circulation of air and trafﬁc, and philanthropists set out to eradicate the
appalling slums and to bring the right morals to their inhabitants. The rich
traditional meaning of cities and the more intimate relationship between
city and dweller were thus eroded as the industrial hygienic order became
dominant. Reifying space and objectifying people, the practice of town
planning, along with the science of urbanism, transformed the spatial and
social make-up of the city, giving birth in the twentieth century to what
has been called ‘the Taylorization of architecture’.1
Just like planners in the Third World today, the nineteenth-century
European bourgeoisie also had to deal with the question of poverty. The
management of poverty actually opened up a whole realm of intervention,
which some researchers have termed the social. Poverty, health, education,
hygiene, unemployment, and so on, were constructed as ‘social problems’,
which in turn required detailed scientiﬁc knowledge about society and its
population, and extensive social planning and intervention in everyday life.
As the state emerged as the guarantor of progress, the objective of government became the efﬁcient management and disciplining of the population so
as to ensure its welfare and ‘good order’. A body of laws and regulations was
produced with the intention to regularize work conditions and deal with accidents, old age, the employment of women, and the protection and education
of children. Factories, schools, hospitals, prisons became privileged places to
shape experience and modes of thinking in terms of the social order. In sum,
the rise of the social made possible the increasing socialization and subjection
of people to dominant norms, as well as their insertion into the machinery of
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capitalist production. The end result of this process in the present day is the
welfare state and the new professionalized activity known as social work.
Two points have to be emphasized in relation to this process. One, that
these changes did not come about naturally, but required vast ideological
and material operations, and often plain coercion. People did not become
accustomed to factory work or to living in crowded and inhospitable cities
gladly and of their own volition; they had to be disciplined into it! And
two, that those very operations and forms of social planning have produced
‘governable’ subjects. They have shaped not only social structures and
institutions, but also the way in which people experience life and construct
themselves as subjects. But development experts have been blind to these
insidious aspects of planning in their proposals to replicate in the Third
World similar forms of social planning. As Foucault said, ‘the “Enlightenment”, which discovered the liberties, also invented the disciplines.’2 One
cannot look on the bright side of planning, its modern achievements (if one
were to accept them), without looking at the same time on its dark side of
domination. The management of the social has produced modern subjects
who are not only dependent on professionals for their needs, but also ordered
into realities (cities, health and educational systems, economies, etc.) that can
be governed by the state through planning. Planning inevitably requires the
normalization and standardization of reality, which in turn entails injustice
and the erasure of difference and diversity.
The third factor in European history that was of central importance to
the development and success of planning was the invention of the ‘economy’.
The economy, as we know it today, did not even exist as late as the eighteenth century in Europe, much less in other parts of the world. The spread
and institutionalization of the market, certain philosophical currents such as
utilitarianism and individualism, and the birth of classical political economy
at the end of the eighteenth century provided the elements and cement for
the establishment of an independent domain, namely ‘the economy’, apparently separated from morality, politics and culture. Karl Polanyi refers to
this process as the ‘disembeddedness’ of the economy from society, a process
which was linked to the consolidation of capitalism and which entailed the
commodiﬁcation of land and labour. There were many consequences of this
development, besides generalized commodiﬁcation. Other forms of economic
organization, those founded upon reciprocity or redistribution for instance,
were disqualiﬁed and increasingly marginalized. Subsistence activities
became devalued or destroyed. And an instrumental attitude towards nature
and people became the order of the day, which in turn led to unprecedented
forms of exploitation of people and nature. Although today most of us take
for granted the modern market economy, this notion and the reality of how
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it operates have not always existed. Despite its dominance, even today there
persist in many parts of the Third World subsistence societies, ‘informal’
economies, and collective forms of economic organization.
In sum, the period
–
saw the progressive encroachment of
those forms of administration and regulation of society, urban space and
the economy that would result in the great ediﬁce of planning in the early
post-World War II period. Once normalized, regulated and ordered, individuals, societies and economies can be subjected to the scientiﬁc gaze and
social engineering scalpel of the planner, who, like a surgeon operating on
the human body, can then attempt to produce the desired type of social
change. If social science and planning have had any success in predicting
and engineering social change, it is precisely because certain economic,
cultural and social regularities have already been attained which confer
some systematic element and consistency with the real world on the planners’ attempts. Once you organize factory work and discipline workers, or
once you start growing trees in plantations, then you can predict industrial
output or timber production. In the process, the exploitation of workers,
the degradation of nature, and the elimination of other forms of knowledge
– whether it be the skills of the craftsman or those who live off the forest
– are also affected. These are the kind of processes that are at stake in
the Third World when planning is introduced as the central technique of
development. In short, planning redeﬁnes social and economic life in accordance with the criteria of rationality, efﬁciency and morality, which are
consonant with the history and needs of capitalist, industrial society, but
not those of the Third World.
DI S MANTLING AN D R E AS S E M BLI NG SOCIETI E S

Scientiﬁc planning came of age during the
s and
s, when it emerged
from rather heterogeneous origins – the mobilization of national production
during World War I, Soviet planning, the scientiﬁc management movement
in the US, and Keynesian economic policy. Planning techniques were reﬁned
during the Second World War and its aftermath. It was during this period,
and in connection with the war, that operations research, systems analysis,
human engineering, and views of planning as ‘rational social action’ became
widespread. When the era of development in the Third World dawned in
the late
s, the dream of designing society through planning found even
more fertile ground. In Latin America and Asia, the creation of a ‘developing
society’, understood as an urban-based civilization characterized by growth,
political stability and increasing standards of living, became an explicit goal,
and ambitious plans were designed to bring it about with the eager assistance
of international organizations and experts from the ‘developed’ world.
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To plan in the Third World, however, certain structural and behavioural
conditions had to be laid down, usually at the expense of people’s existing concepts of social action and change. In the face of the imperatives
of ‘modern society’, planning involved the overcoming or eradication of
‘traditions’, ‘obstacles’ and ‘irrationalities’; that is, the wholesale modiﬁcation of existing human and social structures and their replacement with
rational new ones. Given the nature of the post-war economic order, this
amounted to creating the conditions for capitalist production and reproduction. Economic growth theories, which dominated development at the time,
provided the theoretical orientation for the creation of the new order, and
national development plans the means to achieve it. The ﬁrst ‘mission’
– note its colonial, Christian missionary overtones – sent by the World Bank
to an ‘underdeveloped’ country in
, for instance, had as its goal the
formulation of a ‘comprehensive program of development’ for the country
in question, Colombia. Staffed by experts in many ﬁelds, the mission saw
its task as ‘calling for a comprehensive and internally consistent program.…
Only through a generalized attack throughout the whole economy on education, health, housing, food and productivity can the vicious circle of poverty,
ignorance, ill health and low productivity be decisively broken.’ Moreover,
it was clear to the mission that
One cannot escape the conclusion that reliance on natural forces has not
produced the most happy results. Equally inescapable is the conclusion
that with knowledge of the underlying facts and economic processes, good
planning in setting objectives and allocating resources, and determination
in carrying out a program for improvement and reforms, a great deal can be
done to improve the economic environment by shaping economic policies
to meet scientiﬁcally ascertained social requirements.… In making such
an effort, Colombia would not only accomplish its own salvation but would
at the same time furnish an inspiring example to all other underdeveloped
areas of the world.3

That development was about ‘salvation’ – again the echoes of the colonial
civilizing mission – comes out clearly in most of the literature of the period.
Countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia were seen as ‘relying on natural
forces’, which had not produced the ‘most happy results’. Needless to say,
the whole history of colonialism is effaced by this discursive way of putting
it. What is emphasized instead is the introduction of poor countries to the
‘enlightened’ world of Western science and modern economics, while the
conditions existing in these countries are constructed as being characterized by a ‘vicious circle’ of ‘poverty’, ‘ignorance’ and the like. Science and
planning, on the other hand, are seen as neutral, desirable and universally applicable, while, in truth, an entire and particular rationality and
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civilizational experience being transferred to the Third World through the
process of ‘development’. The Third World thus entered post-World War II
Western consciousness as constituting the appropriate social and technical
raw material for planning. This status of course depended, and still does,
on an extractive neocolonialism. Epistemologically and politically, the Third
World is constructed as a natural–technical object that has to be normalized and moulded through planning to meet the ‘scientiﬁcally ascertained’
characteristics of a ‘development society’.
By the end of the
s, most countries in the Third World were already
engaged in planning activities. Launching the ﬁrst ‘Development Decade’ at
the beginning of the
s, the United Nations could thus state that
The ground has been cleared for a non-doctrinaire consideration of the real
problems of development, namely saving, training and planning, and for
action on them. In particular, the advantages in dealing with the various
problems not piecemeal, but by a comprehensive approach through sound
development planning, became more fully apparent.… Careful development
planning can be a potent means of mobilizing … latent resources for a
rational solution of the problems involved.4

The same optimism – and, at the same time, blindness to the parochial
and ethnocentric attitudes of the planners – was echoed by the Alliance for
Progress. In President Kennedy’s words:
The world is very different now. For man [sic] holds in his mortal hands
the power to abolish all forms of human poverty and all forms of human
life.… To those people in the huts and villages of half the globe struggling
to break the bonds of mass misery … we offer a special pledge – to convert
our good words in good deeds – in a new alliance for progress – to assist
free men and free governments in casting off the chains of poverty.5

Statements such as these reduce life in the Third World simply to conditions
of ‘misery’, overlooking its rich traditions, different values and lifestyles, and
long historical achievements. In the eyes of planners and developers, people’s
dwellings appear as no more than miserable ‘huts’, and their lives – often,
especially at this early point in the development era, still characterized by
subsistence and self-sufﬁciency – as marked by unacceptable ‘poverty’. In
short, they are seen as no more than crude matter in urgent need of being
transformed by planning. One does not need to romanticize tradition to
realize that what for the economist were indubitable signs of poverty and
backwardness were for Third World people often integral components of
viable social and cultural systems, rooted in different, non-modern social
relations and systems of knowledge. It was precisely these systems that came
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under attack ﬁrst by colonialism and later on by development, although
not without much resistance then as today. Even alternative conceptions of
economic and social change held by Third World scholars and activists in the
s and
s – the most notable being that of Mahatma Gandhi, but also,
for instance, those of certain socialists in Latin America – were displaced by
the enforced imposition of planning and development. For developers, what
was at stake was a transition from a ‘traditional society’ to an ‘economic
culture’; that is, the development of a type of society whose goals were
linked to future-oriented, scientiﬁc-objective rationality and brought into
existence through the mastering of certain techniques. ‘So long as everyone played his part well,’ planners believed, ‘the system was fail-safe; the
state would plan, the economy would produce, and working people would
concentrate on their private agendas: raising families, enriching themselves,
and consuming whatever came tumbling out from the cornucopia.’6
As Third World elites appropriated the European ideal of progress – in the
form of the construction of a prosperous, modern nation through economic
development and planning; as other surviving concepts of change and social
action became even more marginalized; ﬁnally, as traditional social systems
were disrupted and the living conditions of most people worsened, the hold
of planning grew ever stronger. Elites and, quite often, radical counter-elites
found in planning a tool for social change which was in their eyes not only
indispensable, but irrefutable because of its scientiﬁc nature. The history of
development in the post-World War II period is, in many ways, the history of
the institutionalization and ever more pervasive deployment of planning. The
process was facilitated time after time by successive development ‘strategies’.
From the emphasis on growth and national planning in the
s, to the
Green Revolution and sectoral and regional planning of the
s and
s,
including ‘Basic Needs’ and local-level planning in the
s and
s,
to environmental planning for ‘sustainable development’ and planning to
‘incorporate’ women, or the grassroots, into development in the
s, the
scope and vaulting ambitions of planning have not ceased to grow.
Perhaps no other concept has served so well to recast and spread planning
as that of the Basic Human Needs strategy. Recognizing that the goals of
reducing poverty and ensuring a decent living standard for most people
were ‘as distant as ever’, development theorists – always keen on ﬁnding yet
another gimmick which they could present as a ‘new’ paradigm or strategy
– coined this notion with the aim of providing ‘a coherent framework that
can accommodate the increasingly reﬁned sets of development objectives that
have evolved over the past thirty years and can systematically relate these
objectives to various types of policies’,7 including growth. The key arenas
of intervention were primary education, health, nutrition, housing, family
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planning and rural development. Most of the interventions themselves were
directed at the household. As in the case of the mapping of ‘the social’ in
nineteenth-century Europe, where society ﬁrst became the target of systematic state intervention, Third World people’s health, education, farming and
reproduction practices all became the object of a vast array of programmes
introduced in the name of increasing these countries’ ‘human capital’ and
ensuring a minimum level of welfare for their people. Once again, the epistemological and political boundaries of this kind of ‘rational’ approach – aimed
at the modiﬁcation of life conditions and inevitably marked by class, race,
gender and cultural features – resulted in the construction of an artiﬁcially
homogeneous monochrome, the ‘Third World’, an entity that was always
deﬁcient in relation to the West, and so always in need of imperialist projects
of progress and development.
Rural development and health programmes during the
s and
s
can be cited as examples of this type of biopolitics. They also reveal the
arbitrary mechanisms and fallacies of planning. Robert McNamara’s famous
Nairobi speech, delivered in
before the boards of governors of the World
Bank and the International Monetary Fund, launched the era of ‘povertyoriented’ programmes in development, which evolved into the Basic Human
Needs approach. Central to this conception were so-called national food and
nutrition planning and integrated rural development. Most of these schemes
were designed in the early
s at a handful of US and UK universities, at
the World Bank, and at United Nations technical agencies, and implemented
in many Third World countries from the mids until the late
s.
Comprehensive food and nutrition planning was deemed necessary, given
the magnitude and complexity of the problems of malnutrition and hunger.
Typically, a national food and nutrition plan included projects in primary
health care, nutrition education and food supplementation, school and family
vegetable gardens, the promotion of the production and consumption of
protein-rich foods, and integrated rural development generally. This latter
component contemplated measures to increase the production of food crops
by small farmers through the supply of credit, technical assistance and
agricultural inputs, and basic infrastructure.
How did the World Bank deﬁne integrated rural development? ‘Rural
development’, the World Bank’s policy dictated,
is a strategy designed to improve the economic and social life of a speciﬁc
group of people – the rural poor. It involves extending the beneﬁts of
development to the poorest among those who seek a livelihood in rural
areas. A strategy of rural development must recognize three points. Firstly,
the rate of transfer of people out of low productivity agriculture into more
rewarding pursuits has been slow.… Secondly … their position is likely to
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get worse if population expands at unprecedented rates.… Thirdly, rural
areas have labor, land and at least some capital which, if mobilized, could
reduce poverty and improve the quality of life.… [Rural development]
is clearly designed to increase production and raise productivity. It is
concerned with the monetization and modernization of society, and with
its transition from traditional isolation to integration with the national
economy.8

That most people in the ‘modern’ sector, namely those living under marginal
conditions in the cities, did not enjoy ‘the beneﬁts of development’ did not
occur to these experts. Peasants – that ‘speciﬁc group of people’ which is in
reality the majority of the Third World – are seen in purely economic terms,
not as trying to make viable a whole way of life. That their ‘rate of transfer
into more rewarding pursuits’ had to be accelerated, on the other hand,
assumes that their lives are not satisfying – after all, they live in ‘traditional
isolation’, even if surrounded by their communities and those they love. The
approach also regards peasants as suitable for moving around like cattle or
commodities. Since their labour has to be ‘mobilized’, they must surely have
just been sitting about idly (subsistence farming does not involve ‘labour’
in this view), or perhaps having too many babies. All of these rhetorical
devices that reﬂect the ‘normal’ perceptions of the planner contribute to
obscure the fact that it is precisely the peasants’ increasing integration
into the modern economy that is at the root of many of their problems.
Even more fundamentally, these statements, which become translated into
reality through planning, reproduce the world as the developers know it – a
world composed of production and markets, of ‘traditional’ and ‘modern’ or
developed and underdeveloped sectors, of the need for aid and investment
by multinationals, of capitalism versus communism, of material progress as
happiness, and so forth. Here we have a prime example of the link between
representation and power, and of the violence of seemingly neutral modes
of representation.
In short, planning ensures a functioning of power that relies on, and helps
to produce, a type of reality which is certainly not that of the peasants,
while peasant cultures and struggles are rendered invisible. Indeed the
peasants are rendered irrelevant even to their own rural communities. In its
rural development discourse, the World Bank represents the lives of peasants in such a way that awareness of the mediation and history inevitably
implicated in this construction is excluded from the consciousness of its
economists and from that of many important actors – planners, Western
readers, Third World elites, scientists, and so on. This particular narrative of
planning and development, deeply grounded in the post-World War II global
political economy and cultural order, becomes essential to those actors. It
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actually becomes an important element in their insular construction as a
developed, modern, civilized ‘we’, the ‘we’ of Western man. In this narrative,
too, peasants, and Third World people generally, appear as the half-human,
half-cultured benchmark against which the Euro-American world measures
its own achievements.
KNOWLE DG E AS POWE R

As a system of representation, planning thus depends on making people
forget the origins of its historical mediation. This invisibility of history and
mediation is accomplished through a series of particular practices. Planning
relies upon, and proceeds through, various practices regarded as rational or
objective, but which are in fact highly ideological and political. First of all,
as with other development domains, knowledge produced in the First World
about the Third gives a certain visibility to speciﬁc realities in the latter,
thus making them the targets of power. Programmes such as integrated
rural development have to be seen in this light. Through these programmes,
‘small farmers’, ‘landless peasants’ and the like achieve a certain visibility,
albeit only as a development ‘problem’, which makes them the object of
powerful, even violent, bureaucratic interventions. And there are other
important hidden or unproblematized mechanisms of planning; for instance,
the demarcation of new ﬁelds and their assignment to experts, sometimes
even the creation of a new subdiscipline (like food and nutrition planning).
These operations not only assume the prior existence of discrete ‘compartments’, such as ‘health’, ‘agriculture’ and ‘economy’ – which in truth are no
more than ﬁctions created by the scientist but impose this fragmentation
on cultures which do not experience life in the same compartmentalized
manner. And, of course, states, dominant institutions and mainstream views
are strengthened along the way as the domain of their action is inevitably
multiplied.
Institutional practices such as project planning and implementation, on
the other hand, give the impression that policy is the result of discrete, rational acts and not the process of coming to terms with conﬂicting interests,
a process in which choices are made, exclusions effected and world-views
imposed. There is an apparent neutrality in identifying people as ‘problems’,
until one realizes, ﬁrst, that this deﬁnition of ‘the problem’ has already
been put together in Washington or some capital city of the Third World,
and, second, that problems are presented in such a way that some kind of
development programme has to be accepted as the legitimate solution. It is
professional discourses that provide the categories in terms of which ‘facts’
can be identiﬁed and analysed. This effect is reinforced by the use of labels
such as ‘small farmer’ or ‘pregnant women’, which reduces a person’s life
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to a single trait and makes him/her into a ‘case’ to be treated or reformed.
The use of labels also allows experts and elites to delink explanations of
‘the problem’ from themselves as the non-poor, and assign them purely to
factors internal to the poor. Inevitably, people’s lives at the local level are
transcended and objectiﬁed when they are translated into the professional
categories used by institutions. In short, local realities come to be greatly
determined by these non-local institutional practices, which thus have to
be seen as inherently political.
The results of this type of planning have been, for the most part, deleterious to Third World people and economies alike. In the case of rural
development, for instance, the outcome was seen by experts in terms of two
possibilities: ‘(a) the small producer may be able to technify his productive
process, which entails his becoming an agrarian entrepreneur; and (b) the
small producer is not prepared to assume such a level of competitiveness,
in which case he will be displaced from the market and perhaps even from
production in that area altogether.’9 In other words, ‘produce (for the market)
or perish’. Even in terms of increased production, rural development programmes have had dubious results at best. Most of the increase in food
production in the Third World has taken place in the commercial capitalist
sector, while a good part of the increase has been in cash or export crops. In
fact, as has been amply shown, rural development programmes and development planning in general have contributed not only to growing pauperization
of rural people, but also to aggravated problems of malnutrition and hunger.
Planners thought that the agricultural economics of the Third World could
be mechanically restructured to resemble the ‘modernized’ agriculture of the
United States, overlooking completely not only the desires and aspirations
of people, but the whole dynamics of economy, culture and society that
circumscribe farming practices in the Third World. This type of management of life actually became a theatre of death (most strikingly in the case
of the African famine), as increased production of food resulted, through a
perverse shift, in more hunger.
The impact of many development programmes has been particularly
negative on women and indigenous peoples, as development projects appropriate or destroy their basis for sustenance and survival. Historically,
Western discourse has refused to recognize the productive and creative role
of women, and this refusal has contributed to propagating divisions of labour
that keep women in positions of subordination. For planners and economists,
women were not, until recently, ‘economically active’, despite the fact that
a great share of the food consumed in the Third World is grown by women.
Moreover, women’s economic and gender position frequently deteriorated in
the
s as a result of the participation in rural development programmes
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by male heads of household. It is not surprising that women have opposed
much more actively than men these rural development programmes. With
the ‘technological packages’, specialization in the production of certain
crops, rigid lay-out of ﬁelds, preset cultivation routines, production for the
market, and so forth, they contrast sharply with the more ecological and
varied peasant farming defended by women in many parts of the Third
World – in which production for subsistence and for the market are carefully
balanced. Unfortunately, the recent trend towards incorporating women
into development has resulted for the most part in their being targeted
for what in all other respects remain conventional programmes. ‘Target
group categories are constructed to further development agency procedures
to organize, manage, regulate, enumerate and rule the lives of ordinary
women.’10 Thus the development industry’s clientele has been conveniently
doubled by this shift in representation.
Another important recent instance of planned development is the industrialization schemes in so-called free-trade zones in the Third World,
where multinational corporations are brought in under very favourable
conditions (e.g. tax breaks, assurances of cheap, docile labour and a ‘stable’
political climate, lower pollution standards, etc.). Like all other forms of
planning, these industrialization projects involve much more than an economic transformation, and on an ever larger scale. What is at stake here
is the rapid transformation of rural society and culture into the world of
factory discipline and modern (Western) society. Brought into Third World
countries in the name of development, and actively promoted and mediated by Third World states, the free-trade zones represent a microcosm
in which households, villages, traditions, modern factories, governments
and the world economy are all brought together in unequal relations of
knowledge and power. It is no accident that most of the workers in the new
factories are young women. The electronics industries in Southeast Asia, for
instance, rely heavily on gender forms of subordination. The production of
young women factory workers as ‘docile bodies’ through systematic forms
of discipline in the factory and outside it does not go, however, without
resistance, as Aihwa Ong shows in her excellent study of Malaysian women
factory workers. Women’s forms of resistance in the factory (destruction of
microchips, spirit possession, slowdowns, etc.) have to be seen as idioms
of protest against labour discipline and male control in the new industrial
situation. Moreover, they remind us that, if it is true that ‘new forms of
domination are increasingly embodied in the social relations of science and
technology which organize knowledge and production systems’, it is equally
true that ‘the divergent voices and innovative practices of subjected peoples
disrupt such cultural reconstructions of non-Western societies.’11
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KNOWLE DGE IN OPPOSITION

Feminist critics of development and critics of development as discourse have
begun to join forces, precisely through their examination of the dynamics of
domination, creativity and resistance that circumscribe development. This
hopeful trend is most visible in a type of grassroots activism and theorizing
that is sensitive to the role of knowledge, culture and gender in supporting the enterprise of development and, conversely, in bringing about more
pluralistic and egalitarian practices. As the links between development,
which articulates the state with proﬁts, patriarchy and objectivizing science
and technology, on the one hand, and the marginalization of people’s lives
and knowledge, on the other, become more evident, the search for alternatives also deepens. The imaginary ideas of development and ‘catching up’
with the West are drained of their appeal as violence and recurrent crises
– economic, ecological, political – become the order of the day. In sum, the
attempt by states to set up totalizing systems of socio-economic and cultural
engineering through development is running into a dead end. Practices and
new spaces for thinking and acting are being created or reconstituted, most
notably at the grassroots, in the vacuum left by the crisis of the colonizing
mechanisms of development.
Speaking about ecology movements in India, many of them started by
women at the grassroots level, Vandana Shiva sees the emerging process as
a redeﬁnition of growth and productivity as categories linked to the production, not the destruction, of life. It is thus simultaneously an ecological and
a feminist political project that legitimizes the ways of knowing and being
that create wealth by enhancing life and diversity, and which delegitimizes
the knowledge and practice of a culture of death as the basis for capital
accumulation.… In contemporary times, Third World women, whose minds
have not yet been dispossessed or colonized, are in a privileged position to
make visible the invisible oppositional categories that they are custodians
of.12

One does not need to impute to Third World women, indigenous people,
peasants and others a purity they do not have, to realize that important forms
of resistance to the colonization of their life world have been maintained and
even nurtured among them. And one does not need to be overly optimistic
about the potential of grassroots movements to transform the development
order to visualize the promise that these movements hold, and the challenge
they increasingly pose to conventional top-down, centralized approaches or
even to those apparently decentralized, participatory strategies which are
geared for the most part towards economic ends. (‘Participatory’ or local
level planning, indeed, is most often conceived not in terms of a popular
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power that people could exercise, but as a bureaucratic problem that the
development institution has to solve.) Shiva’s argument that many groups
of Third World people, especially rural women and indigenous peoples,
possess knowledge and practices opposite to those that deﬁne the dominant
nexus between reductionist science, patriarchy, violence and proﬁts – forms
of relating to people, knowledge and nature which are less exploitative and
reifying, more localized, decentred and in harmony with the ecosystem – is
echoed by observers in many parts of the world. These alternative forms,
which are neither traditional nor modern, provide the basis for a slow but
steady process of construction of different ways of thinking and acting, of
conceiving of social change, of organizing economics and societies, of living
and healing.
Thus Western rationality has to open up to the plurality of forms of
knowledge and conceptions of change that exist in the world and recognize
that objective, detached scientiﬁc knowledge is just one possible form among
many. This much can be gleaned from an anthropology of Reason that looks
critically at the basic discourses and practices of modern Western societies,
and discovers in Reason and its key practices – such as planning – not
universal truths but rather very speciﬁc, and even somewhat strange or at
least peculiar, ways of being. This also entails, for those working within the
Western tradition, recognizing – without overlooking the cultural content
of science and technology – that
( ) The production of universal, totalizing theory is a major mistake that
misses most of reality, probably always, but certainly now; ( ) taking
responsibility for the social relations of science and technology means refusing an anti-science metaphysics, a demonology of technology, and so means
embracing the skilful task of reconstructing the boundaries of daily life, in
partial connection with others, in communication with all of our parts.13

As we have shown, planning has been one of those totalizing universals.
While social change has probably always been part of the human experience, it was only within European modernity that ‘society’ – that is, the
whole way of life of a people – was open to empirical analysis and made
the object of planned change. And while communities in the Third World
may ﬁnd that there is a need for some sort of organized or directed social
change – in part to reverse the damage caused by development – this
undoubtedly will not take the form of ‘designing life’ or social engineering. In the long run this means that categories and meanings have to be
redeﬁned; through their innovative political practice, new social movements
of various kinds are already embarked on this process of redeﬁning the
social, and knowledge itself.
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The practices that still survive in the Third World despite development
thus point the way to moving beyond social change and, in the long run, to
entering a post-development, post-economic era. In the process, the plurality
of meanings and practices that make up human history will again be made
apparent, while planning itself will fade away from concern.
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or the purpose of this essay, I take the development discourse since
as the context within which to discuss the concept of population.
To do so is a difﬁcult task since for most people the term seems today to
denote a natural entity, an issue about which neutral statements can be
made, an object open to human control and management. I shall investigate
the epistemological status of this ‘object’ in public policy statements, as well
as commenting on the new connotations the term has acquired in ordinary
English, for instance in public controversies about birth control, women’s
status and ecology.
In ordinary English the term ‘population’ evokes images of an explosion,
mainly of uneducated Third World people, in countries that cannot repay
their debts. Population also evokes the notion of pressure which pushes
people beyond their borders and into camps. Population evokes anger at
irresponsible procreation, insufﬁcient funding for birth-control programmes,
and against the Catholic Church for opposing contraception and abortion.
Feminists stress that population will remain a problem as long as its origin
is not seen, namely the exclusion of women from the development process.
As for ecologists, they connect population with the ‘carrying capacity’ of the
planet. Generally, use of the term increasingly triggers alarm, symbolized
in its most common composite, ‘overpopulation’.
High-school students learn from their geography books that the ‘population explosion’ is a result of development. In the wake of development came
vaccines, antibiotics, improved sanitation and better nutrition. These were
accepted faster than condoms, loops, the pill or sterilization, especially by
non-white people. Population has come to evoke something threatening,
something which casts a shadow over the future and something which in
Northern latitudes looks yellow or brown.
These emotional, value-laden and often paranoic connotations are obviously absent whenever abstract formulae like ‘let P = population’ appear
in the algorithms of statisticians or demographers. As soon, however, as
their data are transferred out of the context of pure science and inserted
into the models of policy makers, ‘P’ acquires a life of its own. ‘P’ ceases
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to represent simply an arbitrarily chosen class of entities. ‘P’ now refers to
the ability to count real people and ‘let P = population’ amalgamates the
sick child, the pregnant woman and even the census-taker into the subject
of a sentence whose predicate attributes to ‘population’ the semblance of
reality. ‘Populations’ grow, consume, pollute, need, demand, are entitled.
‘Populations’ become objects that can be acted upon, controlled, developed,
limited.
Our subject is, therefore, this pseudo-entity, how it has been transformed
during forty years of development discourse, and the social realities engendered by its use. The misuse of population by statistics and unwarranted
demography, however, are not my themes. Instead I want to describe how
the use of the term ‘population’ has become a tool for what amounts to the
verbal extermination of people.
HOW PEOPLE BECAM E POPU L ATION S

‘Population’ calls for a different historical analysis than ‘development’.
Development is a term coined within the discourse on progress when, after
World War II, social change was redeﬁned as the task of a new, multiprofessional establishment of experts. Population, on the contrary, was at
that moment already a well-established term in political discourse, but one
which, from this point on, began profoundly to change its meaning.
James Murray’s Oxford English Dictionary documented the state of the
English language on the eve of the twentieth century. The entry on population consists of half a column. Most of it is taken up by the action noun,
well known for example from the American Declaration of Independence, in
which the King of England ‘has endeavoured to prevent the population of
these states’. Population’ was still a verbal noun: England wanted to prevent
the populating of the colony – that is, the generative, homesteading action
of real people.
The OED of
also reports the emergence of another meaning, this
time technical. According to Malthus (
), ‘population increases in a geometrical ratio, subsistence in an arithmetical ratio’. In this sense, the term
appears as part of ordinary English when Macaulay in
, for example,
states that ‘The population of England in
cannot be ascertained with
perfect accuracy.’ A generation later, Mendel brazenly refers to pink and
blue ‘populations’ of beans. The original nomen actionis fades as population
for the next hundred years in political discourse designates an entity, an
agent or claimant.
This transition takes place against the background of the evolution of a
new branch of mathematics. The subsequent most recent mutation in the
meaning of population in the age of development, and of systems theory,
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cannot be understood without ﬁrst grasping the relationship between the
concept and early statistics. Not census-taking, but the ﬁrst attempt at
political arithmetic in the seventeenth century, is the ancestor of statistics. William Petty, inﬂuenced by Hobbes, who spoke about society more
geometrico, conceived the idea of quantifying society. ‘Instead of using only
comparative and superlative words, and intellectual arguments, I have taken
the course … to express myself in terms of Number, Weight and Measure.’1
In doing so, he aimed at creating a Political Arithmetic (
). He wanted
to continue Bacon’s attempt to draw a parallel between the ‘body natural’
and the ‘body politic’. He tried to demonstrate that the wealth and power
of the state depends on the number and character of its subjects. Yet, even
after the ﬁrst census of modern times was taken in Ireland in
, political arithmetic did not seek to calculate data but to reason about them.
Even for Peter Suessmilch, who argued very early on for the importance of
enumeration as a basis of a government’s bureaucracy, statistics remained a
speculative science.
The transition from general reasoning about numerical data culled from
parish registers to their mathematical treatment is an event that happened
almost instantaneously around
. For eighteenth-century political arithmetic, quantitative reasoning had been a mere adjunct to observation. Now
the mathematical treatment of data became the basis of new theory and
new concepts. In this transition a new language came into being, created to
observe people in quantitative contexts. These new concepts made it possible
to uncover general truths about mass phenomena even though the cause of
each particular action was unknown and remained inaccessible. Populations
were attributed forms of ‘behaviour’, explained now by ‘probability’. Statistics became the new ‘Latin’ of all modern sciences and the term ‘population’
lost its tie to actual people.
In the Supplement to the OED, published eighty years after the ﬁrst
edition, the entry for population lists more than two columns of new meanings. Clearly the word that had been originally derived from populare, ‘to
people’, had not only lost its active usage; in most contexts it no longer
had anything to do with people. It now refers to a totality of objects which
may as well be so many pellets as people. It refers to a reproductive community that meets and mates with a deﬁned probability. It can refer as
much to mosquitoes as humans. In physics it refers to particles that exist
in a particular energy state. In astronomy the metal-rich stars at the centre
of galaxies form a population distinct from the stars in globular clusters.
Penologists and the like distinguish the inmate population of their clients
from those on parole. And, under a fourth and entirely new section, the OED
Supplement lists population -census, -control, -cycle, -distribution, -explosion,
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-growth, -planning, -policy, -pressure, -survey, -trend, and still other words
for functions and factors studied and supposedly managed.
All these new composite words nowadays occur frequently in the daily
papers. Population is a prime example of what Uwe Pörksen calls the creolization of language by the pseudo-language of statistics.2 The term we now
are saddled with is a result of this colonization, which took place in three
stages.
In the ﬁrst stage, around the turn of the century, statistics became an
autonomous subject within mathematics. Its rigorous terminology became
foreign to ordinary speech. Among the founders of mathematical statistics
were demographers who wanted to create a tool by which they could give
a political interpretation to Darwin’s theory of evolution. This political
commitment of demographers was, arguably, one of the means which led the
scientiﬁc world, physicists as much as biologists, to familiarize themselves
with the use of aggregate numbers and mean values for studying inherently
independent and variable, but collectively predictable, objects.
In the second stage, statistics became a lingua franca. Its assumptions were
integrated into physics as much as into biology and sociology. Textbooks that
teach students the application of statistical methods surreptitiously tend to
inculcate the idea that the procedures and variables they learn to manipulate
are somehow natural givens. They learn, for example, to construct graphs
that correlate population size to variables like nutritional status, GNP and
genetic endowment. They learn to manipulate these variables and gradually
come to believe that people can be managed just as dependent variables can
be controlled.
Only then, in a third stage, did statistical concepts creolize ordinary
English. The editor’s box rather than the textbook is the typical device
by which reporters’ stories about famines, epidemics or discrimination are
transformed into readily visualized representations of aggregate numbers.
On one page, a magazine shows a woman surrounded by her seven starving
children. On the next, three boxes provide a visual interpretation of the
author’s text. There are bar charts, pie charts and graphs which compare
US and Nigerian contraception, nutrition and abortion rates.
Most of the key concepts of the development discourse are statistical
driftwood like population. They are immigrants into ordinary speech from
the language of statistics, algorithms which are used outside of their original
context. They are used to generate the semblance of a referent which may
only be a pseudo-reality, but which at the same time gives the impression
of something very important and obvious, and which the layman cannot
understand without an explanation by experts. The growth of ‘GNP’, for
example, as much as its alternative ‘aggregate real use value’, suggests to
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the layman a measure of wealth and simultaneously demands professional
interpretation. Among these amoeba-like words, ‘population’ has a special
status. It does not aggregate things, but people. It does not reduce things
to dollars, but persons to bloodless entities that can be managed as characterless classes that reproduce, pollute, produce or consume, and, for the
common good, call for control.
BI RTH CONTROL FOR DE VE LOPM E NT

Between
and
, three periods can be distinguished in each of
which the reference to populations obliterates ever more thoroughly the
consideration of real people. In the ﬁrst, ten years after Truman’s Point Four
Message (January
), the term ‘population’ continues to be used in policy
statements as the equivalent to a concrete social collectivity. It designates
the inhabitants of a country, a region or a continent. Statements designate
populations as the beneﬁciaries of the economic, technical or even cultural
developments by which they are affected but from which, as subjects, they
remain distinct. Population control is not yet mentioned as a public policy
goal. Even during the second period, the
s, when population control
ﬁrst appears in the speeches of ministers and heads of state, population is
still treated as one of the external factors in the development calculus, a
given like a country’s rivers or subsoil. Only in a third stage, during the
mids, does population growth come to be seen as one among many
interrelated processes. Population then comes to be treated as an endogenous
factor of the developing ‘system’.
During the
s US policy shifted
degrees. In December
President Dwight D. Eisenhower declared that ‘Birth control is not our
business. I cannot imagine anything more emphatically a subject that is not a
proper political or governmental activity, or function or responsibility.’ Only
ten years later, in July
, President Nixon issued the First Presidential
Message on Population. After discussing US and world population growth
and the need for family planning, he stated that ‘This Administration does
accept a clear responsibility to provide essential leadership.’ Another ﬁve
years later and leadership had turned into a manifest mandate. George H.W.
Bush, the then US Representative to the United Nations, declared in
that ‘Today, the population problem is no longer a private matter.… [It]
commands the attention of national and international leaders.’3 Eisenhower’s
hands-off policy in regard to birth control was followed by Nixon’s commitment to family planning and then the concern of Bush with the population
problem.
This remarkable shift in US policy can at least in part be explained by
an unusually effective private philanthropy. In
John D. Rockefeller
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established the Population Council with a large personal gift. This agency
– since
an NGO – served from its very beginning as a forum and lobby
for activist demographers committed to redeﬁning the goals of contraception in an age of explosive population growth. Fabians, social democrats,
the Margaret Sanger League and public health agencies since the
s
had organized to motivate women to use birth control in the interest of
their own health and the well-being of their families. The new lobby insisted during the
s that private motivation had now to be mobilized
in the service of nothing less than the world’s survival. Given development
and the consequent rapid reduction in infant and puerperal mortality, the
Population Council’s publications argued that ‘over-population’ was now
undermining the achievement of development’s goals. Further, explosive
population growth threatened underdeveloped countries with previously
unknown levels of famine, disease and violent disorder. Henceforth birth
control had to be seen as the one and only desirable means to reach a newly
deﬁned goal – ‘control’ of populations.
During the late
s, for the ﬁrst time, ‘overpopulation’ came to be
understood as an imminent threat. The speed of population growth came as
a surprise even to Frank Notestein, one of the great ﬁgures of modern demography. At the close of World War II, this Princeton professor had foreseen
a world population of billion by the year
. In fact the billion mark
was passed by
. In
in an address to the Ceylon Association for the
Advancement of Science, Notestein recognized that a further doubling by
the end of this century could not be avoided.4 Modernization reduces the
death rate long before it reduces the birth rate. As a result, development may
increase GNP and at the same time reduce GNP per capita.
While, as of
, the US population would double in
years, Great
Britain’s in
years, Austria’s in
years, the doubling time for Kenya
and Turkey was years, the Philippines and Mexico
years, El Salvador
years. What is more, even if in a period of ﬁfteen years the birth rate
of an Egypt or a Mexico could be halved, a large enough number of female
children already born in the interim would have reached fertility to ensure
a further doubling of the population in the next thirty years. Even in spite
of an extraordinary decline in the average number of children per woman,
the population would continue to grow. Population was said to have a momentum which added to the problem of controlling it. The ‘underdeveloped’
– only recently deﬁned as a distinct class of populations by the development
discourse – were henceforth perceived as outbreeding the North and at the
same time frustrating their own development.
In the
s demographers were still on the fringes of the development
discourse. Then politicians discovered the ‘potentially important contribu-
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tion to development from an induced change in demographic behaviour.5
Demographers were recognized as experts and demography acquired the
status of a technique at the service of development. Reduction in the rate of
population growth was now seen as a condition for successful investments in
development. High rates of population growth create unemployment faster
than jobs, and increase the number of mouths to be fed faster than the
productivity of rice paddies, squatters faster than people housed in modern
facilities, excrement faster than sewers can be built. A population growing
faster than the output of modern goods and services not only frustrates
development goals; it undermines the credibility of promises made in the
name of development and the political will to pay the price of progress.
When demographers were ﬁrst seated alongside the other development
experts, an assumption which now seems incredible was still very common.
Policymakers spoke as if large proportions of any rapidly increasing population were inclined to reduce the number of their children, but only lacked the
knowledge how to do so. The ﬁrst generation of demographers conﬁdently
made forecasts about the number of ‘acceptors of proffered contraceptives’
and projected the ‘net costs of births averted’.
In
President Johnson endorsed the temerity of his population advisers. At the twentieth anniversary celebration of the UN, he claimed that
each $ spent on population control was worth $
invested in economic
growth (at an estimated cost of $ per ‘birth averted’). In his next State
of the Union message he promised ‘to seek new ways to use our knowlMartin
edge to help deal with the explosion in world population’.6 In
Luther King accepted the Margaret Sanger Award in Human Rights. It is
remarkable that, unlike the president, who had used economic language,
this black American leader used medical language to discuss population:
‘Unlike plagues of the Dark Ages, or contemporary diseases we do not
yet understand, the modern plague of over-population is soluble by means
we have discovered and with resources we possess.’ During the early part
of the twentieth century, condoms had been associated with individual
defence against unwanted children or syphilis in the pursuit of personal
pleasure. In the late
s and early
s, they connoted a public defence
against a new epidemic called the population explosion. The goal of sexual
intercourse without issue in poor nations acquired the status of a public
health measure.
The popularization of the algorithmic ‘P’ for Population now appeared in
the media as the spectre of overpopulation. The population lobby helped to
redeﬁne sexual behaviour as a matter of public policy. This, in turn, led to
the creation of a well-ﬁnanced establishment whose task consisted in trying
to bring about a worldwide change in sexual behaviour.
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In
Sweden became the ﬁrst government to provide international
assistance for population control, ﬁrst to Sri Lanka and then to Pakistan.
The aid programme, however, was still coyly labelled ‘assistance for family
planning’. In
the General Assembly of the UN reached a consensus
about ‘population assistance’. This label also eschewed control and limitation. It henceforth became a euphemistic label for all international funding
of condoms, IUDs, the pill and Karman tubes, as well as US university
demography departments, international bureaucracies and local workshops.
Total ofﬁcial assistance for ‘population assistance’ between
and
increased from $ million to $
million annually. ‘Population assistance’
as a percentage of total development assistance rose from . per cent (when
total aid was $ billion a year) to . per cent by
(by which time ODA
had reached $ billion).7
In the early
s most large Asian countries and several countries
in Latin America mounted modern large-scale tax-funded family planning
programmes. Under the aegis of population control and in the name of
family planning, the promotion of contraception became a veritable growth
sector on its own, providing jobs and incomes for semi-professionals and
lay organizers at village level who had to try to induce popular acceptance of freely distributed contraceptive foam, pills and rubbers. Most of
the employees in this new worldwide sector were poor and female, while
most of the funds for international assistance went to bureaucrats, experts
and pharmaceutical researchers. Activist demographers not only helped to
publicize the political relevance of population dynamics and to deﬁne positive, even aggressive, population policies in countries like India and Egypt
as much as in the US, they now provided the leadership in a highly ﬁnanced
worldwide programme.
In the
s, two decades after public discussion of the unwanted side
effects of the large-scale use of contraceptive pills, it is not easy to remember
how recently the IUD and the pill hit the market. In his
address,
Notestein could still say: ‘All of you have heard, I am sure, that certain
steroid pills, if taken each day … unfailingly prevent pregnancy … [and that
there] is accumulating evidence that new plastic inter-uterine devices are
virtually ideal contraceptives.’8 Barely ﬁve years later the promise seemed
an indisputable fact. Gunnar Myrdal in
took the effectiveness of the
new methods for granted and urged governments ‘to make millions of individual couples change their most intimate sexual behaviour’.9 During the
s even conventional wisdom considered population size amenable to a
technical ﬁx.
The expert opinion of social anthropologists, however, had passed beyond
this naivety as early as the late
s. Their research results contradicted the
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assumptions underlying the new population programmes, namely that ‘In the
developing countries individuals are already motivated to limit births, but
lack the means to do so. When these means are supplied, the eligible population will use them and thereby control fertility. The best way to provide
such means is through a large-scale voluntary family planning programme.’10
Field studies showed that contraceptives – even when they were accepted
by the client – simply did not work as long as deeply rooted traditional
perceptions of fertility did not change. Such a change would usually imply
and require a transformation in the experience and meaning of love and
lust, the cultural meaning of womanhood, attitudes towards the female
body, and the context in which private acts take place. And these changes,
according to the anthropologists’ case studies, were the psychological result
of an advanced stage of development: they came with stable employment,
urban living, and the motivation to keep children in school. While infant
mortality and mothers’ deaths in childbirth could be dramatically reduced
with low levels of expenditure, even costly family planning programmes
did not show perceptible results unless the ‘target population’ had already
beneﬁted from development.
From an anthropological perspective population programmes were
the most arrogant part of all externally imposed development strategies.
Factories, dams and schools may produce respectively jobs, kilowatts and
dropouts without having to prove that they have changed attitudes or
behaviour. Sulpha drugs, penicillin and rehydration salts signiﬁcantly reduce
mortality at little cost. But the distribution of equally cheap contraceptives
makes an impact on fertility rates only after a central pillar of culture has
crumbled.
Economists, early on, tended to trust conventional wisdom about the cost
of children. They recognized that, for the subsistence farmer, many children
were an asset and family limitation made little sense. But in the early
s
they began to assume that, with increasing dependence on cash incomes, even
poor people would soon forgo the feeding of many mouths. This oversimpliﬁed
assumption had to be qualiﬁed, as studies began to show that, for the recently
urbanized in most parts of the world, fertility had a direct and positive
correlation with insecurity. One study showed that unionized workers had
fewer children than those equally paid workers for whom children were the
only insurance of a roof over their heads in their old age.
POPU L ATION CONTROL FOR SU RVIVAL

The complex interrelationships among fertility, literacy, spread of the media,
job security and housing were one of the reasons why, by the early
s,
population came to be treated as just one more endogenous factor in the
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development calculus. This happened in the context of the debates aroused
by The Limits to Growth, published by the Club of Rome in
. This
bestseller popularized the idea of the world as a ‘system’ whose ‘survival’
was threatened. In this discourse the ‘human species’ acquired a new sacredness and its protection was recognized as an international management
responsibility. The new stress was on world population as a whole. A new
logic moved to the fore. Paul Ehrlich argued, for example, that the earth’s
‘carrying capacity’ was endangered by population growth. Not the hope of
development but the fear of global disaster gave a new motivation to the
attempts at population control. Paul Ehrlich began his book:
The battle to feed all humanity is over. In the
s the world will undergo
famines – hundreds of millions of people are going to starve to death in
spite of any crash program embarked upon.… These programs will only
provide a stay of execution unless they are accompanied by determined and
successful efforts at population control. The birth rate must be brought into
balance with the death rate or mankind will breed itself into oblivion …
Population control is the only answer.11

During the
s the people-versus-resources perspective took a hold of
political reasoning. This perspective pits people against ﬁnite resources, and
population comes to be seen as a factor that threatens the earth’s capacity
to support human life.
The United Nations Fund for Population Activities was created as a
specialized agency in
and quickly its budget soared to $ billion. The
agency deﬁned its task as exploring
The complex ways in which population variables interact, reciprocally,
with socio-economic development variables and to show how action
programmes can be mounted to integrate population activities with health
care, educational, rural development organization of agriculture, industrial
development and other … programmes.12

UNFPA prided itself on the ‘maturation and sophistication of population
thinking [that] put an end to simplistic models’.13 By the late
s population appears in policy statements as a variable in the algorithm to which
the whole immensely complicated development process had been reduced.
Population had become a variable analogous to capital, labour, technology
or infrastructure in a ‘world system’.
In retrospect, we know that the development decades brought an unexpected growth in the world’s population. This was an unprecedented
phenomenon and gave rise to equally unprecedented concepts about human
beings. Populations came to be conceptualized as actors, processes, objects
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of development planning, obstacles to successful investment, sources of
qualiﬁed manpower and threats to the world’s ecosystem. First hesitantly,
and then by consensus, almost all Third World nations built up powerful
population programmes that absorbed the earlier small movements which
had campaigned for family limitation and provided access to contraception
and abortion. A survey covering
‘developing’ countries in
showed
that of these had entrusted a central government planning authority with
the task of ‘integrating population factors with development planning’.14
Between
and
the global population growth rate in fact declined
from . per cent to . per cent per annum, which corresponds to an extension of the doubling rate of the world’s population from thirty to forty-two
years. During the same decade, the absolute numbers of those deﬁned by
World Bank criteria as absolutely poor became as large as the entire world’s
population had been in
at the beginning of the period. And this occurred
despite the decline in the global growth rate. Population growth, and with
it the growth of those who are absolutely poor, is expected to continue. By
, all the . billion women who will reach childbearing age by the year
had been born and . billion of them are in Third World countries;
per cent of the world’s population increase will occur there.
Looking back on the last twenty-ﬁve years, all statements about the
likely large-scale impact of population programmes remain speculative, if
one excepts the case of China. Even in those instances where birth rates
have declined according to plan, this reduction stands in no proven causal
relationship to the family planning programmes that have been funded. The
new technologies promoted by various agencies, including foam, the pill or
IUDs, played almost no proven role in those countries that have successfully reduced their fertility rates. Even if we grant that ‘assessing program
effects on national fertility thoroughly and quantitatively has proven to
be extraordinarily difﬁcult’,15 one thing is clear: the population activities
launched since the
s have turned out to be dreams that brought forth
monsters. First, a social commitment to useless public controls over sexual
behaviour. Second, a widespread acceptance of the formula ‘a community of
people = a population = P’. And P (like radiation poisoning, the ozone hole
and global warming) is one of the invisible threats to humanity.
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FU RTH E R RE ADING

The International Encyclopedia of Population, vols, New York: Free Press,
, is the
standard reference tool for concepts, action programmes and institutional support of
research on population up to the year
, while the New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics, London: Macmillan,
, helped me to understand subsequent economic models
recasting the family, children, fertility and private actions in the development decades.
The best single visual introduction to the imaginary relationship between ‘population’
and ‘development’ is a set of coloured computer illustrations published as Population Images,
New York: UNFPA,
. Its glossy graphs and tables portray visually energy consumption, deforestation, water resources, income levels and demographic facts and trends
for teachers and students. A critical distance to these kinds of graphic representations
of quantitative data is provided by Edward R. Tufte, Envisioning Information, Cheshire,
Conn.: Graphics Press,
.
The conception, perception and imagination of ‘human populations’ would have been
impossible without the spread of statistical terminology and reasoning into ordinary
English, which, albeit with some delay, went hand in hand with the evolution of statistical concepts. For this history I found helpful T.M. Porter, The Rise of Statistical Thinking,
–
, Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
, where on pp. – , ‘The
Social Calculus’, you ﬁnd a good introduction to the ﬁrst phase in the government’s centralized bureaucratic efforts to collect numbers on numerous subjects; and D.A. Mackenzie,
Statistics in Britain
–
: The Social Construction of Scientiﬁc Knowledge, Edinburgh:
Edinburgh University Press,
. Most courses on statistics implicitly inculcate the idea
that the indicators used are natural givens. W.R. Arney, Understanding Statistics in the
Social Sciences, New York: Freeman,
, alerts the student to the inescapable political
dimensions of statistical reasoning.
Ever since Malthus, demographic concepts have been subjected to criticism. Paradoxically, most substantive criticisms of statistical methods, and their application to
demographic phenomena, lead to the technical reﬁnement of these methods and not to an
understanding of the relevance of their results in ordinary experience and daily perception.
Thus the critique of population policies focused on policy, and occasionally on techniques,
and did not touch upon the legitimacy of using statistical results in the shaping of policy
or legislation. As a result, principled opposition – be it anti-colonial, feminist, Marxist
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or theological – of ‘population policies’ often operated with a popularization of concepts
taken from statistics and demography, such as ‘world’, ‘distribution’, ‘control’. Thus, a
factitious mathematical category is used to shape ﬁctitiously manageable fetishes, such
as ‘populations’. Only with this caveat in mind do I want to mention books that I am
indebted to.
D. Warwick, Bitter Pills: Population Policies and their Implementation in Eight Developing
Countries, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
, juxtaposes high-level policy
declarations and ‘low-level implementation records’ in ‘successive decades of failure’
and ﬁnds hypocrisy and arrogance on the one side and reasoned cultural resistance on
the other. Dom Moraes, with funds from UNFPA, travelled through four continents,
visited myriad rural birth control centres and vividly describes the manifold resistance
to contraceptive promotion in A Matter of People, New York: Praeger,
. In the
s
it was characteristic for research on ‘parental motivation’ for birth control to explore the
economic value of children. The cost of their education, their speculative future value as
producers and their perceived value to their procreators were distinguished and analysed
in population studies and a high contraceptive acceptancy rate predicted. For a critique I
found excellent Mahmood Mamdani, The Myth of Population Control: Family, Caste and Class
in an Indian Village, New York: Monthly Review Press,
. Mamdani found at village
level that children were essential not despite, but because of, poverty. A redistribution
of the means of living would be the inevitable precondition for ‘responsible procreation’.
The growing belief in the
s that the decline in birth rates is primarily dependent on
the social and political milieu in which power, rather than contraceptives, is made available to all on an egalitarian basis is cogently argued by Frances Moore Lappe and Rachel
Schurman, The Missing Piece in the Population Puzzle, San Francisco: Institute for Food and
Development Policy,
. The popular revulsion against the violence in India’s population programme in the
s is analysed by Debabar Banerji, ‘The Political Economy of
Population Control in India’, in Lars Bondestam and St. Bergstroem (eds), Poverty and
Population Control, London: Academic Press,
. pp. – .
Women as the targets of contraceptive campaigns within population policies have
been the subject of numerous studies. The ILO sponsored a research project that resulted
in a volume which related changes in fertility to development-initiated changes in the
status of speciﬁc groups of women as workers. See Richard Anker, M. Buvinic and N.
Youssef (eds), Women’s Roles and Population Trends in the Third World, London: Croom
Helm,
. I found much more helpful Betsy Hartmann, Reproductive Rights and Wrongs:
The Global Politics of Population Control and Contraceptive Choice, New York: Harper,
.
Women social anthropologists investigated different perceptions and conceptions of the
female body as a clue to resistance to the use of contraception: Susan C.M. Scrimshaw,
‘Women’s Modesty: One Barrier to the Use of Family Planning Clinics in Equador’, in John
F. Marshall and Steven Polgar (eds), Culture, Natality and Family Planning, Chapel Hill,
N.C.: University of North Carolina Press,
, pp.
– ; and Lucile F. Newman (ed.),
Women’s Medicine: A Cross-Cultural Study of Indigenous Fertility Regulation, New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press,
. The most useful recent literature includes Gisele
Maynard-Tricker, ‘Knowledge of Reproductive Physiology and Modern Contraceptives
in Rural Peru’, Studies in Family Planning, vol. . no. , July/August
, pp.
– .
Christa Wichterich, ‘From the Struggle against “Overpopulation” to the Industrialization
of Human Production’, Reproductive and Genetic Engineering, vol. , no. ,
, pp. – ,
calls attention to the ‘racist eugenic and patriarchal tradition’ inherent in the perception
of the ‘population catastrophe’.

Poverty
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estitution, or imposed poverty, undoubtedly hurts, degrades and drives
people into desperation. In many places, hunger and misery cry out
to heaven. Indeed, few development concepts ﬁnd their proof in such a
glaring reality. Yet poverty is also a myth, a construct and the invention of
a particular civilization.
There may be as many poor and as many perceptions of poverty as
there are human beings. The fantastic variety of cases entitling a person
to be called poor in different cultures and languages is such that, all in all,
everything and everyone under the sun could be labelled as poor, in one
way or another. The list could include not only the weak, the hungry, the
sick, the homeless, the landless, the crippled and the beggar; not only the
mad, the prisoner, the enslaved, the fugitive, the exiled, the street vendor
and the soldier; not only the ascetics and the saints, but also all the losers
of the world, including the millionaire after the crash of the stock exchange,
the ﬁred executive and the artist who ﬁnds no buyer for his works.
MANY PE RC E PTION S , COU NTLE S S WOR DS

World languages compete with each other for the number of words referring
to the stations and conditions associated with the different perceptions of
poverty.
In Persian, for instance, there are more than thirty words for naming
those who, for one reason or another, are perceived as poor. In most African
languages, at least three to ﬁve words have been identiﬁed for poverty.1
The Torah uses eight for the purpose.2 In the Middle Ages, the Latin words
covering the range of conditions embraced by the concept numbered well
over forty.3 To this impressive variety of words found at the national or dictionary level, many more should be added from the corresponding dialects,
slang or colloquial expressions used at the vernacular level. A whole universe
of insights into the murky depths of poverty is to be explored in the many
thousands of related proverbs and sayings.4 In most cases, it is extremely
difﬁcult for the outsider to grasp the full meanings and nuances of all those
words and expressions, let alone to translate them into other languages.
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For a long time, and in many cultures of the world, poor was not always
the opposite of rich. Other considerations, such as falling from one’s station
in life, being deprived of one’s instruments of labour, the loss of one’s status
or the marks of one’s profession (for a cleric, the loss of his books; for a
noble, the loss of his horse or arms), lack of protection, exclusion from one’s
community, abandonment, inﬁrmity or public humiliation deﬁned the poor.
The Tswana people of South Africa recognized their poor by their reactions
to the appearance of locusts. Whereas the rich were appalled lest the locusts
ate the grass needed by their cattle, the poor, who had no cattle, rejoiced
because they could themselves eat the locusts.5
In Europe, for ages, the pauper was opposed to the potens (the powerful),
rather than the rich. In the ninth century, the pauper was considered a
free man whose freedom was imperilled only by the potentes. In the texts of
peace movements of the eleventh century, the pauper had become the inermis
who had to respect the force of the soldiers, the miles. The word poor could
be applied to the owner of a little alleu (a tax-free property), a wandering
merchant, and even to any non-ﬁghter, including the unescorted wives of
knights.6 On the whole, the poor were quite respectable persons who had
only lost, or stood in the danger of losing, their ‘berth’.
In that same period in Europe, a whole new category of poor appeared
on the social stage: the voluntary poor who chose to share the life of the
destitute and the berthless. For these, living poorly was a sign of elevation
rather than degradation.7 Respect and admiration for the voluntary poor
had, of course, always existed in Eastern traditions.8
It was only after the expansion of the mercantile economy, the processes
of urbanization leading to massive pauperization and, indeed, the monetization of society that the poor were deﬁned as lacking what the rich could
have in terms of money and possessions.
A common denominator for most perceptions of poverty remains the
notion of ‘lack’ or ‘deﬁciency’.9 This notion reﬂects only the basic relativity of the concept, for a utopian ‘complete man’ would not be lacking
anything. Besides, when poor is deﬁned as lacking a number of things
necessary to life, the questions could be asked: What is necessary and for
whom? And who is qualiﬁed to deﬁne all that?10 In smaller communities,
where people are less strangers to one another and things are easier to
compare, such questions are already difﬁcult to answer. In a world of the
mass media, the old familiar horizons and communally deﬁned bases of
comparison are all destroyed. Everyone may think of themselves as poor
when it is the television set in the mud hut which deﬁnes the necessities
of life, often in terms of the wildest and fanciest consumers appearing
on the screen.
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In the same way, the ambiguity of the concept takes on new proportions
as the old familiar horizons fade away. There was nothing ambiguous about
the pauper who lived on what he earned from some humble trade in his
village, notes Mollat.11 ‘His face was familiar, and despite his misfortune he
remained, in his suffering, a member of the social group.’ Ambiguity starts
when one crosses the vernacular boundaries. Are these strangers rebels,
vagabonds, disease carriers, really poor or genuinely ill? Are they saints or
sinners? These questions not only deepen our ignorance about who the poor
really are, but face us with serious cognitive problems as to what people are
actually thinking.
FOU R DIM E N S ION S OF POVE RT Y

. The materialities. The facts or materialities on which the various constructs
of poverty are based are those ‘things’ the lack of which is perceived as
poverty. These lacks, deﬁciencies or deprivations are either of a non-material
and existential kind, or of a material nature.
To the ﬁrst category belong such factors as one’s inability to meet one’s
end, lack of good fortune or self-conﬁdence, not being respected or loved
by others, being neglected or abandoned, and so on. As to material factors,
these could include discrimination, inequality, political or other forms of
oppression and domination, absence of entitlements,12 non-availability of
the minimum of ‘necessaries’13 required for economic or biological survival,
as deﬁned by one’s particular culture; also all other forms of deprivation,
destitution, hunger, malnutrition, homelessness, ill health and exclusion from
educational possibilities, and so on.
Although the materialities referred to are relative to various societies
and cultural spaces, it could be argued that ‘There is an irreducible core
of absolute deprivation in our idea of poverty, which translates reports of
starvation, malnutrition and visible hardship into a diagnosis of poverty,
without having to ascertain ﬁrst the relative picture.’14
. The subject’s own perception of his condition. The materialities referred to are
indeed essential to the understanding of poverty in its different perceptions.
Yet none of them should be confused with the concept itself. It is only when
one or a combination of these materialities is perceived by a subject as an
expression of poverty that they acquire the particular meaning attached to
that word. And that perception is quite a personal and socio-cultural affair.
It is, in fact, part and parcel of the subject’s wider perception of the world
and his place in it.
It has been noted that the poor – leaving aside voluntary mendicants
– tend generally to attribute what they lack to conditions independent
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of their will and beyond their control – whether deﬁned by metaphysical
causes such as God’s will, one’s karma or qismat, or the unjust constitution
of society. Their perception of the deprivations from which they suffer is
also often aggravated by the feeling that they lack the necessary ability to
overcome their condition.
The lack of particular material means is not, however, always perceived in
negative terms. The case of the mendicants in medieval Europe, already referred to, is not the sole exception. For the Iranian suﬁs, the Indian sanyasin,
and some contemporary schools of thought, such as the Gandhians, to be free
from alienating material possessions is a blessing indeed, and an opportunity
for reaching higher forms of riches. The Prophet of Islam has been widely
quoted as saying Al faqro faxri (Poverty is my pride and glory).
It remains true, however, that the destitute and materially deprived
generally perceive their predicament in negative terms.15 Even when they
attribute their condition to metaphysical or ontological reasons, they spare
no effort in trying to put an end to their deprivations, if necessary through
violence. Often, they tend to establish relations of dependency with more
powerful persons, groups, faiths or ideologies, a relationship which gives
them an inner feeling of security and, sometimes, of false strength.
. How the others view the poor. The poor’s perception of their predicament
is inevitably affected by how others view them. The two perceptions are
seldom identical.
Poverty is sometimes perceived as a virtue by others when it represents a
free choice on the part of those subject to it. Otherwise, the poor are generally looked upon with feelings ranging from embarrassment to contempt
and even violence. On another plane, while pauperism16 was perceived as
abnormal and calling for remedial action, poverty in vernacular and preindustrialized societies was considered, by contrast, as a rather natural
human predicament, if not an irremediable and unavoidable fact of life.
Different views of the poor have led to basically two types of reaction.
The ﬁrst represents a variety of forms of direct or indirect intervention,
based on social, cultural or ethical reasons such as charity, assistance,
education, conﬁnement, repression, and so on. The second is grounded on
philosophies of non-intervention, either justiﬁed by the belief that nothing
should be done for the poor for they somehow deserve their condition, or
on the assumption that nothing can be done, for all forms of intervention
ultimately produce negative results, or no change at all, in their lives.
. Spimes (socio-cultural space-times) affecting various perceptions of poverty. While
the above dimensions are mutually interactive in shaping the construct of
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poverty, they are all, in turn, affected by the space-times to which they
belong. This explains why, in different communities and at different times,
the same materialities are perceived differently, both by those referred to as
poor and by society at large. To take an example, Helena Norberg-Hodge
mentions how the notion of poverty hardly existed in Ladakh when she
visited that country for the ﬁrst time in
. ‘Today’, she says, ‘it has
become part of the language.’ When visiting an outlying village some eight
years ago, Helena asked a young Ladakhi where were the poorest houses. ‘We
have no poor houses in our village’, was the proud reply. Recently, Helena
saw the same Ladakhi talking to an American tourist and overheard him
say, ‘if only you could do something for us; we are so poor!’17
TH E G LOBAL CON STRUCT

Global poverty is an entirely new and modern construct. The basic materials
which have gone into the construct are essentially the economization of
life and the forceful integration of vernacular societies into the world
economy.
In one of its ﬁrst reports in
, the World Bank closely correlates
the problem of global poverty with countries’ gross national products. It
postulates that countries with an average per capita income of less than $
are, by deﬁnition, poor and underdeveloped. It expresses the responsibility
of the richer nations, the richest of them being the United States, to help
the poor countries raise their living standards.
Thus, for the ﬁrst time in history, entire nations and countries came to
be considered (and consider themselves) as poor, on the grounds that their
overall income is insigniﬁcant in comparison with those now dominating
the world economy. Consequently, national income was introduced as a new
global measure for expressing the various stages of economic development,
the latter process being proposed as the ﬁnal answer to poverty.
On another plane, the new construct no longer embraces the view that
poverty is a multifaceted human predicament. It considers it as a single
pathological phenomenon of universal character, but particularly acute in
pre-economized societies. Following a consensus reached among the world
elites on the diagnosis of the disease (underdevelopment and lack of income)
as well as its cure (economic and technological development), armies of
experts, politicians, planners, bureaucrats, socio-economists and even anthropologists started acting as pauperologists, seeking to reﬁne the discourse
and practices related to world poverty. The gist of the new approach was
expressed in President Harry Truman’s famous Point Four Declaration: ‘The
economic life [of the poor] is primitive and stagnant.… Their poverty is a
handicap and a threat both to them and to more prosperous areas.’ Greater
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production, development, assistance, and a wider and more vigorous application of science and technological knowledge are recognized as the answer
and the ‘key to prosperity and peace’.
The new construct has indeed had a long gestation. The industrial era
accelerated the breakdown of vernacular societies. It led to ‘the great transformation’ which dramatically reversed the traditional relationship between
society and economy and, for the ﬁrst time in history, disembedded the latter
from its socio-cultural roots, thus subjecting society to its own economic
rules and dynamics, rather than the other way round. ‘Man, under the name
of labour, nature under the name of land, were made available for sale’, notes
Polanyi.18 The ensuing economization of society brought about, ﬁrst, the
hegemony of national economies over vernacular activities, then, that of
the world economy over all others. These drastic changes affected largely
the ways in which the materialities underlying the various perceptions of
poverty came to be reinterpreted and reconstructed.
First, the advent of a world economy, with all its realities and accompanying myths (the existence of unlimited resources, technological miracles,
endless consumer goods, induced needs, etc.) created a set of universal
referents. To go back to a case previously mentioned, this is how the Ladakhis came to perceive themselves as poor, once development and other
national and strategic considerations had led to the economization of Ladakh.
Similarly, not only individuals and communities but entire nations and
continents were led to believe that they were poor, and in need of assistance,
only because their per capita income was below a universally established
minimum.
Second, while the traditional answers to poverty were, in the past, often
based on the pluralistic, culturally established and holistic perceptions of
each particular space, the new programmes of action represented a universalist, one-track, income-based, and totally acultural recipe for abstract
‘patients’. The recipe was composed of a mix of technicalities and ‘neutral’
economic referents which only experts and planners could master and use
with authority. The new technologized approach to poverty developed its
own cognitive bases in such new ﬁelds of study and intervention as employment policy, production strategy and the measurement of poverty, and so on.
It certainly overshadowed the exploration of such deeper and more sensitive
issues as the processes of political and cultural domination, the pervasive role
of institutions, and the very nature of the industrial production system.
Third, the new fetish of a healthy global economy destined to save all
the world’s poor not only helped the pauperizing economic and political
systems to reinforce and legitimize their positions, but it also led their
victims to perceive their own situation in the same terms. Thus, the new
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proletarians and impoverished wage earners, particularly in urban areas,
focused their actions and struggles on such limited objectives as employment, income raising and access to public services. And, to this end, they
sought to protect themselves through labour unions, sometimes totally
disregarding the informal, and formal, community organizations which
had traditionally helped the poor. Following the same patterns, even nonwage-earning workers in rural areas came to think that earning cash and
receiving economic assistance and public services were the most logical ways
of alleviating their deprivations.
Finally, as more people were manipulated into sharing the new economic
myth that poverty could now be ﬁnally conquered through increased productivity and the modern economy’s ‘trickle down’ effects, the search for new
modes of life and social organization based on simplicity, or on voluntary or
moral forms of povery, were devalued and discredited.19
Most traditional societies had resisted the view that all poverty reﬂected
personal inadequacy. This view, that became characteristic of every capitalist society, especially in its Protestant versions, was now advanced as a
major component of the new value system. Economic poverty was now to be
perceived and acted upon, on a global level, as a shame and a scourge. The
vast increases in wealth offered, or achieved, by modern societies fostering
greed and proﬁt-making, played a signiﬁcant role in the sharp devaluation
of moral poverty. Thus, the race for enrichment became not only a desirable
goal for the economy but also a morally justiﬁed end.
TH E CON STRUCT IN ACTION

Assumptions
To translate the construct into action, a particular discourse and set of
programmes were initiated. Looking back at what actually occurred during
the nearly ﬁfty-year history of the exercise, it seems to have rested on the
following assumptions.
First, the poor are assumed to be ‘underdeveloped’ and – momentarily
at least – deprived of their capacity to deﬁne their own interests. It is
up to those in a superior position of knowledge and power (governments,
institutions, professionals, competent authorities) to assist them on their
behalf. People’s ‘participation’ is indeed welcomed whenever that could help
the populations concerned to manifest their support for the professionally
designed programmes.
Second, the discourse on global poverty recognized the fact that perceptions of poverty differed according to cultures. Yet it assumed that the
perceptions in question all shared a common belief – that economic growth
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and prosperity was a sine qua non for coming out of poverty. Thus it posited
economic development as the key to poverty-eradication programmes, assuming further that the resolution of all non-economic or cultural problems
of the poor could be tackled later.
The above assumptions served, in turn, to justify three basic tenets of
interventionist practices. First, that poverty was too global and sensitive a
matter to be taken out of the hands of professionals and institutions trained
and empowered for this purpose. Second, that the programmes in question
had to be mapped, basically, in terms of economic resources and needs.
Finally, that the agents mainly responsible for the design and execution of
such strategies would, naturally, be the governments and other institutions
ofﬁcially in charge of both the identiﬁcation of needs and the production of
the required solutions. Eradication of global poverty was thus considered
yet another reason for consolidating the present structures of governance,
at both international and national levels.

Operations
Assessment of needs. Poverty alleviation programmes claim to be based on an
assessment of ‘needs’. Yet, what planners, politicians and economists tend
to consider as their needs has little or nothing to do with what different
categories of the poor perceive as their needs.
In the global context, needs are ﬁrst identiﬁed in an abstract manner, on a
regional or national basis. To take an example, for UNDP, a golden rule was
set in the mids that per cent of the organization’s resources should
automatically be allotted to the needs of LDCs (least developed countries)
– that is, countries where the people’s annual per capita income is lower than
$ . The rule has now been extended to some other countries which, at
their explicit request, are recognized, literally, ‘as if they were LDCs’ and,
hence, given the same ‘privileges’! The fact which is totally disregarded by
the bureaucracies concerned is that, according to their own statistics and
criteria, a much larger number of persons considered to be poor actually live
elsewhere. The needs of these individuals are treated differently only because
they happen to be citizens of countries where per capita GNP is higher.
As for the assessment of speciﬁc needs, these are evaluated on the basis
of other sets of globally established economic criteria and systems of comparison. For Unesco, for instance, to have a percentage of illiterates above a
certain ﬁgure, or a percentage of radios, books or newspapers below another,
represents a set of needs calling for action. For WHO, the criteria of poverty
are expressed in terms of the ratio of doctors, nurses and health centres to
the population. For FAO, the needs are evaluated in terms of per capita
calorie or protein intake. In all these cases, needs are perceived as ﬁgures or
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combinations of elements disembedded from the particular mode of livelihood characteristic of each culturally deﬁned vernacular space.
The promotion of institutions and professional skills at the country level. A major
long-term component of all national and international programmes of poverty
eradication has been what UN jargon likes to call ‘institution building’, the
latter being generally coupled with the reinforcement of ‘national capacities’
and professional skills.
As in the case of needs assessment practices, this policy also represents
a consensus reached among donors and recipients of economic and technical
assistance. The policy is supposed to provide the governments concerned
with the instruments necessary for them to design their plans of action
and put an end to their structural dependence on foreign expertise. Strong
ministries of planning and parastatal organizations were – at least until the
‘roll-back’ of the state that took place during ‘structural adjustment’ in the
s – presented as essential for assessing people’s needs and responding
to them. For the donors, the policy served to provide them not only with
professionally respected counterparts, but also with institutions assumed
to be in a better position to guarantee the protection of foreign economic
and political investments, and in particular the further integration of these
economies into the global one.
Production of goods and services. The production of economic goods and services is a major component of all poverty-eradication programmes – economic
growth being the general talisman.
Sectoral reforms. The need for more diversiﬁed and expanded services has led
many of these programmes to reserve a leading place to sectoral reforms, particularly in such areas as unemployment, population control, co-operatives,
and educational and health services.
Redistributive policies. For more progressive or democratic states, redistributive policies are considered to be the most effective and digniﬁed means of
stopping the structural processes of pauperization generally triggered by the
dynamics of economic development. In this context, Japan, India and China
represent three very different countries where interesting results have been
achieved through political and legislative measures.
Assistance programmes. These programmes are the last of the activities which
are generally pursued in the context of present-day poverty-eradication
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campaigns. They are meant to come closer to the actual and pressing preoccupations of the deprived. Whatever their value in practice, welfare states
consider assistance to the poor as an obligation on society and an act of
solidarity. More conservative governments, together with economists, tend
to question the relevance of assistance to the long-term interests of a modern
state.

Results
The actual impact of the above policies and programmes on the lives of the
deprived are often very different from the planners’ expectations. We shall
try to explore them brieﬂy, in the same order as above.
The needs which development and poverty-eradication programmes seek
to identify and assess through their experts and planning institutions are
basically the needs of a certain ‘economy’, a certain idea of poverty, and a
particular category of consumers and taxpayers whose rights and interests
should be protected. They do not correspond to what the people at large
need, confronted by the fact of having been cut off from their vernacular
spaces. While these needs remain unmet, the very economic activities deployed in the name of the poor impute to them different needs of a more
insatiable nature. On another plane, the problematization of the poor’s
needs in modern economic terms further contributes to the disintegration
of vernacular spaces, thereby exposing the poor to situations of even more
complete helplessness.
To sum up, the whole exercise of needs assessment is justiﬁed on the
ground that it provides the planners with a ‘scientiﬁc’ basis for their antipoverty planning. In practice, it is often an irrelevant exercise. The very idea
that it should start with an allocation of funds on the basis of the economic
development of the particular country where the poor live, rather than the
location and condition of the poor themselves, is enough to indicate the
bureaucratic and highly irrelevant nature of the exercise. After separating
the poor person’s ‘needs’ from him as an active and living human being, it
reduces him to only an inadequate ingredient of economic growth.
The absurdity of the situation is increased by the fact that the whole task
is entrusted to predatory governments which happen to be in power in the
designated poorer countries. While the sovereignty of these governments is
often a matter of pure ﬁction, the fact is that their power resides, on the one
hand, in their capacity to ‘milk’ their own people, and, on the other hand,
in the assistance they receive from their richer foreign patrons. For these
governments, poverty, like underdevelopment, is a catchword for legitimizing their claims for more centralized forms of control over their populations
and, also, for more funds to implement their objectives. Foreign assistance,
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in particular, helps them to enrich themselves and strengthen their army,
police, security and intelligence services. These operate to make the population pay for the services relating to their own exploitation and accept their
forcible integration into the national and world economies, as well as the
heavy burden of debts contracted for those very purposes.
On a different plane, the objectives of institution-building and skillstraining create additional barriers between the vernacular world of the poor
and the new economized world of their protectors/predators. Much more
than serving the poor, the new institutions and their professionals help the
rich to organize themselves better against their victims.
On the central issue of the production of economic goods and services, it
is still difﬁcult for many to agree that poverty is not a question of ‘resources’,
in the sense given it by economists and planners. Yet it is a fact that, in
most developing countries, neither the production of economic resources and
commodities nor the extension of social services have ultimately served the
poor. More often than not, they have resulted in further diminishing their
capacity to meet their real needs, which they used to do in the context of
their vernacular livelihood – which is a way of life under constant erosion
by the forces of the modern economy.
In fact, there is no evidence that afﬂuence has, anywhere, improved
the poor’s condition. Notwithstanding the fact that the so-called afﬂuent
societies are presently the ones posing the greatest threats to the very life
of the planet, the reservoirs of plenty they produce create, at the same time,
new islands of poverty. The United States, the richest country in the world,
has to recognize that million of its citizens live below the poverty line.20
Similarly, in the richest city in Brazil, a country of the South whose development was once called miraculous, million out of its million inhabitants
‘live in extreme poverty, earning less than $ a month’.21
In short, what the poor need is not the production of economic resources
or services which ultimately beneﬁt others or the generations to come. It
is rather the recovery of their actual capacity to tap their own vernacular,
locally available resources – which are totally different from what economists
call resources.
Sectoral reforms in the various ﬁelds of unemployment, population, education, health, and so on, seem also to have had little or no positive effect in
reducing discriminatory trends. Here again, even when these reforms have
achieved their objectives, they have proved to be of little relevance to the
speciﬁc needs of the deprived. ‘Good’ schools have generally served to
produce greater numbers of dropouts belonging to poor families. Contrary
to their vocation, health centres, and hospitals in particular, have seldom
given hospitality to the poor. Employment policies have hardly succeeded
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in stopping the mass exodus of millions of people from their communities
to the slum areas of big cities.
In this long list of ‘answers which are not’, it could be argued that redistributive policies at least have achieved partial success in some important
cases. The experiences of Japan, India and China might suggest, each in
a different way, that political measures aimed at fostering the principles
of justice and equity as integral dimensions of development policies have
reduced some of the impoverishing side effects of economy. The fact remains,
however, that the dynamics and goals of a ‘resource’ generating economy
(principles of proﬁt, productivity, capital accumulation, etc.) diverge, by
deﬁnition, from socially deﬁned objectives. As such, it is perhaps too early
to conclude that such redistributive policies will be able to keep pace with
the more powerful pauperizing trends of economy. In any case, they may
only succeed in replacing traditional poverty with the forms of modernized
poverty proper to all ‘developed’ countries. Finally, there is no evidence to
indicate that the successful economization of life, in these countries, can
ultimately prevent the destructive side effects of the process on people’s
livelihood, including the destruction of their natural environment.
Assistance policies, ﬁnally, have failed in many ways. It is now clear that
all systems of aid ultimately serve to perpetuate processes of pauperization.
As Georg Simmel has pointed out,
The goal of assistance is precisely to mitigate certain extreme manifestations of social differentiation, so that the social structure may continue
to be based on this differentiation. If assistance were to be based on the
interests of the poor, there would, in principle, be no limit whatsoever on
the transmission of property in favor of the poor, a transmission that would
lead to the equality of all.22
A WORLD ECONOMY AGAIN ST VE RNACU L AR VI LL AGE S

Using the striking image of ‘one world’ or the ‘global village’, the development discourse invites its ‘target populations’ to look at their predicament in
a ‘modern’, ‘realistic’ and indeed comparative way. It asks them to consider
that the world has changed, and to learn from the experience of those who
have ﬁnally made it. If the poor would only understand what historically
brought the people of the North to higher standards of living and greater
political, economic and technological power, they, too, would no longer
hesitate to take the main highway of development. This is presented as the
only transcultural and universal road for all would-be travellers to reach
their modern destination.
In reality, what is proposed serves only the interests of the highway
designers and their management system. For as one enters into it, one
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becomes a prisoner of its rules and logic. Not only does one have to use
a car to drive on it, not only are the road, the destination, and the exits
predeﬁned, but the person engaged on the highway is no longer a free and
incomparable human being. He becomes only a passenger in a car with a
more or less powerful engine whose speed and performance henceforth deﬁne
for him his comparative position and power on the common road.
As to the notion of the global village, it uses a vernacular concept only
to destroy it. For it aims precisely at wiping out the thousands of villages
whose great diversity has actually made the world’s singularity and richness.
The proposed ‘one world’ seeks to substitute the thousands of real and living
worlds with a single non-world, a totally acultural and amoral economic
corporation whose only purpose is to serve the interests of its shareholders.
Certainly, the economic approach to life may well lead for a time to a
massive or more efﬁcient production of goods and commodities – that is,
a development of things. Yet both the resources and the needs it creates
inevitably lead to a situation of permanent scarcity where not only the poor
and the destitute, but even the rich, have always less than they desire.
Moreover, regardless of the level of wealth reached by a society, it is a fact
that the poor are always the ones who suffer the most from the gap generated between their needs and the economically produced scarce resources.
This is particularly so as the same economy increasingly imputes to them
new needs of its own, ever more difﬁcult to meet. Thus, it is becoming
clearer to many that, however their needs may be deﬁned, it is not only
an illusion, but a contradiction in terms, to expect that economy ever to
satisfy their needs.
Economy can indeed produce a lot of commodities and services to relieve
a particular set of needs. But as it disvalues and often destroys a whole range
of other human activities, which, for the majority of people, continue to be
vital for meeting their needs, the disabling effects of those relief operations
are indeed highly negative in the long run. The overwhelming majority in
the world still shape and satisfy their needs thanks to the network of human
relationships they preserve within their vernacular spaces, and thanks to the
many forms of solidarity, cooperation and reciprocity they develop within
their communities. Their activities are generally concrete responses to concrete and immediate problems, enabling the people involved to produce both
the changes and the things they need. The modern economy disvalues these
activities and presses, or forces, people to abandon them. It seeks to reduce
everyone to becoming the agent of an invisible national or world economy,
geared only to producing things for whoever can pay for them. In other
words, in the name of poverty alleviation, it only forces the poor to work
for others rather than for themselves.
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In vernacular societies, abundance is perceived as a state of nature, inviting all living species to draw on it to meet their speciﬁc needs. These are,
in turn, perceived as limited, in so far as they represent a mix of organic
and socio-cultural ‘necessaries’ for life. To share such plentiful resources as
air, water and land, arrangements are generally made, similar to the original
commons in Europe, which make it possible for everyone to have access to
them. The extent to which a community organizes itself for drawing on
nature’s abundant resources and sharing them with its members deﬁnes the
relative prosperity of that community.
Whenever the populations concerned are, for some natural or sociopolitical reason (drought, natural calamity, economic status, political or
cultural oppression, etc.), prevented from drawing freely on those resources,
they suffer from scarcity. Yet they continue to reﬁne and diversify their
activities. Their success in dealing with such situations is, however, more
often than not, due to the non-economic aspects of these activities.
The modern economic construct of reality is based on a different, if not
opposite, set of assumptions. It assumes that natural resources are scarce;
that human needs, in particular those of Homo economicus, are unlimited; and,
ﬁnally, that a sound economy can make it possible for everyone ultimately
to meet all their needs. This particular perception of reality tends to reduce
human beings and their societies to their economic dimension alone. It strips
the vernacular space of all its powerfully alive potentialities. It seeks to
transform it into a mere economic machine, and one controlled and operated
by others. In the same construct, human beings are perceived as simply one
of the many resources required by economy for its own needs.
The insidious effects of the destruction of vernacular space are particularly dangerous at a time when many other alternatives need to be explored,
taking into account both the incredible advance of certain autonomous and
convivial technologies and the often very imaginative solutions that some
grassroots movements are offering in terms of the regeneration of their
people’s life spaces.
S IGNALS FROM TH E GR AS S ROOTS

The way planners, development actomaniacs and politicians living off global
poverty-alleviation campaigns are presenting their case gives the uninformed
public a distorted impression of how the world’s impoverished are living
their deprivations. Not only are these people presented as incapable of
doing anything intelligent by themselves, but also as preventing the modern
do-gooders from helping them. Were these preposterous misrepresentations
really true, three-quarters of the world’s population would already have
perished.
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In the last couple of decades, promising signals have been received from
the grassroots indicating their still amazing vitality – in many areas, in fact,
where the outsider would normally expect total resignation or submission.
Not only in Asia where imaginative movements have been consistently
witnessed since the Gandhian revolution, or in Latin America where much
has equally been happening,23 but in Africa, too, interesting and original
grassroots movements are now emerging. These movements vary greatly in
their approaches to the regeneration of people’s space and in their size. As a
rule, they are localized and rather small in number. Yet the rapid growth of
some, like the Chipko, or the Swadhyaya,24 which already embrace several
million people, indicate that even their size is growing in importance. Let
me outline their signiﬁcance and message.
Indigenous responses. For a couple of decades, the development discourse and
its practices succeeded in manipulating and bullying their ‘target populations’. Many of the present grassroots movements represent people’s rejection
of this. The victims now want their poverty or riches to be deﬁned by
themselves, and to deal with that free from unwanted pressures.
Growing resistance to governments and their modernizing policies seems
to have fostered the trend towards a return to roots. It is true that such
trends have often been co-opted by a new breed of manipulators linked to
fundamentalist or ethnic interests. Yet, as a whole, most grassroots movements are now aware of the dangers of sectarian ideologies. The lessons of
the past, including the most recent coming from Eastern Europe, prompt
them, more than ever, to rely on their own creative wisdom and cultures in
responding to their reality.
Surﬁng over the threats. Another expression of this growing distance towards
established ideologies is the rejection, by many a grassroots movement,
of the old-established notions of power, including the much-sought-after
objective of seizing power. Here, too, these movements have not only learned
much from their own experiences, but from all the other revolutions. These
have convinced them that violence only leads to superﬁcial changes, to a
transformation of the former victims into new victimizers, and often to
new structural forms of violence. As the praxis of grassroots movements
leads them to understand better the dynamics of violence and power, they
seem continuously to discover new and more artful ways of looking at the
world and themselves. As the common man realizes that the dominant
Western form of modernity has, in fact, lost touch with the present it
claims to represent, he becomes truly modern, in the original sense of the
word – that is, one who is of the present. As such, he constantly reﬁnes his
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traditional, vernacular ways of facing the many waves threatening his life.
To the thousands of tricks each culture has developed in order to preserve
itself from such passing waves, the new grassroots are adding the art of
surﬁng over and inside the waves.
Vernacular universes. As in the case of power, grassroots movements seem to
differ considerably from planners and politicians in their approach to the
macro-dimensions of change. What essentially matters for them is to bring
about, within the horizons with which they are familiar, changes which are
both possible and meaningful to their own lives. It matters little to them
whether what they do is replicable elsewhere, or in conformity with ideal
models of society constructed elsewhere. As a rule, grassroots populations
resent the man-made macro-world to which they are asked to conform. The
more they feel its artiﬁciality and the danger it poses to all their dreams and
aspirations, the more they consider themselves as parts of macro-worlds of
their own. These are the vernacular or religious universes which give them
hope and strength, and in which they like to ﬁnd refuge. The particularly
subtle Hindu concept of dharma well expresses the relationship between
everyone’s ‘micro’ life and the ‘macro’ cosmic order, a relationship which
also deﬁnes one’s responsibilities and duties towards both.
Here lies another fundamental difference separating the grassroots universe from that of modern technology. The latter starts with a ‘macro’ blueprint, a predeﬁned idea of what should be done and how. The technocrat’s
design consists, then, in transforming everything to meet that blueprint. For
the communities at the grassroots level, what matters is, by contrast, what
is,25 and life, as it designs its own course. What ﬁnally decides is the living
‘nose’ of the people directly concerned for what is appropriate and sensible
to do. In the other, the technocratic approach, the deciding factor is the dead
data of an alien, often ideologically biased, knowledge system.
Spiritual dimension. Most contemporary grassroots movements have a strong
spiritual dimension. It is not only in India where such movements, starting
from the Gandhian Sarvodaya, to Manavodaya26 and Swadhyaya, have attached seminal importance to such factors as inner transformation, moral
purity, self-discovery, self-knowledge, or the notion of God in its many different interpretations. For other movements inspired by Islam, Christianity
and/or Marxism (as in the theology of liberation), the outer and the inner
conditions of freedom have also been closely linked together. The sense of
sharing common spiritual ideals of a purifying nature can create new and
contagious forms of enthusiasm and solidarity, which in turn greatly increase
the operational effectiveness of the group. A reason for people’s indifference
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to the dominant development ideology, and hence its failure, could well be
the latter’s utter insensitivity to this crucial dimension.
Convivial poverty. A last point of importance seems now common to most
genuine grassroots movements: the belief that the answer to imposed forms
of material poverty has to be found in the people’s own ethical and cultural
approach to poverty. In other words, as long as the present race for material
riches continues, on the ground that nothing but technological limitations
should stop human beings from wanting and having more, not only will
the race itself continue to breed the most dehumanizing forms of imposed
poverty, but it will ultimately impoverish and destroy the very planet
which gives us our common riches. By contrast, convivial poverty – that
is, voluntary or moral poverty – implies the ideal of a livelihood based on
the age-old moral principles of simplicity, frugality, sufﬁciency and respect
for every human being and all forms of life. It does not mean ascetism or
the monastic life. It only tries to give back to everyone that holistic and
compassionate dimension of being, without which no human relationship
is possible, in the true sense of the word. As such, convivial poverty could
perhaps serve as both a means and an end to pauperizing economism.
In conclusion, the time has come to look at poverty in a different way.
The time has come to regenerate the age-old tradition of voluntary poverty
as both a new form of individual liberation and a major instrument for reducing all other forms of brutalizing poverty. A tragic form of poverty, often
perceived as an expression of modernity, is that of a world of economically
obsessed individuals and nations ﬁghting with each other over more greed,
more violence, more exploitation and more destruction of the inner and outer
life forces of humankind. That poverty, of both perception and lifestyle, is
now being challenged by the ideals of a different form of poverty. Increasingly, more compassionate and informed human beings are realizing that the
earth can only provide enough to satisfy all the needs of persons if they are
liberated from greed. The Economic Age, like all its predecessors, is not an
eternal state. The deep crises it is traversing in all its ﬁelds of activity and,
above all, the threats it is now posing to the very existence of our planet,
are already preparing for the coming of a new age. The ﬂourishing of other,
higher forms of convivial poverty may then appear as the last hope for
creating different societies based on the joys of ‘more being’, rather than
the obsession of ‘more having’.
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. John Iliffe, The African Poor: A History, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
.
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. Encyclopaedia Judaica, under ‘Poverty’.
. Michel Mollat, The Poor in the Middle Ages, New Haven: Yale University Press,
, p. . This study is a classic for the history of poverty in Europe. Besides the
word ‘pauper’, Mollat has listed the following words: referring to impecuniosity
and destitution in general (egens, egenus, indigens, inops, insufﬁciens, mendicus, miser);
shortage of food (esuriens, famelicus) or clothing (nudus, pannosus); physical defects such
as blindness (caecus), lameness (claudus), arthritic deformity (contractus), inﬁrmity in
general (inﬁrmus), leprosy (leprosus), injury (vulneratus), feebleness due to poor health
or old age (aegrotans, debilis, senex, valetudinarius); mental deﬁciency (idiotus, imbecillis,
simplex); temporary weakness affecting women during pregnancy and childbirth
(mulier ante et postum partum): situations of adversity such as those involving the
loss of one’s parents (orphanus), husband (vidua), or liberty (captivus), and, ﬁnally,
banishment and exile (bannus, exiliatus).
. Here are some samples of proverbs and sayings from Africa. For the Igbos, ‘The rich
man puts down his basket in the market, the poor man fears’; ‘The poor man gets
a friend: the rich man takes him away’; ‘Those who have money are friends of each
other.’ For the Tswana, ‘Where there is no wealth, there is no poverty.’ In Iliffe, The
African Poor, pp. , , , .
. A letter from Hughes to Ellis, March
, Council for World Mission, Incoming
Letters, South Africa / E/ , quoted by Iliffe, The African Poor, p. .
. Michel Mollat, Études sur l’Histoire de la pauvreté, vol. , Sorbonne, Serie Études, Book
, Paris,
, p. .
. St Francis of Assisi considered that charity did not consist in ‘leaning over’ the poor,
but in ‘elevating oneself’ to their level.
. For the Iranian mystic A. Nasaﬁ, the only shortcoming of poverty is apparent, while
its virtues are all hidden. In the case of wealth, it is exactly the opposite. Hence, he
exhorts upon the dervish: ‘Poverty is a great blessing; wealth, a great pain. But the
ignorant ignores this, escaping poverty and sticking to wealth. Our prophet … chose
poverty, for he knew it and its effects, as he knew wealth and its effects.’ Translated
from A. Nasaﬁ, Le Livre de l’homme parfait, Paris: Fayard,
, p.
.
. The French Robert dictionary deﬁnes the word as follows: ‘Qui manque du nécessaire
on n’a que le strict nécessaire’ (Lacking what is necessary or having only what is
strictly necessary).
. What is necessary to a peasant in a rural area is quite different from a city dweller.
And while a Ladakh family in the Himalayas can still live lavishly on an average
‘income’ of much less than $ ,
a year, an American family of the same size living
in the US could hardly meet their needs with a yearly income of $ , , which
represents the ofﬁcially recognized ‘poverty line’.
. Mollat, The Poor in the Middle Ages, p. .
. The notion of ‘entitlement relations’ was coined by Amartya Sen, ﬁrst in
, later
elaborated in Poverty and Famines, Oxford: Oxford University Press,
.
. For Adam Smith, the necessities were, interestingly enough, ‘not only the commodities which are indispensably necessary for the support of life, but whatever
the custom of the country renders it indecent for creditable people, even the lowest
order, to be without’. See An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(
), Oxford: Clarendon Press,
p.
.
. Sen, Poverty and Famines, p. .
. ‘Savanna Muslims viewed poverty with much ambivalence. Their traditions stressed
the values of wealth and generosity. At their best, traditions evoked the largesse
of the rich and the hospitality of common people which many European travellers
admired. At their worst, the same traditions bred contempt for poverty, both in
others, expressed sometimes in mockery of the handicapped, and in oneself, for the
shame of poverty could lead men (but apparently not women) to suicide. Iliffe, The
African Poor.
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. Pauperism describes ‘a category of people unable to maintain themselves at all, or
to maintain themselves at the level conventionally regarded as minimal, without
outside assistance’. ‘Poverty’, as a social phenomenon, implies only economic and
social inequality, ‘that is, a relation of inferiority, dependence, or exploitation. In
other words, it implies the existence of a social stratum deﬁnable by, among other
things, lack of wealth.’ See E.J. Hobsbawm, ‘Poverty’, in International Encyclopedia of
the Social Sciences, vol. , London: Macmillan, pp.
,
.
. Peter Bunyard, ‘Can Self-sufﬁcient Communities Survive the Onslaught of Development?’ The Ecologist ,
, p. .
. ‘Traditionally, land and labor are not separated: labor forms part of life, land part
of nature, life and nature form an articulate whole. Land is thus tied up with the
organizations of kinship, neighborhood, craft and creed – with tribe and temple,
village, guild and church.’ Kari Polanyi, The Great Transformation, New York: Farrar
& Rinehart,
, p.
.
. In this tradition. Michel Mollat quotes a great teacher of the ﬁrst millennium, the
sixth-century North African abbot Julianus Pomeritis, who believed that ‘once an
individual ensured his own survival and the survival of his family, he had the duty
to give whatever he owned beyond his own needs to the debiles and inﬁmi, that is, to
the poor.’ See Mollat, The Poor in the Middle Ages, p. .
. For Michael Harrington, already in
, the deprived in the US numbered nearly
million people. Some startling facts on the phenomenon of poverty amidst afﬂuence
in the US were recently reported in an article by Dolores King, a correspondent
of the Boston Globe. ‘Twenty Years after a White House Conference was “to put an
end to hunger in America itself for all time’”, as President Nixon phrased it, hunger
is making a comeback in vengeance.’ See ‘Hunger’s Bitter Return: Working Poor,
Children Seen As Newest Victims’, Boston Globe, December
.
. See Cardinal Paulo Evaristo Arns, ‘Sincerity is Subversive’, Development ,
, pp.
– .
. Georg Simmel, ‘The Poor’, Social Problems ,
.
. There is an abundant literature on the grassroots movements and networks in Latin
America. Already in the
s, some came to public attention which had been initiated in Chile and Mexico. Between the
s and the
s, the Freirean methods
of ‘conscientization’ were used by a large number of them in other parts of the
continent. The mids witnessed the birth of the Participatory Action Research
(PAR) methodology, conceived by a group of activists from different regions of the
world, in particular Latin America and Asia. Their intention was, among others,
to create with the populations concerned, the most favourable conditions for the
creation and dissemination of ‘grassroots knowledge’. The methodology was soon
adopted by, and spread to, many grassroots movements, not only in Latin America,
but all over the world. In April
, many networks of grassroots movements signed
a solidarity agreement for working together. Lately, a most innovative movement
found its expression in the Mexican ANADEGES (Analysis, Decentralism and Gestion). This movement considers itself as a ‘hammock’ for peasants, marginals and
‘deprofessionalized intellectuals’. Around
,
persons are said to be involved
in this ‘hammock’, whose discourse and practices take the opposite course to those
of ‘development’.
. Although Swadhyaya had its ﬁrst tiny seeds planted in the early
s by Dada (an
affectionate nickname for the Rev. Pandurang Athvale Shastri), the movement is less
known outside the Swadhyavi parivar (family). It took the ﬁrst ‘seeds’ some twenty
years to become ‘seedlings’, and ﬁnally an impressive human forest of over million
people. ‘Swadhyaya’ means ‘self-knowledge’ or ‘self-discovery’. The movement is
entirely self-reliant and based on the Vedic belief that there is a God within each
person. Swadhyaya has generated great material wealth without any assistance from
anywhere. The ‘family’ has been using that ‘wealth’ and its regenerated relationships
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to improve the condition of its poorer members, in a most ingenious and graceful
manner. See also Majid Rahnema, ‘Swadhyaya: The Unknown, the Peaceful, the
Silent, Yet Singing Revolution of India’, IFDA Dossier , April
.
. A vivid illustration of this approach is given in an article on Chodak, a movement of
‘self-organization’ of the poor and the marginalized in Dakar. In this excellent case
study, the author indicates how the key to success, for this movement, became the
people’s concern ‘to see and to understand “what is”’. See Emmanuel Seyni Ndione,
‘Leçons d’une animation au Senegal’, IFDA Dossier , November/December
.
. ‘Manavodaya’, in Hindi, means ‘human awakening’. This is another grassroots
movement whose ‘organizing philosophy and practice start with self-awakening
and awareness, leading to family, community and social awakening.… Recognizing
a unity of purpose in all life and evolution, the end goal of development is seen by
this movement as a society based on self-discipline and love.’ See the mimeographed
Preliminary Report of the International Workshop, People’s Initiatives to Overcome,
Poverty,
March– April
, organized by the East–West Centre, Honolulu,
Hawaii.
FU RTH E R RE ADING

To compose a bibliography for this particular entry on poverty is an almost impossible
task, as the two major means of expression for the poor are either silence or the spoken
word. The written material on poverty is, at best, an accumulation of knowledge about the
world of the poor and their needs. As such, the present bibliography represents only a poor
selection of the sources on which the author has relied for his own personal reﬂections.
To obtain a wider view of the perception of poverty in vernacular, or pre-economic,
societies. I found it useful to start by refreshing my memory of poems and old classical
writings familiar to Iranians and other people of my region. Among these, the following are
available in English and French: The Mathnawi of Jalalu‘ddin Rumi, trans. R.A. Nicholson,
Cambridge,
; The Gulistan of Saadi, trans. J. Arberry as Kings and Beggars, London,
; Farid al Din ‘Attar, Tadhkirat al-Awlia, trans. R.A. Nicholson, London,
; Abdar Rahman Al Jami, Vie des Souﬁs ou les Haleines de la familiarité, trans. Sylvestre de Sacy,
Paris,
; A. Nasaﬁ, Le Livre, de l’homme parfait, Paris,
; Ibn Khaldun’s Muqaddima,
partly translated in French in Ibn Khaldun, Paris,
; and Rabi’a al-‘Adawiiya’s teachings
in Margaret Smith’s Rabl’a al ‘Adawiiya’: The Mystic Saint of Basra, Cambridge,
.
For more recent views on poverty in the pre-industrialized societies of the South,
see, for the African region, A. Tevoediré, Poverty: Wealth of Mankind, Oxford,
; R.
Palmer and N. Parsons, The Roots of Rural Poverty in Central and Southern Africa, Berkeley,
; and John Iliffe, The African Poor, Cambridge,
. For Asia, see R.R. Singh (ed.),
Social Work Perspectives on Poverty, Delhi,
, and Lecla Gulati, Proﬁles in Female Poverty,
Delhi:
. And for Latin America, Gustavo Gutierrez, The Power of the Poor in History,
New York,
; and the well-known studies of Oscar Lewis, The Children of Sanchez, New
York,
, and La Vida, New York,
. Marshall Sahlins, Stone Age Economics, Chicago,
, provides unusual insight into the relation of poverty with material wealth as these
were perceived in the earliest vernacular societies. On another plane, Richard Wilkinson
demonstrates in his Poverty and Progress, London,
, that economic poverty, little
known in societies with an ecological equilibrium, appears when man-made pressures of
an economic or cultural nature disrupt the latter.
There are authoritative books on the historically changing perceptions of poverty in
Europe. A classic is Michel Mollat’s edited series entitled Études sur l’Histoire de la pauvreté:
Moyen Age–XVIème siècle. The studies were later compiled in a concise and revised English
version bearing the title The Poor in the Middle Ages, New Haven, Conn.,
. Of similar
importance is Bronislaw Geremek’s work, Litosc i szubienica, as vet unpublished in its
Polish original, although translations of it have appeared in Italian, La Pieta e la forca,
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Rome,
; and French, La Potence ou la pitié, Paris,
. See also G. Himmelfarb, The
Idea of Poverty: England in the Early Industrial Age, New York,
.
For the processes leading to the ‘modernization of poverty’ (a term coined by Ivan
Illich in ‘Planned Poverty: The End Result of Technical Assistance’, a chapter of his Celebration of Awareness, London,
), Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation, New York:
,
and The Livelihood of Man, New York:
, remain outstanding references. Amartya Sen’s
important book Poverty and Famines: An Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation, Oxford,
,
expresses a thoughtful and convincing demonstration of the dangers of reducing the causes
of famine and poverty to food supply. Charles Valentine, Culture and Poverty, Chicago,
, substantiates the concerns of a soul-searching anthropologist about the dangerous
consequences of ill-founded conclusions and recommendations from the academic experts
[which] are being accepted and acted upon by the public and policy makers alike’.
The phenomenon of poverty in the midst of afﬂuence has been abundantly explored.
For the United States, see Robert H. Brenner, From the Depths: The Discovery of Poverty in
the United States, New York,
; Mollie Orshansky’s numerous studies, in particular his
earlier often-quoted article ‘Recounting the Poor: A Five Year Review’, in Social Security
Bulletin, December
; Michael Harrington’s two major works, The Other America,
Baltimore,
, and The American Poverty, New York,
; Robert E. Will and Harold
G. Vatter, Poverty in Afﬂuence, New York,
; The Physician Task Force on Hunger in
America, Hunger in America: The Growing Epidemics, Hanover, N.H.,
. B.S. Rowntree,
Poverty and Progress: A Second Social Survey of York, London,
, and Peter Townsend,
‘The Meaning of Poverty’, British Journal of Sociology, September
, describe the same
phenomenon in England. P. de la Gorce in La France pauvre, Paris,
, deals with the case
of his own country. Finally, Cardinal Paulo Evaristo Arns describes the Brazilian drama
in his short and moving article in the SID journal Development ,
.
Among the studies known to this author on the traditional wisdom of the poor in
responding to their predicament, the following works are particularly useful. James Scott,
The Moral Economy of the Peasant, New Haven, Conn.,
, demonstrates, in the cases
of Burma and Vietnam, how the peasants’ ‘moral economy’ allows them to preserve and
enrich their culture while safeguarding at the same time their security. Michael Watts,
Silent Violence, Berkeley,
, is a remarkable study on the ways the Hausa in Northern
Nigeria had always organized their poverty with intelligence and wisdom, until their mode
of life was shattered by the rise of capitalist development. See also Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus, Paris,
, and D.H. Wiser, The Hindu Jamjani System: A Socio-economic System
Interrelating Members of a Hindu Village Community in Services, Lucknow,
. Both studies
reveal the subtleties of vernacular societies in dealing with their ‘poorest’ members.
In the abundant literature on more recent grassroots movements initiated by the poor,
the following selected readings are suggested to give a bird’s eye view of the situation in
some of the areas exposed to rapid economization of life: Anisur Rahman (ed.), Grassroots
Participation and Self reliance: Experiences in South and SE Asia, New Delhi,
; G.V.S.
de Silva et al., ‘Bhoomi Sena: A Struggle for People’s Power’, Development Dialogue ,
,
pp. – ; Vandana Shiva, Staying Alive: Women, Ecology and Development, London: Zed
Books,
; Majid Rahnema, ‘Swadhyaya: The Unknown, the Peaceful, the Silent, Yet
Singing Revolution of lndia’, IFDA Dossier , April
; Gustavo Esteva, ‘A New Call
for Celebration’, Development ,
, and ‘Regenerating People’s Space’, Alternatives ,
; Albert Hirschman, Getting Ahead Collectively: Grassroots Experiences In Latin America,
New York:
; Emmanuel Seyni Ndione, Dynamique urbaine d’une société engrappe: un cas,
Dakar, Dakar,
; also his more recent article,‘ Leçons d’une animation au Sénégal’,
IFDA Dossier , November–December
.
On the general question of poverty as an offshoot of the development discourse and
practices, see the thought-provoking text of Wolfgang Sachs, ‘Poor Not Different’ in ‘The
Archaeology of the Development Idea’, Interculture, vol. , no. , Fall
.

Production
JEAN ROBERT

A MAN AN D A CONC E PT

Don Bartolo lives in a shack behind my house. Like many other ‘displaced
persons’ in Mexico, he is a squatter. He constructed his dwelling of
cardboard, together with odd pieces of plastic and tin. If he is lucky, he
will eventually build walls of brick and cover them with some kind of
cement or tin rooﬁng. Stretching behind his hut, there is an expanse of
barren unused land. From the owner he got permission to cultivate it, to
establish a milpa: a ﬁeld of corn planted just when the rains start so that a
crop can be harvested without irrigation. Bartolo’s action may appear to
us profoundly anachronistic.

A

fter World War II, Mexico and the rest of the ‘Third World’ were
invaded by the idea of development. According to President Harry
Truman – whose inaugural address in
did much to popularize the
term – development consists principally in helping ‘the free peoples of the
world, through their own efforts, to produce more food, more clothing,
more materials for housing and more mechanical power to lighten their
burdens’.1 The key to development is greater production and ‘the key to
greater production is a wider and more vigorous application of scientiﬁc and
technical knowledge.’ Don Bartolo does not produce more than his father
did, nor does he use mechanical power to lighten his burden. Experts say
that he is underdeveloped.
Once deﬁned as the application of science and productivity, production
gradually came to mean productivity itself – more outputs at less cost. And,
according to mainstream Mexican economists today, Bartolo’s behaviour is
clearly not productive. But do they have the last word? Perhaps we should
take a look at the history of the concept.
Production comes from the Latin verb producere, which meant ‘to stretch’,
‘to spend’, ‘to prolong’, ‘to draw into visibility’. It generally referred to an
actualization of possible existence. In terms of this ancient meaning, production is a movement from the invisible to the visible, an emanation through
which something hitherto hidden is brought within the range of man’s senses.
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This idea of emanation ﬁtted ordinary people’s experience, the awareness
that nature, husbanded by man, brings forth a people’s livelihood.
In the European Middle Ages, production retained its ancient sense of
emanation. The exceptions are found in the writings of those philosophers
who tried to reformulate Christian thought in Aristotelian terms. They
sometimes used production as a synonym for creation and, of course, God,
not man, was for them the ‘Producer’. However, most theologians insisted
that God’s creation must not be expressed by the same word as the products
of nature. In the ﬁfteenth century, Nicholas of Cusa clariﬁed the difference
between creation and production further by stating that God created the
world out of nothing, while nature only brings forth what God has previously created.
The Renaissance called a man wise if he, like Prometheus, sought to
emancipate himself from the bounds of nature and to act following his free
will, while the unwise remained ‘nature’s debtor’. This Promethean mood,
however, was still not called productive.2 Nature, and nature alone, was ‘the
great queen and mother of all production’.
Until the eve of modernity, the term continued to be used primarily in its
ancient meanings where it designated an emanation of nature or the bringing
forth of something hidden. In that second sense of ‘making visible’, the term,
by the mid-eighteenth century, had acquired the status of a technical term
in jurisprudence. For example: ‘The books must be produced, as we cannot
receive parole evidence of their content’ (
, from the Oxford English
Dictionary). From the early seventeenth century, however, a change can be
noted. The term ‘production’ begins to imply the notion that certain combinations of any two elements can generate a third – something entirely new
which is not reducible to its components. For Milton, the outcome of such
unions was still evil. In Paradise Lost (
), for example, he wrote: ‘These
are the Product of those ill-mated Marriages thou saw’st, where good and
bad were matcht, who of themselves Abhor to joyn.’3 And well into the next
century, the terms ‘creation’, ‘production’ and ‘fabrication’ or ‘manufacture’
still had strictly deﬁned domains of application. God was the Creator, nature
the producer and man the manufacturer. Though man could sometimes be
its subject, the verb ‘to produce’ had not yet become the neutral synonym,
‘to realize’, that it is today.
The modern sense of production, where man is the producer and the
product is a new entity, required a break with the word’s traditional meanings.4 The ﬁrst step to that Promethean understanding of production was
taken by the writers and philosophers of the Romantic period at the end of
the eighteenth century. For them, the artist became the archetype of the
producer, since the Romantics ascribed the generative powers of nature to
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him.5 Kant in philosophy and Goethe in literature thus coined a new sense
of production, which is best exempliﬁed in Kant’s concept of the Einbildungskraft, the power of the imagination. This power is productive not because
it conjures up an object’s image in its absence, but because, Kant insisted,
it is capable of conceiving the formal characteristics of an object before any
empirical perception of it is possible.6 Kant thought that the morphological
description of natural phenomena was an integral part of the productive
activity of nature – it was nature acting in the scientist.
Inspired by Kant, Goethe wrote: ‘Man does not feed himself and enjoy
without, at the same time, becoming productive. This is the most inherent
property of human nature.’ For Goethe, the artist was productive because
nature was productive in him: ‘Nature, who spontaneously produced in me
great and small work of her kind, rests sometimes for long periods.’7 He was
attentive to his own ‘productive mood’ as if it were a natural phenomenon
and observed the moments of an ‘accumulation of productive force’. He
also devised productive maxims with which he admonished himself, and
made lists of production-enhancing ‘technical details’, like the good effects
of solitude, springtime, the early morning, some bodily motions, certain
colours and music. His social vision, also, was permeated by ‘the dichotomy
between the productive and consuming classes’, a projection of his interest
in the relation between the productive artist and his public.
This was new. In contrast to this Promethean view, Daniel Defoe – not
yet the renowned author of Robinson Crusoe but an obscure pamphleteer
– still insisted (in
) that production belonged to nature’s power, not
man’s industry: ‘When we speak of it [wealth] as the Effect of Nature, ’tis
Product or Produce; when as the Effect of Labour, ’tis Manufacture.’ In
another pamphlet he refers to what we would call the products of a region
as its ‘manufactures’.8 David Hume also insisted that man could not match
nature: ‘His utmost art and industry can never equal the meanest of nature’s
productions, either for beauty or value.’
OF C HAR ACTE R AN D TH E E ARTH

I approached Bartolo’s ﬁeld one day while he was ploughing. When he
reached the end of a furrow, I greeted him. After exchanging the customary formalities, I told him I was writing an article in which I discussed a
milpa. I asked him why some neighbours appeared able to plant one while
others, seemingly, could not. Is there a name for that quality, I wondered,
which some possess and others lack? He was silent for a while, and I felt
that he unobtrusively watched me from the corner of his shrewd eye.
Then he answered with one of those words which mestizo peasants use
every day, but which urban people only meet in Cervantes. He said that
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the milpa requires enjundia. In his vocabulary, this forgotten word of Latin
origin (exunguo I anoint) refers to a man’s constitutional strength and
virtue, to qualities with which he was anointed at birth. I understood that
being born with enjundia means having a taste for good corn – along with
the talent ‘to produce’ it.
Production became an economic concept when it was made into the source
of value. The concept of economic production was popularized by the
Physiocrats, a group of French philosophers for whom all wealth ultimately
stemmed from the earth’s generative powers. In their Tableau Economique
they described the three orders which contribute to ‘the annual produce of
the land and labour’ (the expression is Adam Smith’s) of any nation: ( ) the
landed proprietors (owners); ( ) the cultivators of the land – the farmers and
country labourers; ( ) the ‘artiﬁcers, manufacturers and merchants’. This
third group they called ‘the unproductive class’, since it contributed no new
value – in terms of this theory – to ‘the value of the whole annual amount
of the rude produce of the land’.9 The ﬁrst two groups are the ‘productive’
classes of society, since they do contribute, or produce, new value. In this
economic tableau, the earth was clearly the matrix of the nation’s wealth
and the state’s power.
OF L ABOU R AN D TH E E ARTH

Don Bartolo is a rural migrant from the state of Guerrero. He is proud
that he can supply his family with the high quality and good taste of the
corn they enjoy in their native village. And he wants to eat tortillas que
saben, not the insipid substitutes now sold in government-sponsored stores.
He also wants to say who he is: a man of qualities, one who knows how to
work the land, how to tend a milpa.
The modern concept of economic production turns the Physiocrats’ relationship between earth and industrial labour upside down. The ﬁrst step
towards the primacy of labour over the land was taken by de Condillac, a
contemporary. In opposition to the Physiocrats, he wrote:
Exactly speaking, the farmer doesn’t produce anything; he only enhances
the earth’s disposition to produce. On the contrary, the craftsman produces
a value, inherent in the forms he gives to the new materials. To produce is,
indeed, to give new forms to matter; the earth, when she produces, doesn’t
do differently.10

With a team of borrowed oxen, Bartolo ﬁrst ploughs the furrows where
he will plant his seed. Observing the signs in the sky since the cabañuelas
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– the light rains of January – he learns when he has to sow so that his
crop will receive sufﬁcient rain while it is growing, and a week of dry
weather when the cobs are ripe. When the young plants come up, he
gently banks up the earth so that the roots will not be exposed to the
sun. At the proper time, he and his family go to work on the limpias, the
weeding. Weeding is tiring work and festive celebrations accompany it.
Adam Smith, who was critical of the Physiocrats, pointed out that their
system ‘at present exists only in the speculations of a few men of great learning and ingenuity in France’ and developed a counter-argument similar to
de Condillac. The wealth of a nation results in the production of necessities
(‘not only those things which nature, but those things which the established
rules of decency, have rendered necessary to the lowest rank of people’)
and luxuries (‘all other things … without meaning by this appellation to
throw the smallest degree of reproach on the temperate use of them’).11 The
principal human factor in the creation of wealth seems to be, he said, the division of labour. And, for Smith, labour is either productive or unproductive.
The former comprises workers on the land, in manufacturing and trade. The
latter includes ‘some of the most respectable orders in the society’ as well as
‘some of the most frivolous professions’, reaching from churchmen, lawyers,
physicians to buffoons, musicians and opera singers.12 Smith’s great work, The
Wealth of Nations, is important – from the perspective of this essay – for its
reversal of the Physiocrats’ concepts and the important place given to labour,
and hence its impact on the modern world’s notion of production.
OF U S E VALU E AN D E XC HANGE VALU E

Like many suburban dwellers, Don Bartolo does his best to maintain
something of his traditions under hostile conditions. He grows his milpa
on marginal land. He has no monetary expenses, for he selects his seed
from the largest kernels of the preceding season and uses little boughtin fertilizer. He relies on his and his family’s labour. If his behaviour
were evaluated according to the norms of economic proﬁt, it would be
characterized as non-proﬁtable. Mexican economists would tell him that
he is much better off hiring himself out on some construction site and
buying imported corn in the market with his wages. And experts go on
advocating this in spite of the fact that the unemployment of men who
have abandoned the milpa is rampant. Today, these experts point out, corn
imported from the US grain belt is cheaper than the product of the local
milpas because North American grain is produced following the norms
of economic productivity. But some Mexicans insist that the milpa obeys
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another logic, incarnates another kind of life. Further, they know that
corn from the milpa has a different taste; it has taste, they say.
The next step was taken by Ricardo. His ideas tended to reduce the earth’s
generative powers to merely quantiﬁable factors – we would say inputs – of
productive labour. And he equated welfare and wealth with exchange value.
With these ideas, the link between economic production and the old sense
of production as emanation was deﬁnitively broken. Production could now
be understood as a purely human creation – resulting in exchange value
and its expression in money – on which everyone would be dependent for
survival. The economy is then the dependence of man’s concrete subsistence on abstract value. Subsistence is implicitly redeﬁned as the individual
producer’s sociobiological survival under conditions of the accumulation of
capital. The commons – formerly contributing to people’s subsistence – could
now be destroyed through enclosure in the name of a productive imperative.
For the commons are an obstacle to production since they allow people to
subsist independent of producing economic value.13
Looking at the milpa, I imagined a cycle of moving energies, but I was
wrong. Energy is quantitatively conserved and dissipated; not so the
peasant’s enjundia. This is not conserved, nor is it dissipated. It emanates
from a man’s body and, if the weather and other factors are favourable,
is re-created by the plant. It does not circulate in a closed system, but is
given and taken. Sometimes it is lost, sometimes given back abundantly
– con creces. The strength which ﬂows from a man’s body calls for other,
natural ﬂows or emanations – the warm caressing of the sun, the showers
of rain from the sky, like successive anointings of earth and crop. In the
milpa, labour is an act of propitiation, not an input. The exchange is open,
each year nature will follow her mood, good weather can only be hoped
for, controllable factors are few.
It should be noted that at the time when Ricardo’s ideas led to a view of
the earth as a passive input for production (a factor of production), chemists
were redeﬁning soil as a compound of minerals, and Liebig, the father of the
fertilizer industry, began his experiments with growing plants in a soil-less
chemical preparation. Moreover, there is a conceptual similarity between
Ricardo’s disregard of the earth’s productive powers and the substitution of
a chemical theory of agriculture for the ancient notion of the earth as the
stomach, the nurturer, of growing organisms. Agriculture’s ‘need’ for fertilizer inputs can be seen as an ultimate consequence of Ricardian economics.
Then, as labour also became an increasingly abstract concept – just another
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input like fertilizer or irrigation, but simultaneously the secret of all the
other inputs’ value – economics came to disengage itself from a consideration
of actual local production procedures. The major problem of economics was
no longer the material production of goods, but their distribution – as the
condition for the realization of their exchange value.
OF TH EORY AN D M E MORY

Don Bartolo has little understanding of or interest in economic theory.
Near his shack, he has built a troja, a small corncrib of clay, straw and
palm branches in which he stores his corn during the dry season. Each
day his wife, daughters and daughters-in-law can take what is needed for
the tortillas and – on feast days – for the pozole, the lamales or the tlaxcales.
Bartolo is motivated by memories of good, simple meals and family
traditions. Cost–beneﬁt analysis and economic proﬁt are completely alien
considerations for him.
For Marx, production was a two-faced Janus. In a narrow economic sense,
he built on Smith and Ricardo, making labour into a kind of paradigm for
production, the source of all value. But his originality consists in the way in
which he embraced the philosophical and Romantic meanings of production
and turned them into the hub of his theory of history. To do this, he took
up production in its ancient meaning of ‘bringing forth’, of ‘actualizing
a hitherto only potential shape’. In this way production came to be the
fundamental concept and hinge in his work. As Hentschel notes, Marx
‘saw production as the shape-giving force of History and, ultimately, as the
fulcrum for the necessary and unavoidable transformation of the world’.14
The term assumed a reﬂexive overtone when, in harsh opposition to Hegel’s
idealism, he wrote: ‘Men start to distinguish themselves from the animals as
soon as they begin to produce the material conditions of their living’, when
‘they indirectly produce their material life itself’.15
But I want to emphasize another, less known aspect of Marx’s thinking
about production: its relationship to his ideas on the origin of exchange value.
Marx was a witness to the ﬁrst railroads and wrote the initial sketch of Capital
(Grundrisse) during the decade of railroad mania in Europe. He said:
This locational movement – the bringing of the product to the market,
which is the necessary condition for its circulation, except when the point
of production is itself a market – could more precisely be regarded as the
transformation of the product into a commodity.16

This is one of Marx’s most powerful insights into the nature of commodities
and their production. Deﬁned technically, economic production is the chain
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of transfers and transformations which take place between the moment
when given substances or goods are uprooted from a region and when they
are offered on the market somewhere else. But the historical emergence of
commodities does not require the whole chain of industrial transformations,
but only the uprooting, since uprooted local goods were already commodities
even before they were produced by industrial methods. It is important to
see the effect of the movement itself:
With the spatial distance that the product covers on its way from its place
of production to the market, it also loses its local identity, its spatial presence. Its concretely sensual properties, which are experienced at the place of
production as a result of the labour process (or, as in the case of the fruits of
the land, as a result of natural growth) appear quite different in the distant
marketplace. There the product, now a commodity, realizes its economic
value, and simultaneously gains new qualities as an object of consumption.17
OF GOODS AN D MOVE M E NT

The milpa has high use value, modern production high exchange value.
Working in the milpa, needs are shaped by the activities which satisfy
them – one cannot speak of distinguishing production from consumption.
Modern production, on the other hand, separates needs from satisfaction
and clearly creates two spheres, one of production and the other of consumption. The milpa, unless carried out on a large scale, contributes little
to economic indicators, wages and employment. However, production, by
deﬁnition, increases the GNP as well as other economic indicators.
The perception of goods – and, a fortiori, subsistence goods – as commodities has a history. From the point of view of the history of this perception,
‘commodity’ is the form of uprooted goods. To have understood this is
one of Marx’s more brilliant – and less acclaimed – insights. In order to
document the historical appearance of the commodity form of goods, he
allowed the ancient sense of emanation to complement the modern narrow
economic meaning of production. By uprooting all goods, transportation
literally actualizes the commodity form into their substance.
But what does this mean? Marx rejects both Platonism and Hegelian
idealism. Forms or ideas have no existence independent of the act that
‘actualizes’ them. Hence the commodity form of goods is given to them
precisely in the movement which uproots them, bringing them to market.
And the possibility of that movement makes all goods potential commodities, with transportation being the realization of that form. Commodities
do not require transportation because their site of production is distant
from the place where they are consumed. Rather, we ﬁrst separate a sphere
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of production from a sphere of consumption because we perceive all goods
as commodities. Transportation is not, in the ﬁrst place, a material or locational necessity, but a hidden axiom of our representation of goods. It is
not a ‘need’, but a requirement for the social construction of a commodityintensive productive order. It is this order which then transforms uprooted
goods – commodities – into everybody’s needs.
OF PROG RE S S AN D HI STORY

Economists tend to deﬁne the milpa by what it lacks. The labour involved
is characterized as a subsistence activity – hard work with inefﬁcient
tools to generate only a few goods; that is, little or no surplus. Subsistence production is seen by them as the poor relation of modern economic
production. They deﬁne subsistence as a situation of endemic scarcity,
not realizing that they thereby project the foundational axiom of Western
economics – scarcity – onto a setting which obeys a non- or pre-economic
logic. The milpa is a historical activity rooted in millennial traditions.
An economist’s certainties can only enter this world at great risk. They
can colonize the past, thus distorting it, and falsify the present, thus not
understanding it.
In Capital (ch. ), Marx showed that violence is a historical precondition
for the establishment of production relations in which accumulation can be
realized ‘peacefully’ by the play of economic laws. He saw that the historical
violence which he calls ‘original accumulation’ is also an uprooting of people
from their place, their customs, their identity. But because he believed in
progress, he was convinced that the productive forces unleashed by that
very uprooting would ultimately bring about a more human world in which
‘everyone will receive according to his needs’.
In the scenario of original accumulation, traditional forms of domination and physical violence characteristically exploit and uproot people. In
Marx’s dialectic this original overt violence brings on the development of
productive forces. And a belief in progress prevents the adherent of this
idea from raising questions about the possibly irreversible losses inherent in
such a development. Class struggle is thus seen as a contest for a pie whose
goodness is beyond doubt.
OF GI FTS AN D S E RVIC E

My conversations with Don Bartolo led me to elaborate some tentative
characteristics to distinguish his behaviour from what economists today
call production. The milpa worker’s view of the weather – with his corresponding behaviour – acknowledges and accepts the world’s essentially
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contingent nature – in some sense, everything rests in God’s hands.
Modern economics, on the other hand, attempts to identify, isolate and
control all ‘the productive factors’. The milpa farmer hopes; the modern
producer has quantitative expectations of proﬁt. Bartolo growing corn is
part of a natural drama; the producer is mentally outside nature, attempting to manage her. The milpa is giving and receiving; modern production
matches beneﬁts against costs. The milpa’s gifts are both concrete and
multiple – immediately sensible to the taste, socially joyful in the festivals
it elicits. The single abstract value, money, overshadows all other evaluations of production. The economic ‘pie’ has no taste, only a quantiﬁable
value.
It is the goodness of that pie which is now in question. Marx’s schema, by
its very construction, prohibits assessment of any destructiveness possibly
inherent in economic production. Today, awakening from four decades of
development dreams, we are forced to confront the credibility of the association of production with happiness or welfare. For we can now see the
worldwide dislocation, suffering and alienation resulting from these dreams
or delusions. We are the witnesses of a war, a war against subsistence embedded in speciﬁc cultures, a war against nature itself.
This war became obvious only some decades after World War II. The
experience of wartime production revealed unsuspected possibilities for
increasing productivity. A whole bevy of experts united in ‘interdisciplinary’
efforts to explore the potential for increases in efﬁciency. Alongside these
endeavours there was an explosive growth in wholly new areas of production in ever more ‘imaginative’ and differentiated services, in the very
actions which Adam Smith had explicitly characterized as unproductive. And
it seemed that there were no limits to the variety and extension of services
which professionals could devise and promote. Government, business, the
people themselves were all convinced that these ministrations, vanities and
pleasures were so worthwhile that it was necessary to institutionalize their
production, so that people could pay for them. These newly proliferating
forms of production – of ‘services’ rather than material goods – then became
the most important growth sectors of the economy, the ones that most
contributed to the gross national product.
At the end of the nineteenth century, the idea that a small set of numbers
could express which nations were well off and which were lagging behind had
led some economists to estimate the income of a nation as if it were a single
household. Before the First World War, only nine countries were reported to
have attempted such an evaluation, and, since there was no consensus about
the relevant criteria, these ﬁrst national income estimates hardly allowed for
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comparisons. It was Keynes who, in his General Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money (
), ﬁrst suggested that a country’s total expenditures on ﬁnal
products – goods and services ready for consumption – could be the measure
of its ‘national product’. Three years later the League of Nations was already
producing estimates of the national product of twenty-six countries.
My neighbour’s milpa does not contribute to Mexico’s GNP. In order to
include it, economists would have to imagine a ﬁctitious market situation in which Don Bartolo sells his corn at the low autumn price – when
Mexican corn is abundant – and then buys it again from his own granary
at the going price during the dry season. But ofﬁcials prefer to devise
policies which really do force peasants to sell their corn cheap after the
harvest and then buy imported corn from the government’s supplies later
in the year. And both these operations then appear in the GNP. When
such policies do not drive peasants off the land – as probably will happen
with Don Bartolo – Mexican corn looks more ‘productive’ in the GNP
when it is sold as gourmet food abroad than when eaten locally by the
people.
Comparative national income accounting systems developed during the
Second World War and spread rapidly afterwards. In
, an International
Association for Research in Income and Wealth was founded, and by
the Association had devised a uniform System of National Accounts and
Supporting Tables (SNA), which became the standard procedure for the
calculation of the GNP – a nation’s annual output of goods and services
valued at current market prices.18
This concept of GNP expresses the belief that the world is one big
marketplace in which nations compete for rank and economic respectability. Considered as a norm of behaviour, productivity has become the new
anthropological condition of each person’s legitimacy. The GNP expands that
condition to become a nationwide scale. Thanks to the magic of numbers,
experts can now view even the global economy as a game in which a country’s GNP is its score.
OF LIG HT AN D S HADOW

Don Bartolo, who produces high-quality maize for his own family, is,
indeed, an anachronism. Economists say that a subsistence mode of
living is long dead. I am fascinated by my neighbour; he forces me to ask
questions. I see that his milpa, from seed to table, entails the alternation
of masculine and feminine domains, the intertwining of hard labour
and festive celebration, the mysterious intermingling of husbandry and
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nature – all these complementarities essentially belonging one to another.
Their existence and complexity place the ‘production’ of corn within a
cosmology where nature is not reduced to resources but respected in its
autonomy. And, as every sky in every place is a different sky, so each milpa
calls for a different care, its proper propitiation. No single perspective can
be true to the diversity of forms through which nature is induced to bring
forth her fruits. Is economics, then, an impoverishment?
Eventually, during this same period – the post-war era – shadows began
to appear on the balance sheets. In the production of goods and services,
unexpected side effects began to dampen the universal optimism. People
saw that the productive processes themselves polluted the environment.
Further, institutionalized help and concern appeared to make clients more
needy, more dependent. Then the experts redeﬁned these effects as ‘costs’
and, when they were not too conspicuous, tried to hide or internalize them.
Alternatively, they could be exported to the countries of innocent third
parties (like the dumping of toxic waste in the Third World) or included in
the price of the product or service.
But the growth of the service sector of the economy manifested a different
kind of negative effect that cannot be reduced either to ‘pollution’ or to an
‘external cost’. It became increasingly evident that the very institutions
which provided the major services of industrial societies – health, education,
transportation and so on – were inherently counterproductive, no matter
how modern and up-to-date they were. That is, they tended to achieve the
very opposite of the goals for which they were designed. Everybody could
experience that, besides producing new social polarizations, schools also
rendered their clients stupid; medicine made doctors rich and prestigious,
but also generated new varieties and incidences of sickness; transportation
not only built freeways, but also piled up horrendous trafﬁc jams and a
mounting toll of accidents.
As this counterproductivity spread throughout the productive sectors of
society, the suspicion arose that the primary product of the economy – in
the philosophical sense of ‘prior’ – is actually waste. Perhaps the modern
economy is essentially a way of organizing reality in a way that actually
transforms both nature and people into waste. For modern production to
function, the economy must ﬁrst establish a system in which people become
dependent upon goods and services produced for them; and to do this, it
must devalue historically determined patterns of subsisting and corrupt
cultural webs of meaning. The mass production of modern goods, services
and images demands cultural blight through the spread of disvalue – that is,
the systematic devaluation of the goods found in traditional cultures.
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Disvalue, to the extent that the economy is productive, entails a degradation which touches everything and everyone affected by or involved with
this modern mode of organizing reality. A person is less a person, the more
he or she is immersed in the economy. And less a friend. Less a participant
in leisure – that is, in culture. The air is less pure, the wild places fewer,
the soil less rich, the water less sparkling.
OF WOM E N AN D TH E E AST

Mexican women know many ways to prepare meals with corn. In
October, some cobs are picked while they are still tender, boiled in
water and eaten on a wooden stick; these are called elotes. The other cobs
are left on the stalk to ripen fully, letting the sun dry out the kernels.
They are then picked, shelled and put in a mixture of lime and water
to soak. Corn softened overnight in this way constitutes what is called
nixtamal. Ground up in a metate – a ﬂat stone with a shallow concave
hollow, used as a mortar – the nixtamal becomes masa – a heavy paste,
from which tortillas are made. But mature dry corn can also be ground
up into a ﬁne powder, which mixed with water becomes atole, the most
popular Mexican drink – known in the southern states as pozol. In the
North, pozole is a soup made from corn kernels boiled all day. All these
operations take place in the feminine domain of the patio, between the
outdoor kitchen and the milpa. The tamales, tlaxcales and chalupas sold on
Mexican streets by women who are independent pavement traders are the
results of still other ways to prepare corn. What wheat and bread are to
Europeans, corn and tortillas are to Mexicans – necessary ingredients of
all meals.
For some people today, the most evident signs of the character of modern
productivity are found in actual and potential eco-catastrophes. A theoretical perspective on these phenomena has been provided by a group of
Japanese scientists. The late Professor Tamanoy and his colleagues at the
Japanese Entropy Society have suggested that the degradation of natural
substances into waste is to industrial production what the ﬂow of heat from
higher to lower temperatures is in Carnot’s model of the steam engine. The
Frenchman Carnot, around
, attempted to describe the economy of
heat ﬂow in a steam engine. He showed that, as water naturally runs from
a higher to a lower place – thus making a water mill turn, so heat, which
he conceived as a substance, the calorique, will only ﬂow from a hotter to
a cooler ‘place’, thus making a steam engine run. The Japanese argue that,
not unlike Carnot’s engine, modern economic production requires a kind
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of irreversible downhill motion in order to run. This is true since, on the
whole, industrially processed material can only ﬂow from the state of a
valuable resource to a state of waste. Water which has passed through a
millrace can only be pumped back to its source through an expenditure
of energy, and industrial waste can only be recycled at the cost of more
waste somewhere else.19
The balance sheet of economic production can only appear to be positive so long as islands of production are immersed in large spaces which
can absorb their waste without visible cost. But the current generalization
and intensiﬁcation of production worldwide makes these spaces ever more
scarce. This means that the West’s market economies seemed to produce
goods more valuable than waste when they were ‘lost’ in a world of nonmarket subsistence which could absorb the waste and supply the West with
cheap inputs. If economic production were generalized so that everyone’s
subsistence depended on the market, the balance sheet would be negative.
The current economic and ecological crises reveal that there are limits.
Economic production cannot grow forever without disrupting and destroying
livelihoods and the biosphere. The Japanese scholars referred to above insist
that the limits have already been passed, and that to regain some balance
economic production must be reduced worldwide.
Tamanoy’s explanation of the inherent destructiveness of economic production may appear awkward because he took entropy, a concept from
thermodynamics, to be the sign of inevitable waste. High entropy means
low quality and low entropy the opposite. Carnot’s image of a mill powered
by a downhill ﬂow of water becomes industrial production fed by a general
ﬂow of energy and matter from a state of low to one of high entropy. As
economic production expands, nature is less able to cope with the high
entropy. It is not simply waste, therefore, but the necessary embodiment of
a principle of destruction which feeds economic production and causes its
ultimate nemesis.
Tamanoy and his colleagues show that economic production can be
described in two completely different ways. On the screen of economic
science, production is a generation of value, essentially an abstract concept
materialized on paper. Economists are interested in the formation of value
under the assumption of scarcity, not in the sociogenesis of scarcity. In
contrast to this, Tamanoy attempts to get at the very origins of scarcity.
He does so by comparing the economic tableau of value production with
another tableau where the economy is seen to ‘produce’ the very opposite of
a value, a disvalue. Seen through the eyes of the natural scientist, economic
production is an increase in entropy, and this entropy – as a depletion of
nature – is the ultimate symbol of scarcity.

PRODUCTION
OF NATU RE AN D HI STORY

The milpa and economic production are not situated on the same continuum, ranging from small to large. The beauty of the milpa is not to be
sought in its size. And yet there is something in it which draws me, which
attracts me. Don Bartolo’s milpa, probably disappearing next year because
of encroaching urbanization, may be one man’s lonely protest against
the consumption of tasteless, imported food which is a staple in his diet.
Or his milpa may be a poor man’s construction of a living symbol for a
remembered way of life, the annual source of his renewed enjundia, the
restoration of what is most vital in his being as a historical man. What his
milpa most certainly is not is a ﬁeld for the abstract action of producing a
commodity called food. In the end it is perhaps simply Bartolo’s quixotic
attempt to make sense of the crazy world in which he has had to grow up.
For four decades, development has been the central concept mediating
relationships between the industrialized North and the South. Production
was the operational concept of this relationship. By becoming economically
productive, the South would develop, indeed would be transformed. The
development era sustained itself with the belief that economic growth generated in the North could help the South to be better off. Further, southern
elites enthusiastically embraced the idea of production, since it still retained
some of its romantic connotations. When an African or Latin American leader
spoke of the development of his country’s productive forces, he imagined the
realization of its destiny, its emergence as an actor on the world scene.
We now know, however, that it is necessary to look at both production
and its shadow, disvalue. Industrial production requires, it seems, as its
necessary condition, a principle of irreversible degradation. But this principle
is not the outcome of some inexorable law of nature but, rather, of historically identiﬁable processes. These processes are the progressive denial of
traditions favouring subsistence, denial of the human condition as culturally
determined. Disvalue, which makes industrial production possible, is also
the historical root of the modern ecological catastrophes.
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Progress
JOSÉ MARÍA SBERT

W

ith the rise of the modern world, a distinctly modern faith – faith
in progress – arose to make sense of, and give ultimate meaning
to, the new notions and institutions that were now dominant. Our deep
reverence for science and technology was inextricably linked up with this
faith in progress. The universal enforcement of the nation-state was carried
out under the banner of progress. And increasing conformity with the rule
of economics, and intensiﬁed belief in its laws, are still shadows of this
enlightened faith.
Though today faith in progress is largely unacknowledged, and probably
weaker than at any other time in contemporary history, a deﬁnite breakdown
in the plausibility of this faith – which many people think has already occurred – would conﬁrm a crucial turning point in modern culture, and one
pregnant with threats to the spiritual survival of persons.
The gradual obsolescence of the development ideal and sudden implosion of bureaucratic state socialism certainly represent a reduction in the
pre-eminence, as well as concrete manifestations, of faith in progress. For
it has been ‘development’ and ‘revolution’ which were supposed to actually
embody progress during the greater part of the twentieth century.
T WO OFFS PRING : R E VOLUTION AN D DE VE LOPM E NT

The term ‘progress’ had suffered heavily in prestige, along with ‘civilization’,
as a result of the two world wars and the Great Depression. Politicians and
experts could no longer brandish it about without some traces of embarrassment, especially in Europe.
But progress retained some messianic force in the Soviet Union and
other socialist countries, where communism was thought to be ‘establishing
on earth peace, labour, liberty, equality, fraternity, and happiness for all
nations’, as the Soviet Party Programme proclaimed in
. North Americans, coming out of the Second World War with little damage and less guilt,
still found the word ‘progress’ suitable for describing the achievements of the
American way of life, including their own generosity, which at the beginning
of the
s took the form of the aptly-named Alliance for Progress.
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In the United States, assassinations at home and accusations of genocide
abroad, however, soon poisoned the optimism of the period. The sacred
lamp of progress seemed no longer to illuminate the political scene. It then
withdrew to purer and more transcendent spheres: to the conquest of space
as the culmination of the glorious power of science, and of disease and death
– that other inﬁnite realm – as the culmination of technology’s redemptive
humanism.
In the late
s faith in progress was kept smouldering mostly through its
Lady Macbeth-like daughter – revolution. Revolution may not have ‘killed the
sleep’ of modern civilization, but it had certainly turned its dreams of progress
into recurrent nightmares. From the beginning, the new faith was fanatical
enough to justify not only conquests and foreign adventures, but murder,
widespread destruction and civil war. Revolution, in line with progress, was
also handily sacralized. So from the nineteenth century onwards, revolution
had to be held in check through the promotion of less draconian ideas such as
evolution and some early political uses of development.1
Revolution as people saw it in the
s – perhaps in
as well
– was not the ultimate answer to unprecedented despotism or unbearable
injustice. Rather, it was the rejection of irrational obstacles to cashing in
on the promises of a rational faith. In the
s, from both sides – amidst
socialist successes and Keynesian prosperity, Marxist messianism and liberal
generosity – the hopes of progress appeared ripe and luxuriant, imminent
and inevitable, and certainly not to be senselessly surrendered.
For the contestataire products of the baby boom, there were only two
kinds of people – those few screwed up through having achieved progress
themselves and the many screwed up by the progress of others. And the
claims, even to power, of underprivileged groups – whether majorities or
minorities – were acceptable, for a while at least. There was black power,
student power and a war on poverty – until, that is, real power felt it had
had enough and shrugged off any feelings of guilt and unnecessary scruples
and set out to establish the monopoly of money power, abstaining only from
street demonstrations ﬂaunting as placards their mink coats and diamond
necklaces.2 For money power did not have to march in the streets to bring
back into line – as it did so effectively – the universities, the media, the
political parties and governments.
Apparently, there was something faulty in the simple and irrefutable
logic of progress. Intellectual fashion moved away from utopian thinking and
plunged into the structural complexities of language, the unconscious and
the microphysics of power. Progress ﬂew even further away from the scene.
Under ‘progress’, the
edition of the Columbia Concise Encyclopaedia states
only: ‘See space exploration’.
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But, as an export commodity, the moon was not a satisfactory replacement for progress. The pristine credo of faith in progress had been constantly
preached to the Third World. As expressed originally by Condorcet, prior
to the depths and reﬁnements added by Hegel, Marx and Comte, such a
credo promised
The destruction of inequality between nations, the progress of equality
within one and the same nation, and ﬁnally, the real perfecting of mankind
… We shall ﬁnd, from past experience … that nature has assigned no limits
to our hopes … The time is doubtless approaching when we shall cease
to play the role of corrupters and tyrants in the eyes of these people (in
Africa and Asia) … Then will the Europeans respect that independence
which they have hitherto violated with such audacity … and those thieves’
counting houses (established by Europeans) will become colonies of citizens
who will propagate, in Africa and in Asia, the principles and the example of
freedom, and the reason and learning of Europe.3

Integration of progress and national culture in fact followed many different
paths throughout the world – among them, the strategy of defensive modernization, ﬁrst attempted by Peter the Great in Russia and then carried out
successfully by the Japanese. But this route was not available to the rest of
the world, which had been ‘heavily impacted by the Western imperial era’.4
In most of Asia and Africa, where colonialism lasted only a century or so,
Western domination did not entirely submerge the original cultures, while
it did effectively transmit to local leaderships a faith in progress ‘rendered
ambivalent … by its very association with Westernization’.
In the Spanish colonies, established in Latin America as early as the sixteenth century, a very different situation obtained. Indigenous cultures were
submerged and, in time, the new local elites adopted the idea of progress
without any ‘sense of moral ambivalence’. Indeed they ‘viewed themselves
as culturally European’.5 The very words that summarized Auguste Comte’s
ideal, ‘order and progress’, were written on Brazil’s ﬂag and in Mexico they
became the slogan of the late-nineteenth-century ‘liberal dictatorship’ that
consolidated the nation-state.
By the middle of the twentieth century, however, what had been called
by Europeans uncivilized, uneducated and backward all over the world had
a new name: underdeveloped. Apparently, while faith in progress had already
created great expectations, the term itself had become somewhat tainted
and worn-out by both its imperial and its indigenous champions. So the new
word ‘development’ came in handy.
Within this new development scheme of things, the idea of progress
remained implicit as a crude dogma, debasing the sublime and fascinating
elaborations of its eighteenth- and nineteenth-century philosophers and
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ideologues. The development discourse was now the work of ‘experts’. Their
perspective is well expressed by C.E. Ayres in the
Foreword to his
book which is entitled The Theory of Economic Progress, but which is already
devoted to development:
Since the technological revolution is itself irresistible, the arbitrary
authority and irrational values of pre-scientiﬁc, pre-industrial cultures
are doomed. Three alternatives confront the partisans of tribal values and
beliefs. Resistance, if sufﬁciently effective, though it cannot save the tribal
values, can bring on total revolution. Or ineffective resistance may lead
to sequestration like that of the American Indians. The only remaining
alternative is that of intelligent, voluntary acceptance of the industrial way
of life and the values that go with it.
We need make no apology for recommending such a course. Industrial
society is the most successful way of life mankind has ever known. Not only
do our people eat better, sleep better, live in more comfortable dwellings,
get around more and in far greater comfort, and … live longer than men
have ever done before. In addition to listening to radio and watching
television, they read more books, see more pictures, and hear more music
than any previous generation of any other people ever has. At the height of
the technological revolution we are now living in a golden age of scientiﬁc
enlightenment and artistic achievement.
For all who achieve economic development, profound cultural change is
inevitable. But the rewards are considerable.6

What was added later to the premises of development – intelligent and sensitive as they so obviously already were – amounted only to a cosmetic touching up. Nonetheless, in a frequent confusion, critical analysis of development
generally reached a point where an unacceptable loss was confronted. To
proceed with the critique down to the very core of the concept would have
been experienced as the abandonment of faith in progress itself.
With the timely arrival of development, the term ‘progress’ was subsequently applied only to what the self-designated First World had already
achieved and to the inﬁnite potential conquests still to be secured through
its economy, science and technology, and not yet available to the rest of the
world. The Third World had to develop ﬁrst – before even thinking about
real progress. The term ‘development’ would be one in a series of words
to describe – and rally people to – the ever more elusive path to progress.
Only a path, not an arrival – and one, for that matter, that would be proved
utterly inadequate.
A TH EODICY AN D AN I M PE R ATIVE OF POWE R

But progress is more than just a journey or an ideal. It is modern destiny. To
modern man, and to those who want to share his identity, rejecting faith in
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progress is unbearable. Modern man is deﬁned by progress. His self-esteem is
rooted in it and it is his deepest justiﬁcation for the ruthlessness he displays
towards his fellow men and nature.
A portentous faith built on progress is the real spiritual foundation of
modern man, the tradition he stands on. The idea has been the most inﬂuential and ubiquitous notion in the formation of modern thought, merging
the power of the modern world with the spell of a chimerical metamorphosis
of Christian faith.
Progress possesses the brightness derived from its close link with the
sacred – even when, as here, the sacred is not presented as such. It has the
lustre of transcendence. Consequently, it has to be enshrined nowadays in
achievements that would seem to conﬁrm that man, the terminator of the
gods, is indeed supplanting them through the conquest of the heavens in
space and time. But its proper home base on earth remains the First World.
There it reveals that man no longer needs a creator, but constantly refashions
himself.
Progress, whether because it was forced by historical inertia into ‘reoccupying positions’ established by Christianity – as Hans Blumenberg7
contends – or because of the advantage obtained from such positions, turned
into a quite typical theodicy. Progress explains current phenomena inconsistent with its promise by reference to future perfection. The sufferers will be
consoled and the unjust punished, just as in ‘the different manifestations
of religious messianism, millenarianism, and eschatology’.8 Progress as theodicy is associated in times of crisis with revolutionary promises, and, when
these promises are proved hollow by events, the locus of compensation is
transposed to remove scientiﬁc conquests, quite similar in fact to the kind
of other-worldly explanations and realizations characteristic of conservative
theodicies.
Down here on earth, however, progress remains the irresistible imperative
of power. It is imperative to the powerless in order to enforce their submission, and just as imperative to the powerful because they wish to retain
their positions. Progress is felt to be a matter of survival. Who would dare
risk turning his back on progress? As Hobbes understood long ago, freedom
can only be guaranteed by the capacity to dominate others, and happiness
cannot lie in having progressed, but in progressing here and now.
Progress is an imperative that outlasts the failure, no matter how recurrent, of particular strategies. Its model is modiﬁed constantly, as well as
the path to attain it. But the path will be followed, no matter what the
resistance of American Indians, the people of the subcontinent, the Shogun
or maﬁosi politicians. Progress redeﬁnes reality through the manifold inﬂuence of power. Those who have progressed more, and continue progressing,
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are stronger and wealthier and inexorably prevail, no matter whether the
instrument be missionary and educational institutions, or the East India
Company, or Commodore Perry, or, equally well, simply the spontaneous
and overpowering desire to imitate the rich and the famous.
VI RTU E S INTO VIC E S

To disguise inevitable submission and make the new faith accessible, progress
has to redeﬁne man, time and the world. It has to present history as following a vector, replacing the cyclical conception of time and discarding faith in
destiny or providence. It portrays other religions as contemptible schemes for
obedience, practised by oligarchical priests who invoke ghosts to humiliate
man and who induce him to waste his life on searches far removed from the
perfectly feasible construction of a paradise on earth. It offers the world
as a resource to a uniﬁed humanity – headed, of course, by those who have
already progressed, but open to all races and nations provided they jettison
their tribal and traditional bonds, which are but the capricious obstacles to
universal redemption.
Progress highlighted hope – a vision of a future of plenty, freedom and
justice – and excluded, along with beliefs in powers superior to man, the
traditional notions of man’s limitations. Humility turned from a saintly
virtue into a rare heresy. Condemnations of greed, innate to the Christian
religion and to all traditional systems of wisdom and philosophy, were transformed into leniency bordering on approval towards such a sin, which is now
perceived as the veritable psychological engine of material progress.
So, greed and arrogance in individuals turn into prosperity and justice
for nations and all mankind. Such a miraculous feat does not even require
the intervention of divine providence. Supra-individual man – the ‘humanity’ invented by the Christian Church of Imperial Rome and ultimately
consecrated by the Enlightenment – is fed by an invisible hand, a cunning
reason that will do him good even if its members indulge in evil.
Thus mortal sins contribute to progress, and famine, plague, war and
death are nothing but small accidents along the road – provided the advancement accumulated in history as a whole is considered. And such accumulated
capital, which keeps on growing ever faster, will permit those who fail again
and again, and even those who move backwards – always the majority
– eventually to obtain a share in the promised land, even if only through
their descendants.
The creed of progress bloomed exuberantly as an ideological force and
seemed destined to prevail over the decadent spiritual power of established
religion in eighteenth-century Europe. A new galaxy of social forces and
institutions, led by the capitalist or entrepreneurial class and the modern
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state – the great binomial of modern political economy – found in religion
an obstacle to further advancement. So, waving the ﬂags of progress, the
new social forces snatched away the banners of religion.
Likewise, progress championed the ﬁght against the moral power of those
traditions representing an obstacle to the expansion of the market, industry
and the modern state. Once the causes of the wealth of nations had been
properly assigned to the novel Western way of subordinating society to
the market and technological innovation, the idea of progress provided the
new justiﬁcation for inequality at home and Western self-assertion abroad.
It was progress which had permitted Europeans to ‘discover’ the whole
world, and progress which would explain their growing hegemony over the
global horizon.
In European history, and in the history made by Europeans worldwide,
the new faith in progress may have been a decisive weapon in the conﬂict
between, on the one hand, the modern economy, modern institutions and
the humanity they sought to create and, on the other, men and women deeply
rooted in their respective cultures and places. Progress impelled these people
to become their own God and make their own history. It ridiculed their
old beliefs, fears and superstitions as well as their reverence for nature, the
past and their ancestors. It dismissed vernacular gender – the all embracing division of the person’s inner and outer worlds into the asymmetrical
complementarity of men and women – as irrational, pigheaded and unjust.
Faith in progress is entrusted with stripping the common man – who as
yet has not progressed, but has already been cut off from his common land
and deprived of his traditional means for autonomous subsistence – of all the
cultural footholds that could give him spiritual autonomy and personal conﬁdence as he faces the market, industry and the nation-state. Disembedded
from his community and caring only for himself, free from his elders’ beliefs
and fears, having learned to look down on his parents and knowing he will
ﬁnd no respect in what they could teach him, he and his fellows can only
become workers for industry, consumers for the market, citizens for the nation
and humans for mankind.
EC LIPS E O F PROVI D E NC E AN D WI S DO M

Western faith in progress is rooted in historical experience as much as in
the oft-cited Judaeo-Christian view of time, history and man’s place in the
world. What got the modern Europeans hooked on the idea of progress was
probably their peculiar history, mostly in the quite poor north-western
parts of the continent. Between the fall of the Roman Empire in the West
and Scottish prosperity in the time of Adam Smith lie more than ﬁfteen
centuries of advancement, enough to feel that progress is deeply grounded
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in their experience, and to ride out ups and downs of fortune and to scoff at
the greater grandeur of more ancient civilizations.
Plagues and wars at home, and mighty enemies on their boundaries,
forged their character to be able to face diversity successfully in a neverending confrontation with all things foreign – beliefs, ideas, weapons, even
disease. Fierce competition in the market and constant war on the frontiers
contributed to a prodigious rate of technological advancement which eventually made Europeans invincible in every ﬁeld. As today’s fashionable historiography sees it, the arms race combined with the rat race was a mighty
formula for the rise of great powers, provided, of course, it was compatible
with modern ﬁnancial wisdom.
Thus, the Western penchant for progress and hegemony has deep roots in
historical experience. As Karl Löwith puts it, the big question remains
whether this tremendous sweep of Western activity has anything to do with
the non-secular, religious element in it. Is it perhaps Jewish messianism
and Christian eschatology, though in their secular transformations, that
have developed those appalling energies of creative activity which changed
the Christian Occident into a worldwide civilization? It was certainly not
a pagan but a Christian culture which brought about this revolution. The
ideal of modern science of mastering the forces of nature, and the idea of
progress, emerged neither in the classical world nor in the East, but in the
West. But what enabled us to remake the world in the image of man? Is it
perhaps that the belief in being created in the image of a Creator God, the
hope in a future Kingdom of God, and the Christian command to spread
the gospel to all the nations for the sake of salvation, have turned into the
secular presumption that we have to transform the world into a better
world in the image of man and to save unregenerate nations by Westernization and re-education? 9

In response to his own question, he formulated the inﬂuential thesis that
The eschatological outlook of the New Testament has opened the perspective toward a future fulﬁlment – originally beyond, and eventually within,
historical existence. In consequence of the Christian consciousness, we
have a historical consciousness which is as Christian by derivation as it is
non-Christian by consequence.10

From this point of view we could add that, ever since the twelfth century,
technological innovation in both production and learning combined with
a process of Church institutionalization which, by providing services and
written records, controlled peoples lives, establishing thus the organizational
model of the modern state. The secularization of the world that ensued is
the actual history of progress, where transmogriﬁed religious beliefs, rituals and
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institutions undertook a ‘reform’ of the world through major scientiﬁc, economic
and political breakthroughs.
What the Christian creed demanded was a spiritual reform of the believer
which, had it become prevalent, would have led to a serious challenge to
the worldly passions for riches and power which, for Christians, headed the
incarnations of evil. If Christianity in practice contributed to an opposite orientation on the part of Western civilization, we might conclude, with Jacques
Ellul, that it was because it was subverted by its own power, and because
the radical nature of Christian faith is so intolerable that, for it to become a
dominant cultural force, it had to be transformed into its opposite,
since it is really intolerable to think that peace, justice, and an end to
poverty cannot take place on earth.… However, that is precisely what Jesus
himself has said.11

But notwithstanding
Christ has said: ‘Do whatever you can to make this world liveable and share
with everybody the joy of salvation, but without any illusions about what
you can really achieve.’ But that is what man cannot hear or accept. If he
acts, he wants his doings to work, to succeed, to progress. He wants to
achieve by himself. In that context the word of Christ is actually demobilizing, not deriving from the fact of Christ’s truth, but from the realities of
man’s indigence, his pride and his foolishness!12
The difﬁculty arises since we cannot say: ‘Indeed, our practice is faulty,
but look at the beauty, the purity, the truth of Revelation!’ No Revelation
can be known outside the life and testimony of those who carry it … Not being
that which Christ demands, we turn all of the Revelation into something
mendacious, delusory, ideological, imaginary.13

Free from the radical demands of praxis – which is essential to the very
meaning of the principle of faith – Christian revelation was turned instead
into a philosophical and cultural instrument of the Western world.
And it was precisely in the link with ‘praxis’ that characterized ‘wisdom’
that progress, by eclipsing that central notion, was most revolutionary.
Instead progress, as the new Polar Star in the ﬁrmament of ideas, became
closely associated from its beginnings with the splendour of science, that
boast of the Moderns over against the knowledge of the Ancients:
In the tradition of the great books, the moderns usually assert their
superiority in all the arts and sciences. They seldom claim superiority in
wisdom. The phrase ‘modern science’ needs no elucidation, but if anyone
were to speak of modern wisdom, he would have to explain his meaning .…
A distinctive mark of wisdom is that it cannot be misused … Rabelais’s
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Gargantua admonishes [his son] in the words of Solomon: ‘knowledge
without conscience is but the ruin of the soul’.14

Besides obliterating the ideas of destiny, fortune and providence, the new
star of modernity or progress overshadowed the importance of wisdom as
existential, cultural experience. Formerly, the practice of virtue and ﬁdelity
to sacred principles embraced and gave meaning to intellectual knowledge,
which could only be enriched thereby. But faith in progress is faith in a
purely intellectual, mathematical, scientiﬁc knowledge ‘liberated’ of all moral
constraint and ethical context.
Doctrines of progress, at ﬁrst, had a difﬁcult time ﬁlling the gap left by
the ﬂight of wisdom and providence. Quite differently from wisdom, progress
no longer trusted in the individual will to virtue – which had probably
already been disheartened by the intolerable demands of Christian praxis.
Instead the new doctrines seemed to rest their hope for the moral perfection
of humans on the exhaustion of greed through the satiation of appetites, or
on some prodigious balancing act of egotistical forces. This last presumed
that stasis would be worked out by reason, but of a kind which had no
known locus since it rested neither on God’s providence, nor on individual
experience, revealed truth, or moral tradition.
The processes leading to collective good and excellence would be harder
to grasp for the devotees of progress than spiritual reform had been, and as
inscrutable as providence, despite the efforts of modern thinkers to explain
how ‘the invisible hand’ of the market or ‘cunning reason’ might automatically attain these ends. Eventually, the job of reason was taken on by
the managerial and bureaucratic systems of industrial society. And social
reality had to be remodelled to ﬁt the ‘laws’ of economics and efﬁcient
administration.
The subversion of Christianity, well under way in the medieval alliance
of feudal and Church power, was thus perfected by a faith in progress that
now placed the opportunities it had opened up, its philosophical and cultural
synthesis, and its world-view and hopes of the future, so richly nourished
for centuries, at the service of the market, industry, the modern state and
their agents – the merchants, bankers, princes; politicians, intellectuals,
mass leaders; scientists, entrepreneurs and revolutionaries.
In this way the notion of progress came to be used and propagated most
patently through the action of the masters of modern history, from Frederick
the Great and Queen Victoria to Lenin, Castro and Reagan. It was elaborated
and diffused through the writings of brilliant adherents, from Voltaire and
Darwin to Sartre, Régis Debray and Vargas Llosa. The register of thinkers who enthusiastically believed in progress is huge and includes the roll
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of honour of the last three centuries. Indeed, some historians of progress
manage to include almost every eminent thinker in history, although a
distinction tends to be made, most explicitly by Bertrand Russell and Robert
Nisbet, between those stressing rationality, freedom and the market – such
as Turgot, Hume, Smith, Kant, Mill – and those emphasizing feeling, equality, power and the state – Rousseau, Fichte, Hegel. Marx, Nietzsche.
The roots of the ideological quarrels of the twentieth century, however,
may be traceable to the fervent hope that all held in common and the related
differences about how best to reap the unlimited promises of industrial
society. Nevertheless, no matter how great the distinctions or antagonisms
among this large majority of modern thinkers may appear, as a group they
turn out to be quite homogeneous in their thinking, especially when confronted with the central notions related to the nature of man and history – in
contrast to the Ancients and Medievalists. Their world-view is even more
radically incompatible with the cultures of those in other parts of the world
who have not yet joined industrial society, and the partisans of tribal and
indigenous peoples’ values and beliefs who question the designs of progress
before being ready to bless any further immolation.
STI LL A S E ARC H FOR TH E BE YON D

Progress is a faith that is not recognized as such, but remains the genuine
soul of the modern West and whatever comes to resemble it in the present
world. Modern man has to believe that his ideas and actions are entirely
grounded in what is rational and not supported by revelation, or a vision,
or hope. His very identity has been forged in the conquests of progress, and
centred on the conviction that he can know reality through science, thus
overcoming obscurantist dogmas.
Nonetheless, trust in progress may in truth pertain to the realm of
faith in a sense similar to the Christian assurance of things hoped for in the
beyond. Certainly, faith in progress turns in practice mostly into mere
‘false consciousness’ – into ethnocentric, class-oriented and self-interested
self-deception.
Paradoxically, this unacknowledged faith, this false consciousness – often
labelled materialistic or even hedonistic – ﬂagrantly contradicts true attachment to the world. It is a desperate search for transcendence that, again
and again, annihilates the world as it is and substitutes for any real sense of
place, rhythm, duration and culture a world of abstractions, a non-world – of
homogenous space, linear time, science and money.
Originally, progress was a term referring to place, as in the destination
of a journey. Later it came to mean an advancement in time, in vectorial
measurable time. And as progress evolved further as a result of the need for
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calculation in industrial economics, it condemned us to live in a ‘worldly’
future, to build there an always elusive fulﬁlment ‘under the sun’ – which
turned out to be a quite neurotic overextension of the reality principle,
which was apparently already making modern society feel there was something wrong by the time of Freud.
Just as being in the present lost meaning, so did every deﬁned place – we
do not, for example, build on a plot or in some town but instead convert
it into ‘value’: a ﬁgure in our heads or some record kept on paper or in a
computer. And it is there, and only there, in an abstract record of values, that
most material progress really is, utterly removed from the truly worldly aim
set down in Ecclesiastes by Kohelet, the voice of a tribal assembly:
Eat thy bread with joy, and drink thy wine with a merry heart.… Live
joyfully with the wife whom thou lovest all the days of the life of thy vanity
… for that is thy portion in this life.15

As for spiritual progress, the accumulation of scientiﬁc knowledge and
technical achievement seems to ignore its own meaning and direction and
is prone to be misused. It is detached from the ﬂesh, the heart and the soul.
Man, therefore, cannot be any wiser today, since the knowledge he so massively acquires cannot be integrated into either culture or the person.
What is more, progress can rarely be enjoyed during the lifetime of a
person; rather, it is mostly to be hoped for, for his descendants. For the
believer in progress falls into a sort of inverted Confucianism – a cult of
the descendants, not the ancestors. And now this faith in progress faces a
traumatic nemesis. For the glory of sacriﬁce for the sake of a better world
for future generations is in danger of turning into its opposite – fear of not
bequeathing them anything but a shambles, and the guilt that goes with
that tragic anticipation.
TH E BOU RGEOI S AN D HI S FE E DBAC K

Perhaps it was these sorts of paradoxes that inspired Paul Valéry to write:
‘The bourgeois has invested his funds in ghosts and gambles with the ruin
of common sense.’16 And today, we would have to add with the ruin of
the biosphere, the new mother Goddess of our ecocomputers. Gaia, the
suffering planet, must halt the ‘strategy of the progress culture’ because
its ‘basic values act as a great complex of positive feedback forces’ that are
‘self-amplifying, like a ﬁre burning out of control’.17
With this new systems management mentality, faith in progress may turn
out to be ﬁghting its last round in history. A myriad ‘side effects’, mutually
reinforcing each other in their devastating power, are creating serious doubts
about the feasibility of spreading further the Western style throughout
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the world. Besides, those who run world models on their computers are
repeatedly led to the discovery that programmed progress turns out to be
less efﬁcient than the ‘cultural strategy’ of the bees, or, when it comes to
environmental adaptation, far less ‘developed’ than, say, that of the Australian Aborigines. Thus, nobody admits any more to ever having believed in
Utopia. Some even see the future as a time where nothing but incalculable
catastrophies loom. The time-arrow, the axis of faith in progress, is in the
process of shifting its angle: if anything, it now points downward.
Avoidance of outright planetary disaster may soon top the global agenda.
This very different prospect calls for a different conceptualization – hence
the resort to systems language which best expresses man’s current preoccupation with stability. For it directs attention away from high-ﬂying hopes to
the nitty-gritty conditions of systems maintenance here and now. ‘Feedback
cycles’ show on the computer screen the hideous workings of ‘side effects’,
forcing their ofﬁcial recognition by governments, while the search for the
conditions of ‘equilibrium’ aims at identifying the break points. In terms of
this perspective, the affairs of people are not at the centre of politics any
more, which instead has become preoccupied by the abstract requirements
of systems maintenance as deﬁned by the new experts in survival. As for
the idea of progress, it will have come a long way and may in the end mean
simply avoiding the worst.
Progress was an illusion, but a great illusion. It contained much more than
anyone had ever dared to dream – justice, and even immortality on earth,
achieved by man himself. As the vital and creative self-assertion responding
to the previous overriding emphasis on divine omnipotence’,18 progress was
a great path of achievement. Facing both fears of eternal damnation and
feelings of impotence in the utter contingency of his existence in the world
– both ideas hammered into him by theological absolutism – modern man
managed to gain conﬁdence by way of self-realization, a conﬁdence ﬁnally
felt as the all-powerful free seeker after perfection. Progress was still a dream
of persons, not of bees.
Sadly, the utopian ethos of progress lost its chance to come to terms with
reality. It became overwhelmed by the undiscerning forces of economics
and technology, or led along the political road to totalitarian straitjackets.
Along with utopia, progress shed most of the layers that had sculpted its
tragic beauty and conceptual richness, and ﬂed instead into the realms
of science ﬁction. Today it merely shields the blind conceit of the postmodern world from serious critical thought and any doubts about sense
and meaning. Reduced to the childish fantasies of scientists – pervertedly
polymorphous indeed – faith in progress is nothing today but a fortress of
contemporary folly which wards off our multiple fears of annihilation from
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modern weaponry, economic growth and cultural indigence. It has shrunk
to a foolish conﬁdence that the predicaments of modern civilization will
be solved through a psychotic delirium of abstractions and technological
creations which have been given a life of their own.
The new wisdom of systems theory, now taking charge of reconciling
the biosphere and the economy in some impossible balance – having one’s
cake and eating it – has to accept the humiliating assumption that man is
just one among many forms of life. What greater vanity and vexation of the
spirit? The harder it is for man to recognize that what he has placed under
the sun has not made him much better, the harder it is for him to recognize
his basic reality, an always tragic reality. And it is only human, too human,
to try to change or forget this reality, as Solomon himself admits:
And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom concerning all
things that are done under heaven … So I was great and increased more
than all that were before me in Jerusalem.19

But Solomon did not conclude that his kind could become omnipotent.
Modern man, having ventured so deeply into that delusion, ﬁnds it ever
more difﬁcult to accept his frailty, to live in this world and to search for his
truth. Jacques Ellul sums it up in a quotation from George Bernanos:
In order to be ready to hope for what will not deceive, we must ﬁrst despair
of all that already deceives.20

There may be much more involved in despairing about progress than we
have glimpsed in this essay. As I have suggested, faith in progress has been
built into modern man to such an extent that he is not aware of it any more,
like a ﬁsh is not aware of the water till drawn out of it. And, like ﬁsh out of
water, we may eventually realize the importance of our faith in progress only
after emerging from it, at the point of again dying in awe as persons, or – in
a world of systems maintenance – at the point of turning into just another
‘life’ managed by abstract systems moving towards some ‘steady state’.
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The key book on Christianity, secularization and progress is K. Löwith, Meaning in
History, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
. W.W. Wagar, ‘Modern Views of the
Origins of the Idea of Progress’, Journal of History of Ideas ,
, pp. – , gives a
panoramic view of various authors on the subject of secularization, among them the less
pessimistic outlook of J. Maritain’s books. C. Dawson, Progress and Religion, New York:
Doubleday,
, rather celebrates the worldly orientation of Western civilization as
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thread that G.B. Ladner, The Idea of Reform: Its Impact in Christian Thought and Action
in the Age of the Fathers, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
, started to
weave is regrettably cut short at an early historical period. H. Blumenberg, The Legitimacy
of the Modern Age, Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press,
, does not succeed in upsetting
Löwith’s thesis, but glances deeply into the soul of the modern age at its intellectual
starting point. E. Castelli, Hermeneutique de la Secularisation: Actes du colloque organisé par
le Centre International d’Études Humanistes et par l’Institut d’Etudes Philosophiques de Rome,
Paris: Aubier,
, contains rich and abundant material, including a paper by J. Ellul,
whose books constitute a wide-ranging and up-to-date critique of modern progress by a
Christian theologian.
Among the classical sociologists, a reﬂection on progress demands, especially, a review
of Weber’s work, and of those who followed him as well as his critics.

Resources
VANDANA SHIVA

‘R

esource’ originally implied life. Its root is the Latin verb surgere,
which evoked the image of a spring that continually rises from the
ground. Like a spring, a ‘re-source’ rises again and again, even if it has
repeatedly been used and consumed. The concept thus highlighted nature’s
power of self-regeneration and called attention to her prodigious creativity. Moreover, it implied an ancient idea about the relationship between
humans and nature: that the earth bestows gifts on humans who, in turn,
are well advised to show diligence in order not to suffocate her generosity.
In early modern times, ‘resource’ therefore suggested reciprocity along with
regeneration.
GI FTS , I NPUTS AN D SU BSTITUTE S

With the advent of industrialism and colonialism, however, a conceptual
break occurred. ‘Natural resources’ became those parts of nature which were
required as inputs for industrial production and colonial trade. John Yeates in
his Natural History of Commerce offered in
the ﬁrst deﬁnition of the new
meaning: ‘In speaking of the natural resources of any country, we refer to
the ore in the mine, the stone unquarried, the timber unfelled (etc.).’1 In this
view, nature has been clearly stripped of her creative power; she has turned
into a container for raw materials waiting to be transformed into inputs for
commodity production. Resources are now merely ‘any material or conditions existing in nature which may be capable of economic exploitation’.2
With the capacity of regeneration gone, the attitude of reciprocity has also
lost its ground: it is now simply human inventiveness and industry which
impart value to nature. For natural resources require to be ‘developed’.
Only once capital and technology have been brought in will nature ﬁnd her
destiny. From now on, it will become common sense that ‘natural resources
cannot develop themselves; it is only through the application of human
knowledge and skill that anything can be made of them, and most of the
necessary work requires skill of a very high order.’3
Nature, whose real nature it is to rise again, was transformed by this
originally Western world-view into dead and manipulable matter. Its capacity
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to renew and grow had been denied. It had become dependent on people.
The development of people was thus essential for the development of nature.
This was particularly true for nature and the colonies. Before industrialism
and colonialism, nature and society had evolved. Colonial policy, which
ensured capital and raw material ﬂows for the empire, aimed at ‘developing’ natural resources in a planned manner, to facilitate the generation of
revenues and growth of capital.
This created a new dualism between nature and humans. Since nature
needed to be ‘developed’ by humans, people had also to be developed
from their primitive, backward states of embeddedness in nature. Nature’s
transformation into natural resources needed to go hand in hand with the
transformation of culturally diverse people into ‘skilled human resources’.
As the UN report on Science and Technology for Development states: ‘The
development of human resources must go hand in hand with that of natural
resources.’4 The white man’s ‘civilizing’ burden was thus an essential part
of developing natural resources, and making them available for commercial
exploitation. The relationship of people to nature was transformed, from
one based on responsibility, restraint and reciprocity to one based on unrestrained exploitation.
In every case, the exploitation of nature in the colonies appears to have
taken place in two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, when nature’s wealth was considered abundant and freely available, ‘resources’ were exploited rapaciously.
They were not husbanded. In the second phase, once exploitation had created
degradation and scarcity, the ‘management’ of ‘natural resources’ became
important in order to maintain continued supplies of raw material for commerce and industry. So, ﬁrst land was turned into a resource, then forests
and water, and now with the onward march of technology it is the turn of
seeds to be converted into what are called today ‘genetic resources’.
‘Management of natural resources’ has therefore been a managerial ﬁx for
resource scarcity resulting from the uncontrolled destruction of nature.
The ﬁrst decades of the post-colonial, post-war period were characterized
by silence about resources. Nature seemed to have gone into oblivion, probably under the spell of the technological euphoria of the post-war period, in
which technology was viewed as offering a miracle of limitless abundance
through the substitution of plentiful materials for scarce ones. The replacement of silk, wool and cotton by synthetic ﬁbres, and organic manures by
chemical fertilizers, seemed to free society from the limited availability of
land and its produce, and appeared to make available unlimited reserves of
substitutes.
This period of post-war recovery in the North also coincided with the
need to invest surplus capital in the Third World. Successive ‘development
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decades’ saw the emergence of development as the overriding reason for the
transformation of Third World societies and their natural wealth. Development was equated with economic growth and the rise of per capita incomes.
The material inputs needed for this process seemed to be in abundant supply
– the scarcity was of capital and technology. Aid and technological transfer, therefore, became the mobilizing forces for the early years of planned
development. There was a euphoria about capital and technology having
self-regenerative powers. Growth was seen as being able to create an end to
scarcity, and an end to the struggle for survival.
In the
s, however, a new scarcity of non-renewable natural resources
was perceived as a result of rising oil prices. The arguments created by the
‘limits to growth’ debate brought back concern about natural resources in
the development discourse. However, since the debate had merely been based
on the alleged distinction between exhaustible and renewable resources, and
had focused exclusively on the non-renewable (i.e. exhaustible) resources,
economists were very rapidly able to shift the discussion of natural resource
scarcity into issues around substitutability. ‘Even suppose we are running
out of some resources, can we not substitute others?’ they asked. ‘New
investment is a substitute for a currently partly depleted stock such as coal’,
they proclaimed. ‘Maintaining high levels of consumption can be sustained
provided current investment equals the value of current depletion of the
ﬁnite homogeneous stock.’
Money and investment had completely replaced the life processes of
nature in the economists’ equations and debates about scarcity. Gone was
the ancient wisdom that had gently cautioned that money is ontologically
not convertible into life, a truth captured graphically in the native American
saying that ‘Only when you have felled the last tree, caught the last ﬁsh and
polluted the last river, will you realize that you can’t eat money.’
The theology of the market, and the belief in technological miracles,
allowed modern economists like Robert Solow to argue that ‘The ancient
concern about the depletion of natural resources no longer rests on any ﬁrm
theoretical basis.’ Solow was even awarded the Nobel Prize for Economics
for stating that production and growth can completely do away with the
notion of exhaustible natural resources and that resource exhaustion is not
a problem. As he put it:
If it is very easy to substitute other factors for natural resources, then there
is, in principle, no problem. The world can, in effect, get along without
natural resources, so exhaustion is just an event, not a catastrophe.5

The great scarcity debate generated in the
s was thus economized, so to
speak, through the promise of a technological ﬁx for scarcity. However, this
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optimism faded almost at once. The next decade saw the ‘ecologizing’ of the
scarcity discourse, with the growing awareness that the development process
and its unrestrained appetite for destruction and consumption of resources
was not merely depleting non-renewable stocks but was also transforming
renewable resources into non-renewable ones as a result of ecological disruption. The self-renewing capacity of the forests, the atmosphere, the oceans,
the soils and rivers had been severely impaired. The attempt at removing
nature’s limits by means of technological growth, which had characterized
the previous forty years of the development era, was now precipitating an
ecological crisis. It was this violation of nature’s limits that then brought
forth the most recent phase in the ever-changing development recipe – the
notions of ‘sustainable development’ and ‘sustainable growth’. New limits
are now to be imposed on nature’s processes in order to sustain development
and growth. The crisis of scarcity is now being formulated in the language
of sustainability.
The different connotations of the word ‘resources’ express changing attitudes to nature. All these modern connotations, however, have in common
the desacralization of nature and destruction of the commons.
DE SAC R ALIZ ATION OF NATU RE

Francis Bacon (
–
) has been called the father of modern science, the
originator of the concept of the modern research institute, and of industrial
sciences as a source of economic and political power. His contribution to
modern science and its organization is critical.
In Bacon’s experimental method there was a fundamental dichotomizing
between male and female, mind and matter, objective and subjective, the
rational and the emotional. His was not a ‘neutral’, ‘objective’, ‘scientiﬁc’
method. Rather, it was a peculiarly masculine mode of aggression against
nature and domination over women and non-Western cultures. The severe
testing of hypotheses through controlled manipulations of nature, and the
necessity of such manipulations if experiments are to be repeatable, were
formulated by Bacon in clearly sexist metaphors. Both nature and the process
of scientiﬁc inquiry appear conceptualized in ways modelled on rape and
torture – on man’s most violent and misogynous relationships with women.
And this modelling was advanced as a reason to value science. According to
Bacon, ‘the nature of things betrays itself more readily under the vexations
of art than in its natural freedom.’6 The discipline of scientiﬁc knowledge,
and the mechanical inventions it leads to, do not ‘merely exert a gentle
guidance over nature’s course; they have the power to conquer and subdue
her, to shake her to her foundations.’7
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In Temporis Partus Masculus, or ‘The Masculine Birth of Time’, translated
by Farrington in
, Bacon promised to create ‘a blessed race of heroes
and supermen’ who would dominate both nature and society. The title
is interpreted by Farrington as suggesting a shift from the older science,
represented as female, passive and weak, to a new masculine science of the
scientiﬁc revolution which Bacon saw himself as heralding. In New Atlantis, Bacon’s Bensalem was administered from Solomon’s House, a scientiﬁc
research institute from which male scientists ruled over and made decisions
for society, and decided which secrets should be revealed and which remain
the private property of the institute.
Science-dominated society has evolved very much in the pattern of
Bacon’s Bensalem, with nature being transformed and mutilated in modern
Solomon’s Houses – the corporate labs of today and university research
programmes they sponsor. With the new biotechnologies, Bacon’s vision of
controlling reproduction for the sake of production is also being realized,
while the Green Revolution and the Bio-Revolution have already created
what in New Atlantis was only a utopia. For Bacon, nature was no longer
Mother Nature, but a female nature, conquered by an aggressive masculine
mind. As Carolyn Merchant points out, this transformation of nature from
a living, nurturing mother to inert, dead and manipulable matter was eminently suited to the exploitation imperative inherent in nascent capitalism.
The old nurturing earth image acted as a cultural constraint on the new
exploitation of nature. ‘One does not readily slay a mother, dig her entrails
or mutilate her body.’8 But the mastery and domination images created by
the Baconian programme and the scientiﬁc revolution that followed removed
all restraint and functioned in fact as cultural sanctions for the denudation
of nature and her conversion into a ‘resource’.
The removal of animistic, organic assumptions about the cosmos constituted
the death of nature – the most far-reaching effect of the scientiﬁc revolution. Because nature was now viewed as a system of dead, inert particles
moved by external, rather than inherent forces, the mechanical framework
itself could legitimate the manipulation of nature. Moreover, as a conceptual
framework, the mechanical order had associated with it a framework of
values based on power, fully compatible with the directions taken by
commercial capitalism.9

In contrast to the knowledge system created through the scientiﬁc revolution, ecological ways of knowing nature are necessarily participatory. Nature
herself is the experiment and ordinary people are the scientists, as sylviculturalists, agriculturists and water experts. Their knowledge is ecological and
plural, reﬂecting both the diversity of natural ecosystems and the diversity
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in cultures that nature-based living gives rise to. Throughout the world,
the colonization of diverse peoples was, at its root, a forced subjugation of
ecological concepts of nature, and of the earth as the repository of all forms,
latencies and powers of creation, the ground and cause of the world. The
symbolism of Terra Mater, the earth in the form of the Great Mother, creative
and protective, has been a shared but diverse symbol across space and time,
and ecology movements in the West today are inspired in large part by the
recovery of the concept of Gaia, the earth goddess.
DE STRUCTION OF TH E COM MON S

Parallel to the destruction of nature as something sacred was the process of
the destruction of nature as commons – that is, something all have access
to and responsibility for. The destruction of the commons was essential for
the creation of natural resources as a supply of raw materials for industry. A
life support base can be shared; it cannot be owned as private property or
exploited for private proﬁt. The commons, therefore, had to be privatized,
and people’s sustenance base in the commons had to be appropriated for
feeding the engine of industrial progress and capital accumulation.
The commons, which the Crown in England had called wastelands, were
not really waste. They were productive lands, providing extensive common
pastures for the animals of established peasant communities, timber and
stone for building, reeds for thatch and baskets, wood for fuel, wild animals
and birds, ﬁsh and fowl, berries and nuts for food. These areas supported
large numbers of small peasants by means of these common rights. And
these areas received the poorer and landless peasants who migrated from the
overcrowded open ﬁeld villages of the corn-growing districts.
But at the same time these wastes and unimproved commons were ‘the
richest seams of untouched wealth that a landlord could hope to ﬁnd on his
estate in the seventeenth century’, apart from minerals.10 By clearing trees,
draining marshes, fertilizing barren soils and enclosing the ground thereby
improved in this way, and parcelling it out into large farms for lease at
competitive rents, the lords of the manor could tap great new wealth. This
process would beneﬁt not only the landlords, but also those who could
afford to lease the ‘new’ land. But it would be at the expense of the landless
peasant, and the medium and smaller peasants, who would be impoverished
by the loss of some of their pasture and common rights on which the viability of their little farms so often depended. Also losing out would be the
cottagers, labourers and industrial workers, who would be deprived of the
resources that kept them from being entirely dependent on wages or poor
relief. So there developed a head-on clash between the lords of the manor
and the main body of the peasantry in many parts of the country over their
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respective rights and shares in the unimproved commons and wastes. This
conﬂict was to decide whether the landlords and big farmers or the mass of
the peasantry were to control and develop these lands. This was the central
agrarian issue of the
s and
s and of the English Revolution.
The enclosure movement was the watershed which transformed people’s relationship both to nature and to one another. It replaced the customary rights
of people to use the remaining commons by laws of private property. The
Latin root of the word ‘private’, interestingly enough, means ‘to deprive’.
The fate of the forests was similar to the pastures. The Crown possessed
the forests, while the peasants had customary rights to some kinds of forest
produce. With the resource demands of capitalist growth, however, the
king adopted a policy of deforestation. The peasants lost their rights, and
the Crown and the lords of the manor enclosed their deforested land and
parcelled it out into large farms for lease at economic rents. This policy
of deforestation and the enclosure of the forest commons led to ‘perhaps
the largest single outbreak of popular discontent in the thirty-ﬁve years
to
,
which preceded the start of the Civil War’.11 In the period
large crowds attacked and broke down the enclosures, and entire regions of
England were in a state of rebellion.
The policy of deforestation and enclosure of the commons was later
replicated in the colonies. In India, the ﬁrst Indian Forest Act was passed in
by the Supreme Legislative Council, which authorized the government
to declare forests and wastelands (benap or unmeasured lands) as reserved
forests. The introduction of this legislation marked the beginning of what
is called today the ‘scientiﬁc management’ of forests. It amounted basically
to the formalization of the erosion both of the forests and of the rights of
local people to forest produce.
BRE AKING NATU RE ’ S LI M ITS

The treatment of nature as a resource which acquires value only in exploitation for economic growth has been central to the project of development. It
is also central to the development crisis. Philosophically, the desacralization
of nature entailed the violation of nature’s integrity by violating the limits
which had to be maintained for the resurgence and renewal of nature’s life.
In the relationship of an ecological culture with resurgent nature, limits are
recognized as inviolable and human action has to be restrained accordingly.
This relationship is primarily ethical.
In complete contrast is the relationship of an industrial culture with
a ‘natural resource’. Here limits are viewed simply as constraints to be
removed. All ethical aspects of relating to nature are destroyed and the
relationship is reduced to merely commercial concerns. Yet this Baconian
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triumph over natural conditions is the reason for nature’s regenerative capacities being impaired. As the limits of nature’s renewability are violated, and
its ability to ‘rise again’ is damaged, so real scarcity is generated – forests
disappear, rivers dry up, soils lose fertility, water, soil and air are polluted.
Most environmental problems which are described as ‘natural disasters’ are
not in fact works of nature but were created as a result of scientists and
planners overstepping boundaries in order to create limitless growth and
limitless consumption.
However, this much vaunted possibility of limitless growth does not take
place in practice because the conditions of sustainability have been violated.
New limits are now faced by the development process itself, and, more seriously, survival itself is threatened, especially of the poor. New poverty is
created, and this growing poverty itself becomes evidence of the development
crisis. To see it involves, ﬁrst, a recognition that the categories of productivity
and growth, which have been taken to be positive, progressive and universal,
are in reality politically, spatially and temporally restricted in character.
When viewed from the point of view of nature’s productivity and growth, and
people’s production of sustenance, they are actually found to be ecologically
destructive and a source of class, cultural and gender inequality.
It is no accident that the modern, efﬁcient and productive technologies
created within the context of growth in market economic terms are associated with heavy ecological costs. The resource- and energy-intensive
production processes to which they give rise demand ever-increasing withdrawals from the ecosystem. These withdrawals disrupt essential ecological
processes and convert renewable systems into non-renewable ‘resources’. A
forest, for example, provides inexhaustible supplies of biomass in different
forms over time, if its diversity is maintained and used to satisfy a variety
of needs. The heavy and uncontrolled demand for industrial and commercial
timber, however, requires the continuous overfelling of natural trees, which
destroys the regenerative capacity of the forest ecosystem, and eventually
converts the renewable forests into a non-renewable resource. As a result,
new scarcities are created of water, fodder, fuel and food.
Sometimes the damage to nature’s intrinsic regenerative capacity is
impaired not by overexploitation of a particular resource but, indirectly,
by damage caused to other related natural resources through ecological
processes. Thus the excessive overfelling of trees in the catchment areas of
streams and rivers destroys not only forests but also renewable supplies of
water, through hydrological destabilization.
Resource-intensive industries disrupt essential ecological processes not
only by their excessive demands for raw materials, but also by their excessive creation of waste, which leads to the pollution of air and water and soil.
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Often such destruction is caused by the raw material demands of luxury
consumption.
In spite of severe ecological crises, the dominant modern paradigm of
viewing nature as a resource continues to operate because, for the North and
for the elites of the South, the destruction remains largely hidden. For they
have become more afﬂuent through the privatization of nature’s commons,
and through their afﬂuence they have been able to create protective barriers
between themselves and an impoverished nature and impoverished peoples.
The ecological costs of the economic processes consequently still remain
largely invisible to them.
Since the scientiﬁc and industrial revolution, technology and economics
have mutually reinforced the assumption that nature’s limits must be broken
for the creation of abundance. Agriculture provides an illustrative example,
however, of how breaking away from limits has led to a breakdown of
ecological and social systems. For centuries, agricultural societies have been
based on working in accordance with nature’s limits for the renewability of
plant life and soil fertility. Natural processes of the renewal of plants and
fertility of the land were, however, considered a hurdle by modern Western
man, a constraint which had to be removed. Industrially produced fertilizer
and scientiﬁcally engineered seed strains were considered superior substitutes for nature’s fertility and seed. Yet these inventions rapidly transformed
renewable soil fertility and plant life into a non-renewable resource. Soil and
seeds were used as raw material and inputs for the Green Revolution and
industrial agriculture. The result was to create waterlogged or salinized
wastelands, and pest- and disease-infested crops.
The ultimate step in converting nature into a resource is the conversion of
seed – the source from which plant life rises again – into a ‘genetic resource’,
a commodity to be genetically engineered, patented and owned for corporate
proﬁt. Nature’s ways of renewing plants are now viewed as primitive and
slow. Limits put by nature on the reproduction of life by species barriers are
now to be crossed by the engineering of transgenic life-forms whose impact
on the biosphere and life cannot be known or imagined.
The scientiﬁc revolution was to have rolled back the boundaries of ignorance. Instead, a particular knowledge tradition, one which views nature only
as a resource and nature’s limits as constraints, has created unprecedented
man-made ignorance, and ignorance which is becoming a new source of
threat to life on this planet.
U N DE RMINING OF SUSTE NANCE

The transmutation of nature into a resource goes hand in hand with alienating the ancient rights of people to nature as a source of sustenance. When
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forests, land, water or plants are ‘developed’ or ‘scientiﬁcally managed’ in
order to supply industrial inputs, they are appropriated from communities
whose lives and livelihoods they have supported for centuries.
The dispossession of the local people of their rights, their resources and
their knowledge has, however, not gone unchallenged. Forest struggles have
been taking place throughout the world for over two centuries to resist
the colonization of the people’s forests for the supply of commercial and
industrial timber.
In India the access and rights of the people to forests were ﬁrst severely
encroached upon with the introduction of the Forest Acts of
and
.
The following years witnessed the spread of forest satyagrahas (non-violent
struggles) throughout India, as a protest against the reservation of forests for
exclusive exploitation by British commercial interests and their concomitant
transformation from a common resource into a commodity. Villagers ceremonially removed forest products from the reserved forests to assert their right
to satisfy their basic needs. The forest satyagrahas were especially successful
in regions where survival of the local populations was intimately linked with
access to the forests, as in the Himalayas, the Western Ghats and the Central
Indian hills. These non-violence protests were systematically crushed by the
British. In Central India, Gond tribals were gunned down for participating
in the protests and in
dozens of unarmed villagers were killed and
hundreds injured in Tilari village, in Tehri Garhwal, when they had gathered
to protest against the Forest Laws of the local rulers. After enormous loss
of life, the satyagrahas were successful in reviving some of the traditional
rights of the village communities to various forest products.
The forest policy of post-colonial India continued, however, on the colonial path of commercialization and reductionism, and with its continued
people’s resistance to a denial of their basic needs as a result of both alienation of their rights and ecological degradation. In the mountain regions
of the Himalayas, the women of Garhwal started to protect their forests
from commercial exploitation, even at the cost of their lives, by starting
the famous Chipko movement, embracing the living trees as their protectors. Beginning in the early
s in the Garhwal region of Uttar Pradesh,
the methodology and philosophy of Chipko have now spread to Himachal
Pradesh in the north, Karnataka in the south, Rajasthan in the west, Orissa
in the east and the Central Indian highlands.
The Penans of Borneo are one of the last of the hunting and gathering
tribes left in the world’s tropical forests. For centuries, the Penan have lived
in and with Borneo’s forests – in Sarawak in Malaysia and in Kalimantan in
Indonesia. Wild sago (u’ud) has been their staple food, along with ﬁsh and
game. Everything they need comes from the forest. Today, their survival is
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threatened because the forests which give them life, which are the dwelling
place of their gods and ancestors, have been made into sources of commercial
tropical timber and foreign exchange. Loggers from across the world have
been attracted to the dipterocarps of these Asian forests – the red merantis,
shorea and the yellow and white anisopetra. Some per cent of the tropical
hardwoods traded globally now come from Malaysia and Indonesia where
the biological diversity of the forests is reﬂected in the cultural diversity of
the forest peoples. If the destruction caused by logging continues at current
rates, the natural forests of the region will be exhausted by the end of this
decade. And the destruction of the forests means the annihilation of the
peoples of the forest.
In March
, the Penan along with the Kelabit and Kayan decided to ﬁght
back – peacefully. They formed human barricades across logging tracks in a
bid to stop the destruction of their forest homelands by the timber companies.
By June they had set up twelve blockade sites along a
km length of road
in Sarawak’s timber-rich northern districts of Limbang and Baram, and they
have since continued their struggle against commercial logging.
Traditional economies based on principles of providing sustenance with
a stable ecology have shared with industrially advanced, afﬂuent economies
the ability to utilize nature to satisfy basic vital needs of food, clothing
and shelter. But the former differ from the latter in two essential ways.
First, the same needs are satisﬁed in industrial societies through much
longer technological chains, requiring higher energy and resource inputs and
greater creation of waste and pollution, while at the same time excluding
large numbers of people lacking purchasing power and access to means of
sustenance. Second, afﬂuence and overproduction generate pressure to create
new and wholly artiﬁcial needs, and hence the impulse for overconsumption,
which in turn requires an even greater exploitation of natural resources.
Traditional economies are not ‘advanced’ in terms of wasteful consumption,
but so far as the satisfaction of basic and vital needs is concerned, they are
often what Marshall Sahlins has called ‘the original afﬂuent society’. The
needs of the Amazonian tribes are more than satisﬁed by the rich rainforest;
their poverty begins with its destruction. The story is the same for the
Gonds of Bastar in India or the Penans of Sarawak.
The paradox and crisis of development arise from the mistaken identiﬁcation of the culturally perceived poverty of earth-centred economies with
the real material deprivation that occurs in market-centred economies, and
the mistaken identiﬁcation of the growth of commodity production with
providing better human sustenance for all. In actual fact, there is less water,
less fertile soil, less genetic wealth as a result of the development process.
Since this natural wealth is the basis of nature’s economy and the people’s
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survival economy, its scarcity is impoverishing people in an unprecedented
manner. The new impoverishment lies in the fact that nature, which always
did support their survival, is being exploited by the market economy from
which the people are themselves excluded and displaced as control of manmade capital over nature and people’s lives expands through the process of
development.
The dominant ideology of post-war development has been exclusively
concerned with the conversion of nature into a resource and the use of natural
resources for commodity production and capital accumulation. It ignores the
ecological processes that have been regenerating nature outside the domain
of human activity. It also ignores the requirements of the huge numbers of
people whose needs are not being satisﬁed through market mechanisms.
The ignorance or neglect of these two vital economies of nature’s processes
and people’s survival has been the reason why development has posed such
a threat of ecological destruction and a threat to human survival, both of
which have, however, remained the ‘hidden negative externalities’ of the
development process.
Modern economics and its concepts of development span a negligible
portion of the history of human interaction with nature. Principles of
sustenance have given human societies the material basis of survival over
countless centuries by deriving livelihoods directly from nature through
self-provisioning mechanisms. Limits in nature have been respected, and
have guided the limits of human consumption. In most Third World countries
large numbers of people continue to derive their sustenance in the survival
economy which remains invisible to market-oriented development. And, in
any case, all people in all societies depend on nature’s economy for survival.
The market economy is not the primary one in terms of the maintenance
of life. When sustenance is the organizing principle of society’s relationship
with nature, nature exists as a commons. It only becomes a resource when
proﬁts and capital accumulation become the organizing principles and create
an imperative for the exploitation of resources for the market. Yet without
a clean atmosphere and clean water, fertile soils and crop and plant genetic
diversity, human survival is not possible. These common resources have
been destroyed by economic development. This, in turn, has created a new
contradiction between the economy of natural processes and people’s survival
economy, since those pushed out by development are forced to survive on an
increasingly eroded nature.
LIMITS OF NATU RE – LIMITS TO DE VE LOPM E NT

Limits are not unidirectional. They work reciprocally between nature and
society. Recognition of the limits of nature implies limits on society, and
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notions that no limits are necessary in society imply a breakdown of limits
in nature. Either nature’s limits are respected, and human activity is limited
within ecological bounds, or nature’s limits are disregarded and violated
in order to exploit nature for society’s limitless greed and consumption.
‘Development’ of natural resources has basically involved a breaking down
of nature’s limits in order to meet the unlimited demands of a market that
sees limitless expansion as essential for proﬁt.
In the market economy, the organizing principle for relating to nature
is the maximization of proﬁts and capital accumulation. Nature and human
needs are managed through market mechanisms. The ideology of development is in large part based on a vision of bringing all of nature’s products
into the market economy as raw materials for commodity production. When
these resources are already being used by nature to maintain her renewability and by people for providing sustenance and livelihood, their diversion to
the market economy generates a condition of scarcity for ecological stability
and creates new forms of poverty for people.
The organizing principle of economic development based on capital accumulation and economic growth renders valueless all properties and processes
of nature and society that are not priced in the market and are not inputs
to commodity production. This premise very frequently generates economic
development programmes that divert or destroy nature and people’s base
for survival. While the diversion of resources, like diversion of land from
multi-purpose community forests to monoculture plantations of industrial
tree species, or diversion of water from production of staple food crops and
provision of drinking water to cash crops, are viewed by the modernizers
and businessmen as ‘development’ in the context of the market economy,
they actually lead to a shrinkage in nature’s space and people’s space. The
endless growth of markets and production processes at the cost of nature’s
stability is at the root of the crisis of sustainability. Sustainability demands
that markets and production processes be reshaped in line with nature’s
logic of returns, not the logic of proﬁts, capital accumulation and returns
on investment. ‘Development’ must be restrained by limits set by nature
on economy.
There is, however, another – and dangerous – meaning being given to
sustainability. This meaning refers to sustaining not nature, but development
itself. Sustainability in this context does not involve recognition of the limits
of nature and the necessity of adhering to them. Instead it simply means
ensuring the continued supply of raw materials for industrial production,
the ongoing ﬂow of ever more commodities, the indeﬁnite accumulation of
capital – and all this to be achieved by setting arbitrary limits on nature.
Thus the dangerous original shift in the meaning of ‘resources’ is now being
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reproduced in an equally disastrous shift in the meaning of ‘sustainability’.
The original concept refers to nature’s capacity to support life. Sustainability
in nature implies maintaining the integrity of nature’s processes, cycles
and rhythms. It involves the recognition that the crisis of sustainability
is a crisis rooted in neglecting nature’s needs and processes and impairing
nature’s capacity ‘to rise again’. In a ﬁnite, ecologically interconnected and
entropy-bound world, nature’s limits need to be respected; they cannot be
set by the whims and conveniences of capital and market forces, no matter
how clever the technologies summoned to their aid.
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Science
CLAUDE ALVARES

I

was born into a culture that continues to exercise greater inﬂuence and
power over behaviour than modern science does, or will ever do. If that
were properly understood, then this obituary would not appear either scandalous or scurrilous. Every culture enjoins its members to maintain respect
for certain entities. Modern science does not ﬁnd a place in our pantheon.
Far from it. From this side of Suez, in fact, modern science appears akin
to an imported brand of toothpaste. It contains elaborate promises and
much sweetness and glamour. It can be used, is often used (many times
pointlessly), yet can be dispensed with at any time precisely because it is
still largely irrelevant to life.
Toothpaste has become a signiﬁcant universal commodity: for some, it
has even evolved into a category of mind. For decades now, it has remained
(with the toothbrush) an essential adjunct of modern civilization, available
from Managua to Manila. Those who have ingratiated themselves with
modernity are prone to ﬁnd any absence of toothpaste (either for themselves
or for others) a source of acute anxiety.
In our society, however, the moment we ﬁnd toothpaste unavailable, we
return to neem sticks, or cashew or mango leaves, or mixtures composed
of ginger, charcoal and salt. All excellent, locally available and dependable
materials for keeping the mouth fresh and disinfected and the teeth clean.
Now modern science is a universal commodity too, also distinctly recognizable from Managua to Manila, also approved by many whose devotion
to its tenets and its propagation is more often than not related to its ability
to provide a high living wage and, often, in addition, power, prestige and
a chauffeur-driven car. Like the early morning toothbrush, science is considered a precondition for a freshly minted world-view uncontaminated by
unlearned or unemancipated perceptions. For its part, it offers to ﬂush out
the many disabling superstitions from all those hidden crevices of a society’s
soul, to eliminate any and every offending bacterium, to produce a clean
and ordered world. Most important, it promises a materialist paradise for
the world’s unprivileged through its awesome, magical powers. But, not
for any reason difﬁcult to understand, it also continues to require as big
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an advertising budget as toothpaste. There is something about modernity’s
leading prestige product that is actually so bland it has to be rendered
spectacular by sensational copy and a fertile imagination.
Such an irreverent view of modern science will not be comfortable for
those who have chosen to remain imprisoned within the dominant presentday perceptions of the age. But for us, it always was another culture’s
product, a recognizably foreign entity. We eventually came to see it as an
epoch-speciﬁc, ethnic (Western) and culture-speciﬁc (culturally entombed)
project, one that is a politically directed, artiﬁcially induced stream of
consciousness invading and distorting, and often attempting to take over,
the larger, more stable canvas of human perceptions and experience. In a
world consisting of dominating and dominated societies, some cultures are
bound to be considered more equal than others. This heritage of inequality,
inaugurated and cemented during colonialism, has remained still largely
intact today. So the culture products of the West, including its science, are
able to claim compelling primacy and universal validity only because of
their (as we shall see later) congenital relationship with the political throne
of global power.
Colonialism, we know, subjects, undermines, subordinates, and then
replaces what it eliminates with its own exemplar. It is natural to expect
that Western science, an associate of colonial power, would function not
any less brazenly and effectively: extending its hegemony by intimidation,
propaganda, catechism and political force. In fact, being a culture product,
it was only to be expected that it would be associated with the various
(mostly aggressive) thrusts of that culture. It would attempt to extend its
hegemony to other cultures through an elite class, which social commentators today call ‘modernizers’, whose distinguishing characteristic, following
a period of schooling at Oxbridge, was a thoroughgoing alienation from the
life and culture of their own people. And true to its origins, this science has
remained in the service of Western culture to this day, a crucial component
in the hysterically active hegemony of the West.
However, due to stupendous and unrecognized inner strengths, the cultures on which modern science sought to impose itself were able to prevent
themselves from being fully incorporated. Science’s inability to deliver the
goods and its general incompetence in dealing with speciﬁc problems have
also led to its decline. A global overview today of its actual hegemony would,
in fact, be quite distressing to its devotees. In many areas of the non-Western
world, it has been reduced to the status of a commodity (like toothpaste)
or a gadget (to be purchased with money). Its promise to transform the
world into a materialist paradise and thereby put an end to poverty and
oppression has lost all credibility. There is evidence indeed to show that it
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has accomplished just the contrary. As for its offer of a new metaphysical
world-view to provide us with ethical guidance, this has also been largely
rejected. Dharma, conversation, community, interaction with sacred entities
and their associated symbols, still remain prime movers within our societies.
One even encounters signiﬁcant desertions from the imperium of science in
the very citadels of Western culture.
Thus, the geographical area of science’s inﬂuence has turned out to be
far less than was originally desired or attempted. In comparison, other ideas
have dominated (and sometimes unsettled) human societies for far longer
periods of time. Buddhism, for example, which like Western science had
its own theory of causation, was born on Indian soil, from where it was
exported to entire civilizations. In societies like Japan, it exercised inﬂuence
for centuries. It unsettled most South and Southeast Asian societies with its
radically new notions of what a society should be like and of the relationship
between the sangha and the state. In comparison with Buddhism, the sway of
modern science is impressive, but less pervasive. We should also remember
that Buddhism, in contrast to science, was not propagated and imposed by
violence.
The actual self-perception of modern science as a recognizably distinct
human activity does not go back more than
years in Western society.
The very term ‘scientist’ (used as an analogy to the word ‘artist’) was ﬁrst
suggested by William Whewell as late as
at a meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. It was only used without distaste
by its practitioners towards the end of the ﬁrst quarter of this century.
This is not to deny that the world’s citizenry suffered greatly from the
temptations of modern science. It did. Just as it did until recently from the
promises of development. But just as one now routinely encounters the ‘stink
of development’, one is also compelled to concede that three centuries of
science have raised their own trail of disturbing odours. Not surprisingly,
therefore, one discovers that whatever is being said in obituaries about
development can equally be said about modern science.
SCIE NC E AN D DE VE LOPM E NT: A CONGE NITAL RE L ATION S HIP

What has been responsible for the gross inﬂuence of science over the imagination of men in our times? One major factor has been the intimate relationship
between science and development. They cannot be understood in isolation
from each other, as India’s policymakers made clear thirty years ago:
The key to national prosperity, apart from the spirit of the people, lies, in
the modern age, in the effective combination of three factors, technology,
raw materials and capital, of which the ﬁrst is perhaps the most important,
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since the creation and adoption of new scientiﬁc techniques can in fact make
up for a deﬁciency in national resources and reduce the demands on capital.1

Generally speaking, development was merely modern science’s latest associate in the exercise of its political hegemony. Earlier, science had linked
itself with enlightenment and millennial claims, before going on to associate
itself with racism, sexism, imperialism and colonialism, and then settling
down with development, an idea in which most of these earlier inheritances are
encoded.
If one, in fact, reﬂects on the events of recent decades, one is indeed
reminded that development and science have run through the period, tied
together as intimately as a horse and carriage. Development was desired by
us non-Western societies precisely because it was associated with science.
What obtained prior to development, either in the form of pure nature or
non-Western subsistence, did not have, we were told, the rationality, slickness and efﬁciency of modern science. People, societies, nature itself were
backward because of its absence. Planners labelled entire zones ‘backward’
simply because they lacked factories. (The factory has remained until today
a concrete symbol of the new processes developed by science.) Backwardness
was to be substituted by development, an allegedly better way of organizing
man and nature based on the rich insights of up-to-date science.
Science, in turn, was desired because it made development possible. If one
developed its associated skills, one could have unlimited development and
riches. Science and development reinforced the need for each other; each
legitimized the other in a circular fashion popularly rendered ‘I scratch your
back, you scratch mine.’
If development had had no special relationship with science, there would
have been no need to displace subsistence and the new standard of living
that development proposed.
However, the relationship between modern science and development was
much more than merely intimate: it was congenital. This congenital relationship can be traced back to the Industrial Revolution when a relationship
was ﬁrst established between science and industry. This should not unduly
surprise the reader. Some of the principal laws of science arose originally out
of industrial experience. For instance, the Second Law of Thermodynamics
resulted from efforts to improve the working of the steam engine with a
view to advancing industry.
The Indian scientist C.V. Seshadri, in a paper on ‘Development and Thermodynamics’, has provided some original clues to the historical development
of this relationship between industry and science. Seshadri found the Second
Law of Thermodynamics, on close scrutiny, ethnocentric. He charged that,
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due to its industrial origins, the Second Law had consistently favoured the
deﬁnition of energy in a way calculated to further the allocation of resources
solely for big industry purposes (as opposed to craft). In a related paper,
co-authored with V. Balaji, Seshadri wrote:
The law of entropy, backed by its authority, provides a criterion for
utilization of energy available from various resources. This criterion, known
as the concept of efﬁciency, is a corollary to the law of entropy and came
into existence along with the law. The efﬁciency criterion stipulates that the
loss of available energy in a conversion becomes smaller as the temperature
at which the conversion is effected is higher above the ambient. Therefore,
high temperatures are of high value and so are resources such as petroleum,
coal, etc., which can help achieve such temperatures. In this sense, the law
of entropy provides a guideline for the extraction of resources and their
utilization.2

Efﬁciency, perceived in such terms, came to be the leading criterion for
judging technologies and productive work. In the light of modern science,
more efﬁciency of this kind was considered synonymous with more development. Yet, in reality, this central concept of modern science is thus fused
with a particular kind of resource utilization.
An economy based on this kind of science not only provides itself with a
self-serving criterion with which to legitimize itself, it also assumes thereby
that it has a justiﬁcation for taking over all resources hitherto outside its
domain and untouched by modern science. Just as economics invented the
idea of scarcity to further its domain, so science assumed the idea of thermodynamic efﬁciency in order to dislodge competition.
BIAS AGAI N ST NATU RE AN D HAN DIC R AFT

As Seshadri pointed out, both nature and non-Western man proved to be
losers when the thermodynamic deﬁnition of efﬁciency became the criterion
for development. Both, by deﬁnition, overnight became undeveloped or
underdeveloped. A tropical monsoon, for example, transporting millions of
tonnes of water across the tropics, became by deﬁnition inefﬁcient since it
performed work at ambient (and not high) temperatures. S.N. Nagarajan
agrees:
This is not merely conﬁned to the organic world. Even the evaporation
of water, which forms clouds and desalinizes, is not done at
º . Life
could not have emerged by a process similar to what scientists use, at high
temperatures. Scientists are incompetent to construct higher organizations at low temperatures. Tropical agricultural practices were built upon
such a kind of knowledge. The two different kinds of approaches have
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different criteria of efﬁciency. So the two have a different understanding of
development.3

And he adds:
Nature’s way is slow, peaceful, non-harmful, non-explosive, non-destructive,
both for others and for itself. Take for example, the production of ﬁbre by
plants and animals, compared to machines. The end result of plant and
machine processes may appear to be the same: ﬁbre and rayon. The machine
also produces a large quantity in a short time. But at what cost? The
costs are borne by the weaker sections and by nature. The people who are
chained to the machine (workers) are also consumed by it.

In fact, all processes or work effected at ambient temperatures are discounted
in the suzerainty of modern science. Thus tribals, bamboo workers, honey
bees and silkworms all process the resources of the forest at ambient temperatures, and hence without the polluting side effects of waste heat and
efﬂuent associated with big industrial processes. However, in the eyes of
development, it is only the high energy input rayon and pulp units that
really process the forest resources and contribute to economic growth and
production.
Yet modern science still insists: ‘The efﬁciency criterion stipulates that
the loss of available energy in a conversion becomes smaller as the temperature at which the conversion is effected is higher above the ambient.’ By this
means, it in fact destabilizes and exorcizes entire industries and livelihoods.
A ﬁnal illustration from the production of various kinds of sugar in India
can drive home the point.
India produces different forms of sugar. The most important of these
are white sugar and gur. According to ofﬁcial opinion, the processes used
for the extraction and production of white sugar are superior to those that
lead to gur. Not only is the extractive efﬁciency of large mills higher, the
product (white sugar) stores well. It can be transported and hoarded, and
otherwise abused for reasons of state. The attendant pollution wreaked by
sugar mills is acknowledged, but is considered a small price to pay for the
beneﬁts of progress.
Gur, on the other hand, is mostly manufactured in open furnaces, using
agricultural waste, timber or bagasse. The extraction of sugar cane juice is
not as high as in the big industry process. The ﬁnal product also does not
keep well beyond a certain period. However, no pollution results from the
production process: neither the earth nor its atmosphere is damaged. And,
of course, hoarding and speculation in gur is less easy.
From a bare accounting of the two processes, it would seem to be in the
public interest for the state to support the replacement of gur production
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with modern sugar mills. Development is white sugar. And this is what has
occurred in countries like ours in the post-independence period. Credit
policy towards farmers in the vicinity of large sugar mills stipulates that
if farmers take loans for growing sugar cane from government ﬁnancial
institutions, they are duty bound to sell all their sugar cane only to the large
reﬁneries. They may not make gur out of it. Special ofﬁcers of government,
designated Sugar Commissioners, actually oversee such development. Indeed,
this authoritarianism of development has been upheld by the Supreme Court
of India. A farmer was ordered by a Sugar Commissioner to deposit all his
sugar cane with a large sugar mill. He refused because he wanted to process
it into gur instead. The matter went up to the Supreme Court. The Court
upheld the orders of the Sugar Commissioner.
A different picture emerges, however, when a closer investigation is made
of the qualities of the two processes and their end products. We then discover
how modern science highlights certain qualities to the exclusion of others
and how the blind adoption of its procedures can lead us to emphasize the
wrong values. White sugar is dangerous to health for a number of reasons
long tested and proven. The bodily processes involved in the metabolism
of white sugar end up destabilizing the health of the consumer. In addition,
the human body has no physiological requirement for white sugar as such.
It is recognized that white sugar is, after all, nothing but empty calories.
Gur, on the other hand, is a food. It contains not merely sugar, but iron and
important vitamins and minerals.
Thus, if the two sugars are compared in the round, gur would make a
positive contribution to human welfare, whereas white sugar would not.
This, however, is not apparent in any comparison of the mere production
processes that produce white sugar and gur, and in any case the criterion of
this comparison resides only in the particular, and biased, terrain of modern
science’s view of efﬁcient energy conversion. The technology for white sugar
production is simply assumed to be more efﬁcient than the technology used
in the production of gur. Besides, whether it is worth producing a commodity
that is harmful to human health and also damages the environment (waste
heat and efﬂuents) is not part of the efﬁciency debate.4
Symbolic, nevertheless, of the new status sought for modern science by
Third World ruling elites was an international conference on the Role of
Science in the Advancement of New States held in August
, in Israel.
At that conference S.E. Imoke, Minister of Finance for Eastern Nigeria, told
his audience:
We do not ask for the moon nor are we anxious for a trip there with you
just yet. All we seek is your guidance, assistance and co-operation in our
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efforts to gather the treasures of our lands, so that we may rise above the
subsistence level to a life more abundant.5
REVAMPING SOCIET Y

The drive to advance big industry in the West was paralleled by an equally
powerful project to reorganize society along scientiﬁc (i.e. efﬁcient) lines.
Auguste Comte set out the general design. His vision of applying the principles of rationality, empiricism and enlightenment to human society in
every detail has already had a pervasive inﬂuence on the so-called advanced
societies.
A roughly similar Comtean vision received a fresh lease of life with the
political independence of Third World nations. Here science (the archetypical instrument) was entrusted with the turnkey role of promising undreamed
of standards of material well-being to the so-called poor of the planet.
The most well-known specimen of this innocent world-view was Jawaharlal Nehru, the ﬁrst prime minister of free India. No leader of the Third
World was as enamoured of the glamour and promise associated with modern
science as Nehru. For him development and science were synonymous. The
original Comtean vision is starkly revealed in Nehru’s insistence on scientiﬁc
temper as a sine qua non of material advancement. According to him (in his
Discovery of India), it was science and science alone that ‘could solve the
problems of hunger and poverty, of insanitation and illiteracy, of superstition
and deadening custom and tradition, of vast resources running to waste, of
a rich country inhabited by starving people’.
This alarming naivety was passed on by him to the country’s leading
bureaucrats. India adopted a science policy resolution in March
, which
read in part:
The dominating feature of the contemporary world is the intense cultivation of science on a large scale, and its application to meet a country’s
requirements. It is this which, for the ﬁrst time in man’s history, has given
to the common man in countries advanced in science, a standard of living
and social and cultural amenities, which were once conﬁned to a very
small privileged minority of the population. Science has led to the growth
and diffusion of culture to an extent never possible before. It has not only
radically altered man’s material environment, but, what is of still deeper
signiﬁcance, it has provided new tools of thought and has extended man’s
mental horizon. It has thus even inﬂuenced the basic values of life, and
given to civilization a new vitality and a new dynamism.
Science and technology can make up for deﬁciencies in raw materials by
providing substitutes or, indeed, by providing skills which can be exported
in return for raw materials. In industrializing a country, a heavy price has
to be paid in importing science and technology in the form of plant and
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machinery, highly paid personnel and technical consultants. An early and
large development of science and technology in the country could therefore
greatly reduce the drain in capital during the early and critical state of
industrialization.
Science has developed at an ever-increasing pace since the beginning of
the century so that the gap between the advanced and backward countries
has widened more and more. It is only by adopting the most vigorous
measures and by putting forward our utmost effort into the development
of science that we can bridge the gap. It is an inherent obligation of a good
country like India, with its tradition for scholarship and original thinking
and its great cultural heritage, to participate fully in the march of science,
which is probably mankind’s greatest enterprise today.6

Likewise, the authors of the country’s First Five Year Plan noted: ‘In the
planned economy of a country, science must necessarily play a specially
important role … Planning is science in action, and the scientiﬁc method
means planning.’
These great ‘self-evident truths’, however, did not seem so obvious to
many ordinary people in the Third World, particularly tribals, peasants
and others not yet converted to the Western paradigm. In fact, if the beneﬁts of modern science were not immediately obvious to them, neither did
development seem to symbolize a better way of doing routine tasks. On the
contrary, development seemed more of a con-game to ordinary folk. To these
perspective observers, it actually demanded greater sacriﬁces, more work,
and more boring work, in return for a less secure livelihood. It required
the surrender of subsistence (and its related autonomy) in exchange for the
dependence and insecurity of wage slavery.
Left to its own, development would have made little headway across the
globe. That it did eventually get moving was due purely to the coercive
power of the new nation-states which now assumed, in addition to their
earlier controlling function, a conducting function as well. Every nation-state
stepped in voluntarily to force development, often with the assistance of
police and magistrates. If their citizens were so ignorant that they were
unable on their own to recognize the ‘beneﬁts of development’, the new
states would have no option but to ‘force them to be free’.
Development became coercion: forced relocations to ujamaa villages, compulsory co-operatives, and tying people up in new forms of organization ‘for
their own good’. Said Abel Alier, Sudan’s southern regional president, during
an Assembly discussion of the controversial Jonglei Canal: ‘If we have to
drive our people to paradise with sticks, we will do so for their good and the
good of those who come after us.’7 The modern state does not understand,
much less accept, the right of people not to be developed.
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We must recognize that the state’s commitment to development stemmed
from its equal commitment to modern science. Science was an ideal choice
because it claimed to be able to remake reality. It redeﬁned and invented
concepts and laws, and thereby remade reality as well. It manufactured new
theories about how nature worked or, more important, should work.
Therefore, when the state in the non-Western world assumed the role of
developer, desirous of creating a new society and economy, with an entirely
new set of temples and all, science naturally became the most attractive
and crucial instrument for the purpose. It was Nehru, after all, who called
mammoth development projects the ‘temples of today’.
Neither people nor nature have been spared as victims of a sciencefuelled developmentalism driven on by the state. Today, the remaking of
nature has become a major preoccupation of ofﬁcialized ecology. A classic
illustration comes from the approach of scientists to what is called forest
development. Foresters are unable to re-create natural forests. But that does
not bother them. Instead they redeﬁne forests as plantations, and carry out
monocultures under the label of scientiﬁc forestry. Nature is thus replaced
with a substandard substitute. In reality, the afforestation engineered by
modern science becomes the deforestation of nature.
The state claims its right to ‘develop’ people and nature on the basis of a
vision of progress set out in blueprints supplied by modern science, itself a
cultural product of the West. The people have no role other than as spectators or cogs in this ‘great adventure’. In exchange, they, or some of them
at least, are privileged to consume the technological wonders that result
from the heady union of development and science. In the eyes of a patronizing state, this is adequate compensation for a surrender of their natural
rights. As for those who cannot or will not participate, they must lose their
rights. They can be displaced from the resource arena, their resources being
transferred instead to big industry.
A TOTALITARIAN E DGE

The democratic idea remains the one potential element available to counter
these twin oppressions of modernity. For democracies are based on the
principle of fundamental human rights. Let us turn to how this potential
for checking the totalitarianism of modernity was, however, effectively
undermined.
We have probed the congenital links between modern science and development, and the implied bias in science against both nature and handicraft
production. We have also discussed how the new nation-states, heavily
committed to development, found in this science an attractive instrument
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for their project of remaking their people in the image of what they believed
was an advanced form of man.
Both these features of the modern science/modern state relationship indirectly undermined the natural rights of man. In the ﬁrst instance, science
dismissed all existing processes in nature and traditional technics as inferior
or of marginal value, thus enabling big industry (capitalist or statist) to
substitute the blueprints supplied by science. Yet in human history, at least
up until the scientiﬁc and industrial revolutions, the technical knowledge
necessary for survival had mostly remained non-centralized and radically
dispersed. Literally millions of arts and technologies existed – all using a
vast variety of accumulated knowledge and productive of a huge quantum
of goods, cultural ideas and symbols stemming from the rich diversity of
human experience, and based principally on exploiting processes at ambient
temperatures. In many ways, this technical diversity of the human species
more or less paralleled the genetic diversity of nature itself.
In the second instance, the very conception of what constituted human
normality was itself redeﬁned. People lost the right to claim that they could
function as competent human beings unless they underwent the indoctrination required by modernity. It was a priori assumed that they were deﬁcient
as human beings and had to be remade. As the scientiﬁc policy resolution
quoted earlier noted: ‘India’s enormous resources of manpower can only
become an asset in the modern world when trained or educated.’ If in the
process they emerged as pale caricatures of human beings in more powerful
cultures, this was nothing to worry about. Science and its experts would
decide how human beings would be brought up, trained and entertained,
and what they should consume.
This is not too difﬁcult for modern science to achieve primarily because
it claims to be associated not only with greater efﬁciency, but also to have
greater explanatory power. What is more, it claims its explanatory power to
be superior to anything ever achieved before in the human past, because it
alone is impartial and therefore objective. Objectivity was also easy to associate with equality and democracy, since neutrality was beneﬁcial to all. (The
biases of monarchical forms of administration, for instance, were notorious.)
Modern science therefore seemed ideally suited for modern democracies.
By implication, everything ‘non-scientiﬁc’ was devalued as subjective
and arbitrary, of marginal value, and could hardly be made the foundation
of public policy.
The so-called scientiﬁc revolution of the seventeenth century constituted
a watershed in thinking about thinking. The revolution was successful in
insinuating a general consensus that, for the ﬁrst time in human history,
human beings had succeeded in unravelling a method of gaining knowledge
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as certain as the knowledge that earlier had only been available via revealed
scripture. This technique of knowledge acquisition was so reliable that the
knowledge acquired thereby was for all practical purposes non-negotiable. It
was this claim which would soon conﬂict with the natural rights of man.
The indisputable knowledge that science presumed to offer was kept
outside the arena of politics: in no way was it the consequence of bargaining
or choice. In fact, one was no longer at liberty to choose scientiﬁc knowledge
as an option from among other systems of knowledge. Scientiﬁc knowledge
was a given. No one was any longer free to reject its statements, as one was
free (and often encouraged) to reject the statements of religion or art. The
individual who refused to accept the basic scientiﬁc world-view risked being
labelled not merely ignorant, but obscurantist, deviant or irrational.
There are two important points here. First, fallible beings, equipped with
an equally fallible instrumentality, reason, were now staking a claim to an
infallible method of generating and certifying knowledge. Second, rationality
itself was being reduced to nothing more than a narrow and biased scientiﬁc
rationality which has precious little to do with how the human mind actually
thinks, although much to do with how some people think the mind ought
to think.
We have to acknowledge that, in its drive for power, modern Western
science could hardly afford to be difﬁdent about the nature of its claims. It
was compelled by its own premises to concentrate and arbitrate all epistemes,
and to pretend to do so impersonally. As the need for certiﬁcation increased,
so did modern science become less democratic and access to knowledge itself
turned into a matter of privilege and special training. The layman was now
seen as an empty receptacle to be ﬁlled up with the contents of science. He
was to forgo his own knowledge and knowledge-rights.
There is another curious paradox here. Scientiﬁc reason operated with
a logic that was allegedly independent of personal factors or whims. It
aimed at the formulation of laws existing independently of persons. Yet
its certiﬁers were persons, often persons who had a vested interest in the
power of science, and who were dependent on it for their livelihood. Fallible
individuals thus exploited the prestige associated with their discipline to
gain a share of political power. The ballot was surreptitiously replaced,
increasingly by the new scientiﬁc priesthood indoctrinated by its shared
assumptions.
This, of course, was diametrically opposed to democratic functioning
where rights are unique and universal and belong to individuals primarily
because they are members of the species. Such rights include the right
to claim true knowledge and the right to reject impersonal knowledge.
A right which, in other words, includes the power to certify knowledge.
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Under the new tyranny of modern science, such rights were ﬁrst assaulted,
then extinguished, and ordinary people were no longer considered as being
capable by the fruit of their own activity of providing or obtaining true and
certain knowledge of the world. This political right was taken away from
all people falling within the ambit of science’s dictatorship. In fact, for the
ruling classes which felt that human rights had been too early democratized,
or unnecessarily so, science now provided an instrument by which they
could take back with the one hand what they had earlier been compelled to
give away with the other.
Thus planning, science and technology – the technocracy – now became
the principal means for usurping the people’s rights to the domains of knowledge and production, for dismissing the people’s right to create knowledge,
and diminishing their right to intervene in matters of public interest or
affecting their own subsistence and survival.
The non-negotiability of modern science, the much vaunted objectivity
of scientiﬁc knowledge, the seeming neutrality of its information, all these
seemed positive features to most reasonable and educated men of different
religions, values and nations. Rationality, the scientiﬁc temper and modern
education seemed indisputable and necessary assets to human life.
However, while science itself advanced its knowledge by dissent, by
the clash of hypotheses, it summarily dismissed dissent from outside the
scientiﬁc imperium regarding either its content or its methods and mode
of rationality. The non-negotiability of scientiﬁc assumptions, methods and
knowledge became a powerful myth elaborately constructed over several centuries, fed by a feigned ignorance among its propagandists concerning how it
had actually negotiated its rise and apparently unassailable position.
Scientiﬁc knowledge – seen as above emotion, caste, community, language,
religion, and transnational – became the preferred and primary instrument
for transformation not only above the interest of all but, more importantly,
enforceable on all. Never, in fact, was there so much agreement among the
intellectuals of so many nations, whether liberals, communists, reactionaries,
Gandhians, conservatives, or even revolutionaries: all succumbed to the
totalitarian temptation of science.
What we have said concerning the power relationship of modern science
with other epistemologies is also true of what came to obtain between it and
technics. Development based on it came to constitute a dynamic (actively
colonizing) power, committed to compromising the survival possibilities
and niches of larger and larger masses of people. By and large, it found
the people’s knowledge competitive and therefore offensive. And since it
maintained a contemptuous attitude towards folk science, it also treated
people’s rights to use resources in their own way with scant respect.
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Most important of all, the modern state’s interest in such development
itself owed much to the latter’s constant search for ways and means to
compromise, erode, and often severely diminish, personal autonomy, and the
creativity and political freedom that went with it. In a democracy, people
can govern themselves, but they can hardly do so if their governments are
seriously attempting at the same time to see whether they can be successfully managed and changed.
Once the ordinary people’s epistemologic rights were devalued, the state
could proceed to use allegedly scientiﬁc criteria to supplant such rights with
ofﬁcially sponsored and deﬁned perceptions and needs.
Science’s propaganda, that it alone provided a valid description of nature,
was turned into a stick with which to beat trans-scientiﬁc, or folk-scientiﬁc,
descriptions of nature. The various ‘people’s science movements’ in India
took this job quite seriously, by functioning as an unofﬁcial establishment,
gallantly attempting to replace the science of the village sorcerer or tantrik
with the barbarism of modern science’s electric shock treatment or frontal
lobotomies.
This expansion of the domain of scientiﬁc epistemology involved the
most sustained deprivation of others’ epistemological rights. State policy,
being committed to this one epistemology exclusively, abused or ignored
others. In medicine, to take just one example, the bias exercised against
Indian systems of healing in favour of imported allopathy needs little
documentation.
All imperiums are intolerant and breed violence. The arrogance of science
concerning its epistemology led it actively to replace alternatives with its
own, superimposing on nature new and artiﬁcial processes. Naturally, the
exercise provoked endless and endemic violence and suffering as the perceptions of modern science sat clumsily and inappropriately on natural systems.
Thus, just as the Europeans eliminated millions of indigenous Indians from
North and South America and other indigenous populations elsewhere to
make a place for their own kind, and just as their medicine uprooted other
medicine, and their seeds displaced other seed, so their knowledge project
called modern science attempted to ridicule and wipe out all other ways of
seeing, doing and having.
Knowledge is power, but power is also knowledge. Power decides what
is knowledge and what is not knowledge. Thus modern science actually
attempted to suppress even non-competitive but different ways of interacting with man, nature and the cosmos. It warred to empty the planet of all
divergent streams of episteme in order to assert the unrivalled hegemony of
its own batch of rules and set of perceptions, the latter being clearly linked
with the aggressive thrusts of Western culture.
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It is an illusion to think that modern science expanded possibilities for
real knowledge. In actual fact, it made knowledge scarce. It overextended
certain frontiers, eliminated or blocked others. Thus it actually narrowed
down the possibilities for enriching knowledge available to human experience. It did appear to generate a phenomenal information explosion. But
information is information, not knowledge. The most that can be said of
information is that it is but knowledge in degraded, distorted form. Science
should have been critically understood not as an instrument for expanding
knowledge, but for colonizing and controlling the direction of knowledge,
and consequently human behaviour, within a straight and narrow path
conducive to the design of the project.
Is, then, the defeat total? No. The planet has not succumbed to appropriation by modern science everywhere. Indeed the outward symbols of science
– agribusiness food, nuclear reactors, gigantic dams – are facing rebellion
across the globe. And if those who have tasted the empty fruits of modern
science are disillusioned with them, others have refused to taste them at all.
Millions of farmers, for instance, reject the modern rice strains manufactured
by cereal research centres controlled by agribusiness. Citizens across the
planet are rejecting modern allopathic medicine to varying degrees. Millions
of ordinary people reject the idea of living by the distorting (and distorted)
values associated with modern science.
In a country like India, forty years of state sponsorship of science and all
its works have been unable to bolster its failing reputation. In
Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi made the propagation of the scientiﬁc temper one
of the fundamental duties of Indian citizens, and amended the constitution
accordingly. Despite this there is an even greater sense of crisis among the
Indian scientiﬁc community, which ﬁnds itself every decade more and more
out of tune with Indian society’s principal preoccupations.
This sense of failure has irreversibly crippled much of the thrust to push
India into the straitjacket prepared for it by the project of modern science.
The people in non-Western societies do not merely not co-operate with its
principal designs, they indicate they do not care a ﬁg for the West and its
creations.
In many areas, the non-cooperation has become aggressive. People,
groups, villages have openly rejected modernizing development and stubbornly insisted on maintaining their ways of life, their ambient interactions
with nature, and the arts of subsistence. The revolt against development is
bound to be at another level a revolt against modern science and the violence
it symbolizes. This was Mahatma Gandhi’s view. It will eventually become
the view of those interested in protecting the natural rights of man and
nature everywhere.
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But no work of academia can be as compelling as human experience. Enmeshed in
day-to-day village cosmology, it was not too long before the scales fell quickly from my
eyes. If one attempts to live close to the peasants or within the bosom of nature, modern
science is perceived differently: as vicious, arrogant, politically powerful, wasteful, violent,
unmindful of other ways. Life in Thane, a village north-east of the state of Goa, on India’s
West Coast, and for the past six years in Parra, a more accessible coastal village, provided
me with enough education to see through the emperor’s new clothes.

Socialism
HARRY CLEAVER

O

ne of the longest standing critiques of capitalist development has
been that of the socialists. From pre-Marxian analyses of the way
capitalist development generates extreme poverty and suffering alongside
extreme concentrations of wealth, through Marx’s dissection of capitalist
exploitation and class antagonism, through Luxemburg, Bukharin and
Lenin’s work on imperialism as the highest stage of capitalism, to more
contemporary critiques of dependency, socialists have lambasted the international expansion of capitalist social relations as a process which has
brought misery rather than improvements in living conditions for the vast
majority of the world’s peoples. Rather than ‘developing’ the Third World,
they say, capitalism has ‘underdeveloped’ it – made things worse than
they were when it was still ‘undeveloped’; that is, free of the imposition
of capitalist class relations.
Yet, at the same time, rather than abandoning the development project,
socialists have consistently proposed the adoption of an alternative ‘socialist
development’. This has been the case primarily since the construction of
socialism in the USSR provided a real-life alternative to capitalism, and not
just a theory. The extremely rapid (by historical standards) industrialization
of the USSR, which at the time of the Revolution of
was still an overwhelmingly agrarian society, convinced many of the superiority of socialist
over capitalist development, of socialism over capitalism, tout court.
This was particularly true in the Third World where anti-colonialism
often came to include anti-capitalism and many intellectuals in the independence movements were impressed with Soviet efforts to foster socialist
development and began to consider ways such measures might be adapted
to their own circumstances. Such intellectuals included both revolutionaries
and those who sought more peaceful change. Already, by
, Mao Zedong
had been drawn to Marxism and the struggle for socialism, in part by the
Soviet example. By
Jawaharlal Nehru, returning from the Brussels
Congress of Oppressed Nationalities and a visit to Moscow, was ready to
proclaim that his goal was socialism, as well as the independence he had
hitherto pursued as a disciple of Mahatma Gandhi. In
, he enunciated
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a view of the relationship between socialism and development which would
be shared by a generation of leaders throughout the Third World: ‘I see no
way of ending the poverty, the vast unemployment, the degradation and the
subjection of the Indian people except through socialism.’
Elsewhere in the British Empire, similar socialist visions would be repeated, as with Kwame Nkrumah in the Gold Coast (Ghana), Julius Nyerere
in Tanganyika (Tanzania), and Eric Williams in Trinidad and Tobago.
Against the French Empire, leaders such as Ho Chi Minh in Indochina,
Ben Bella in Algeria, Léopold Senghor in Senegal, Modibo Keita in Mali,
and Sékou Touré in Guinea, also sought some form of socialism or communism beyond colonialism. Among the many other Third World leaders
who turned to various (and often quite different) forms of socialism, we must
also mention Fidel Castro and Che Guevara in Cuba, Patrice Lumumba in
the Belgian Congo, Amilcar Cabral in Portuguese Guinea, Camilo Torres in
Colombia, Muammar Qaddaﬁ in Libya, Michael Manley in Jamaica, Pol Pot
in Cambodia, Salvador Allende in Chile, the Sendero Luminoso in Peru, the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua and Nelson Mandela in South Africa. The adoption of Soviet-style socialism by China and Cuba after their revolutions, as
well as the introduction of such methods into Eastern Europe after World
War II, and their apparent success in eliminating the most obvious evils
of capitalist development – starvation, dramatic extremes of wealth and
poverty, illiteracy – which continued unabated elsewhere, reinforced the
case for socialist forms of development.
In short, throughout the four decades since World War II, a contest
between capitalist and socialist development has raged in the Third World
that paralleled the contest between capitalism in the First World and socialism in the Second. While Americans and the ex-colonial powers of Western
Europe pushed their own development strategies under Point Four and other
foreign aid programmes, the Soviets (mostly after Stalin’s death), the Chinese
and to some degree the Cubans sought to extend their development models,
partly through the support of various revolutionary movements, partly
through their own foreign aid packages. Paralleling Western methods, the
socialist countries ﬁnanced trade and infrastructure development, from dams
to roads and agricultural research, built schools and brought thousands of
Third World students to the socialist countries for education. Only in the
absence of private foreign investment could socialist foreign aid methods be
differentiated sharply from those of the West. Within the context of this
history, it is not an exaggeration to say that the majority of revolutionary
movements in the Third World aimed at overthrowing local institutions
of capitalist power have turned to the socialist countries for both help and
alternative models of development.
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TH E POPU L AR RE VOLTS OF 1989

In the wake of the wave of popular struggles that swept across Eastern
Europe in
overthrowing self-proclaimed socialist governments, in the
midst of equally widespread popular upheaval in the Soviet Union itself
from the Baltic through the Russian to the Central Asian Republics – it is
nevertheless impossible to avoid recognizing that Soviet-style socialism is
being torn apart from the inside. In the West, the ideologues of capitalism
are trumpeting the death of socialism, the ﬁnal burial of the God who
failed, and the triumph of freedom, democracy and free markets. The Cold
War is over, they gleefully proclaim; capitalism has won, socialism has been
defeated and history is at an end.
At the same time, socialists and communists throughout the world have
clearly been thrown on the defensive. On the one hand, the hardline opponents of reform, especially in China, where Deng and his friends responded
to a similar popular rising by bathing Tiananmen Square in the blood of
their children, are condemning the mass movements as reactionary and
counter-revolutionary and are proclaiming themselves to be the last bastions
of the socialist alternative to capitalism. On the other hand, vast numbers of
other socialist and communist opponents of capitalism, who recognize the
movements in Eastern Europe as truly popular, are being forced to retrench
and rethink.
Indeed, for all of us who struggle for a better world beyond capitalism,
whether we call ourselves socialists or not, for all of us who claim to believe
in the power of common people to reshape their world, this dramatic upheaval in the socialist world must be the occasion for serious thinking about
the issue of socialism as an alternative to capitalism. We may reject the
claims of both capitalist ideologues and Communist hardliners as self-serving
propaganda, but we can certainly agree that something very signiﬁcant is
happening. Should we read in the actions of the people of Eastern Europe the
deﬁnitive rejection of socialism by the only people who count – the masses
– and therefore, taking their lesson to heart, stop talking about socialism
and socialist development as desirable alternatives to capitalism? Or are the
regimes being rejected because they are Stalinist rather than because they
are socialist? If that is the case, then what is there left of socialism to hang
on to as a guide to thinking about moving beyond capitalism?
There is no better place to begin, therefore, than with a brief examination
of just what the people of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are rejecting.
At ﬁrst glance, the demands that have been enunciated are such as to warm
the hearts of capitalists everywhere. At the top of the agenda has been the
destruction of the monopoly power of the Communist Party over not only
the formal political process but over all of social and economic life. The cry
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has reverberated from one end of the Soviet empire to another: ‘end the
monopoly, lift the heavy hand of the Communist-controlled state from our
lives!’ In Eastern Europe the mass movement has already implemented multiparty political systems and the revolts in the Soviet republics have forced
Gorbachev to accept similar changes in the Soviet Union itself. At the same
time, the repressive state apparatus is being dismantled – the secret police
disbanded, political prisoners released. Hard on the heels of these dramatic
political changes are emerging intense debates over economic and social
policy. Here again the emphasis of the popular reformers has been, so far,
on the reduction of state control over the economy and social life in general.
In some areas state planning and subsidies are being reduced or eliminated,
in other areas restrictive state social policies, such as the Romanian state’s
attempt to force women to have more children, are being abolished.
On the other hand, it is clearly too soon to see exactly which of the old
policies will be retained and what the full range of new policies will look
like. Already public discussions throughout the area, such as the heated
debates in the new Hungarian parliament, have shown that a great many
people there are not interested in giving up many of the beneﬁts of socialism
such as guaranteed employment and wages, subsidized housing, free health
and child care, or old-age pensions. Around such issues the debates have
barely begun and will determine much about the future shape not only of
East European society but also the Soviet Union.
The existence of such debates gives credence to socialists who are presently maintaining that the popular upheavals have been directed not against
socialism per se but against its Stalinist perversion. For such socialists
emphasize the ideals of equality and social justice which, for them, socialism
has always borne within it, as well as the real material beneﬁts even Sovietstyle socialism, at least until the recent collapse of its overcentralized and
bureaucratic system of economic management, has brought to many. While
one approach to deciding what, if anything, is left of socialism that is worth
defending and using as a guide to moving beyond capitalism is to examine
the nature of those beneﬁts, and compare them with the alternative set of
beneﬁts available within the capitalist world, I would rather, in the context
of this essay, examine the other side of the socialist argument.
That is to say, as against Soviet- or Chinese-style socialism with their
characteristic monopoly of power by the Communist Party, other socialists,
who often call themselves democratic socialists or social democrats, have
long maintained that the essence of socialism has been its humanistic social
ideals. As opposed to the capitalist ideology, and practice, of individualistic
competition at the levels of persons, ﬁrms and nation-states, they argue
socialism has always, from its earliest formulations, afﬁrmed the centrality
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of the social context of people’s lives, the naturalness of social cooperation
and joint social action. As opposed to the capitalist ideology of self-serving
egotism and narcissism, socialism has always afﬁrmed that personal development and individual satisfaction could only be achieved through the kind
of intimate, non-competitive relationships that only exist in the context of
cooperative living. Socialist programmes for the reform of economic and
social institutions, therefore, have always been aimed at the creation of a
framework within which such cooperation could thrive. The real lesson of
the upheavals in the East, I suspect most such socialists will argue, is that,
while the Soviet and Chinese approaches failed to create it, such a framework
is still a desirable goal and can still provide a theoretical perspective for
thinking about moving beyond capitalism.
Against such arguments, the more sophisticated of capitalist critics can
raise the charge that, even though the concept of socialism can be separated
from the Soviet and Chinese experience, in part because it pre-dates both,
nevertheless the concept has always had a totalitarian side to it. That side
has derived from the misguided notion that capital accumulation, economic
growth and social development can be planned more efﬁciently than they
can be regulated by the market. Planning has always meant that there had
to be those with the power to plan, and such a concentration of power must
lead, and has always led, to totalitarian government.
Is this true? Has socialism always had this element? Or, as the democratic
socialists argue, has such been a perversion of the essence of socialism?
These are questions to which we can give at least a tentative answer by
taking a look at the history of the concept. What we ﬁnd, it seems to me,
is that while the concept of socialism has certainly mutated repeatedly over
time, meaning many different things to many different people at different
times, there have indeed been within all of its history two contradictory
meanings in struggle with each other. The ﬁrst is that emphasized by its
capitalist critics: a tradition that honours intentional social and economic
planning over the automatic adjustments of capitalist markets. The second
is that emphasized by the proponents of socialism: a tradition of believing
that human beings can indeed cooperate to determine jointly their collective
future in ways far superior to that possible under the regime of capitalist
exploitation and the markets that have always been associated with it. Let’s
investigate the history of these two meanings as they have been interwoven
in the history of the concept of socialism.
DRE AM S OF LI BE R ATION AN D TH E TOTALITARIAN LEGACY

For a long time the idea of socialism was a dream. It was a dream that
ﬁrst appeared in Western Europe simultaneously with the development of
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capitalism and its Industrial Revolution. It was a dream conjured up by
those oppressed by the violence and exploitation of capitalist society in
their workaday lives or by those outraged at their observations of misery
and injustice around them. Dissatisﬁed with the coexistence of outrageous
wealth and abject poverty, appalled by the destruction of traditional communities with all their intimate personal bonds and their replacement by
individualism and the competitive war of all against all, offended by ugly
cities crammed with dark factories and dank dwellings, dismayed by the
displacement of craft skills by a crippling division of labour, many workers
and social reformers yearned for a better world. A few contented themselves
with old dreams of the city of God in which they might ﬁnd peace after a
difﬁcult life of toil. But others crafted new dreams of alternatives which did
not yet exist – utopias – but which could perhaps be constructed. Dreamers such as Claude-Henri de Saint-Simon, Charles Fourier, Robert Owen,
Étienne Cabet, Wilhelm Weitling and their followers designed new and, they
believed, better social structures than the ones around them. These dreams
were not only fanciful imaginings, they inspired people to act, to struggle for
their realization. What could be dreamed today might be achieved tomorrow,
and these men and their followers struggled to transform the world either
in large, through reform or revolution, or in small, through the founding of
experimental communities.
Such struggles, based on dreams of a better world, pre-dated capitalism
but seemed to ﬂourish with its growth. Outrage at the excesses and exploitation based on landed property had helped fuel the English Revolution in
the
s and the French Revolution in
. The Levellers and Diggers in
England had fought to turn the world upside down. The enragés and sansculottes had overthrown the old order and the Parisian radicals and followers
of Babeuf in France had battled under the banner of égalité against the
counter-revolution in the
s. These revolutions, however disappointing
their immediate outcomes, left a legacy of radical social imagination that
spread and evolved, inspiring discontents to political action throughout the
nineteenth century. During the July Revolution of
, the Revolutions
of
, the Chartist Movement of the late
s and
s, through the
formation of the First International in the
s to the Paris Commune of
, men and women fought and bled for the realization of their dreams
even in the midst of the massive historical changes that consolidated the
power of capitalism throughout most of the world.
The term socialisme was apparently ﬁrst used in
by the Frenchman
Pierre Leroux, a disciple of Saint-Simon, in his journal La Globe. It was also
used in the
s by the followers of Robert Owen in England. It appeared
in the midst of a swirl of revolutionary and reformist ideas, and in that
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confusion its meaning changed and evolved with the development both of
capitalism and of the struggle to get beyond it. From the beginning, however,
the concept of socialism shared with that of communism the argument that
only through a transformation of fundamental social relations could the evils
of poverty and unequal, hierarchical distributions of power and wealth be
overcome. From Saint-Simon and Owen onward, socialists condemned the
destructive antagonisms and anarchy of free-market, competitive capitalism. Even when they accepted the Natural Law tradition which underlay
the philosophical justiﬁcations of capitalism, they rejected the reasoning of
men like Thomas Hobbes and Adam Smith that the unrestrained pursuit
of individual self-interest both was natural and would lead to an acceptable
social harmony. Their emphasis, rather, was on the naturalness and possibilities inherent in human cooperation and solidarity at the social level. Despite
the experience of capitalist competition, they believed, people could learn to
cooperate, to work for each other instead of against each other, to conceive
their self-interest more broadly in terms of their community instead of
narrowly and egotistically. This is the side of their thought that democratic
socialists tend to emphasize.
Yet at the same time, even in the concepts of Saint-Simon and Owen,
there was another side to their socialism, the side capitalist critics point to
as harbouring the seeds of totalitarianism. Owen, it will be recalled, was
himself a capitalist, a reform-minded capitalist to be sure, but a capitalist
nevertheless. He was certainly no democrat. His was a socialism-from-above
in which the oppressed and irrational masses would need to be educated
to new habits by a socialist elite. All of society should be taken care of, he
thought, ‘as the most advanced physicians govern and treat their patients in
the best arranged lunatic hospitals.’ And as he sought to achieve the kinds
of reforms – the reduction of working hours, improved working conditions,
greater cooperation between workers and masters – his followers would call
socialism, he turned ﬁrst and foremost to other capitalists and to the aristocracy in an attempt to convince them that such reforms, if implemented
by the state, would make British industry more productive and proﬁtable
than ever. Eventually, disheartened by his failure to convince his peers of the
wisdom of his views, Owen turned his efforts to the organization of trade
unions and co-operatives and eventually to utopian community experiments.
Nevertheless, even these activities were shaped by his belief that reforms
could be achieved through the use of existing state power. The development
of British trade unionism was strongly inﬂuenced by this belief.
Saint-Simon’s concept of socialism, even more than Owen’s, had an elitist
bias toward centralized, top-down planning. A noble who had survived the
Revolution, his desire to get rid of the poverty and crises caused by what
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he saw as the anarchy of capitalist markets, led Count Claude-Henri de
Saint-Simon to call for the centralized state regulation of production and distribution. With no faith whatsoever in the wisdom and abilities of common
working people, he called for bankers and economic experts to control the
allocation of investment and the optimal distribution of the product according to people’s needs. No leveller, Saint-Simon would maintain a kind
of meritocratic hierarchy as the means of organizing his social society. Not
surprisingly, like Owen, he also turned to the existing power elite of politicians, bankers and industrial entrepreneurs with his ideas. Both his plans
for socialism and his personal politics would lead some later commentators
to see in him an ancestor of twentieth-century technocracy.
We should note, at this point, that the elitist proclivities of these two
founding socialists were not entirely inconsistent with the even more radical
communist tradition of the time. The Jacobin insurrectionary heritage of the
French Revolution, which was preserved in the politics of Babeuf, Buonarroti
and Blanqui, had the same contradictory tendencies between a humanitarian
concern with the elimination of poverty and the privileges of property and a
belief in the necessity of a highly centralized and tightly controlled governance of their alternative communist society. Their radical egalitarianism
called for equality in the distribution of both property and the enjoyment of
material wealth. Babeuf drew on the utopian traditions of the Enlightenment
to call for the sharing of goods (mainly tools and land), while Buonarroti and
Blanqui carried this tradition well into the period of the capitalist Industrial
Revolution so that their communism came to mean the dispossession of not
only the landed rich but also the new industrial bourgeoisie. At the same
time, despite their radical egalitarianism, their approach to revolutionary
activity and to the governance of post-revolutionary society, should they
be successful, was quite explicitly elitist. Their Jacobin heritage was, above
all, a politics of the seizure of power. However much they may have fought
for the poor, the downtrodden and later the working class, their means
was the secret conspiratorial organization of a relatively small group of
revolutionaries.
This revolutionary heritage was embraced by Karl Marx and Friedrich
Engels and their followers, in their call for the overthrow of capitalism. Their
understanding of the possibilities of socialism, based upon an analysis of the
antagonistic class forces of capitalism, came some years after their earliest
socialist forerunners and was developed within the context of a more mature
capitalist development. At least from the time of the Communist Manifesto on,
they mostly rejected the reformist approach to getting beyond capitalism,
be it through legal changes or utopian experiments. For Marx and Engels
such changes as could be achieved in this manner – like the Factory Acts in
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England or, later, representation in parliament – might constitute important
steps in the development of working-class organization but could not bring
about the complete transformation of the system.
Like their socialist forerunners, however, Marx and Engels elaborated
a vision of socialism which, although partial – for they rejected utopian
speculation – contained most of the earlier socialist preoccupations with
the possibilities of creating a more equal and just society. Their analysis
of exploitation and alienation in capitalism led them to believe that the
working-class overthrow of capitalism would lead not only to workers’
control of production and distribution, but to the overcoming of all the
aspects of alienation inherent in the capitalist use of work as its fundamental
mechanism of social control. Exactly how this would be done they did not
know. Marx studied the extremely brief experience of the Paris Commune for
some glimpse of what the proletariat would actually do when it took power.
He especially and repeatedly celebrated its moves towards the abolition of
the state and towards real democracy – universal suffrage with representatives revocable at short notice. Also, when he was drawn into a debate in
Russia over the applicability of his analysis to the class struggle in that land,
he studied the Russian peasant commune and saw it as a possible point of
departure for the construction of socialism.
Marx clearly believed that, once workers were in command of the means
of production, they could transform it so that products would once again
be an expression of the workers’ will, and hence the work process itself
could become an interesting activity of self-realization (understood both
individually and collectively), so that conﬂicts among workers which had
been so much the basis of capitalist ability to control them would be replaced by a real ﬂowering of self-organized cooperation. At the same time,
his understanding of both the role of imposed work in capitalism and the
long history of the workers’ struggle to reduce it led him to believe that
in post-capitalist society free time as the basis for the ‘full development of
individuality’ would replace labour as the source of value in society. Thus,
post-capitalist society would most likely be characterized, at least in part, by
the open-endedness characteristic of ‘disposable time’, an expanding sphere
of freedom which would allow a multi-sided development of the individual
and of society. Some of these ideas have remained highly inﬂuential in
subsequent socialist thought and constitute much of Marxism’s continuing
attraction to democratic socialists.
At the same time, it must be said, the conﬂict in socialist thought
between the desire to foster a new kind of social cooperation and the
tendency to have recourse to elitist methods did not disappear with the
development of Marxism but only took on greater ambiguity. On the one
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hand, as the foregoing discussion suggests, Marx was very much convinced
of the possibilities of a classless, stateless free society. On the other hand,
his own political practice, and to some degree his theory, argued in ways
ambiguous enough to allow many of his followers to derive justiﬁcation
for an elitist conception of socialism as a prolonged transition to classless
communism.
Most important here are two elements of his work and thought: the
concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat implemented by a revolutionary
communist party and the idea that the central object of that dictatorship
should be the replacement of the market anarchy of capitalism by the centralized planning of social and economic life. Certainly, Marx was no elitist
in the sense of those socialists like Saint-Simon or Owen who were willing
to turn to the capitalist state to achieve the realization of their hopes. Moreover, it is clear that his recurrent use of the term ‘communist party’ must
be understood not in terms of nineteenth-century secret conspiracies or in
the contemporary terms of either the Leninist organization of professional
revolutionaries or of social-democratic electoral politics, but rather in the
more general (and more ambiguous) sense of those who represent the most
fundamental interests of the working class. This sense is what guided Marx
in his work within the workers’ movement, ﬁrst in the Communist League
and then in the International Working Men’s Association (the First International). While Marx never spelled out in any detail what he felt the role
of the working-class (or communist) party would be after the overthrow of
capitalism, he clearly felt it should play a leading role in the struggle that
would lead to such a victory.
Marx called for greater centralization not only in working-class organization but in the aftermath of revolutionary upheavals. Warning against
bourgeois efforts to disperse and weaken, Marx called on workers to strive
‘for the most determined centralization of power in the hands of the state
authority’. This was one of the central points of contention between him
and the anarchists in the First International. While the latter felt that the
immediate abolition of the state was the shortest method of ending exploitation and class domination and renounced the call for any working-class
‘seizure of power’, which they argued would merely reinforce the state, Marx
argued, ﬁrst, that the capitalist state was a manifestation of the power of
the capitalist class and that without ending that power the abolition of the
state would be at best short-lived, and, second, that after the overthrow of
the capitalist government the workers would need some means to prevent
a counter-revolution (such as had occurred in the
Revolutions and
the Paris Commune) and to achieve the transformation of society along
communist lines.
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In his Critique of the Gotha Programme, Marx renewed his insistence on
the necessity of a workers’ state – the dictatorship of the proletariat – yet
nowhere in any of these writings is there an attempt to spell out concretely
what such a state would entail or to address the objection repeatedly raised
by the anarchists that any workers’ state would re-create tyranny. The
closest Marx ever comes to answering that objection was in his analysis of
the Paris Commune where he emphasized how the ability of workers to recall
their representatives and the avoidance of any concentration of military
power that could be used against the workers were themselves steps in the
abolition of the state. The ambiguity of Marx’s writing lay in the vagueness
of his more abstract discussions of these issues of revolutionary power – a
vagueness almost inevitable in a discourse that refused both utopian speculation and a priori prescription. Almost unavoidably, that ambiguity left his
thought open to the widest possible range of interpretation – to which it
was subjected even before his death.
The ﬁrst great debates about ‘what Marx really meant’, about the proper
‘Marxist’ strategy for the achievement of socialism, took place in the context
of the Second International (
–
), which was a renewed attempt to
organize the socialist movement internationally. It was an attempt led and
dominated by the German Social Democratic Party, which, while seeking
power through the electoral process, was also attempting to head off a major
European war. The debates within the socialist movement of that period
are numerous and touch on many issues which go beyond my immediate
concerns here. However, in terms of the contradiction in socialism that I
have been tracing, it is easy to identify the most salient issues.
What made it possible to speak of a socialist movement at that point in
time was the common vision of the possibility of a more just, democratic
and egalitarian post-capitalist society. Among socialists, the central debate
was over the best method of overthrowing capitalism. Dominant among the
Social Democrats at the time was the view that electoral politics and gradual
social reform was the best, perhaps the only, path beyond capitalism. One
such argument was put forward by Eduard Bernstein, who understood that
the growing ability of capitalism to regulate and adapt itself dramatically
reduced the possibility that a catastrophic crisis would occur to provide
the occasion for a working-class revolution. Against such reasoning, other
Marxists such as Rosa Luxemburg argued both that the capitalists could
not eliminate crisis from the system, and that therefore the continuing role
of the socialist party must be to prepare the workers for revolution and to
be ready to lead them when the time came. With the collapse of the Second
International in
, when the Social Democrats voted for war credits to
support the German war effort, these debates became even more acrimoni-
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ous. The German radicals around Luxemburg and the Spartacus League were
joined in their attack on the Social Democrats by Lenin and the Bolsheviks
in Russia. We should note that on neither side of this debate was there any
call for the socialist party to abdicate its leading role in political struggle:
the debate was only over how it should lead, not whether.
E NTH RON E M E NT OF TH E LE VIATHAN

During this whole period, however, all of these debates, about how capitalism could be abolished and what socialism might be like, were largely
speculative projections. With the October Revolution and the Bolshevik
seizure of power in
, however, all that changed. Suddenly, overnight it
seemed to most, a socialist society was being constructed in Russia – not
as a small, isolated experiment like the Paris Commune or the scattered
international communities of the utopians, but on a huge scale, as huge as
the fallen tzarist empire. All of a sudden, socialism leaped from the world of
dreams and speculation – however rooted it may have been in the workers’
movement – into concreteness. The spontaneous creation by Russian workers
and peasants of the soviets and factory committees seemed to herald the
popular self-governance that so many socialists had long anticipated. All
around the world socialists, and even anarchists, celebrated the Revolution
as the realization of their dreams.
Immediately after the October seizure of power, however, the Bolshevik
leadership moved with blinding speed to consolidate all power in the hands
of the party. Step by step they stripped both soviets and factory committees
of their autonomy and gathered the reins of control into their own hands.
They were not unopposed, there was real resistance among the Russian
workers and peasants, even among the Bolsheviks; but they were victorious.
While the meaning of the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’ may have been
ambiguous in Marx, there was no ambiguity at all for the Bolsheviks. If the
widespread dislocation and hardship left in the wake of World War I were not
enough, the attack on the Revolution by the white army backed by Western
powers provided Lenin and the other Bolshevik leaders with all the excuse
they needed to rationalize the need for centralized control – both military
and economic – a control they would not relax when the attack was defeated.
As a result anarchists, radical communists and social democrats in Western
Europe all challenged the legitimacy of Bolshevik power and policies. The
anarchists and radical communists, such as Rosa Luxemburg and those who
would become known as the council communists, saw in the dismantling of
the workers’ factory committees and soviets the solidiﬁcation of a Bolshevik
state, a reconcentration of power antithetical to their conception of popular
power. The social democrats also decried the concentration of Bolshevik
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power, lamented the destruction of democracy and, for the most part, reafﬁrmed their reformist politics against what they saw as the subversion of
the Russian Revolution.
While, during the period of (civil) ‘war communism’ many socialists were
willing to give the Bolsheviks the beneﬁt of the doubt, the end of that war
brought new criticism, this time not only over the centralization of power
but also over the purposes for which that power was being wielded. Little
by little it became apparent, at least to some Western Marxists, that the
nationalization of industry, the imposition of strict labour discipline, the
collectivization of the peasantry and ﬁnally the brutality of forced labour in
the Gulag, all of which had been carried out in the name of the people, were
not merely unfortunate and temporary means to an end but had come to
constitute permanent characteristics of Soviet-style socialism. The deliberate
diversion of the fruits of rising productivity away from both consumption
and less work towards investment and more work had become an endless
process. Under such circumstances it became increasingly difﬁcult to take
seriously the Soviet claims to be a ‘workers’ state’. To be sure, certain
concessions were made to the workers and peasants in Russia. They were
guaranteed employment and a wage. They were provided free education
and free health care. But over time at least some socialists began to see
these concessions as not all that different from those won by workers in the
West. And upon close examination some socialists even concluded that what
detailed comparisons of Soviet and Western economics revealed was in fact
a striking similarity.
Beneath the veneer of socialist rhetoric lay merely a different method
of organizing the accumulation of capital. Some, such as C.L.R. James and
Raya Dunayevskaya, went so far as to conclude that what the Bolsheviks,
under ﬁrst Lenin and then Stalin, had created was a form of ‘state capitalism’ and not socialism at all. Others, such as Max Horkheimer or Cornelius
Castoriadis, would refuse such a characterization, preferring ‘authoritarian
state’ or ‘bureaucratic collectivism’ or ‘state socialism’. Except for those
closely wedded to Moscow’s line, a great many Marxists have come to see
Soviet-style socialism as a new kind of class society, containing severe class
antagonisms which, if not exactly the same as those of capitalism, are at least
similar and thus remote from any kind of socialism they can identify with.
The forced extension of this model of Soviet-style socialism to all of Eastern
Europe after World War II, the revelations of Stalinist crimes by Khrushchev
in
and then the violent suppression of popular uprisings in Germany
in
, Hungary in
and Czechoslovakia in
reinforced critics’
scepticism about the socialist character of the Soviet model, even before the
current series of dramatic popular revolts.
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All of this reinforced the already dominant tendency among many Third
World socialists to adapt socialist ideas rather than to slavishly adopt the
Soviet model in any of its permutations: before, during or after Stalin. It
is well known how Mao reworked both revolutionary strategy and the
building of socialism in a predominantly peasant society; how Nehru embraced the socialist vision, and even state planning, but not the overthrow
of private property; how Senghor elaborated his theory of the indigenous
roots of African socialism; how Nyerere developed ujamaa, which sought to
base socialism in the African family and village, and so on. In part, these
adaptations were the outcome of attempting to take account of speciﬁc local
conditions and history. In part, they were the result of critical assessments of
the Soviet experience. They have all contributed to the continuing mutations
in the meaning and content of socialism.
SU BORDINATION OF DIVE R S IT Y

What, in the light of this history, are the implications of the massive upheavals in Eastern Europe, the Soviet Union and China for the concept of
socialism? For those who would still like to recuperate the concept from the
jumbled ruins of its history, the answer is probably that those meanings of
socialism which we have identiﬁed as associated with attractive and democratic alternatives to capitalism are worth preserving, while those meanings
which have been associated with elitism and then authoritarianism ought
to be rejected. This is certainly the project of democratic socialists and
is signalled by the adjective ‘democratic’, which is now being highlighted
more than ever to distinguish it from authoritarian or totalitarian socialism
– either as it was imagined in the past or practised in the present. I must
admit to a certain sympathy with this attempt to preserve a term which
has been associated with so many people’s best aspirations and sacriﬁces. On
the other hand, it also troubles me. Not only has the very term ‘socialism’
become one of opprobrium to the millions who are revolting against it, but,
as a result of the long history of political repression and economic exploitation in regimes which have called themselves socialist, it is really hard to
see how the term can now be accepted as designating only the best of the
ideals and practices that have been associated with it.
Beyond this problem, however, I have yet another difﬁculty with the
continued demand for ‘socialism’ as an alternative to the existing order.
Not with this or that use, but with any use at all. Throughout its history,
even when we strip the concept of its immediately authoritarian variations,
the concept of socialism has been designed to discuss the replacement of
the capitalist social order by the construction of an alternative social order.
Socialism, it has always been said, will replace capitalism. Not just in terms
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of ideology but in terms of social systems. Even the most casual perusal of the
history of the socialist imagination shows a repeated attempt either to design
a new social order to replace the present one (as in the case of utopians like
Saint-Simon, Owen, Cabet or Fourier), or to discover which social order will
most likely replace the current one as a result of the working out of historical
forces (the Marxists). Where socialists have actually achieved the power to
construct a new ‘socialist’ society, they have in fact been consistent with
this tradition and have sought to design and impose a uniﬁed social order.
The debates over the nature of the Soviet Union, or those over the Chinese,
Cuban or Tanzanian experiences for that matter, are always over whether
the particular model is the best that could be designed or, at least, the best
under the historical circumstances and material conditions available.
This concept of alternative system-building, which is present throughout
every concept of socialism and every effort actually to construct a socialist
society, seems to me to reproduce one of the most fundamental characteristics of the kind of society that it has always sought to replace. That
characteristic is the essence of what has always been meant by domination:
the subordination of social diversity to a standard measure. Such subordination was exactly what capitalism has always sought to do to the diverse and
variegated societies of the world in which it emerged or over which it has
sought to gain control. With capitalism such subordination has in fact meant
obliteration of many societies and cultural groups and the partial destruction
of all the rest. It was in part against just such destruction that the ﬁrst
socialists raised their voices. Saint-Simon, for example, shared with the
Romantics a sense of tragedy and outrage over the destruction of traditional
communities and their fabric of intimate human relations. At the same time,
he and many other socialists condemned the capitalist reduction of human
relations to purely commercial, monetary exchanges and the exploitation
of some by others who proﬁted from their labour. Unlike reactionaries, of
course, they wanted to go forward, not backward to a lost Golden Age, but
when they designed their alternatives their imagination was too limited
by their experience in capitalism to let them see beyond the substitution
of one social hegemony for another. Indeed, when we look closely at the
mechanisms they designed for regulating their alternative social systems,
we ﬁnd that in their attempts to correct the injustices of capitalism, they
remained trapped in the capitalist practice of measuring everything in terms
of labour and money – in short, in that social reductionism so characteristic
of capitalism.
Marx also recognized how capitalism tore apart all old social ties and
substituted universal exchange relations. His analysis carried him behind
the fetishism of exchange and he was able to show in theory what every
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worker experiences daily, that every form of alienation in capitalism derives
from the universal and unending imposition of work and the extraction of
surplus. His labour theory of value expressed perfectly the nature of capitalist reductionism, its tendency to convert every social activity into just one
more form of work (disembedded, as Polanyi would say, from the fabric of
its social meaning) comparable with every other kind of work and, in that
social abstraction, the ultimate measure of every aspect of society. Unlike
other socialists, however, both those who came before him and those who
came after him, Marx’s efforts to see beyond capitalism by carrying the logic
of capitalist development – the logic of class antagonism – to its ultimate
conclusion brought him, as I mentioned above, to the insight that the end of
capitalism would mean the end of labour value and the emergence of socialism would involve the emergence of a new, open-ended value system based
on free or ‘disposable’ time. He therefore rejected all utopian plans – such as
those of Proudhon or Bray and Gray, the followers of Owen – for substituting
labour chits for cash money, and imagined instead the socialist abolition
of all kinds of money along with a dramatic reduction in the quantity of
labour and the substitution of the direct distribution of collectively produced
wealth among the producers.
Such insights, however, were mostly lost in the history of post-Marxian
socialism as the desire to create a new system led many, from the British
Ricardian socialists to the Russian Bolsheviks, not only to maintain labour
as the standard of value but also to reproduce the capitalist practice of
making the very mechanism of domination into a religious virtue. Indeed,
in Soviet- and Chinese-style socialism, the cult of labour replaced every
other religious practice, and the Calvinist work ethic that Marx, Weber and
Tawney had so identiﬁed with capitalism was replaced by a secular socialist
work ethic that legitimated the endless subordination of people’s lives to
work under socialism just as they had been under capitalism.
In short, just as capitalism, by disembedding labour from every social
fabric in which it found it, used an increasingly homogenized and abstract
labour process as its fundamental means of ordering its society (and in this
light, markets and competition must be seen as merely the forms through
which this was carried out) so too did twentieth-century socialists in the
USSR, and later in Eastern Europe and China, employ the same methods.
Moreover, the tendential effect on the diverse array of social and cultural
practices of the hundreds of millions of people of Eastern Europe, the USSR
and China was the same as that of capitalism elsewhere: a tearing apart
designed to purge those practices of all activities and meanings antithetical
to the one overarching goal of socialist development – capital accumulation
through endless labour.
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It is doubtless true that the socialists in every self-proclaimed socialist
country have paid lip service to the so-called ‘national question’ of diverse
ethnic nationalities within their borders. They have made a political point of
allowing such nationalities to preserve and reproduce those aspects of their
cultures which have not been judged obstacles to socialist development. But
in reality a great many aspects – including language, religious practices and
festivities – have been judged incompatible with socialist development and
have been banned. (It is a different point altogether – although a valid one
– that the socialist authorities of those countries have actually used ethnic
differences to control their own peoples.)
The point is this: it is hard to see how such a result is avoidable given the
basic concept of socialism as a uniﬁed and homogeneous social system. The
openness to social, cultural and ethnic diversity that was at least implicit
in Marx’s notion of the transcendence of labour value by an indeterminate
free time has been both ignored and contradicted by the very concept of a
speciﬁc socialist project, as well as by the actual attempts to implement it.
Only lately have a few Marxists, such as Antonio Negri or Félix Guattari,
sought to recuperate and explore the possibilities of real multilaterality in
post-capitalist society. In the language of currently popular post-modern
theory (which in its own way also celebrates diversity), Marx’s master narrative of capitalism (his theory of capital) was appropriate to capitalism’s
own attempt to impose its master narrative on the world. But while his
refusal of utopian design bespoke a refusal to impose a new master narrative on a post-capitalist future, his persistence in speaking of socialism (or
communism) without speciﬁcally addressing the issue of social diversity left
a fundamental weakness in the heritage he bequeathed, a weakness which,
most unfortunately, has barely begun to be remedied by his successors,
either in theory or in practice.
From all of this, I conclude that the continued use of the term ‘socialism’,
or the pursuit of any variety of ‘socialist development’, carries an inescapable,
historical baggage of misconception and error. Not only has the history of
actually existing socialism failed to provide any real alternative to capitalist
development – socialist development has shown itself to be but a modiﬁed
form of capitalist development which has preserved its most essential and
worst aspects – but the history of socialist thought is shot through with
fundamental conceptual problems. I certainly believe that it is worthwhile
disentangling those elements and insights of past socialist thought (including
utopian thought) which seem worth preserving from the more objectionable
elements with which they have been interwoven – not only to preserve the
memory and ideas of those who have fought and sacriﬁced so much to better
the world, but also because the persistent popularity of many of those ideas
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shows that they express the real hopes and desires of a great many people.
On the other hand, it seems to me that we can avoid a great deal of conceptual and communicative difﬁculty by stopping using the terms ‘socialism’
and ‘socialist development’ as shorthand for what we want. Better we set
these terms aside and attempt to ﬁgure out, and perhaps later to spell out,
without jargon or historically loaded slogans, exactly what characteristics
of a post-capitalist world we want to aspire to, including the overriding
necessity of recognizing the virtues of a world that encourages diverse social
projects and a rich multiplicity of cultural development by its peoples. This,
it seems to me, is likely to be the most useful method of proceeding both
for those who are currently in revolt against Soviet-style socialism, and for
those of us who are struggling against Western capitalism.
FU RTH E R RE ADING

So mutable has been the meaning of the concept of socialism for its advocates, so biased
have been its opponents, and so unsatisfactory have been the many commentaries on the
history of the concept and of the socialist movement, that there is really no substitute for
reading its proponents’ writings in the original and for examining their actual practices
as closely as possible.
As a beginning to the study of nineteenth-century socialism, the most important
works of the utopian socialists include Henri Saint-Simon, a useful collection of English
translations of whose writings has been assembled in Keith Taylor (ed.), Henri Saint-Simon
(
–
): Selected Writings, London: Croom Helm,
; Robert Owen, whose fundamental A New View of Society, or Essays on the Formation of the Human Character (
)
was reissued by Augustus M. Kelley in
; and Charles Fourier, one useful collection
of whose writings is The Utopian Vision of Charles Fourier: Selected Texts on Work, Love and
Passionate Attraction, Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press,
.
The best of Marx and Engels, who opened up a very different approach to the issue
of going beyond capitalism, can be found in the essay on unalienated labour in communism, K. Marx, ‘Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of
’, in Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels: Collected Works (MECW), vol. , pp.
– ; in the vision of the end of
labour value and the open-endedness of post-capitalist society, ‘Outlines of a Critique of
Political Economy (Grundrisse)’ (
– ), MECW, vol. , pp. – ; in Marx’s critical
reﬂections on the limitations of revolutionary efforts in
and
, ‘Class Struggles
in France’ (
), MECW, vol. , pp.
– ; Address of the Central Authority of the
League’ (
), MECW, vol. , pp.
– ; ‘Civil War in France’ (
), MECW, vol.
, pp.
– ; and ﬁnally for Marx’s open view of the possibilities inherent in the Russian peasant commune, ‘Letter to Vera Zasulich’ (
), MECW, vol. , pp.
– ,
and the various interpretations in T. Shanin (ed.) Late Marx and the Russian Road, New
York: Monthly Review Press,
. A most useful discussion of the evolution of the
meaning of the troublesome term ‘dictatorship’ in the nineteenth century, especially
among socialist reformers and revolutionaries, can be found in Hal Draper, Karl Marx’s
Theory of Revolution, volume III: The ‘Dictatorship of the Proletariat’, New York: Monthly
Review Press,
.
As a beginning to the study of the debate in twentieth-century socialism, the arguments of the Second International can hardly be ignored, in part because they are still
being repeated. The key revisionist text is Eduard Bernstein’s Evolutionary Socialism: A
Criticism and Afﬁrmation (lacking two critical chapters, see Draper above, pp.
– ),
New York: B.W. Huebsch,
, which is, in turn, taken to task by Rosa Luxemburg in
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her Reform or Revolution? (
– ) New York: Pathﬁnder,
. The subsequent debates
around the Russian Revolution were also formative for everything which has followed.
The central ﬁgure, of course, was Lenin, and the following pieces contain his vision of
socialism in all its brilliance and all its limitations: (all from V.I. Lenin, Collected Works),
‘The State and Revolution’ (
), vol. ; ‘Can the Bolsheviks Retain State Power?’ (
)
vol. ; ‘How to Organize Competition’ (
), vol. ; ‘The Immediate Tasks of the
Soviet Government’ (
), vol. . Neither Lenin’s vision nor his methods went unchallenged and the best of those challenges from the left were: Rosa Luxemburg’s The Russian
Revolution (
), and Leninism or Marxism? (
), Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press,
; Karl Kautsky, The Dictatorship of the Proletariat (
), Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press,
, and Terrorism and Communism, London: National Labour Press,
; and the Council Communists, of which a useful collection in English is D.A. Smart
(ed.), Pannekoek and Gorter’s Marxism, London: Pluto Press,
, pp. – ; Paul Mattick,
Anti-Bolshevik Marxism, White Plains: M.E. Sharpe,
; and the material in Douglas
Kellner (ed.), Karl Korsch: Revolutionary, Theory, Austin: University of Texas Press,
.
Among the many volumes of Leon Trotsky’s later work which show how he held to and
perpetuated the Bolshevik vision of socialism, see The Revolution Betrayed: What is the
Soviet Union and Where is it Going? (
), New York: Pathﬁnder,
.
The battle between Soviet efforts to establish a hegemonic orthodox vision of socialism
and the social-democratic alternatives continued after World War II both in the North
and throughout the rest of the world. In Western Europe and the United States, Marxist
critiques emerged of Soviet-style socialism, of which some of the most interesting are:
C.L.R. James and Raya Dunayevskaya, State Capitalism and World Revolution (
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Standard of Living
SERGE LATOUCHE

W

hen, on
June
, in his message to Congress on his Point Four
Programme, President Truman announced the necessity ‘to assist
the people of economically underdeveloped areas to raise their standard of
living’,1 he emphasized an objective which was already accepted as obvious
and indisputable for all modern states. It was only a few years previously,
in
, that the Charter of the United Nations had afﬁrmed, in Article ,
the global objective ‘to promote higher standards of living’.
According to both popular opinion and scientiﬁc usage, ‘standard of
living’ refers to material well-being and constitutes a concept, susceptible
to measurement, similar to per capita gross national product. ‘The standard
of living’, wrote Jean Fourastié, ‘is measured by the quantity of goods and
services which may be purchased by the average national income.’2 Any
increase in the level of this indicator is considered the logical consequence of
economic development. It is supposed to derive from an improved exploitation of natural resources through the utilization of science and technology
in the form of industrial equipment. Equalizing this standard all over the
globe suggested itself as the ideal towards which organizations throughout
the world must strive. Bertrand de Jouvenel stated with authority in
:
‘The improvement of the material condition of the greatest number is, in
our times, fact, hope and desire.’3
While the hope of a satisfactory life is a very human concern, the obsession with this sort of ‘standard of living’ is very recent. Interest in salary
levels on the part of wage earners and as a general social preoccupation
dates from the industrial era. As more and more people were turned into
wage earners, the wage became the basic component of the standard of
living. However, in the founding proclamation of the League of Nations on
June
, according to which ‘the well-being and the development of …
people form a sacred mission of civilization’,4 the concept still did not exist
as a measurable index. Nor had it attained the straightforward simplicity
of GNP per capita, as ﬁrst Stalin, and then Khrushchev, drew up their
ambitious plans for catching up with and overtaking the Americans. Even if
one spoke of ‘standard of living’, the concept was not yet a technical term
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referring to a precise and statistically determined economic aggregate, but a
general notion that remained largely imprecise and subjective. In particular,
the concept was still far from being used as a categorical imperative to the
exclusion of all others.
Instead, specialists in human geography had long concentrated on studying different modes of living. They attempted to describe the ways of life
which were speciﬁc to a given region or a given social milieu. Quantitative
and normative measures were largely absent; a concern for the different
qualities of living predominated. Economists today, however, are able to use
the standard of living concept because ways of living have become increasingly uniform, with the result that differences in modes of living can be more
and more translated into differences in levels of living.
The widespread acceptance of the concept of standard of living has been
the result of recent circumstances and events, although their roots date back
a number of years into history. Examination of these circumstances may
shed light on the implications and signiﬁcance of the new concept. What
immediately catches one’s eye is that the concept’s much vaunted universal
relevance certainly cannot be assumed without further thought. In fact,
looking at the world in terms of ‘standard of living’ is like looking through
dark glasses; they make the rich variety of colours disappear, turning all
differences into shades of the same colour. Whoever wants to appreciate the
irreducible diversity of ways of realizing human existence must step back
and take off these conceptual spectacles.
G NP PE R H E AD : A POST-WAR INVE NTION

For the Anglo-Saxon reader, it may seem a travesty to date the emergence of
the preoccupation with standard of living to the period only following the
Second World War. The expression itself is in fact very old. However, as we
shall now see, its meaning has evolved in the meantime very considerably.
Originally it indicated an irreducible minimum income, a subsistence level of
living, the cost of the reproduction of the workforce, in the tradition of the
classical economics of Malthus, Ricardo and Marx. It was still deﬁned in this
sense as late as
in the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.5 Without totally
losing this connotation, and under the inﬂuence of the more recent rise in
the level of living, the expression came to indicate a desired manner of living
(plane of living), or normal living conditions (contents of living). It was on
this conception that, in February
, the economist Joseph Davis insisted
in his presidential speech to the American Association of Economics.6
It is clear that, in a short time, it became more and more difﬁcult to dissociate the connotation of goal from that of fact. The concept also found itself
oscillating uneasily between the two notions of the irreducible minimum and
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the desired level. The absorption of the descriptive (the actual level) into
the normative (setting the standard) is revealing of the gradual degradation
from concern with issues of quality to a sole preoccupation with quantity
which has come to dominate the Western perspective. At least for once, the
French language is less ambiguous than English; the expression niveau de
vie clearly indicates a positively established fact, and its recent appearance
has prevented any semantic ambiguity. The good fortune of this expression
derives partly from the fact that it condenses a series of notions – subsistence
level, income level, average per capita income, living conditions and a vital
minimum wage…
Among the speciﬁc circumstances that have led the standard of living to
become the daily obsession of our contemporaries and the dominant horizon
of economic politics, three phenomena appear to merit particular discussion.
These include the general spread of the concept of national accounts, the
growth of mass consumerism in the major industrial countries during the
thirty ‘glorious years’ (
to
), and the universalization of the myth
of development in the Third World. Let us look brieﬂy at each of these
developments.
In the absence of any system of accounting, however imprecise, for the
measurement of social conditions, it was vain to consider endowing with a
quantitative capacity the concept of standard of living, and to generalize its
usage. One cannot truly enjoy one’s standard of living unless one is conscious
of it. Today this consciousness is pushed extremely far among the majority
of our contemporaries, engendering a veritable fetishism for the amount of
income. To make up for lack of time to enjoy the fruits of our labour, the
greatest satisfaction can at least be drawn from the contemplation of the
amount one has earned in comparison with those lower down on the scale.
Following the Great Depression, with the vogue for Keynesian ideas and
the interest in macroeconomics, the major industrial countries equipped
themselves for the ﬁrst time with statistical research institutes. Statistical
data began to adorn economic concepts and to subvert them from within.
As early as
, Colin Clark made a comparison between the incomes of
different countries, and international organizations propagated the new cult
of numbers. Even though certain Third World states were still living in the
pre-modern age and did not function as national markets, they were also
adorned with arrays of statistics and all the attributes of a nation-state.
The attribution of standardized measurements became a categorical
imperative. Living standards could at last be quantiﬁed and thus compared. The global ideal of a uniform standard of living ceased to be a futile
concept; it now came to be represented by a speciﬁc quantum of dollars
which could at least be referred to, even if not realized. The utilitarian
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objective of the greatest happiness for the greatest number had found its
scientiﬁc expression.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights of
proclaimed the
equality of all human beings. This abstract universalism called for indicators
of happiness which would be applicable everywhere. GNP per head provided
a convenient measuring rod that claimed equal relevance all over the world.
Before the war, under the conditions of colonialism, such a concern could
hardly arise, for it was meaningless to calculate the average standard of living
for citizens of the British Empire, adding up for instance English and Indian
incomes. It was only with decolonization that the idea of equality between
English and Indian levels of living came to be considered as legitimate.
During the ﬁrst thirty years after the Second World War, the developed
economies experienced a phase of unprecedented growth, resulting in spectacular effects on the standard of living. The centuries-old poverty in the
industrialized societies seemed almost to disappear. Work for all in a free
society brought forth the spread of well-being under the guardianship of
the welfare state. The expectation took root that universal afﬂuence was
just around the corner. Everybody, the moment they wereconscious of their
position, scrambled to catch up with those who were ahead. Disparities – the
narrower they appear, the less tolerable they are – were considered likely to
disappear soon, as they lacked any democratic legitimacy.
The myth of development was thus born. What had been produced in
the industrialized countries would generalize itself across the planet. The
differences between countries came to be seen as mere delays, condemned as
unjust and unacceptable, and the elimination of these gaps was planned. GNP
per head, the basic indicator of the standard of living, became the fundamental
criterion for measuring the level of development. Gradually additional criteria
were established – non-monetary, but still quantitative, indicators of living
standards, ranging from life expectancy to the number of doctors per square
kilometre! The compilation of statistics required national accounts. The
different indices were most often strongly correlated – which is why GNP per
head still tends to have a veritable monopoly in ofﬁcial reports.
Periodically, there were reactions against this abusive reductionism. The
World Bank, following the famous speech of Robert McNamara in
,
called for other indicators. The speech criticized the increasing income disparity which, in most of the developing countries, was camouﬂaged behind
statistics indicating growth in income per head. It called for the inclusion
of other objectives besides the increase in the GNP, such as reductions in
unemployment and increasing the income of the poor. Eventually, the World
Bank approved the adoption of ‘a socially oriented measure of economic
performance’.7
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Such a claim was by no means new. Concern with the need to take into
account the multiple aspects of reality was present in the remarks of the
earliest statisticians of development. A United Nations report in
on the
deﬁnition and measure of ‘standards’ and ‘levels of living’ called attention
to twelve possible components of the standard of living for international
comparison. They were:
( ) Health, including demographic conditions; ( ) food and nutrition; ( )
education, including literacy and skills; ( ) conditions of work; ( ) employment situation; ( ) aggregate consumption and saving; ( ) transportation;
( ) housing, including household facilities; ( ) clothing; ( ) recreation and
entertainment; ( ) social security; ( ) human freedom.8

However, the practical import of such wider conceptions has been largely
symbolic. Even where they have led to concrete action in favour of basic
needs, self-sufﬁciency in food production, or appropriate technologies, their
overall impact has been questionable. The results have not been without
ambiguities and have certainly not attained a sufﬁcient salience to modify
the dominant GNP perspective.
In any case, war against misery was thus declared at the start of the
so-called ‘development decades’ and it broke out with great force. Has
anyone been concerned about the underlying ambiguities? A few isolated
voices, at times prestigious, such as Gunnar Myrdal, have made themselves
heard, but they were without inﬂuence. The struggle, daggers drawn, for
the highest standard of living per head has become an obsession in the
international arena, while the reduction of the gap between the well-to-do
and the wretched has been declared a priority objective. Each country, by
any means compatible with the maintenance of world peace, endeavours
to increase its advantages over its neighbours and to carve out a slice
of the market for itself at the expense of others. Tariff and non-tariff
protections, subventions and ﬁscal policies, industrial policies (that of
MITI, the Ministry of Industry in Japan, for example), the dismantling
of social security systems, deregulation, and the most brazen instances of
competitive wage bargaining comprise the gamut of most visible means in
this mad scramble. With a sometimes unconscious hypocrisy, the winners
then lend a helping hand to the laggards so that they may catch up. The
experts possess miracle prescriptions for any problem, provided at both
state and private enterprise levels they are left to operate freely. They hope
to succeed (though nobody knows how) in squaring the circle. The notion
of the standard of living carries in itself the demand for egalitarianism and
at the same time a spirit of competition. All will be saved and everyone
will be a winner.
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‘Standard of living’ encapsulates all the dimensions of the dominant paradigm
of the West, of modernity and of development. This paradigm constitutes
a perfectly auto-referential sphere containing only a very limited number
of elements. Need, scarcity, work, production, income and consumption
are the key concepts within an enclosed semantic ﬁeld that has no need of
the outside world. The interaction of these elements is auto-dynamic and
supposed to provoke unlimited growth of material wealth. The concept we
are dealing with here – the standard of living – thus has the same historical
origins as the general economic paradigm itself.
An essential watershed in this history was the reduction of the good to
the amount. This transition simultaneously eliminated the multiplicity of
possible social values and allowed the quantiﬁcation of the only dimension
that was retained.
The objective of a ‘good life’ can manifest itself in a whole host of forms
from the warrior’s heroism to asceticism, from Epicurean enjoyment to
aesthetic toil. However, as soon as the good life is expressed in terms of the
global common good, the manifold personal arts of living and diverse ways
of knowing tend to get reduced in favour of a single collective project, which
easily leads – concerning its ends and even its means – to a homogenization
of individual pursuits. It is not by chance that Truman as well as Kennedy
– though themselves separated by a quarter of a century – still referred to
the ‘common good’.9 This age-old Aristotelian and Thomist term evokes the
ideal of the just and responsible city-state, rather than a rich and individualist society.
But in the modern world, the only good that appears as common to
all people, above and beyond cultural differences, is life as a physiological
property. Even this cult of life is very different from what can be found
in non-Western cultures. In Brahman India, for example, life also has preeminent value; however, it is envisaged as a cosmic whole. The earthly life of
the human individual is of limited importance, and animals and the natural
world have as much right to live as man. The death of some individuals
provides the condition for the life of others, and it is the dynamic ﬂux that
assures the order of a gloriﬁed cosmos. Death is not excluded from life. The
West, on the other hand, has long since declared war on death in all its
forms – poverty, violence and natural death. This programme reduced the
‘greater life’ to a concern with survival. It became the priority to live more,
and not well or better. This selection in Western thought of the quantum
of life as the sole objective offers itself as both a physiological and a social
frame of reference. The two tend to merge in the perspective of naturalism,
with ‘need’ serving as the category joining both frames.
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Spiritual needs were the ﬁrst, if one accepts the analysis of Illich, to
give rise during the Middle Ages to the ﬁgure of the specialist, capable of
providing the answers.10 Passing into the secular sphere, this concept of
needs retained its ambiguity. At the physiological level, it now refers to the
number of calories per head, along with its correlates like the amount of
protein, fat and carbohydrate. At the social level, it is the number of dollars.
Survival for all was the goal of the Leviathan, the great technocrat of the
seventeenth century, while on the eve of the French Revolution, happiness
(‘a new idea in Europe’ according to Saint-Just) was the objective of the
‘enlightened despot’.
The emergence of the utilitarian individual seeking to maximize his
pleasure and to minimize his pain did not guarantee the immediate triumph
of the pursuit of the highest standard of living for each and all. The logical
consequence of the arrival of the calculating subject was rather an unbridled
outburst of passions. In England Puritan restraint permitted a channelling
of these passions into a search for material accumulation, thus assuring a
minimum common interest. This reduction of the drama of life to transactions in the marketplace was achieved with much greater difﬁculty in
France. The Marquis de Sade showed with implacable logic the type of
anarchy towards which calculating individualism could lead when the passions were not suppressed. The incommunicability of subjective worlds
(the ‘no-bridge’ problem) becomes insurmountable. Each individual can and
should take advantage of the opportunities that his situation offers. It is quite
in order to skilfully deceive one’s fellow man provided one is not caught. It is
acceptable to become a hypocrite (like the depraved monks of Justine), and
to encourage the virtue and generosity of the weak in order that they may
be more easily duped. Such have been the inevitable consequences of the loss
of social bonds. Our present world, without faith or law, is an anti-society,
impossible and unliveable. There is no invisible hand here; the pleasures of
the butcher or the brewer do not converge on my satisfaction. It has been
necessary for the passion for business to triumph over all others in order to
permit a common measure of unbridled desires. The economic paradigm has
succeeded very well in reducing our perspective to a single point of view. It
has resulted in a one-dimensional reductionism.
When human fulﬁlment is interpreted as only material well-being, the
differences between afterlife, worldly happiness and physical survival get
blurred. The promised afterlife existed, in the West as in other societies, in
the next world. Loss of contact with the deceased as respect for our ancestors
declined in the West resulted in giving the resurrection of the body a more
and more abstract content – the abstract eternity of the beyond replaced the
concrete immortality of the ancestors. With the subsequent death of God in
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our own time, life has become the pursuit of a purely secular objective, that
of mere physiological survival. The gap was virtually bridged when economic
growth elevated physical survival to the height of general ‘well-having’ as
expressed in national consumption.
Well-having aims at the maximization of ‘objects’ – that is, maximal
material consumption – but the status of these objects is quite ambiguous.
For the accumulation of physical products lacking any practical use, as
social objects destined for consumption, has very limited meaning beyond
a certain point. (The accumulation of equipment to be used for the production of other goods of course does have a meaning which consumer goods
lack.) The standard of living measures itself by the level of consumption,
including the amount of waste produced. Our gadget-ridden civilization is
the natural result of this process. Abundance carries with it the loss of its
proper meaning. In this deluge of objects, it has become almost impossible
to desire something for itself, if it is not already the envied possession or
object of desire of others. Advertising plays at the heart of this mimesis of
desire. And, ultimately, the anguish of having nothing more to desire adds
to the distress of desire unsatisﬁed.
The basis for evaluating both physiological and psychological need is
utility. The triumph of utilitarianism is thus the condition that has to be met
to make ambitions like maximization and equalization of living standards
conceivable. The reduction of the multiple dimensions of life to what is
quantiﬁable ﬁnds its purest mode of expression in money and its locus
of realization in the market economy. The generalization of the market
accelerates its motion, which in turn facilitates its extension. Utilitarian
reductionism and the obsession with consumption push forward the growth
of the market, and the commoditization of increasingly large sectors of social
life reinforces the calculating and utilitarian perspective. The market reveals
the ‘preferences’ of buyers and sellers and thus provides the otherwise impossible measure of what is useful. It achieves, according to the economists, the
‘well’ and the ‘good’, the best usage that can be made of available factors of
production. The citizens, having become agents of the economic machine,
end up believing in it. Thus the great myth of modernity is able to gain
ground, ‘holding out the promise that each and all will be enriched through
the advance of economic organization, science and technology, and that, over
and above all of this, the accumulation of riches will be inﬁnite.
‘The American amassment of riches’, writes Bertrand de Jouvenel, ‘is
becoming, as it were, the fairy tale of the modern age.’11 He calculates that,
with the near doubling of the standard of living every ten years, a goal
generally proposed, the result amounts to an
-fold increase in a single
century!
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The Westernization of the world has by no means created a universal equalization of living standards. Instead, it has imposed the concept of standard of
living as the dominant category for perceiving social reality (and therefore
underdevelopment), and made the increase of living standards a moral obligation for the leaders of emerging nations.
It has often been demonstrated how the transfer of statistical measurements to the Third World leads one astray. ‘The unemployed worker in the
slums of Caracas’, writes Jean Chesneaux, ‘discovers with amazement that
he enjoys a standard of living deﬁned in terms of GDP which is worthy of
envy. No less ﬂabbergasted, the ﬁsherman in Samoa who lives quite at ease
in relative self-sufﬁciency, learns that, in terms of GNP, he is one of the
poorest inhabitants of the planet.’12
The ﬁrst case illustrates how an unequal distribution of wealth removes
all meaning from the ﬁgure of an average, while the second example reveals
the absurdity of international comparison of indices when lifestyles are very
different and in fact non-comparable. Political economy has not been able
to construct a satisfactory theory of the objective value of all things, thus
making it impossible to proceed to an evaluation and a summation of objective utilities. These are subjective and by nature mutually incommunicable
(the no-bridge problem). Constant reminders about the limits of national
accounting do not appear to have had any impact. Furthermore, arbitrary
as the divisions are, even in industrialized societies, which lie at the root
of social accounting, it borders on the absurd to apply them outside these
developed societies to the Third World.
Competent statisticians have always emphasized the limits of their approach,13 but in practice these words of caution have served no purpose. For
quantitative reductionism has become entrenched in the logic of modernity,
and the spirit of the times cannot be held back by precautionary admonitions. Nevertheless we must remind ourselves of some of the absurdities
involved.
The standard of living is measured by the volume of goods and services
consumed by the inhabitants. However, only the goods and services regularly
exchanged on the market enter into this calculation, and they do so even if
they are not the object of a genuine exchange. As a result, important aspects
of the quality of life are not taken into account. Inversely, those things we
‘consume’ which imply a degradation in the quality of life are valued and
counted as positive contributions.
‘The measure of consumption’, writes Bertrand de Jouvenel, ‘is none other
than a measure of goods and services which are obtained from enterprises by
private individuals and which are subject to payment. It is apparent that this
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measure omits: ( ) services rendered by public authorities; ( ) free goods and
services; ( ) external costs inﬂicted by transformations in the economy.’14 It
also omits services rendered by mothers to their children, without which,
of course, there would be no economy at all! Unpaid domestic work in the
home, which in the developed countries remains hidden from the ofﬁcial
national accounts, constitutes a large part of the informal economy. For
Great Britain, Colin Clark in
calculated the value of free house work
(calculated in terms of
GNP values) as amounting to
per cent of
15
the GNP of
.
On the other hand, and equally subversive of the national accounts as
an accurate mirror of economic reality, an increased consumption of fuel
due to trafﬁc congestion and increased travel distances between home and
work translates into an increase in our consumption of transportation and,
therefore, into a rise in the standard of living! As de Jouvenel put it:
In the United States the food consumption per head measured in constant
prices increased by % from
to
. However, according to the
calculations of the Department of Agriculture, the increase in physiological
consumption was at most to %. Thus, according to the analysis of
Kuznets, at least four-ﬁfths of the apparent growth in food consumption
is due, in fact, to an increase in transport costs and the distribution of
foodstuffs to the urban centres.16

The exclusion of the value of material goods when consumed in small
quantities, and the inverse practice of taking into account the enormous
expenses needed to restore degradation, or to compensate for it, introduces
other considerable distortions. ‘According to our way of counting’, de Jouvenel
remarks with humour, ‘we would enrich ourselves by making the Tuileries into
a parking lot and the Cathedral of Notre Dame into an ofﬁce building.’17
If, as a result of this particular notion of national accounts, which represents a particular Western interpretation of reality, the underdeveloped
countries appear to be poor in terms of those things we judge as rendering
us rich, they are (and were) inﬁnitely richer in those things in which we
are now poor. They have at their disposal goods and services which are
non-measurable or undervalued, fragile as they are now becoming – the
open space, the warmth of the tropics, leisure, solidarity, and so on. By the
prevalent standards of the world system, their purchasing power, which is
representative of their power in general terms, is inﬁnitely smaller. But,
then, only the Westernized portions of their socio-economic reality are
being measured.
At the root of the paternalism of the international agencies dealing with
the Third World lies a terrifying ethnocentrism. If we pursued a true and
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genuine internationalism, or universalism, it would be necessary to invite
‘experts’ from the last remaining ‘primitive’ regions of the world to draw up
a list of the deﬁciencies from which we, the people of the developed countries,
suffer – loneliness, depression, stress, neuroses, insecurity, violence, and so
on.
Such considerations, however cogent, do not nevertheless fundamentally
challenge the solid foundations of economic reductionism. But they do serve
to advocate the wisdom of a certain prudence – something which has been
largely ignored today.
Yet the early economists, searching to determine the essence of the
economic act behind the appearances of the market, did struggle at length
with the paradoxical nature of economic categories. Thomas Malthus spoke
of his perplexity:
If the exertion which produces a song, whether paid for or not, be productive labour, why should the exertion which produces the more valuable
result of instructive and agreeable conversation be excluded? Why should
we exclude the efforts necessary to discipline our passions, and become
obedient to all the laws of God and man, the most valuable of all labours?
Why, indeed, should we exclude any exertion, the object of which is to
obtain happiness or avoid pain, either present or future? And yet under
this description may be comprehended the exertions of every human being
during every moment of his existence.18

Indeed, why shouldn’t the dance which is staged to ask the spirits for a rich
harvest be considered as work? Why shouldn’t the tom-tom played next
to the campﬁre be considered as the production of leisure services, or the
caresses of a wife as part of national consumption? Is not the use of a personal
vehicle the production of a transport service? Its purchase an investment?
Isn’t the work expended by the labourer at a factory the consumption of
accumulated energy – that is, capital?
All conceptual distinctions break down, and easy assumptions and certainties fade away, as soon as one frees oneself from the taboos which govern
the tribe of economists and statisticians. Malthus and the economists who
succeeded him and who feel confused have no choice but to take refuge in
common sense. This common sense interprets the practices of the European marketplace on the basis of well-established prejudice. It is simply the
Western imagination which has invented this system of classiﬁcation. Hence
the particularistic notions, speciﬁc to Western cultural perceptions, of no
work (in the modern sense) without the Protestant ethic; no production
without the myths of nature, need, scarcity, and a conception of matter
borrowed from eighteenth-century physics; no consumption without the
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generalized market. Out of the inﬁnite variety of human activity, the distinction made between playful and productive gestures, on the one hand, and
between the object produced and that consumed, on the other, is entirely
based upon particular cultural values. Rearing an animal, a dog or a cow,
for example, could be considered as investment, production or consumption,
depending on the animal’s habitat and whether it is meant to hunt, plough,
provide meat, parade or show affection.
The currently dominant accounting categories represent a radical form
of cultural imperialism. It is not only that happiness and the joy of living
in countries of the Third World are reduced to the paltry level of GNP per
head by this globally imposed statistical butchery, but the very reality of
diverse other arts of living is ﬂouted and misunderstood in their richness
and potentialities.
As Ivan Illich noted: ‘Until the present, all efforts to substitute a universal
commodity for a local value have resulted not in equality but in a hierarchical modernization of poverty’19 – in other words, misery and dereliction.
Paradoxically, the fascination with a rising standard of living is often
greater among the populations of the Third World than in the West. The
reason for this is easy to understand. Neophytes to the cult of the gods of
modernity as they are, the uprooted social strata of these societies strive to
reach the modern life. They see in the increase of their monetary income
their only means of gaining social status. Westerners, or at least some
among us, have already had a chance to acquire a certain distance, which
allows for second thoughts and some new wisdom. We have become more
aware of the limitations of growth. We are beginning to learn to appreciate certain traditional values, or to invent for ourselves an anti-utilitarian
‘post-modernism’.
MANY FAC E S OF WE ALTH

With all the well-intentioned efforts to measure the standard of living in the
Third World and to push it to higher levels, a tragic farce has been staged.
To bring about well-being has contributed increasingly to the very negation
of being. The wealth of the ‘other’ has not only been denigrated (even in
the other’s eye), but its very foundations have been torn apart. Wealth and
poverty are clearly relative concepts. What they mean varies according to
what a culture deﬁnes as its reference points and how it models reality.
According to the ethno-geographer Joel Bonnemaison, one of the islands in
the New Hebrides named Tanna ‘is thus rich and poor at one and the same
time, according to the interpretation which is adopted. Its people live in a
certain abundance if seen in the context of their traditional milieu, but they
look “proletarian” if seen from an imported socio-economic perspective.’20

STANDARD OF LIVING

All the values which fail to pass through the ﬁlter of quantiﬁable utility,
which are foreign to a ‘dollarized’ life, are downgraded. Their practices,
excluded from the deﬁnition of standard of living, tend as a result to disappear. This happens to the ideal of heroism, which in warrior societies is more
highly cherished than any riches. It is also true of communal solidarity, that
veritable social treasure trove by which much of the Third World continues
to live against all economic logic. For example, practices like ostentatious
display, colourful parades, ritual challenges, and the various forms of sensual
enjoyment which enrich social life are now in the process of losing their
meaning. What sense does a rise in the standard of living have for a nomad
society in the desert which aspires to lightness and frugality?
In fact, the obsession with the standard of living and its increase has
caused an unprecedented impoverishment of life by neglecting some of its
principal dimensions. Death, for one, is struck dead. Instead it has become
simply a failure of human enterprise, an inevitable loss entered on the
balance sheet.
In many previous societies, wealth was considered a gift left behind by
the deceased. Material wealth was not regarded as a means of accumulation, but as a proof that the living recognize their debt to the dead. Now,
however, the dead are merely seen as having been expelled from the realm of
economics and deleted from the commercial register of the living. The loss
of the meaning of death is perhaps the greatest source of impoverishment
of modern man. There is no longer a price to buy peace. The Westerner is
condemned to live his death as a failure and to deaden his life in order to
ease the pain and forget the ﬁnal absurdity.
Likewise, illness and ageing are also seen as partial failures in the West. It
is part of the hidden treasures of societies in the Third World, however, that
they still conserve different attitudes towards the old and the sick. Illness
and ageing are not considered as natural curses that separate the individual
from the world of the living and that must be treated in isolation, shame
and guilt. They may be a source of tragic conﬂict if the cause is attributed
to witchcraft, but they are also sources of personal and social enrichment.
Suffering has only become unbearable and intolerable in the West because
it no longer has meaning. The fact that pain is inherent to the human
condition, and perhaps necessary, highlights to what extent its refusal and
trivialization contribute to our impoverishment.
This impoverishment culminates in the Western contempt for poverty.
Most cultures honour their poor. The much-admired Ancient Greeks took
enjoyment in both their leisure and their meagre resources; it was in these
conditions that their culture ﬂourished. Even in the West until the eighteenth century, poverty was not necessarily seen as a disgrace. ‘The poor’,
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writes Alain Caillé, ‘were not all poor people, at least in terms of rights.’
And he adds: ‘Who could be made to believe today in a happy man without
a shirt? Nobody. And with good reason, because someone without a shirt
can have no other status than that of a failure.’21
Frugality and austerity are neither defects nor misfortunes. They are
even at times the signs of divine choice. The vow of poverty testiﬁes to the
desire for holiness. According to the Stoics, true richness consists in limiting
desires. Most schools of wisdom, and in particular Buddhism, which still
prospers, deﬁne the acquisition of self-awareness as the goal of existence,
and regard moderation in pleasure and attention to an equilibrium between
different values, and never the unlimited accumulation of a single value,
as the secrets for a happy life. Material deprivation, which we take as the
sole criterion making for a dishonourable poverty, is often no more than a
minor aspect alongside other sorts of deprivation in traditional societies. For
the Serere, as for many others, it is loneliness that makes for true misery.
‘Poverty is not a matter of lacking clothes, but the one who is truly poor is
he who has no one’, states a Serere proverb.
All societies have a concept of wealth, and this concept is reﬂected most
often by tangible indicators. It includes all the natural or manmade objects
and all the cultural gestures and creations (names, dances, chants) accessible
to individual or collective appropriation. The possession of these values
confers a status, a prestige and a power. If these ‘riches’ are able to translate
themselves into monetary terms through contact with the West, it is because
the people realize that money in our world takes the place of their riches.
Their riches, however, do not engender a dishonourable poverty and destitution. The failure that is so evident today of development, of modernity and
of Westernization opens up the opportunity to view with great scepticism
the phantasmal aspects of this fetishistic object, standard of living, and to
rediscover the multidimensionality of life. For the concept of the standard
of living has imposed itself with the force of a certainty beyond all criticism
and has become inscribed in the logic of modernity. The universalism of this
concept is as fallacious as that of the West, and its promises are as illusory
as those of development.
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. These deﬁnitions have subsequently been
taken up in most countries. With respect to France, for example, see J. Fourastié, ‘Niveau
de vie’, in J. Romoeuf, Dictionnaire des sciences economiques, Paris: Presses Universitaires de
France,
. It was in
that C. Clark, The Conditions of Economic Progress, London:
Macmillan,
, offered the ﬁrst international comparison of national incomes. Further
bits of information about the history of the concept can be gathered from C. Brinkmann,
‘Standards of living’, in Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, London:
, and J. Davis,
‘Standards and content of living’, American Economic Review ,
, p.
, while H.W.
Arndt, The Rise and Fall of Economic Growth, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
,
presents a broader history of the notion that growth is a policy objective.
Numerous authors have highlighted the systematic bias built into the concept and its
methods of measurement. The essays of B. de Jouvenel, Arcadie: Essai sur le mieux-vivre,
Paris: Sedeis,
, are already quite old but unsurpassed in their lucidity and pertinence.
His critique, though intended to be constructive, is precise and radical: I owe a great
deal to this author. A. Sen, Standard of Living, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
, analyses the tensions and contradictions between pleasure, happiness, welfare and
standard of living, discussing the possibility of expressing them in economic terms. In the
same book, K. Hart, ‘Commoditization and the Standard of Living’, shows the inadequacy
of the concept by comparing conditions in West Africa with Great Britain. Probably the
best documented critique from an ecological point of view, focusing on the remedial
expenditures needed to deal with the cost of progress, has been written by C. Leipert,
Die heimlichen Kosten des Fortschritts, Frankfurt: Fischer,
.
Astonishingly, the founding fathers of economics often showed a clear awareness about
the limits of those economic categories which are designed to deﬁne and measure levels
of wealth. Apart from remarks in A. Smith, J.B. Say, D. Ricardo and J.C. de Sismondi, I
found most revealing the reﬂections of T. Malthus, Principles of Political Economy, London,
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, the ﬁrst two parts. While these doubts have been entirely consigned to oblivion by
economists, they do emerge again and again in the work of anthropologists. For example,
M. Sahlins, Stone Age Economics, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
, rejects the
conventional wisdom that primitive societies lived in permanent scarcity or that, in a
way, pre-industrial societies had a low standard of living. In Culture and Practical Reason,
Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
, he uncovers the hidden utilitarian certainties of our world-view which lead to such prejudices. The collection of K. Polanyi and C.
Arensberg, Trade and Market in the Early Empires, New York: Free Press,
, excellently
illustrates the historical limits of economic categories. The quarterly Revue du MAUSS,
published by La Découverte, Paris, has as its objective questioning the utilitarian and
economistic base of the social sciences and modern life, and attempts to develop a nonutilitarian alternative perspective. A. Caillé, Critique de la raison utilitaire, Paris: La
Découverte,
, has presented a synthesis of this programme. Finally, my ‘Si la misère
n’existait pas, il faudrait l’inventer’, in G. Rist and F. Sabelli (eds), Il était une fois le
développment, Lausanne: Éditions d’en bas,
, complements the present considerations
by exposing the function of misery in contemporary consciousness.

State
ASHIS NANDY

T

he growing interest in the nature of the state represents the revival of
a major intellectual concern of the
s and
s: state- and nationbuilding in the old societies turned new nations. However, the new interest
in the state has a different tonal quality to it, for the world has, during the
last two decades, witnessed a major change in the context in which studies
of the state were once conducted.
The
s and
s were a period of optimism. It was widely believed
in the modern world, and in the modern centres of the non-modern world,
that every society had to pass through clear-cut historical stages to conform
ﬁnally to the prevalent model of a proper nation-state – exactly as every
economy had to go through ﬁxed stages of growth to attain the beatitude
of development. It was also believed that to go through these inescapable
stages, each society had to restructure its culture, shed those parts that were
retrogressive, and cultivate cultural traits more compatible with the needs
of a modern nation-state.
Two forces seem to have changed that easy, progressivist view of the
relationship between culture and state. First, a huge majority of Third
World societies have failed to walk successfully the arduous path of
‘progress’, laid out so considerately by the dominant school of post-World
War II social science, and they have failed to develop viable nation-states
along the lines prescribed by post-seventeenth-century Europe. The state
in these societies often looks today like some kind of specialized coercive
apparatus or private business venture. Second, culture in these societies has
shown more resilience than expected by the learned and the knowledgeable. When pitted against the needs and rationales of the state, it is often
the state which has given way to culture. This resilience of culture, also
expressed in the spirited resurgence of ethnic self-awareness in many Third
World societies, seems to show that what was once possible in the case
of small tribes and minorities which were bulldozed by modernization is
no longer possible in the case of larger cultural entities without arousing
stiff resistance. Increasingly, cultures are refusing to sing their swan songs
and bow out of the world stage to enter the textbooks of history. Indeed,
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cultures have now begun to return, like Freud’s unconscious, to haunt the
modern system of nation-states.
It is against this background that the recent vicissitudes of the idea or
construction of the state in the dominant culture of global politics must be
explored.
FU S ION OF NATION AN D STATE

What we have learned to call the state today is actually the modern nationstate. It entered the world scene only really after the treaty of Westphalia
in
. Though a contractual element had already entered the civic space
by the thirteenth century in parts of Europe, the treaty gave formal institutional status to the emerging concept of the state in Europe. But even then
the concept would have never attained the power it later did if the French
Revolution had not underwritten it by linking up the story of the state to
that of nationalism.
With the spread of republicanism in Europe, there also grew up severe
doubts among European elites about the long-term legitimacy of the merging
non-monarchical states. Nationalism came in, and was systematically promoted, as an alternative basis of such legitimacy. The Weberian charisma
that was previously concentrated in the person of the monarch – supposedly
meditating between the sacred and the secular orders – was now distributed
among the population, and a non-speciﬁc nationalism was seen as the best
guarantor of the stability of the state.
This sense of insecurity, of which nationalism was supposed to be the
cure, persisted in the culture of the nation-state. From the very beginning,
nation-building – a polite term for the cultural and ideological homogenization of a country’s population – became one of the goals, stated or unstated,
of the modern state. Some early nation-states, for instance, even proscribed
trade unions for a while. And, of course, there was always some godforsaken
minority or other that these states could exclude. Such minorities had a
place only in the few remaining fragmented nations where the construction
of the past was itself plural and could not easily be built on a romanticized
imperial memory.
The concept of the state that emerged from this experience had some
distinguishing features. Among other things, the new concept assumed a
closer ﬁt between the realities of ethnicity, nation and state; it gave a more
central role to the state in the society than the Ancien Régime had done; and
it redeﬁned the state as the harbinger and main instrument of social change,
which in the European context meant being the trigger for and protector of
the modern institutions associated with industrial capitalism. These newly
assumed functions naturally made the modern nation-state suspicious of all
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cultural differences, not on grounds of racial or ethnic prejudice, but on the
ground that such differences intervened between the ‘liberated’ individual
and the republican state and interfered with the more professional aspects
of statecraft.
Even more important, thanks to the new institutional ordering that went
with the new concept of the state and the expansion of the colonial empires
(which had already begun to become globally visible), within a short time
the concept of nation-state not only marginalized all other concepts of the
state in Europe but also began to enter the interstices of public consciousness
all over Asia, South America and Africa.
This had two important pay-offs. First, under the inﬂuence of the concept
of the nation-state, the state was increasingly seen as an impartial, secular
arbiter among different classes, ethnicities and interests. Most states did not
live up to the image but few states disowned it. Some states even negotiated
this gap between principles and practice the hard way. For instance, some
of them went democratic but with clear-cut structural limits on democracy.
In England in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, a line was drawn
between democracy and national freedom, and the popular as well as elite
view of the state came to include the belief that freedom sometimes needed
to be protected from democracy, if necessary by curbing the participation
of the lower classes, including women, in politics. Likewise, some states
managed to become more tolerant of ethnicity only after ghettoizing or
driving out from their territories their problematic minorities. What France
did to the Huguenots or, later on, Poland to the Jews, other states like the
United States or Australia did less conspicuously, but just as ruthlessly, to
their aboriginal and black minorities.
The second pay-off was that each nation-state began to see itself as a
repository of cultural values even though, in reality, each sought to equate
these values with a territorial concept of nationality that militated against
the subtler meanings of the idea of culture. Occasionally, the states vied with
one another to emerge as the upholder of particular culture values. England
and France both spoke on behalf of European civilization, even when they
went to war with each other. And Nazi Germany, while to much of the world
it seemed an anti-culture, also tried hard to become a symbol of European
civilization, albeit in its somewhat idiosyncratic fashion, and to at least some
of the best minds of this century – from Ezra Pound to Knut Hamsun to
Martin Heidegger – the claim did not seem particularly exaggerated.
H EGE MONY OF TH E EU ROPE AN CONC E PT

At the beginning, the new concept of the state in Europe and its corresponding institutional arrangements had to contend with other surviving concepts
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and structures of the state that were different from and antagonistic to
the new concept. These contending concepts and structures often went
with culturally distinctive expectations and demands from the state. British
colonialism, for instance, though it was perfectly at home with the concept
of the nation-state in Britain, operated in India within the broad cultural
framework of the Mughal Empire which had preceded it. This it did explicitly and self-consciously during the early decades of the Raj, and more tacitly
and partly unwittingly until roughly the First World War.1 During the ﬁrst
sixty-ﬁve years of British rule, it is even doubtful if the new ruling circles
in India had an operational concept of any ‘civilizing mission’ on their part.
They certainly did not have a programme of state-directed social change and
they resisted, in virtually every instance, Indian attempts to introduce major
social reforms in the country. As for its secular commitment at that time, it
sufﬁces to say that the British-Indian state not merely proscribed Christian
missionary activities, but even participated in running some Hindu temples
and claimed a part of the donations made to the temples on that basis.
Despite these early compromises, gradually the concept of the nation-state
did manage to disparage and displace all other surviving notions of the state
in the Third World as so many instances of medievalism and primitivism.
The process was strengthened when, in one society after another, indigenous
intellectuals and political activists confronting the colonial power found
in the idea of the nation-state the clue to the West’s economic success and
political dominance. The idea of a native nation-state, thus, was increasingly
seen as the cure-all for every ill of the Third World. Rarely did anyone think
of an indigenous modern state as a contradiction in terms. Indeed no other
idea, except probably the twin notions of modern science and development,
was accepted so uncritically by the elites of old continuous civilizations like
China and India. Even modern science and development became, for Third
World elites, the responsibility precisely of the nation-state and two new
rationalizations for its predominant role. It is possible to argue that the
story of the modernization of Asia that began in the nineteenth century is
actually a story of the internalization and enculturation of the idea of the
modern state by individuals as diverse as Rammohun Roy (
–
), Sun
Yat-sen (
–
) and Kemal Atatürk (
–
).
As a result, today, in most of the world, when one talks of a state, one
usually has in mind the modern nation-state. All political arrangements and
all state systems are now judged by the extent to which they serve the needs
of – or conform to – the idea of the nation-state. Even the various modes of
deﬁance of the state are usually informed by this standardized concept of the
state. Karl Marx (
–
), while he spoke of the state withering away,
had in mind a nation-state which would have to be ﬁrst captured by a dedi-
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cated vanguard fully versed in the intricacies of a modern – read ‘Western’
– polity. And when the likes of Piotr Kropotkin (
–
) talked of the
ills of the state, they invariably had in mind the Western nation-state. The
anarchists were as ignorant as the Marxists were contemptuous of the very
different kinds of state that lesser mortals in the Third World had lived or
experimented with.
It is only now, half a century after the Second World War, that some
social analysts have again begun to take seriously the growing inability of
the nation-state to serve the needs of civil society in large parts of the world.
As I have already pointed out, there had been critics of the state in Europe as
early as the nineteenth century. Some like Marx expected the state to wither
away after playing its role in history; some like Leo Tolstoy (
–
)
found it a moral abomination which had to be kept in strict check; and
some like Georges Sorel (
–
) and Piotr Kropotkin thought the state
could be done away with straightaway – but all these critics, almost without
exception, were severely Eurocentric. They showed little knowledge of, or
respect for, the diverse traditions of conceptualizing the state in other parts
of the world. What little concept of diversity they had consisted primarily
of a vague idea of the non-Western state, which was later to be formalized
by scholars like Karl Wittfogel as Oriental despotism and by Max Weber as
the pre-modern state.
Predictably, this mythical pre-modern state propagated by the betterknown European scholars looked remarkably like a primitive Afro-Asian
version of the Ancien Régime. It was mythical because it analytically steamrollered the diverse pasts of the non-West, collapsing them into a single ideal
type which, as in the case of Weber, instead of increasing the understanding
of these societies, diminished it. It was, primarily, simply an effort to make
manageable the world’s diverse non-Western pasts by incorporating them
into a more familiar Western past. Later, this process of incorporation was
to be scientiﬁcally sanctioned and institutionalized through Weberian political sociology, particularly its post-World War II Parsonian variant which
dominated the behavioural persuasion in Western political science until the
s.2
Not that everyone during the last three centuries has dutifully jumped
on the bandwagon of the modern state. But those who have not are the
exceptions. And these exceptions have been systematically neutralized
by the dominant culture of knowledge. Given the overall spirit of postEnlightenment Europe, it has been easy to reread intellectuals such as
William Blake (
–
), David Thoreau (
–
) and John Ruskin
(
–
) either as incurable romantic visionaries or as grand eccentrics.
They are respected as poets, critics and moral persons, but not as thinkers
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who have something to say about public life and the fate of civil society the
world over. It goes against these intellectuals that they sensed the growing
links between the state, organized nationalism, mega-science and the growth
of an urban-industrial society, and, especially, the way the combination
has marginalized some of the older, less totalist conceptions of the state.
Particularly industrialism and scientism have been, since the late eighteenth
century, the ruling ideologies in Europe, and anyone even slightly critical of
the urban-industrial or technocratic future of humankind is seen as outside
the bounds of normality and sanity.
This hegemony of the idea of the modern nation-state has created a clear
political paradox in the debates on the state today. The new critics ﬁnd the
concept of the modern state looking more and more tired, out of line with
realities, and unable to cope with the new problems and threats to human
survival. Yet, in the meanwhile, the concept has acquired immense institutional power and a wide base in the global mass culture. It has become an
axiomatic part of conventional wisdom or common sense. This paradox has
ensured that organized political power cannot easily be mobilized, even in
the Southern world, to resist the pathologies of the modern state. Either the
resistance has to come from the fringes of the polity or it has to legitimize
itself in the language of the mainstream. The vested interests which have
grown up around the idea of the modern state deﬁne, thus, not merely the
mainstream but also most of the popular concepts of dissent.
The results are plain. In society after society, in the name of protecting
or helping the state, rulers have begun to extract new kinds of economic
and political surplus from the ruled and have unleashed on the citizens who
resist this project new forms of oppression. Simultaneously, in society after
society, for the sake of the state, a growing proportion of the citizens is
willing to tolerate that oppression as a sacriﬁce they must make as patriotic
citizens for the future generations of their compatriots. Even as the idea of
the nation-state loses a part of its gloss, as in West Europe in the
s, it
strengthens its hold on the imagination of many in the Third World who see
in it one of the few instruments available to ensure progress and equality
within the global system. That the state is also a means of ensuring First
World standards of living for those having control or access to the state in
the Third World is, of course, seen as an unfortunate and incidental byproduct of the inexorable laws of history.
DE VE LOPM E NT AS R AI SON D’ ÉTAT

What explains this anomalous relationship between the state and society
in large parts of the world? The answer differs from society to society but
there are some common threads.
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First, the idea of the nation-state entered most Southern societies through
the colonial connection, riding piggyback on the concept of the white man’s
burden. That experience was internalized. When, after decolonization, the indigenous elites acquired control over the state apparatus, they quickly learnt
to seek legitimacy in a native version of the civilizing mission and sought to
establish a similar colonial relationship between state and society.3
They found excellent justiﬁcation for this in the various theories of modernization ﬂoating around in the post-World War II world. The payments
that had once been made to colonial regimes for their civilizing mission
were now demanded by those controlling the indigenous states as agents of
modernization and guarantors of national security. Instead now they were
no longer called payments. Now they were called sacriﬁces for the future of
one’s country, and they invariably came more from those who had less access
to – or facility in – handling modern institutions. Even authoritarian regimes
in the Third World have systematically justiﬁed themselves thus. From
Ferdinand Marcos to Lee Kuan Yew, from Ayub Khan during the second
period of military rule in Pakistan to Indira Gandhi during the Emergency in
India, it has been the same story. None of these worthies has ever bothered
to justify him- or herself as a guardian of civil rights or democracy, though
all of them were indirect beneﬁciaries of democratic movements for self-rule
in the colonial period. At most, they have justiﬁed themselves as removing
the roadblocks to some future democracy which the citizens in their societies
could one day come to deserve if they, the citizens, got themselves properly
educated in the meanwhile in the intricacies of modern social and economic
institutions.
A second common thread in the relationship between state and society
are the direct links which the modern state has established with megatechnology, on the one hand, and doctrines of national security and development, on the other. These links have become more and more conspicuous
to the victims of state violence, thanks to the consistent attacks by many
states in the Third World on their citizens in the name of development and
national security, and the systematic export of violence and authoritarianism
by some Western states, both liberal capitalist and socialist, during the past
years.
These elements in the ideology of the state have also come under criticism
because, apart from becoming the justiﬁcation for new kinds of violence,
they have become conceptually hollow in terms of real life. Let me give one
or two examples. The changing nature of modern technology has ensured
that the state can provide security primarily only to itself, not to its citizens.4 If there were to be a nuclear war between the United States and Soviet
Russia, for example, and Switzerland maintained its traditional neutrality,
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that neutrality could no longer guarantee the personal security of a single
Swiss citizen. For good or ill, our hypothetical average Swiss citizen must
look for security elsewhere. The modern state can always ask the citizen to
make sacriﬁces in the name of security; but it cannot always deliver that
security.
Likewise, even spectacular state-controlled development processes in a
society are no guarantor of the development of the society, however paradoxical this may sound. There are a number of states in the world where
development means only the development of the state itself or, at most, the
state sector. In fact, in a number of cases, the development of the state has
been the best predictor of the underdevelopment of society. (There is a
closely associated category of such states – Herb Feith calls them repressive
developmentalist regimes – which we are not considering here; in them, the
state’s role as the ultimate development agency legitimizes its authoritarian
nature and repressive policies.) Some scholars have, consequently, deﬁned
development as the process in the name of which the state mobilizes resources internally and externally and, then, eats them up itself, instead of
allowing them to reach the bottom and the peripheries of the society.5
National security and development are only two of the major themes in
the ideology of the modern state. A third is the state as representing the
principle of scientiﬁc rationality (which rationalizes, in Freud’s sense of the
term, all actions of the state, which in turn seeks to rationalize, this time
in Max Weber’s sense of the term, the society it lords over). And a fourth is
the state as a means of secularizing the society.
The concepts of the state as the epitome of scientiﬁc rationality and
the chief secularizing agent have also come under attack in recent times.
The modern state has established such a close relationship with modern
science and technology that it has now become the major source of attack
on all non-modern systems of knowledge. In the politics of knowledge today,
nobody can imagine one without the other. About per cent of all scientiﬁc
research in the world is now applied research, and out of this
per cent
roughly per cent is military research sponsored by the state. Nearly the
entire coercive power of the modern state now comes from mega-science and
mega-technology, and developing the state today means primarily equipping
it with greater coercive might as a result of the help of modern science
and technology. Once again, the brunt of this attack on the plurality of
knowledge is felt more in the (former) Second and Third Worlds. There are
institutional checks in the First World against the use of certain kinds of
force against the citizens. These checks hardly existed in the Second World
before its collapse and are often subverted with the help of the First World
in the Third World.
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As for that other major ideological pillar of the modern state, secularism,
instead of leading to greater tolerance of ethnic diversity, state-sponsored
secularism has often only managed to secularize ethnic conﬂicts and bring
them within the purview of the state. In the process, politics organized
around the state has worsened the relationship between communities and
ensured, in the name of progress, the destruction of hundreds of lifestyles
and the life-support systems which traditionally sustained cultural diversity
in different parts of the world.6
The various kinds of traditional state systems that in times past used to
be spread all over the world were often violent and authoritarian. But one
thing they did not – or could not – do. They did not try to enter all areas
of human life and they did not set up total systems for social and political
engineering, based on a theory of inexorable historical laws. Such states had
neither the technological wherewithal nor, in most cases, the philosophical
hubris to mount any such ambitious effort. As a result, the citizens, even
when victims of state violence, had a few escape routes open. The state,
too, knowing that its writ did not run beyond a point, had to learn to live
with human diversity, if not on ideological grounds, at least on grounds of
realpolitik and pragmatic considerations.
Under the dispensation of the modern nation-state, similar escape routes
can be kept open only when the polity is fully democratic. Otherwise,
the state’s control over a citizen’s rights and freedoms is much more total.
With the help of modern technology, management systems and information
control, such a state can successfully plug the escape routes that used to be
available to the citizen of pre-modern or non-modern societies.7
TOWAR DS A LIG HTE R STATE

It is easy to identify many of the problems associated with the prevalent
idea of the state. It is less easy, when dealing with a social entity as
fundamental as the state, to foretell the future or guess what forms may
ultimately emerge in place of the modern state. Some scattered non- or
post-modern concepts of state have, however, begun to emerge in response
to the crisis of the nation-state in our times. For while it is an open question
what forms the post-modern state will take, there is little doubt that the
dominant concept of the state will have to be drastically altered. If not in
response to intellectual doubts and criticisms, at least in response to the
larger processes of democratization going on all over the world. For the
crisis of the modern state springs primarily from the contradiction that
has arisen between it and the demands for democratization of the world of
knowledge and restoration of the dignity of peoples peripheralized during
the last two hundred years.
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First, there has emerged the concept of multi-national and multi-ethnic
states as correctives to the standard idea of the unitary nation-state. In the
past the bureaucratic socialist states like the USSR or Yugoslavia (before
its break-up) preferred the ﬁrst approach, Western liberal societies like the
United States and Britain the latter. Neither has been an unmixed blessing
and the strains have begun to show in both systems. The concept of the
multi-national state has not helped China or the Soviet Union to avoid ethnic
politics and strife; that of the multi-ethnic state has not helped Britain or
France to live in peace with their non-European minorities.
Second, some people, noticing how the concept of the nation-state seeks
to pummel major civilizations into shape, have tried to redeﬁne the state.
At least one scholar has pleaded for the use of the concept of a civilizational
state in case of large countries such as India.8 Prima facie the concept seems
to presume an overlap of geographical and state boundaries which may be
impossible to obtain in reality. In the case of India, it does not seem to
account adequately for the political status of independent Hindu monarchical states like Nepal. Nor does the concept adequately explain the cultural
status of states such as Pakistan and Sri Lanka, separated from India not by
civilizational but by state boundaries.
Third, there have been others to whom the concept of a moderate or
civil state promises some respite, if not a remedy.9 It is possible, they feel, to
recover the liberal, pace-setting role of the state through detailed monitoring
of the state by those politically active outside the state sector, in areas such
as environment, peace, human rights, feminism, alternative sciences and
technologies. The enrichment of civil society and reform of the state through
such monitoring, they feel, will automatically bring about a redeﬁnition of the
scope of the modern state. Though this is the way resistance against stateinitiated oppression has gone in many societies, one wonders if the liberal
state has retained enough ﬂexibility to allow for such monitoring. Especially
so, given the wide consensus most modern states have now built against the
idea of diversity and in favour of professional expertise. Both these kinds of
consensus allow the nation-state democratically to marginalize grassroots
initiatives of all kinds, especially if they happen to be non-party-political.
Finally, there has been a re-emergence of anarchism of various hues.
In the West, this response is usually anaemic and defensive, and survives
camouﬂaged in some forms of environmentalism and in alternative science
movements. When directly political, such anarchism somehow conveys the
impression of being a form of eccentricity or esoterica. In the Third World,
it occasionally has some political clout, thanks to the fact that the anti-imperialist movements, in practice, often had to operate from outside the state
sector. Probably the best instance is the ‘anarchism’ associated with the name
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of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi.10 Many Indian Gandhians are still trying
to live down that heritage and convert Gandhism into a non-threatening,
ofﬁcial voluntarism acting as an adjunct to the Indian state. But Gandhi,
forty years after his death, has obviously retained some nuisance value, and
at least some young Gandhians have come closer to those for whom a return
to a revised and updated idea of a culturally rooted, less monolithic, ‘softer’,
pre-modern minimal state holds the most promise.
None of these dissenting new approaches, however, poses as yet much of a
threat to the dominant culture of the state, despite the widespread awareness that everything is not well with the state of the state. None of the
alternatives mentioned here has captured the imagination of the public,
except perhaps for short stretches of time. On the other hand, given the
mounting problems with the dominant model of the state, these fringe
dissenters do not look as insane as they once did. It is possible that in the
future they may begin to look like more formidable enemies of public order
and political rationality. In the meanwhile, the dissenters can perhaps, as a
consolation, remind themselves that no system becomes morally acceptable
merely because human imagination has failed to produce an alternative to
it at a given point in time.
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Technology
OTTO ULLRICH

H

arry S. Truman’s famous statement of January
can be regarded
as the ofﬁcial proclamation of the end of the colonial age. He announced a plan for economic growth and prosperity for the entire world,
explicitly including the ‘underdeveloped areas’.
We must embark on a bold new program for making the beneﬁts of our scientiﬁc advances and industrial progress available for the improvement and
growth of underdeveloped areas.… The old imperialism – exploitation for
foreign proﬁt – has no place in our plans.… Greater production is the key
to prosperity and peace. And the key to greater production is a wider and
more vigorous application of modern scientiﬁc and technical knowledge.1

Greater prosperity calls for increased production, and more production requires scientiﬁc technology – this message has been proclaimed ever since
in countless statements by the political elites of both West and East. John
F. Kennedy, for example, emphatically challenged Congress on
March
, to be conscious of its historical task and authorize the ﬁnancial means
necessary for the Alliance for Progress:
Throughout Latin America millions of people are struggling to free themselves from the bonds of poverty and hunger and ignorance. To the North
and East they see the abundance which modern science can bring. They
know the tools of progress are within their reach.2

With the age of development, science and technology took over the leading
role altogether. They were regarded as the reason for the superiority of the
North and the guarantee of the promise of development. As the ‘key to prosperity’ they were to open up the realm of material surplus and, as the ‘tools
of progress’, to lead the countries of the world towards the sunny uplands of
the future. No wonder that for decades numerous conferences all over the
world, and particularly in the United Nations, focused, in a spirit of near
religious hopefulness, on the ‘mighty forces of science and technology’.
Such a message of worldwide assistance seemed ﬁnally to leave the bloody
traces of colonialism behind. Had not the earlier conquerors turned into
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generous helpers willing to share the instruments of their wealth with the
poor? It seemed that the times were past when white people had marched
in to force pagans onto the path of Christian salvation, savages into civilization, and natives into labour discipline. No more subordination. Instead
‘partners in progress’ working together under the banner of development
to take advantage of scientiﬁc and technological progress for the global rise
to prosperity.
And these hopes for the future blessings of progress were shared by
nearly all in the so-called Third World in a position to express themselves.
Despite occasional critical voices, among them Mahatma Gandhi as one of
the most weighty, the faith in a prosperity-creating scientiﬁc and technological progress spread like a universal new religion over the entire globe.
Despite occasional relapses and insecurities, the religion of progress has
installed itself so ﬁrmly in most people’s minds that, even today, a critique
of it is more likely to be regarded as incorrigible heresy than as a voice
warning of a false path.
But a number of fundamental questions have now arisen. Did the new
orientation, in which the ‘other’ cultures of the world were declared to be
‘developing countries’ and given assistance to foster their forces of production, really introduce the end of colonialism? Or is our present era to be
regarded as a new, less immediately recognizable, and therefore more effective, stage in Western imperialism? If that is the case, then how is it that
the ‘developing countries’ accepted so readily the imperial message of the
blessings of science and technology? And are they in fact ﬁnding the promises of material prosperity through the import of modern technologies being
fulﬁlled? Or are they simply bringing into their countries the destruction
of culture, the destruction of nature and a modernized form of poverty? Is
the fundamental assumption in regard to the industrial countries themselves
even valid, that material surplus in the Western metropoles was created by
modern scientiﬁc technology? Or was it fed from other sources altogether?
For, if the belief in the redemptive effects of technological progress is already
becoming a myth in the industrial countries, it could hardly be suitable as
the basis of a ‘development concept’ in other cultures.
Before one begins speaking about the effects of Western technology in the
Third World, one should therefore try to gain the most realistic estimation
possible of the achievements of modern scientiﬁc technology in the industrial
countries themselves.
DE LIVE RING TH E GOODS ?

Shortly after the First World War, the mathematician and philosopher
Bertrand Russell attempted in his book The Prospects of Industrial Civilization
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to determine the position of industrial culture. At the centre of his considerations were the effects of science and technology. He arrived at the following
conclusion: the application of science has been ‘in the main immeasurably
harmful’,3 and it would only cease to be so ‘when men have a less strenuous
outlook on life’. Russell also asserted:
Science, hitherto, has been used for three purposes: to increase the total
production of commodities; to make wars more destructive; and to substitute trivial amusements for those that had some artistic or hygienic value.
Increase in total production, though it had its importance a hundred years
ago, has now become far less important than increase of leisure and the wise
direction of production.4

Russell was a widely travelled and sagacious observer of his times, and it is
reasonable to assume that this conclusion was already valid at that date, at
least in the eyes of an informed and reasonable friend of humanity. So when
one reads these same lines today, the immediate conclusion can only be
that people in the industrial countries have lost all sense of proportion. In
retrospect, the harmful effects of science Russell complained about – increase
in the total production of commodities, increase in the destructive potential
of the war machine, and the mechanization and trivialization of cultural
activities – have all gathered momentum in an explosive fashion since the
Second World War.
The most outstanding achievement of scientized technology has undoubtedly been the increase in the destructive power of the war machine. Here the
results are gigantic. Life on earth can be extinguished almost instantaneously
many times over, and yet scientiﬁc endeavours continue to be concentrated
in the main (in money and personnel) on increasing the war machine’s
productivity in killing. This is no accident. Nor are the scientists forced
to do such work. For the perfecting of these ‘objects’ awakens the greatest
interest in the brain of a normally educated natural scientist by virtue of a
certain inner logic.
A rocket which ﬂies ‘relentlessly’, that is without any disturbances
through space, which can be guided with great precision to a predetermined
target to release forces of cosmic proportions upon arrival there – such a
mighty technological system belongs at the very top of the list of products
possessed of an ideal correspondence with the logic of the experimental,
mathematical natural sciences. That is why it is no accident that nearly all
the state-of-the-art achievements of contemporary technology are concentrated, for example, in a cruise missile – computer technology; radio, radar
and video technology; rocket propulsion and nuclear technology; metallurgy;
aerodynamics; logistics and information technology; and so on.
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Many countries in the Third World became acquainted, above all else,
with these accomplishments of Western technology. By way of the military
bases of the larger powers, of their own military regimes, or their governments’ megalomania, substantial portions of their limited ﬁnancial resources
were, and are, consumed by the import of military technologies. In addition,
abundant instruments of war arrive through ‘military development aid’. I
suspect, and this must be more thoroughly investigated some time, that
until now the largest part of Western technological assistance has comprised
these destructive weapons. The effect of all this highly modern technology
in these lands can be described unambiguously – it increases hunger and
misery, it hinders independent development, and it secures corrupt regimes
against popular revolutions.
S EC R ET PATH TO PAR ADI S E

The forces of production – based on modern science and technology – that
are required for the production of ever larger mountains of ‘essential goods’
have assumed gigantic proportions in the industrial countries in the seventy
years since Russell’s analysis. Nearly all the energies of industrial peoples
focus ever more intensively on the production, marketing, use and disposal
of ‘essential goods’ of all sorts. Industrial society thereby acts in accordance
with its central myth as to the meaning of life. For modern European society
has been obsessed by one idea above all: that through the production of
material goods, the necessary conditions for the good life were supposed to
have been created; through work, science and technology, the ‘secret path
to paradise’ was supposed to have been forged, as Francis Bacon, one of the
theoretical founders of modernity, formulated it some three hundred years
ago.
The central myth of European modernity is also a plan for salvation to
be applied worldwide. Its starting point is the assumption that unremitting diligence, constant progress in the production of material goods, the
unbroken conquest of nature, the restructuring of the world into predictable,
technologically and organizationally manipulable processes will automatically
and simultaneously produce the conditions of human happiness, emancipation and redemption from all evils.
This assumption ‘bewitched the self-conception of modernity’, in Jürgen
Habermas’s brilliant phrase. Today it is recognizable as ‘the great illusion
of the epoch’. Scientistic technology was a dream of happiness without
sacriﬁce. Technology fulﬁls this dream ‘by repressing the sacriﬁce and
making the happiness hollow’ (Günther Ortmann). Through the evolution
of scientistic forces of production a higher development of humanity was
supposed to ensue. The established industrial countries ﬁrst applied this
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idea of development to themselves. One can therefore speak with justice
of an internal colonization of European culture through industrialism.
The view among the more critical and far-sighted observers of our time
is that peoples in the West, too, must liberate themselves from this internal
colonization. For the central hypothesis of industrialism, that the unremitting
development of the forces of production will create the conditions for the good
life, has proven to be false. The attempt to satisfy the full spectrum of human
needs through the production and consumption of goods has failed. Those
dimensions of life that are important to people – whether West or East, North
or South – such as ties of affection with other people and a sense of esteem in
society, cannot be replaced effectively by material consumption. Especially
children and older people, the sick and the handicapped, get a sense of the
social coldness resulting from the ‘busyness’ of industrial society.
What is more, the boundless dynamic of production in industrialism is
so structured that material needs are created faster than the conditions for
their gratiﬁcation. There arises, therefore, the phenomenon of permanently
frustrated people caught in an endless spiral of needs. Since the conditions
of existence in the industrial system have been reduced to the persistent and
overwhelming compulsion of having to sell one’s labour power in competition
with other sellers, there arises a frantic race of all against all.
Alongside the endless spiral of needs, Homo industriae has also been made
subject to an accelerating time stress, which leaves little space for his feelings,
soul and thoughts to catch up with the busy doings of the world of work.
Ultimately, this futile attempt to create the conditions for the good life
principally through the development of the forces of production has to take
place on the basis of a higher, ever increasing ﬂow of materials, energy and
information, which is plundering and destroying the planet. For these and
still other reasons, a search has begun to get under way in the industrial
countries for a new orientation towards the good life, one that goes beyond
productionism and consumerism.
So much for a few catchwords in the critique of the industrial myth of
production, which cannot be developed further here, but without which
an understanding of modern technology is not to be had. I want now to
illumine, in somewhat more detail, a few of the characteristics of industrial technology and, ﬁrst of all, to pursue the question of its alleged high
productivity, long admired and, indeed, one of the reasons for its great
attractiveness in the Third World.
WEALTH TH ROUG H TR AN SFERRING TH E COSTS

Marx and Engels, who were likewise ‘bewitched’ by the thought of redemption through the development of the forces of production, nearly swooned
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in admiration at what was, in fact, their class enemy in the Communist
Manifesto:
The bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years, has created
more massive and more colossal productive forces than have all the preceding generations together. Subjection of Nature’s forces to man, machinery,
application of chemistry to industry and agriculture, steam navigation,
railways, electric telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for cultivation,
canalisation of rivers, whole populations conjured out of the ground – what
earlier century had even a presentiment that such productive forces
slumbered in the lap of social labour?

For this mighty and violent transformation of society and nature, an energy
source had to be exploited which, until then, had been little used because
it smoked and stank – coal. Industrial capitalism may have begun on the
basis of wood as its source of energy, but without the possibility of using
a more highly concentrated and abundantly available source like coal, the
productive avalanche so admired by Marx and Engels would not have got
under way. Without sources of fossil fuel, European society would have
remained ‘wooden’ despite all its production myths. Or, at the very least,
its production mania would not have been able to become so violent and
imperial. The expansion dynamic of industrial capitalism would have run
up against a natural barrier.
But fossil fuels were available and, combined with the production myth,
an ‘economic mode’ began that would be characteristic of the industrial
system from then on. The economy was no longer driven by replenishable
resources and the constant supply of energy from the sun, but became based
instead on the consumption of the earth’s accumulated energy reserves,
which had not been created by those who now used them, while these same
users ignored the consequences. Already at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, there was so much coal burned in England that the entire surface of
England and Wales would have had to have been forested if energy consumption were to have been met by replenishable wood.
Currently, there is as much fossil fuel burnt every year as has been stored
up in a period of nearly a million years. The lion’s share, approximately
per cent, is used up in the industrial countries, where only about
per cent of the world’s people live. This voracious appetite for resources
is demonstrated yet more clearly in the example of the United States: less
than per cent of the world’s population consume there about
per cent
of the world’s natural resources. If one were to extend this industrial mode
of production and lifestyle to all the people of the earth, ﬁve or six further
planets like the earth would be required for resource plundering and waste
disposal.
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The historian Rolf Peter Sieferle writes on this question:
Juxtaposed to the ,
year duration of the agrarian system, the
industrial system appears as a brief, one-time paroxysm of intoxication in
which the resources gathered over many millions of years are used up in
a couple of hundred. This applies to fossil energy sources, but also to the
concentrations of minerals which are exploited and depleted with the help of
the former. There is much to suggest that this paroxysm will be followed by
a bad hangover.5

The consumption of fossil energy reserves threatens life on earth in a
number of ways. The air pollutants released damage plants and destroy the
equilibrium of the earth’s protective atmosphere. The ‘energy-centred view
of life’ (Bertrand Russell) can declare everything to be raw material and
transform it into ‘essential goods’ only with the help of fossil fuel. In the
process the earth’s resources are transformed at an ever greater tempo into
usually poisonous waste. The production mania of the petrochemical industry, in particular, which delivers all the world’s plastic products we cannot
do without, produces gigantic amounts of non-biodegradable pollution in the
form of synthetic hydrocarbon compounds that pose a sustained threat to
life over the entire earth. It is already possible to determine from the ﬂesh
of a South Pole penguin what substances are being used in the northern half
of the globe to create economic growth.
This is the still not properly acknowledged background to the much
praised efﬁciency of the industrial system and the allegedly high productivity of industrial technology. These come about only through the plundering
of the pre-existing accomplishments of nature for which they bear no credit
(internalization of the so-called free goods of the earth) and through the
massive transfer of costs on to nature, on to the Third World, and on to
future generations (externalization of costs in the form of pollutants, waste
problems, and so on). The allegedly highly productive industrial system
is, in reality, a parasite on the earth, the likes of which have never before
been seen in the history of humanity. It has the towering productivity of a
bank robber who resorts to quick, violent attacks in an attempt to create
for himself a life of prosperity at the cost of others.
This state of affairs, with its implications, is still being repressed from
their consciousness by the majority of people in the industrial societies. It
can be characterized as the essential lie of the industrial system, the pretence
that the material prosperity won through plundering and the transfer of
costs was ‘created’ by industrial production, by science and technology, by
the tools of prosperity themselves. On the basis of this lie, the additional
belief arises that the problems of the ever more apparent destruction of
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nature can be eliminated without a sacriﬁce of prosperity solely by technological means, and that the export of these ‘productive’ technologies will also
allow the Third World to have a share in the much delayed promise of its
material prosperity.
TEC H N IQU E S OF PLU N DE R

But if one takes a look at one after the other of the technologies and technologically created ‘essential goods’ that appear so alluring, it becomes clear
that they overwhelmingly take the form of techniques that plunder the
earth’s resources and externalize their costs. This is true of the massive fossil
fuel and nuclear power plants, airplanes and automobiles, washing machines
and dishwashers, factories for the production of plastics and the countless
plastic products, industrialized and chemicalized agriculture, the industry
for the ‘improvement’ of foodstuffs, the packaging industry, buildings made
of concrete, steel and chemicals, paper production, and so on. None of these
brilliant accomplishments of industrial technology functions without the
massive consumption of ‘free’ natural resources and without the expulsion
of waste, poisons, noise and stench.
It requires a lengthy search to ﬁnd anywhere in this gigantic mountain of
industrial processes and products examples that are not part of the system of
externalizing techniques of plunder and that might be recommended without
reservation to the Third World. It is for this reason that there has been not
only a debate over appropriate technologies for the Third World, but, for
years now, also a discussion of ‘other’ technologies for the industrial countries themselves. The critical technology debate in the industrial countries
has led to the conclusion that the only future for a series of once-celebrated
triumphs of scientiﬁc technological progress lies in renunciation. The need
to renounce the use of atomic energy, the chlorine industry, most aspects of
synthesizing chemistry, reliance on the automobile, and industrialized and
chemicalized agriculture has become self-evident to ecologically conscious
people.
The majority of industrial technological products are not generalizable.
As desired luxury items for the few, they lose their use value upon mass
distribution, and their sheer numbers usually make them responsible at the
same time for environmental problems. For instance, when there are only a
few cars on the street, they can be comfortable (and prestige-giving) vehicles
for their drivers. But already in the industrial countries the automobile is
not generalizable. Although only a fraction of the people in cities use it as
their everyday means of conveyance, many cities are already suffocating in
poisonous gases, noise and stench. If, to take an example, the proportion
of motorcars in China were equal to that in the industrial countries, then
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in a short time oil supplies would run out and the earth’s atmosphere be
ruined.
Something similar applies to nearly all the other prosperity- and comfortproducing industrial techniques. The push-button comforts people in the
West have grown accustomed to and the unquestioned consumer expectations like running hot water at one’s ﬁngertips, continually heated or cooled
rooms, motorized conveyance, foodstuffs from all over the world wrapped in
plastic and frozen and always available, mountains of goods people feel they
can never do without and which the accelerated pace of fashion turns ever
more quickly into mountains of garbage – all this American way of life, as
it is often called, is composed of countless little plunderings of nature and
transferred costs. It is precisely this that makes up the envied prosperity of
the industrial powers, and precisely this prosperity that is not generalizable
globally. It can be had by only a few generations in a few countries before the
earth will have been plundered to death and rendered no longer habitable.
The message of Truman, Kennedy and many others to the ‘peoples of
the world’, that they could achieve the material prosperity of the West
by taking over Western scientized technology, therefore, turns out to be
empirically untenable. The available industrial technologies for the West
are nearly all designed for plunder and the transfer of costs. Even in the
best of scenarios, these technologies could only allow the ﬁrst ‘developing
countries’, those that are able to develop most rapidly and ahead of the
others, to achieve prosperity on Western lines. For the peoples of the entire
earth, it is impossible.
The illusion that Western prosperity was created by science and technology – an illusion promoted with tremendous naivety by Truman and
Kennedy, but which is no longer seriously supportable – has recently been
resurrected again by a few people with exceptional faith in new generations
of technology allegedly able to ‘handle’ the environmental problems that
have resulted. Although the massive assaults by existing technologies on
nature have had to be admitted, these optimists, or charlatans, now profess
to believe that solutions can be found without a sacriﬁce of prosperity, as a
result of an ‘ecological modernization’ of industry.
New technologies, yet to be created, are supposed to make possible a
continuation of precisely the same prosperity facilitated by the old technologies, but now in ‘ecologically tolerable’ form. Through the miraculous
but unspeciﬁed powers of technology – an ingenious new formula, a new
principle, a technological ‘breakthrough’ – all the things that were previously possible only by way of plunder and the transfer of costs are now
supposed to be conjured up as efﬁciently, as economically and, above all, as
abundantly as before.
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The energy debate alone shows the extent to which this is all wishful
thinking. The beginnings of solar power, which, because of the materials
used, is still very far from being truly generalizable and tolerable to nature,
are shoved scornfully by the energy bosses into the realm of mere ‘addons’, merely complementary energy-producing technologies, because solar
power cannot compete with their grand technologies in terms of economy
and deliverable amounts of energy. They are right. The amounts of energy
consumed currently are not to be had at a realistic cost on a solar basis.
And as long as no institutions exist that can present users with the bill for
the transfer costs their activities cause, solar power technologies will not
be able to compete with traditional ones. Whoever believes that material
prosperity can be created in a way tolerable to nature as ‘efﬁciently’ and
‘cheaply’ as has been possible through externalizing techniques of plunder
is like someone expecting a workable perpetual motion machine to be about
to be invented.
The scientiﬁc civilization of the West has scarcely any technologies on
offer truly suited to the future – that is, humane and appropriate over
the long term to nature. That is why the hopes of some in the West came
to be focused on a solution from quite another direction. After it became
clear in the
s, with the collapse of the initial euphoria over technology
transfer, that the import of Western technologies into Third World countries
resulted primarily in monocultures, large-scale slums, devastation of nature,
the destruction of cultures and human ruination, there were, especially in
India, initiatives to pursue an independent technological development more
intensively. Robert Jungk was still hopeful when he wrote in
:
We are still at the beginning of the development of speciﬁcally Asian,
African and Latin American variations in technology. What they have in
common, despite the great geographical distances, is their desire to conform
more closely to life and nature. The cause of this is not hard to recognize.
They all arose in protest against the mechanical, insensitive, standardizing
occidental technology geared predominantly to speed and maximum output.
It is completely conceivable that, before the end of the millennium, yellow,
brown and black development advisers will be called to the summits of
industry in our half of the globe to show their former teachers how vital
necessities can be produced without waste and without harm to people and
the environment, without haste and without alienation.6
MYOPIA MAK E S FOR FASC I NATION

This hope is currently ﬁnding few proponents. The attraction of ‘highperformance’ Western techniques has once again become too overwhelming. The current resurgence of the attractiveness of Western technology
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is presumably closely associated with its two main features: its ability to
transfer costs and its characteristic of plunder.
The capacity to transfer costs makes it possible for modern technology to
appear in a mystiﬁed form. It tricks the senses as to its performance capacities and seduces reason with an understanding based on short-term calculations. The costs are usually transferred and scattered over very considerable
times and spaces. The spatial and temporal horizon of our perception is,
however, signiﬁcantly nearer. What we know of measured pollution levels,
and of costs in the future or in distant areas, remains abstract to us and too
far removed from currently perceived realities. It touches none, or very few,
of the feelings and thoughts that determine behaviour here and now. Who
can imagine a
,
-year, radioactive half-life in concrete form? How
much does the knowledge of a hole in the ozone layer count for against the
utility advantage, impressed upon our senses right now, of instantly available
cool drinks from the fridge or the comfortable transportation offered by a
high-performance private automobile? The temporal, spatial and personal
separation of utilities and costs – the separation of an act committed now
from the suffering that ensues, or the non-intersection between advantages
that are privately consumable and disadvantages that have to be borne collectively – is an exceedingly seductive characteristic of modern scientistic
technologies.
When, moreover, this individually attractive characteristic of Western
technologies is coupled with the modern attitude of ‘consume and enjoy now,
pay later,’ and when ‘later’ means ‘later generations’, then any alternative,
non-mystifying technology which makes all of its costs and disadvantages
immediately palpable to the user seems very unattractive, even ‘primitive’.
As long as there is no procedure whereby the transferred costs deriving
from the use of a technology or product are charged in the present, then any
alternative technology that is humane and appropriate to nature will have no
chance against the great attractiveness of externalizing techniques.
For similar reasons, the aspect of plunder in Western technologies contributes to their considerable attractiveness. Schooled in Western ways of
thinking and pervaded by the thought of the historically unavoidable ‘modernization’ of their country, many in the Third World do not understand
why they should leave the advantages of plundering natural resources to
the industrial countries. They want to participate in instant prosperity, and
therefore demand nuclear power plants and the ‘efﬁcient’ technologies of
petroleum exploitation. And they regard the offer of technology appropriate
to the Third World, an intermediate or gentle technology, as a sophisticated
attempt to keep them in the stage of ‘underdevelopment’. The partners in
progress want to become partners in plunder. At one international conference
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on the protection of the earth’s atmosphere, when plans for the large-scale
production of CFCs for Chinese refrigerators were regarded as problematic,
the Chinese modernizers saw the matter completely differently. For them
it was self-evident that the Chinese should also drink their Coca-Cola icecold, and that it should come from refrigerators produced cost-effectively
with CFC technology. Après nous, le deluge is a phrase that can be expressed
equally well in the languages of China, India or Africa.
If the industrial countries do not immediately set in motion an intensiﬁed, exemplary impulse towards industrial, technological and economic
‘disarmament’, a deceleration of material production processes, alternative
and attractive models for a low-performance society, for changes in the
cultural paradigm so as to supersede modernity’s myth of production, then
the transformation of our blue planet into a moonscape is certain.
F R I E N D LY I M PE R IA LI S M

Aside from the environmental and physical costs, the social and cultural
costs of the introduction of Western technologies also remained largely
hidden during the technological enthusiasm of the
s and
s. Even
‘clean’ technologies force their laws upon society in such a way that cultural
self-deﬁnition and autonomy cannot be maintained for long. That the import
of Western industrial technologies combines a creeping cultural imperialism
with the destruction of native culture is related to a little noted characteristic of these technologies. This characteristic is another dimension of their
mystiﬁcation, with its separation of phenomenal form and reality, immediate
impact and later effects. The alleged tools of progress are not tools at all,
but technical systems that worm their way into every aspect of life and
tolerate no alternatives.
In their exterior aspect industrial machines and products are isolated
objects that can be freely and everywhere employed like tools, according
to the decision of the user. With them, however, there typically comes an
infrastructural network of technical, social and psychological conditions,
without which the machines and products do not work. For an automobile to
be truly used, one needs a technological infrastructure composed of networks
of streets with petrol stations, reﬁneries, oil wells, workshops, insurance,
police and ambulance services, lawyers, automobile factories, warehouses
for spare parts, and much more besides. And, on the psychosocial side, one
needs people who will conform to all the installations and facilities and
institutions and who can function within them. And so one needs driving
lessons, training for children in crossing streets, conscientious petrol station
and garage repair owners, and, in general, the expert and diligent industrial
worker, which in turn means schooling, disciplining, and yet more schooling.
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Every industrial product like this brings with it its corresponding requirements and they can only function with their associated infrastructure and
the psycho-social preparation of people.
The introduction of factory labour and industrialization in Europe meant
a similar ‘great transformation’ of the entire society, culture and psychological constitution of the people. Industrialization made its way on to the historical stage only with much violence, degradation, misery and humiliation.
The expansion of scientistic technology was, as Bertrand Russell claimed,
‘immeasurably damaging’ to European culture because cultural activity
was mechanized and trivialized. Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten that
industrialization arose in and through European culture and is therefore not
essentially alien to it.
For the cultures of other countries, the requisite psycho-social preparation
of people and the cultural transformation looks much more traumatic because
it confronts them with an essentially alien culture. Through technological
‘development aid’, more euphemistically called technical assistance, from
the industrialized countries, they receive ‘trojan machines’ (to use Robert
Jungk’s phrase), which conquer their culture and society from within. They
are forced gradually to absorb an alien industrial work ethic, to subordinate
themselves completely to unaccustomed time rhythms, to value objective
relations higher than human relations, to experience increasing stress and
to regard it as normal, and to accept jobs without regard to motivation or
meaning. Wage labour and commodity fetishism expand, and they deﬁne
the competitive struggle of all against all as the social synthesis. It becomes
self-evident that everyone is to be a mechanical cog in a great production
apparatus dominated by the world market. As Johan Galtung described the
process:
The total picture … is one of transfer of technology as structural and
cultural invasion, an invasion possibly more insidious than colonialism and
neocolonialism, because such an invasion is not always accompanied by a
physical Western presence.7

The age of Western imperialism is therefore not over by a long shot,
particularly as long as there exists, primarily on the part of the United
States, a direct and open technological imperialism against the countries
of the Third World. Examples abound. They include the mighty arsenal of
electronic superiority in the form of communication satellites for ‘remote
sensing’ of local weather and harvest conditions in the countries of the Third
World (for purposes of ascertaining in advance of these countries themselves
the market value of their coming harvests); computer banks for the technical
information monopoly; media corporations for the direct cultural propaganda
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that ﬂoods all local broadcasters; and so on. ‘In truth the threat of the new
electronics to independence could be greater in the late twentieth century
than even colonialism was.’8
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